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Abstract
Group signature scheme could be applied to the valid
members to represent the group. The validity of the signature could be verified by the receiver. On the other hand,
the member who signs the message could not be found.
However, the group manager could reveal and identify the
signer if it is necessary. Concerning with a high performance on security, a new group signature scheme based
on a discrete logarithm problem to achieve the characteristics of group signatures is proposed. With this proposed
scheme, the signature could be generated rapidly. Also,
the verification procedure of the group signature could
be spent in a short time. This group signature scheme
can protect important messages. Compare with other
schemes, the proposed scheme is more secure and efficient
than others. The analysis of the security and the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme are provided.
The proposed group signature scheme could be suitable
for e-commerce applications.
Keywords: Authenticated Encryption; Digital Signature;
Group Signature

1

Introduction

A digital signature is used to prove the signed message
that no non-valid person could sign [7, 38]. Anyone has
the ability to verify the signature is signed or not by the
signer. The basic requirements of the digital signature
are the non-repudiation and unforgeable. No one can
deny that he/she sign the message and forge a valid signature [9, 11, 30]. Furthermore, a group signature is a variation of the digital signature [4, 15, 16, 21, 25, 34, 37] that
allows the valid member of the group to sign a message to
represent the group. Hence, a group signature scheme has
the following characters [2]. First, the valid members of
the group could use the signature to sign messages. Second, the group signature could be verified. However, the

exact signer could not be found. Finally, the identity of
the signer could be revealed if it is necessary.
Based on the discrete logarithm problem, an efficient
group signature scheme has been proposed [19]. However, some insecure questions in that scheme were pointed
out [32]. Then, two improved group signature schemes
were proposed by Tseng and Jan, respectively [32]. However, the proposed schemes did not satisfy the requirement of unlinkability and unforgeability [23,35]. Although
there were some schemes proposed [3, 5, 19, 20, 26, 28, 29,
35], there exit insecure concerns. Based on the DiffieHellman technique, the contributory group key exchange
protocol was proposed [33]. However, the protocol is weak
to a man-in-the-middle attack [24]. Without bilinear pairings, an anonymous ID-based group key agreement protocol was proposed [14]. A group key agreement protocol
based on braid groups which require only multiplication
operations was provided [8].
In this paper, based on the discrete logarithm problem, the group signature scheme is proposed with the secure and efficient concerns. With an authenticated encryption, the signer might generate the signature for a
message. The signed message could be recovered by the
only specified receiver to verify. The concept of the encryption scheme desires to achieve the authenticity, the
confidentiality, the integration, and the property of nonrepudiation. Therefore, if the message with a group signature belongs to an important message, it is not expected
to let unrelated others learn. By the way, a group signature has to be generated at the first step. Then, it
encrypts the group signature and the relative message.
In order to achieve this goal, this work proposes a group
signature scheme based on authenticated encryption. It is
expected to generate the group signature and the ciphertext simultaneously. The validity of the group signature
could be verified and the encrypted message could be recovered [6, 13].
Hence, the expected secure group signature scheme has
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to meet the characteristics of correction, unforgeability,
anonymity, unlinkability, exculpability, traceability and
Coalition-resistance [1, 10, 12, 27]. The signature generated by the group member must be accepted by verification process. The only valid members in the group have
an ability to sign the messages on behalf of the group.
To find the exact signer is difficult within the computing
sense. However, it could be revealed by the group manager. Besides, it is hard to tell if the two different signatures have been computed by the same member. The
only valid member could use the signature on behalf of
the belonged group. The group manager could identify
the valid member to use the signature. Moreover, the
group member of a colluding subset could not generate
a valid signature. With the mentioned above, the secure
group signature scheme is developing in this paper.
The following section describes the proposed scheme.
The performance and the security analysis of the proposed
scheme are shown in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively.
Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 5.

2
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3) The group signature becomes {A, B, C, D, M }.
The verification to the group signature is hold with the
following the equation,
[Bh(M ||A||D)]−e

?
=

[C A (yT −A D)h(B) ]Ch(M ||A||D)
modp.

2.3

(3)

Identification

The signature has to be revealed to identify the signer if
it is needed. The group manager accesses the (yi , ki ) of
each member Ui , it require all (yi , ki )s to satisfying the
following equation:
D == g Aki yi mod p,

for i = 1, 2, · · · , n,

(4)

where n is the number of group members. By the way,
the group manager could determine who the signer is.

3

Performance Evaluation

Discrete Logarithm Problem

The complexity of computing time is usually employed
for the performance evaluation of the proposed scheme.
Based Scheme Based on discrete logarithm problem [17, In this work, some notations are used for convenience.
18, 22, 31], the group signature scheme is proposed in this
paper. The proposed scheme includes three portions, ini- 1) Th denotes the time used for executing the one-way
hash function h().
tial phase, generation and verification, and identification.

2.1

Initiation Phase

Let p and q be two large primes such that q|p − 1, and
let g be a generator with order q in GF (p). Each group
member Ui selects a secret key xi and computes the public
key yi = g xi mod p. The group manager T has the secret
key xT and the public key yT = g xT mod p. For each
group member Ui , the group manager randomly chooses
an integer ki in Zq ∗ and computes ri = yi ki − xT mod q
and si = yi ki mod p. Then, the group manager sends
(ri , si ) to the group member Ui discreetly. After receiving (ri , si ), Ui may verify the validity by checking the
equation si yi = (g ri yT )xi mod p.

2.2

Generation and Verification

2) Texp is the time to execute a modular exponentiation
operation.
3) TN mul is the time for multiplication with modulo N .
In the proposed group signature scheme based on a
discrete logarithm problem, the signer requires 3Texp +
8TN mul + 2Th to generate a group signature. The verifier
requires 5Texp + 4TN mul + 2Th to verify the group signature. Compared with our scheme and other schemes, the
proposed scheme is better than that of the others schemes
in performance.

4

Security Analysis

Based on the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem,
the security analysis to the proposed scheme is provided.
A group member Ui signs the message M with the followThe proposed scheme should meet all the security proping steps,
erties requests.
1) choose two random numbers R1 , R2 in Zq ∗.
Correctness.
The receiver could verify the group signature
2) Compute A, B, C, and D as follows:
{A, B, C, D, M } by Equation (3).
A = xi · R1 · R2 mod q.
(1)
Unforgeability and Exculpability.
B = h−1 (M ||A||D)g −R1 ·A·h(M ||A||D) mod p.
A valid group signature could be generated by the
C = g R1 −ri ·h(B) mod p.
valid membership (ri , si ) and the corresponding se1 ·R2 ·yi
cret
key xi . In the case, the eavesdropper intercepts
D = sR
mod
p.
(2)
i
a valid member-ship (ri , si ) and intends to forge a
where h() and || denote a collision-resistant hash
group signature. According to the proposed scheme,
function and a concatenation, respectively.
he has to compute the parameters A, B, C and D
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from Equation (1) to Equation (2). Without the secret key xi , the eavesdropper could not forge a group
signature. Either, Equation (3) could not be hold.
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key. The valid (ri , si ) could not be forged. Hence,
a valid group signature could not be generated. The
group manager could not link to any member in the
colluding group.

Anonymity.
Based on the above security analysis of the proposed
Since the group signature scheme is designed for the
scheme, it is shown the proposed scheme could apgroup manager to identify the exact signer, all confiproach all security property requirements.
dential information is protected by random parameters. Within a valid group signature {A, B, C, D, M },
A and D relates the identity information. Hence,
5 Conclusions
the anonymity of A and D should be examined.
With a valid group signature, Equation (1): A = Group signature scheme functions to protect the imporxi · R1 · R2 mod q,
tant messages. In this paper, a new group signature
scheme based on discrete logarithm problem has been pro(5)
g A = g xi ·R1 ·R2 = yiR1 ·R2 mod p,
posed. The performance and security analysis are given to
where R1 and R2 are integers. If R1 and R2 are show the proposed scheme has a superior capacity. With
known, yi could be found, i.e. the exact signer could the proposed scheme, the signers could generate a group
be identified. However, since the number R1 and R2 signature swiftly, and the verification could be quickly
are unknown, no one could find the exact signer, i.e. complemented. For the applications with the time efficiency concern, the proposed scheme could be employed
the proposed scheme has anonymity.
in the e-commerce.
Unlinkability.
Similarly to anonymity, to identify whether the
signatures {A, B, C, D, M } and the signature Acknowledgment
{A0 , B 0 , C 0 , D0 , M 0 } are generated by the same group
member is difficult. With Equations (3) and (4), the This research was partially supported by the National Science Council, Taiwan, R.O.C., under contract no.: MOST
modified equations is given as the following,
104-2221-E-468-004 and MOST 105-2410-H-468-009.
A
A0
xi ·R1 ·R2
xi ·R10 ·R20
g /g = g
/g
mod p
(6)
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=
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Abstract

nology and speech perceptual hashing authentication [2].

In order to make the speech perception hashing authentication algorithm has strong robustness and discrimination
to content preserving operations and speech communication under the common background noise, a new robust
speech perceptual hashing authentication algorithm based
on spectral subtraction and multi-feature tensor was proposed. The proposed algorithm uses spectral subtraction
method to denoise the speech which processed by applying pre-processing. Then, the algorithm acquires each
speech component wavelet packet decomposition, MFCC
and LPCC feature of each speech component are extracted to constitute the speech feature tensor. The feature tensor is decomposed tensor decomposition to reduce
the complexity. Finally, speech authentication is done by
generating the hashing values which use mid-value. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can
denoise the speech effectively, and have good robustness
and discrimination to content preserving operations, as
well as able to resist the attack of the background noise,
which is commonly heard during the communication.
Keywords: Background Noise; Multi-feature Tensor; Robust; Spectral Subtraction; Speech Perceptual Hashing

Therefore it is necessary to consider whether the speech
feature can be extracted completely and accurately, and
it is required that the calculation of the perceptual speech
hashing robust should be the strongest, the coupling
should be minimum, calculating should be easy. The extraction of the speech perception feature value is the key
of speech perceptual authentication. In order to reduce
the influence of noise on speech feature extraction, speech
denoising technique is used in preprocessing. At present,
the speech noise reduction methods mainly include: spectral subtraction, Wiener filtering method, Kaman filtering
method, adaptive filtering method and so on. The current extraction of the speech perception feature is based
on the human ear psycho acoustic model, the speech perceptual hashing feature value extraction and proceeding
methods mainly include: the spectrum coefficient [11], linear predictive coding (LPC) [9], Mel-scale Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) [4, 6] line spectrum frequency
(LSF) [10], Energy to Entropy Ratio [19], frequency cepstral coefficients [12], Hilbert transform [21] and barkbands energy [14]. The literature [4] proposed a Speech
perception hashing algorithm that based on the Mel-scale
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and Nonnegative matrix
factorization (NMF), the paper proposed a singular value
decomposition then obtains the speech information, and
then undergo the NMF. It reduces the mistakes and gives
out a satisfactory outcome of the hashing function. The
experiment shows that the Robustness is improved but
the Distinction is poor, due to the principal component
analysis method is used in the algorithm, the time complexity of the algorithm is large and it cannot meet the
requirements of realtime speech authentication. Chen [3]
proposed a speech perceptual hashing algorithm based on
LPC combined with non-negative matrix factorization.

1

Introduction

Speech signal is easily to be disturbed in the transmission channel, in the speech instant messaging; the speech
is usually affected by coding and decoding [17], channel
noise, delay, packet loss, and the impact of the retrieval
speed. In order to achieve efficient speech authentication,
how to solve the problem of the interaction between robustness, distinguish and authentication efficiency, so it is
very important to study the speech noise reduction tech-
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The algorithm has good ability of collision resistance, but
it is not effective to distinguish the different speeches and
content preserving operations. Zhang [22] proposed an efficient speech perception hashing algorithm based on a linear predictive residual coefficient of LP analysis combined
with G.729 coding. The algorithm has good robustness,
discrimination and high efficiency, but robustness is poor
when the signal noise ratio is low. Li [8] proposed a speech
perception hashing algorithm based on MFCC correlation
coefficients combined with pseudo random sequences, the
algorithm has good robustness, discrimination and security, but collision resistance is poor and performance at
the low signal noise ratio is not good.
In order to solve the problem of robustness and discrimination in speech perception hashing authentication,
we present a robust perceptual hashing based on spectral subtraction and multi-feature tensor after analyze
the data that used spectral subtraction and without applying spectral subtraction. The proposed algorithm can
solve the problem of the mutual influence between the
robustness of content preserving operations, discrimination and authentication efficiency. Firstly, preprocessing
of the speech signal used spectral subtraction to denoise
the speech signal noise. Secondly, introduces the method
of MFCC coefficients and LPC cepstrum coefficients in
the process of perception speech hashing, feature modeling based on multi-feature, Construction of feature tensor
by multi-feature, finally, the authentication function is realized by using tensor decomposition and hashing structure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the basic theory of spectral subtraction for noise
reduction and the basic algorithm of multi-feature. A
detailed speech perceptual hashing authentication scheme
is described in Section 3. Section 4 gives the experimental
results as compared with other related method. Finally,
we conclude our paper in Section 5.

2
2.1

Problem Statement and Preliminaries
Spectral Subtraction for Noise Reduction

207

Equation (1) is a frequency expression.
|Y (ω)|2

= |S(ω)|2 + |N (ω)|2 + 2Re[S(ω)N ∗ (ω)]

2

= E(|S(ω)|2 ) + E(|N (ω)|2 )
+2E(Re[S(ω)N ∗ (ω)]).

E(|Y (ω)| )

(2)

In Equation (2), S(ω) and N (ω) are completely independent. N (ω) submit to zero mean value normal distribution. Equation (3) can be written as:
|Y (ω)|2 = |S(ω)|2 + |N (ω)|2

(3)

N (ω)|2 can be estimated by Silent section. The estimated
value of the original speech is defined as in Equation (4):
1

|S(ω)| = [|Y (ω)|2 − |N (ω)|2 ] 2

2.2

(4)

LPCC Feature Coefficient Extraction

LPCC is a commonly used speech feature. This feature
can be used to build the speech model, and the speech
model is considered as the all pole model, which can
be realized simply and easily in algorithm. But for the
voiceless and nasal recognition effect is poor. We can directly derive the cepstrum from the linear prediction coefficient. The recurrence relation between LPC coefficient
and LPCC coefficient is below:
c0

= a1

cn

= an +

X
k=1

cn

=

X
k=1

k
n − 1 ck an−k , 1 ≤ n ≤ N
n

k
n − 1 ck an−k , n > N.
n

Here, c0 is the DC component, an is the LPC coefficient,
and cn is the LPCC coefficient.

2.3

MFCC Feature Coefficient Extraction

When speech feature are extracted, the MFCC [13] is
mostly used as the feature vector [5]. Mel scale describes
the nonlinear feature of human ear’s frequency perception. Its relation with the practical frequency of speech.
The equation below:

f
M el(f ) = 2595 log(1 +
), 0 ≤ f ≤ Fn .
The spectral subtraction speech enhancement is utilized
700
broadly because it is simple and easy for the realtime
processing [23]. The main idea of spectral subtraction In the equation above, f is the practical speech frequency;
is the independence of noise and speech signal, it will Fn is the Nyquist frequency of speech signal.
be Noisy speech power spectrum minus the noise power
spectrum, and then get the pure speech spectrum.
2.4 Wavelet Packet Transform
Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) has the ability to accurately characterize local details of speech signals [1, 20]
Let x(t) be a speech signal, n(t) is a noise signal, and y(t) Wavelet packet transform (WPT) as the further expansion of wavelet analysis theory. Wavelet packet decomis a noisy speech signal.
position can reflect the feature and nature of the sigY (ω) = S(ω) + N (ω).
(1) nal. It is very suitable for the analysis and processing of
y(t) = x(t) + n(t).
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Figure 1: MFCC feature extraction process

speech signal types of non-stationary signal [15, 16, 18].
K level wavelet packet decomposition principle is shown
in Figure 2. The subspace Uim is Um (t) and U2m (t)’s closure spaces, speech signal through the recursive equation
wavelet packet decomposition:
√ X
2
h(n)µm (2t − n)
u2m (t) =

decomposition scale as well as MFCC and LPCC feature
coefficients. The speech frame mainly describes the precedence relationship of speech and describes the relationship
of speech feature from the time scale. The wavelet package decomposition scale conducts wavelet package decomposition for each frame of speech signal so as to different
scales of approximate components and detailed compon∈Z
nents of each frame of speech signal. MFCC and LPCC
√ X
u2m+1 (t) =
2
g(n)µm (2t − n).
feature coefficients conduct the feature extraction for the
n∈Z
components decomposed by each wavelet package to obHere, h(n) is a high pass filter group, and g(n) is a low tain the component feature. Tensor construction can be
pass filter group, g(n) = (−1)n h(1 − n), and that the two carried out for a section of speech from the above three
perspectives. The tensor constructed is the third order
coefficients with orthogonal relation.
speech tensor of [speech frame × wavelet package decomposition scale × MFCC and LPCC feature coefficients].
Figure 4 shows the construction method for speech feature tensor adopted in this paper. The construction diagram consists of the speech signal preprocessing, speech
feature extraction and speech feature tensor construction.
The Tucker decomposition model is the product of Norder tensor X ∈ RI1 ×I2 ×L×In through Tucker decomposition to obtain the product of a lower dimensional core
tensor G and N projection matrix U (n) . Tucker decomposition model is below:
X ≈ G ×2 U (1) ×2 U (2) × L ×N U (N ) .

Figure 2: The decomposition graph of K-level wavelet G ∈ RJ1 ×J2 ×L×JN is core tensor. The main informapacket
tion of the original tensor is retained in the core tensor.
U (n) ∈ RIn ×Jn is projection matrix, Jn ≤ In and U (n)
are orthogonal. Tucker decomposition can be used optimal decomposition to solve the optimization problem.

3
3.1

The Proposed Scheme
Establishment
Model

of

Speech

min |X − G ×1 U (1) ×2 U (2) × L ×N U (N ) |2 ,
G ≥ 0, U (n) ≥ 0.

Tensor

Tensor can be considered as a product of vector space,
and it is a higher order generalization of vector and
matrix. The order of the tensor can be expressed as
X ∈ RN1 ×N2 ×L×NM . Tensor decomposition method is
widely used in image processing, pattern recognition, data
compression and so on [7]. It can better show the relationship among speech frame structure, decomposition scale
and feature coefficient. Figure 3 shows the schematic diagram for the construction of speech tensor, which can
directly describe the structure of speech tensor.
Describe the speech feature from three perspectives,
which are respectively the speech frame, wavelet packet

If Jn = rank(n) X, Tucker decomposition is meaningless.
If Jn < rank(n) X, Tucker decomposition is meaningful.

3.2

Quantization

Reconstruct the core tensor G to form the twodimensional feature matrix. Calculate the sum of each
column of matrixes:
Rh (j) =

r
X

(n)

Hij , 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

i=1
(n)

In the equation above, Hij signifies the feature coefficient
in row j and line I, k is the number of rows of feature
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Figure 3: The structure graph of speech tensor

matrix. Quantize the coefficient formed and row matrix
calculate the MFCC coefficient and LPCC coefficient
to form the hashing value h(j) of speech segment;
of each segment.


Step 5: Construction and decomposition of speech ten1 Rh (j) > Rˆh , 1 ≤ j ≤ k
h(j) =
sor: conduct the tensor construction of feature coef0 other
ficient to obtain the speech feature tensor X, carry
out
Tucker decomposition for the feature tensor X
In the equation above, Rˆh is the mid-value.
to obtain the low-dimensional core tensor G and the
project matrix U (n) .

3.3

Speech Perception Hashing AuthenStep 6: Quantization: construct the core tensor G and
tication Scheme

thus obtain the sequence Rh (j); quantize Rh (j) to
Figure 4 describes the construction of speech tensor. Afobtain the perception hashing sequence h(j);
ter the tensor decomposition, since the core tensor G is
Step 7: Calculation and matching of perception hashing
less than the original tensor X, the core tensor G can be
distance: suppose that there are two speech segments
considered as the compression form of original tensor X.
α and β, define the hashing mathematic distance is
In this algorithm, the core tensor G is used to describe
Dh (:, :), which is shown below:
the speech feature. The flow chart of speech perception
X
hashing authentication based on Spectral Subtraction and
Dh (Hα , Hβ ) =
|hα (j) − hβ (j)|, j = 1, 2, L, n.
Multi-feature tensor is shown in Figure 5.
Match according to the hypothesis testing of hashing
The detailed steps of the algorithm are shown below:
mathematic distance Dh (:, :) and hashing sequence
Step 1: Preprocessing: conduct pre-emphasis on the
h(:) as follows:
speech in the speech library to be tested, enhance
K1: If the perception contents of the two speech segthe useful frequency spectrum of high frequency, rements α and β are the same:
duce the edge effect and eliminate noise.
Dh (Hα , Hβ ) ≤ τ.

Step 2: Spectral subtraction for noise reduction: the
speech signal is processed by spectral subtraction,
In the spectral subtraction experiment, the length of
frame is 30ms, frame shift is 25ms, N IS = 8, a = 3,
b = 0.5.
Step 3: Framing and windowing: in order to eliminate
the inter frame loss during framing, conduct framing
and add the Hamming window for speech x(t); during framing, the frame length is L; when the frame
moves at L/2, s(n) can be obtained; later, add Hamming window for s(n) to obtain sw (n), n is the frame
number.

K2: If the perception contents of the two speech segments α and β are different:
Dh (Hα , Hβ ) > τ.
In the equations above, τ is matching threshold. The
matching threshold can be used to determine whether
the perception contents of speech signals are the same
so as to realize the perception hashing authentication
of speech signals.

4

Experimental Results and Analysis

Step 4: Wavelet packet transform: carry out wavelet
package decomposition for the speech frame. In this
paper, the 3-order wavelet packet decomposition is The operating software environment is MATALB 2010b.
carried out, 8 speech segments are obtained, and then The operating experimental hardware platform is Intel(R)
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Figure 4: The structure graph of speech feature tensor

Core(TM) i5-4590 CPU 3.30GHz, with computer memory of 4GB. The speech data used in the experiment is
the speech in the Texas instruments and Massachusetts
institute of technology (TIMIT) speech library which is
composed of different contents recorded English by men
and women, and Noisex-92 noise library as noise library.
The speech clip length is 4s. The speech library in this
paper is a total of 1,280 speech clips. The content preserving operations are performed for the 600 speech clips,
as shown in Table 1.

4.1

Discrimination Test and Analysis

obeys the normal distribution; namely, speech with different perceptions will generate different hashing values.

In the ideal condition, every speech segments with different contents will have its different perception hashing
valve and every pair of hashing value matching should
have a high error rate. Actually, there are always a few
of BER data which are low and probably lower than the
threshold value, then it will be wrongly judged as same
content. According to Table 1, it can know that the false
acceptation rate (FAR) increases with the enlargement of
BER threshold value. Compared with the other two algorithms, the algorithm proposed in this paper has a strong
collision resistance. When the threshold value τ = 0.25,
the collision probability is that 6 segments among 1010
speech segments may collide. When τ = 0.27, the collision probability is that 1 segments among 108 speech
segments may collide. When τ = 0.30, the collision probability is that 6 segments among 107 speech segments may
collide. It can be seen from Figure 6 that 2 segments
among 105 speech segments will collide when the threshold value τ = 0.35. As indicated in Table 1, compared
with other two algorithms, the algorithm is very stable
in the collision resistance. Therefore, this algorithm can
correctly identify the authenticated speech segments.

Discrimination is mainly used to evaluate the reliability
of the algorithm for distinguishing different speech contents read by different or same persons. Since the bit error rates (BER) of different speech segments are random
variables, this experiment analyzes the discrimination of
algorithm with the probability distribution curve. The
BER of the perceptual hashing values of different speech
contents basically obeys the normal distribution. By pairwise comparison of perceptual hash values for 600 speech
clips, there are 179700 BER values are obtained. Compare every two of speech in the speech library and the
diagram of BER normal distribution obtained is shown in
Figure 6.
When the error rate is used as the distance measure, it
should approximately abbey the normal distribution. It
The mean of matching between different speech is
can be seen from Figure 6 that the probability curve of
standard normal distribution overlaps the probability dis- 0.4996 and the square is 0.0411, as shown in Figure 7,
tribution of BER value of this algorithm, so the hashing the µ and δ measured in the experiment are close to the
distance obtained through this algorithm approximately theoretical results.
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Table 1: Content preserving operation
Operating means
Volume Adjustment 1
Volume Adjustment 2
Resampling 1
Resampling 2
Narrowband noise 1
Narrowband noise 2
MP3
MP3
MP3
MP3

Compression
Compression
Compression
Compression

1
2
3
4

Operation method
Volume down 50%
Volume up 50%
Sampling frequency decreased to 8kHZ, and then increased to 16kHZ
Sampling frequency decreased to 32kHZ, and then increased to 16kHZ
SNR=20db narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency distribution in
0 4kHZ
SNR=30db narrowband Gaussian noise, center frequency distribution in
0 4kHZ
Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate is 32k
Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate is 48k
Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate is 128k
Re-encoded as MP3, and then decoding recovery, the rate is 192k

Abbreviation
V. ↓
V. ↑
R.8 → 16
R.32 → 16
G.N20
G.N30
M.32
M.48
M.128
M.192

Table 2: The comparison results of FAR value

tau = 0.20
tau = 0.25
tau = 0.27
tau = 0.30
tau = 0.32
tau = 0.35

[4]
5.1875e-013
2.0985e-009
6.4075e-008
4.5267e-006
4.4124e-005
9.7400e-003

Without applying spectral subtraction algorithm
5.5635e-014
3.0135e-010
6.1722e-009
3.6602e-007
4.1395e-006
1.0136e-004

The proposed algorithm
1.6299e-013
6.4908e-010
1.1930e-008
6.1098e-007
6.3326e-006
1.3820e-004

Table 3: The matching rate of speech authentication after the being kept operating content %

V. ↓
V. ↑
R.8 → 16
R.32 → 16
G.N20
G.N30
M.32
M.48
M.128
M.192

[4]
98.3
97.4
97.2
96.4
78.1
93.4
84.2
91.2
94.6
100

Without applying spectral subtraction algorithm
98.86
100
95.3
98.1
86.7
94.7
87.4
96.7
96.8
100

The proposed algorithm
100
100
95.3
100
91.6
95.3
91.4
96.7
98.7
100
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(a)

Figure 5: The flowchart of speech perception hashing authentication

4.2

Robustness Test and Analysis

The speech perception hashing robustness is mainly used
to evaluate the reliability of the same speech after different preserving operations. The content preserving operations are performed for the 1280 speech clips, as shown in
Table 1. The comparison results in various BER and the
algorithm without applying spectral subtraction method
are shown in Table 2.
(b)
As can be seen form Table 2, the proposed algorithm
has good robustness for increasing and decreasing of the
volume, filtering, resampling and re-encoding than that
without applying spectral subtraction algorithm and [4],
this is due to about content preserving operations have
little effect on speech feature, so the algorithm has good
robustness. However, the noise has great influence on the
LPCC and MFCC coefficient, so the effect is not good on
the speech added noise whether it is 20db or 30db. We
can analyze the data from Table 3, when applying spectral
subtraction method, we can see that the mean values of
all content preserving operation are decrease, but the running efficiency is improved by nearly one times. It has a
good improvement on the volume adjustment, resampling
and Gaussian noise, this is because of the above opera(c)
tions have great influence on the speech amplitude and
noise clip, so the effect is improved obviously by applying spectral subtraction method. According to the data Figure 6: The BER normal distribution diagram. (a) The
in Table 2 and Table 3, as for the robustness of preserv- Proposed algorithm, (b) The algorithm of [4], (c) Without
ing content operation, the proposed algorithm is generally applying spectral subtraction algorithm.
stronger than other two algorithms.
Based on the BER rate of content preserving operation, the false acceptance rate (FAR) and false reject rate
(FRR) are obtained. Draw the FAR-FRR curve, which is
shown in Figure 8.
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This paper totally get 179,700 BER values by conducted pairwise comparison between perceptual hashing
values form 600 different speech clips, and the false accept
rate and false reject rate (FRR) is obtained via above attacks, and drawing the FAR-FRR curve, the results of
comparison between without applying spectral subtraction method and the algorithm in [4] are shown in Figure 8. As indicated in the result in Figure 8, the FARFRR curve obtained by the proposed algorithm has a
litter cross. The proposed algorithm’s FRR curve does
intersects with the FAR curve in 0.39, the FRR curve
shows a significant convergence and a very wide judging
domain; the judging threshold is between 0.35 and 0.40,
showing a significant judging domain. Compared with
the algorithms which without applying spectral subtraction algorithm, this algorithm has good robustness, and
can correctly authenticate the same and different speech
segments and, meanwhile, the algorithm authenticate the
speech segments which go through the content holding operation and malicious attack. Therefore, compared with
other two algorithms, this one has good discrimination
and robustness.

(b)

(a)
FAR−FRR curve
0

10

−1

10

FAR−FRR

−2

10

−3

10

−4

(c)

10

FRR
FAR
−5

10

0

Figure 7: FAR curves of the algorithm. (a) The Proposed
algorithm, (b) The algorithm of [4], (c) Without applying
spectral subtraction algorithm.

0.1

0.2

0.3
0.4
threshold

0.5

0.6

0.7

(b)

Figure 8: The FAR-FRR curves of different perceptual
hashing algorithm. (a) The Proposed algorithm, (b)
Without applying spectral subtraction algorithm.
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Table 4: BER mean and running time comparison
Operating
Algorithm
V. ↓
V. ↑
R.8 → 16
R.32 → 16
G.N20
G.N30
M.32
M.48
M.128
M.192

Mean
0.1019
0.1121
0.1200
0.0981
0.1980
0.1371
0.1586
0.1301
0.1101
0.0846

Variance
Max
Mean time
The proposed algorithm
0.3187
0.3187
72min40s
0.3312
0.3312
0.3750
0.3750
0.3187
0.3187
0.3062
0.3363
0.3150
0.3212
0.4700
0.4575
0.3237
0.3238
0.4313
0.4313
0.3000
0.3000

Mean Variance
Max
Mean time
Without applying spectral subtraction algorithm
0.1253
0.3723
0.3723
65min42s
0.0811
0.3163
0.3163
0.1012
0.5250
0.5250
0.0847
0.4125
0.4125
0.2637
0.5563
0.5250
0.1629
0.5062
0.5000
0.1750
0.4750
0.4750
0.0953
0.4188
0.4188
0.0829
0.3563
0.3563
0.1012
0.3500
0.3500

Table 5: The algorithm efficiency (time/s)

Hashing structure
Hashing values
Total

4.3

The proposed algorithm
7.24
0.008
7.248

Without applying spectral subtraction algorithm
6.65
0.008
6.658

Robustness for Common Background 4.4 Efficiency Analysis
Noise
In order to measure the computational efficiency of the

People usually talk in a noisy environment, so add Noisex92 noise library which is common background noise, including white noise, pink noise, factory floor noise 1, factory floor noise 2, speech babble and Volvo noise. The
signal-to-noise ratios of noises added are respectively 0db,
10db, 20db, 30db, 40db and 50db.
As shown in Figure 9, this algorithm has extremely
strong robustness for Gaussian white noise attack and
Babble noise attack; the robustness of this algorithm is
obviously stronger than other two algorithm. Its robustness for other several noises is also in the middle level. As
for the passing rate for pink noise attack, the passing rate
of the three algorithms is all 100%.
As shown in Figure 9, the proposed algorithm has
strong robustness for common background noise. In particular, its robustness for Gaussian white noise and Babble noise is significantly higher than the robustness of [4]
and [3]. Its robustness performances for Volvo noise, Factory 1 noise, Factory 2 noise and Pink noise are in the
middle level. The passing rate of authentication matching
for various signal-to-noise ratios is very high. Compared
with the NMF algorithm, the tensor decomposition algorithm has stronger robustness for pink noise attack and
the feature value decomposed through tensor algorithm
has higher stability. Therefore, the algorithm proposed
in this paper has strong combination property of robustness for common noises, so it can meet the practical need
of speech matching in our daily life.

proposed algorithm, the researcher randomly extracted
200 segments of speech from the speech library to count
the average operating time.
As shown in Table 5, compared with the without applying spectral subtraction algorithm, the proposed algorithm is required to conduct the spectral subtraction noise
reduction, wavelet package decomposition prior to feature
extraction and make tensor reconstruction for the feature
extracted. Thus, the expenditure of operating time is
long. On the premise of enhancing the robustness, compared with other algorithms, there is increase in the overall expenditure of operating time of this algorithm and its
operating efficiency is largely affected, so this algorithm
can only be applied to the occasions with low realtime
requirement speech communication.

5

Conclusion

This paper proposed a robust perception hashing speech
authentication algorithm based on Spectral subtraction
and Multi-feature tensor. Through an experimental discussion and analysis, the proposed algorithm robust is
better than the earlier methods as shown in the discussion, the conclusions below can be made.
As shown in the results of speech perception hashing discrimination and collision resistance experiments,
the highest speech misidentification probability within the
range of threshold. It means that the algorithm has good
collision resistance performance and can meet the need of
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Figure 9: The Speech authentication passing rate of being the common background noise attack. (a)Volvo noise, (b)
Babble noise, (c) Factory1 noise, (d) Factory2 noise, (e) Pink noise, (f) Gaussian white noise.
practical application.
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As shown in the experiment of speech against noise
attack, this algorithm has strong robustness for common
background noise, so it can meet the need of daily communications on varied dialogue backgrounds. Compared
with other two kinds of algorithms, the algorithm for common background noise robustness is more stable. This algorithm can control the tensor size as required and model
building is flexible. Besides, it can realize the speech content authentication and speaker authentication, the algorithm has a high practical value. Simulations show that
the robustness of the proposed algorithm is superior to
that without applying spectral subtraction method, but
the efficiency is reduced by nearly 1 times and the FAR
is increased. The main disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is that the efficiency is deduced. The next of the
research objective is to improve the efficiency, decrease the
impact of echo and Tamper detection and localization of
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Abstract

1

The rapid growth of inter-networking and communication
technologies resulted in an exponential hit rate on commercial service providing websites (servers) like Google,
Amazon, Flipkart etc. from remote users connected via
Internet. To handle the networking load, the organizations are moving from the traditional two tier client server
architecture to multi-server architecture for efficient load
balancing. The traditional two-party authentication protocol for remote user authentication are not sufficient to
break the ever increasing attacks on open network i.e.
Internet. Also, the existing two-party authentication protocols are meant for single server, adopting these protocols for multi-server environment results in the requirement of huge computation cost for separate registration
of user at each server. So, researchers started proposing
authentication schemes specific to multi-server environment. In 2014, Yeh et al. proposed an improved version
over Pippal et al.’s scheme which eliminates all identified
weaknesses like susceptible to user impersonation attack,
server counterfeit attack, and the man-in-the-middle attack. In 2015, Mishra et al. demonstrated that Yeh et
al. scheme is susceptible to off-line password guessing attack, insider attack and user impersonation attack and
proposed an improved version. In this manuscript we do
a thorough analysis on Mishra et al. scheme and determine that Mishra et al. scheme is liable to ’known session specific temporary information’ attack and based on
that, the attacker can realize all key attacks. We also
demonstrate that Mishra et al. scheme consists of major
inconsistencies like ’inefficient login phase’ which restrict
the protocol to adopt to real time implementation.
Keywords: Authentication; Elliptic Curve Cryptography;
Multi-server Authentication; Smart Cards

The advances in internet, mobile and networking technologies resulted in an exponential access to remote
servers using high end mobile devices on the go via Internet (as shown in Figure 1). The traditional authentication
schemes are primarily proposed keeping in mind the traditional two-tier client-server architecture and traditional
communicating devices like desktop etc. [2, 4, 8, 15, 16].
Due to advances in mobile and communication technologies, users are able to connect to remote servers through
mobile devices on the go, which results in an increased
hit rate on e-commerce servers. Hence, all the small and
medium enterprises are moving to a multi-server environment [3, 7, 14]. Due to this, there is a critical need for
robust, efficient and lightweight remote user authentication algorithms. On the one hand, adopting these protocols for multi-server environment results in the users need
to register in each server and to store large sets of data,
including identities and passwords [1, 5, 17, 26].
Various researchers had proposed authentication protocols for secure authentication of users connecting to remote servers based on various techniques like usage of
verification table [13], symmetric key cryptosystem [10],
dynamic Identity based [6, 9, 19, 22, 23, 24, 25], modified password based [23, 24], involvement of the registration center in the authentication process [9].etc. Unfortunately, most of the protocols are analyzed insecure shortly,
after they were put forward [6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 21, 22, 24].
Meanwhile, identity protection is considered to be important for authentication and key agreement protocol design
in single-server and multi-server architectures.
In 2013, Pippal et al. [21] proposed a robust multiserver authentication scheme based on smart cards, with
added advantages like elimination of verifier table, registered remote users are allowed to access multiple servers
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propose a secure and light weight multi server authentication scheme by eliminating the security pitfalls and inconsistencies found in Mishra and other related schemes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a brief review of Mishra et al. scheme is given.
Section 3, describes the security weakness of Mishra et al.
scheme. Section 4 provides the conclusion of the paper.
Figure 1: Typical multi server environment
without multiple registration. Also the registered users
can alter the password securely without any assistance
from the registration center or remote server. In 2014,
Yeh et al. [25] demonstrated that the remote user multi
server authentication scheme proposed by Pippal et
al. [21] is vulnerable to user impersonation attack, server
counterfeit attack, and the man-in-the-middle attack and
having proved the inconsistencies in Pippal et al. [21]
scheme, Yeh et al. proposed an improved version, which
eliminates all identified weaknesses with the same order
of computation complexity.
In 2015, Mishra et al. [19] did a thorough literature
analysis of multi-server authentication schemes and summarized that most of the existing multi-server authentication schemes require all the involved servers to be
trusted, involvement of registration center or central authority in mutual authentication [20] or multiple secret
keys. In practical scenarios, the servers may be semitrusted, thus considering all servers to be trusted does not
seem to be realistic scenario. Involvement of registration
center/central authority in the computation process like
mutual authentication may create a bottleneck scenario
for a large network, which is a draw back in multi-server
authentication scheme proposed by odelu et al. [20]. Also,
computation of multiple secret keys may not be suitable
for smart card based environment as smart card keeps limited storage space. In sound literature analysis, Mishra
et al. [19] demonstrated that recently proposed Yeh et
al. [25] multi-server authentication scheme is susceptible
to off-line password guessing attack, insider attack and
user impersonation attack. Having found the security pitfalls, Mishra et al. [19] proposed an improved multi-server
authentication scheme which does not require all servers
to be trusted, central authority no longer needed in authentication and smart card need not to store multiple
secret keys.
On thorough analysis of Mishra et al. [19] multi-server
authentication scheme, we demonstrate that their scheme
is susceptible to session specific temporary information
attack, on the success of it, Mishra et al. [19] scheme
is susceptible to leakage of user identity, password and
computation of session key by the attacker. We also established that Mishra et al. [19] scheme includes major
inconsistencies in which lack of early detection of wrong
credentials by the smart card, which results in excessive
computation on the server side, which ultimately results
in a Denial of Service attack. In future work, we aim to

2

Review of Mishra et al. Scheme

In this section, we examine Design and Analysis of a
Provably Secure Multi-server Authentication Scheme by
Mishra et al. [19] in 2015 and then demonstrate its security pitfalls. The notations used in Mishra et al. [19] are
listed in Table 1.
Table 1: The notations used in Mishra et al. [19]
Parameter
Ui
R.S
Sj
U IDi
U P Wi
Ti
SKij
MK
U SKi , U P Ki
h(.), h1(.), h2(.)
p
Ep (a, b)

⊕
||

2.1

Description
U seri
A trustworthy Registration center / Registration server
j th server in the system
Unique identity of U seri
Unique password of U seri
Timestamp generated by entity i
Session key between U seri and
serverj
Master key of RS
ith user secret/public key
One-way hash functions
A large prime number
An elliptic curve y 2 = x3 + ax +
b(mod)p over a finite Zp with
4a3 + 27b2 6= 0((modp)) based on
group G
Bitwise XOR operation
Bitwise string concatenation

Registration Server (R.S)

An additive group G, whose generator is P. G is a set of
points over an elliptic curve EP(a,b) of order n.
Select:
h:

{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}k ,

h1 : {0, 1}∗ ∗ G → {0, 1}∗ ,
h2 : {0, 1}∗ ∗ {0, 1}∗ ∗ {0, 1}∗ ∗ G ∗ G ∗ G → {0, 1}k
Chooses: A master key MK of 1024 bits.
Registration server makes as public {EP (a, b), P , h(.),
h1(.), h2(.)} and keeps its master key MK as private.
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Figure 2: Server registration phase of Mishra scheme
Server (Sj )
Selects: Identity SIDj
{SIDj }
− − − − −− →

Registration Server (R.S)

Computes: SSKj = h(SIDj ||M K)
SP Kj = SSKj .P
{SSKj , SP Kj }
← − − − − −−
Figure 3: User registration phase of Mishra scheme
User (Ui )
Selects: U IDi , P Wi , N
RP Wi = h(P Wi ||U IDi ).

Registration Server (R.S)

{RP Wi ⊕ N, U IDi }
−−−−−−−−−→
U SKi = h(U IDj ||M K)
Xi = U SKi ⊕ RP Wi ⊕ N
U P Ki = U SKi .P
R.S → (U IDi , U P Ki ) to all servers
S.C = {Xi , P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)}
← − − − − − − − − − − −−
Yi = Xi ⊕ N = U SKi ⊕ RP Wi
Replaces Xi withYi in S.C.
i.e. S.C = {Yi , P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)}

The registration server(RS) performs the following Step 2. On receiving the registration request {SIDj },
steps in offline mode before the actual deployment of the
RS computes the secret and public keys for Sj as
servers in deployment field.
follows:
SSKj = h(SIDj ||M K), SP Kj = SSKj .P
Step 1. R.S selects a large odd prime number ’p’ of minimum 160 bits, generates a Galois Field G.F (p) and
where MK is its secret master key. R.S submits
elliptic curve Ep(a,b), which is a set of all points
{SSKj , SP Kj } to Sj , through a secure communion the curve y 2 = x3 + ax + b(modp), such that
cation channel.
a,b Zp = {0, 1, 2, 3....p − 1}, satisfying the condition 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0. ’G’ represents the base point
2.3 User Registration Phase
of elliptic curve ’E’ of order ’n’, which is of 160 bits
√
such that n > p. R.S chooses three hash functions This phase is invoked whenever a user Ui registers with
h, h1, h2 and opts MK as its master key.
the registration server for the first time (Figure 3).
Step 2. Registration server makes as public {EP (a, b), Step 1. The user Ui selects the identifier U IDi , a random number N, and the password P Wi . Ui then
P , h(.), h1(.), h2(.)} and keeps its master key MK
computes RP Wi = h(P Wi ||U IDi ). Ui submits the
as private.
registration request {RP Wi ⊕ N, U IDi } to the registration server via a secure channel for registration.

2.2

Server Registration Phase

Step 2. On receiving the login request {RP Wi ⊕
N, U IDi }, the RS performs the following computations to compute the secret and public key for Ui .
U SKi = h(U IDj ||M K), U P Ki = U SKi .P, Xi =
U SKi ⊕ RP Wi ⊕ N . R.S forward the secret and
public key pair (U SKi , U P Ki ) of Ui to all registered servers. Finally, the RS issues a tamper-proof
Step 1. The server Sj selects the identifier SIDj and
smart card with the following parameters stored in it
provides its identity {SIDj } to the registration
S.C = Xi , P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.) to Ui through a secure
server via a secure channel for registration.
communication channel.

This phase is invoked whenever a server Sj registers with
the registration server for the first time. The registration
server assigns secret and public keys to the server.
This phase is invoked whenever a server Sj registers
with the registration server for the first time (Figure 2).
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Figure 4: Login phase of Mishra scheme
Ui /S.C(UPKi , USKi , SPKj )

Server(Sj )(UPKi , SSKj , SPKj )

Submits U IDi , P Wi .
Computes: RP Wi = h(P Wi ||U IDi )
Retrieves U SKi = Yi ⊕ RP Wi .
Selects the targeted server Sj to access the resources.
Achieves the Sj public key from R.S public directory i.e. (SIDj , SP Sj )
Generates a session specific arbitrary number 0 ru0
Computes: Ai = ru .P
Bij = U SKi .SP Kj (= U SKi .SSKj .P = U P Ki .SSKj = U SKi .SSKj .P ).
Cij = ru .SP Kj = (ru .SSKj .P = ru .P.SSKj = Ai .SSKj )
Vi = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ||Cij ||Ai )
DIDi = U IDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij )
{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1}
−−−−−−−−−→

Step 3. On receiving S.C from R.S, Ui computes Yi = request by checking whether (T 1∗ − T 1) ≤ ∆t, then Sj
Xi ⊕ N = U SKi ⊕ RP Wi and replaces Xi with Yi in proceeds as follows (Figure 5).
its S.C.
Step 1. Compute Ai .SSKj = ru .P.SSKj = ru .SP Kj =
Cij ∗ . Ai is received through login request by Ui .
Finally the Ui S.C contains the parameters: {Yi , P , h(.),
Retrieve U IDi ∗ = DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij ∗ ).
h1(.), h2(.)}.

2.4

Login Phase

Step 2. Compute:
Bij ∗ = U P Ki .SSKj , Vi ∗ =
h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Ai ).
Validate
whether Vi = Vi ∗ if yes, Ui is authenticated.

Whenever the user Ui wants to access data from a server
Sj deployed in a multi-server environment, the user Ui Step 3. Generates a session specific arbitrary number
0 0
rs , Compute: Dj = rs .P, Ej = rs .Ai = rs .ru .P..
needs to perform the following steps (Figure 4).
SKij = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Ej ), Vj =
Step 1. Ui inserts his/her smart card into the card
h(U IDi ||SKij ||T 2||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Dj ) And forwards the
reader of a specific terminal and provides his/her
login reply message {Dj , Vj , T 2} to S.C via a public
Identity U IDi , password P Wi .
channel.
Step 2. The S.C computes RP Wi = h(P Wi ||U IDi ) and Step 4. On receiving the login reply message, S.C comretrieves Ui secret key U SKi = Yi ⊕ RP Wi .
putes:
Step 3. The S.C achieves the server Sj public key from
the R.S public directory, i.e (SIDj , SP Sj ). S.C generates a session specific arbitrary number 0 ru0 .
Step 4. The smart card then computes the variables
Ai = ru .P, Bij = U SKi .SP Kj (= U SKi .SSKj .P =
U P Ki .SSKj = U SKi .SSKj .P ). Cij = ru .SP Kj =
(ru .SSKj .P = ru .P.SSKj = Ai .SSKj ),
Vi = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ||Cij ||Ai ), Masked identity DIDi = U IDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij ) where T1 is the
current time stamp.

Ej ∗

=

ru .Dj = ru .rs .P,

SKij ∗

=

h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ||Cij ||Ej ∗ ),

Vj ∗

=

h(U IDi ||SKij ∗ ||T 2||Bij ||Cij ||Dj ).

Validate whether Vj = Vj ∗ , if yes, Sj is authenticated. If yes, S.C authenticates the server Sj .

3

Cryptanalysis of Mishra et al.
Scheme

Step 5. The S.C finally forwards the login message In this segment, we will cryptanalyze the Mishra et al. [19]
scheme and illustrate that Mishra et al. scheme is vulner{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1} to RS, via a public channel.
able to Known Session Specific Temporary Information
Attack, i.e. if session specific arbitrary numbers, i.e. ru
2.5 Authentication Phase
and rs are leaked out, then an attacker can achieve the
On receiving the login request {DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1} at time, secret key of Ui , password P Wi of Ui , session key SKij .
from S.C, at time T 1∗ , the server Sj validates the login We describe the detailed steps in attack as follows:
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Figure 5: Authentication phase of Mishra scheme
Ui /S.C (UPKi , USKi , SPKj )

Server(Sj )(UPKi , SSKj , SPKj )
{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1}
− − − − −− →
Receive at T 1∗ .
Check (T 1∗ − T 1) ≤ ∆t
Compute: Ai .SSKj = ru .P.SSKj = ru .SP Kj = Cij ∗
// Ai is received through login request by Ui .
Retrieve: U IDi ∗ = DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij ∗ )
Bij ∗ = U P Ki .SSKj
Vi ∗ = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Ai )
Validate whether Vi = Vi ∗ if yes, Ui is authenticated.
Genrates a session specific arbitrary number 0 rs0
Compute: Dj = rs .P, Ej = rs .Ai = rs .ru .P.
SKij = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Ej )
Vj = h(U IDi ||SKij ||T 2||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Dj )

{Dj , Vj , T 2}
← − − − − −−
Receive at T 2∗
Check: (T 2∗ − T 2) ≤ ∆t
Ej ∗ = ru .Dj = ru .rs .P
SKij ∗ = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ||Cij ||Ej ∗ )
Vj ∗ = h(U IDi ||SKij ∗ ||T 2||Bij ||Cij ||Dj )
Validate whether Vj = Vj ∗ if yes, Sj is authenticated.

1) An opponent or an attacker or legal user can extract the information cached in the smart card
by several techniques such as power consumption
or leaked information [11, 18], etc. i.e. S.C =
{Yi , P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)}.

Step 1: Compute Cij ∗ = ru .SP Kj .SP Kj is a server
public key which is known to all the participants.
Step 2: From the intercepted login message
{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1}, retrieve U IDi from DIDi
using Cij ∗ computed in Step 1, i.e. U IDi =
DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj || Cij ∗ ). Hence Mishra et al.
scheme failed to preserve user anonymity.

2) An opponent can passive monitor or eavesdrop or alter or replay the login request, login reply messages
communicated among Ui and R.S over a public channel which is Internet, i.e. {{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1}, {Dj , Case 2: Offline Password guessing by an attacker.
Vj , T 2}}.
Step 1: ’E’ can retrieve Yi from the Ui S.C and can
frame:
An attacker is supposed to have access to all the values discussed in Table 2, based on these the attacker can
accomplish various attacks as discussed below.

3.1

Fails to Resist Known Session Specific Temporary Information Attack

The compromise of session specific arbitrary numbers
should not allow the attacker to compute any unknown
value of the communication participants and should not
compromise the computed the session key.

Yi
U SKi

= Xi ⊕ N = U SKi ⊕ RP Wi
=

U SKi ⊕ h(P Wi ||U IDi ).

=

Yi ⊕ h(P Wi ||U IDi ).

(1)

Step 2: Compute
Cij = ru .SP Kj .

(2)

We are assuming ru is compromised and SP Kj
is the server public key.
Step 3: Replace Equation (1) in place of U SKi .

Case 1: Offline Identity computation by an attacker.
In Mishra et al. scheme assume that the session specific arbitrary number ru , rs are compromised and an
attacker got hold of it. As discussed above, the attacker is having access to the values as discussed in
Table 2, can perform following steps:

Bij

= U SKi .SP Kj
=

(Yi ⊕ h(P Wi ||U IDi )).SP Kj . (3)

On intercepting Vi , Ai , T 1 from the login request
message sent by Ui to Sj , the attacker ’E’ can
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Table 2: Values known and unknown to an attacker
Values Known to the Attacker
A legal adversary ’E’ is assumed to know:
1. The smart card values
of legal user Ui .
2. The intermediate communication messages exchanged between Ui and
S.
3. All public values of Ui
and Sj

Values Known to the Attacker

Values doesn’t known to
the Attacker

1.
{Yi , P, h(.), h1(.), h2(.)} Yi =
U SKi ⊕ RP Wi
2. {{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1}, {Dj , Vj , T 2}}

1.
SSKj , U IDi , U SKi , M K

3. SP Kj , SIDj , U P Kj

proceed as follows to compute the Ui password
from Equation (3).
Step 3.1: Vi = h(U IDi || SIDj || T 1 || Bij ||
Cij || Ai ). In Vi , ’E’ knows U IDi , SIDj ,
T 1, Ai , Cij and Bij are computed in step 2
and Step 3 above.
Step 3.2: Substitute Bij in Vi .
i.e Vi =
h(U IDi || SIDj || T 1 || Bij || Cij || Ai )
= h(U IDi || SIDj || T 1 || (Yi ⊕ h(P Wi
|| U IDi )). SP Kj || Cij ||Ai ) using Equation (3).
Step 3.3: In Vi of Step 3.2, the only unknown
parameter to an attacker is P Wi . As discussed in [6, 12, 23], if in Mishra et al. [19]
scheme, if the user Ui opts for a password,
which is a weak (low entropy), the attacker
can perform password guessing attack as
follows similar to [6, 24]:
Step 3.3.1: Guesses the value of P Wi to
be P Wi ∗ from a dictionary space ∂.
Step 3.3.2: Compute:
Vi ∗
=
h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||(Yi
⊕
h(P Wi ∗ ||U IDi ))).
Check computed
Vi ∗ equal to Vi in the intercepted
login request. If yes, the Ui original
password is P Wi ∗ else ’E’ proceeds to
Step 3.3.1.
Hence, as discussed above in Mishra et al.
scheme, the attacker succeeds to guess the lowentropy password P Wi .
Step 4: On getting the password P Wi of Ui ,
the attacker ’E’ can compute the Ui secret key
as follows:
Yi

= Xi ⊕ N = U SKi ⊕ RP Wi
= U SKi ⊕ h(P Wi ||U IDi ).

U SKi

= Yi ⊕ h(P Wi ||U IDi ).

As ’E’ knows Yi from Ui smart card and U IDi
as discussed in Case 1.

Hence, we can confirm that Mishra et al. suffers
from the biggest drawback that, on compromise
f session specific arbitrary numbers, all the secret parameters of protocol participants can be
find out.
Case 3: Computing the session key by an attacker.
In Mishra et al. [19] scheme, the session key SKij =
h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Ej ).
As discussed
above, in SKij , ’E’ knows all the values except Ej .
As discussed above, if ru , rs are compromised, ’E’ can
compute Ej = ru .rs .P . Hence, based on above discussion, we can confirm that in Mishra et al. scheme,
if ru , rs are compromised, the attacker ’E’ can compute Ui identity i.e. U IDi , password P Wi and session key SKij .

3.2

Fails to Resists Denial of Service Attack (Inefficient Login Phase)

Assume that the legal user provides a wrong password
P WR . Instead of P Wi during login stage.
Mishra et al. [19] scheme is not secured against computation exhaustive attacks like denial of service attack as
there is no verification of user data by S.C during the login
phase. Thus if a legal user Ui submits a wrong password
P Wr instead of P Wi , as discussed in [6, 23], SC performs
all calculations to compute the login request without verifying the correctness of inserted identity ID and password
PW. This loophole endangers the security of the scheme
in following ways (Figure 6).
Offline and online password guessing attack, user impersonation attack, and denial of service attack. Network
Flooding with wrong login request above, the smart card
still proceeds further to compute the login message which
is a fake login request messages to the server which leads
to the excessive computation on the server side. Similarly
to guess the password correctly, an adversary sends the
guessed password online a number of times till she will not
succeed which leads to excessive computation on server as
smart card lacks any verification mechanism. Thus proto-
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Figure 6: Denial of service attack
Ui /S.C (UPKi , USKi , SPKj )

Server(Sj )(UPKi , SSKj , SPKj )

Ui provides U IDi , P WR .
P WR is a wrong password instead of his correct password P Wi
Computes: RP WR = h(P WR ||U IDi )
Retrieves U SKR = Yi ⊕ RP WR .
Selects the targeted server Sj to access the resources.
Achieves the Sj public key from R.S public directory i.e. (SIDj , SP Sj )
Generates a session specific arbitrary number 0 ru0
Computes: Ai = ru .P
BRij = U SKR .SP Kj
Cij = ru .SP Kj
VRi = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||BRij ||Cij ||Ai )
DIDi = U IDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij )
{DIDi , Ai , Vi , T 1}
− − − − −− →
Compute: Ai .SSKj = ru .P.SSKj = ru .SP Kj = Cij ∗
// Ai is received through login request by Ui .
Retrieve: U IDi ∗ = DIDi ⊕ h1(SIDj ||Cij ∗ )
Bij ∗ = U P Ki .SSKj
Vi ∗ = h(U IDi ||SIDj ||T 1||Bij ∗ ||Cij ∗ ||Ai )
Verifies Vi ∗ equal Vi
As the verification fails, R.C rejects the message.

col is not secure against denial of service attack. Due to
inefficient login phase, it costs, 3Hash operations +3Elliptic Point Multiplication operations.

4

[2]

Conclusion

Recently Mishra et al. proposed an ECC-based multiserver authentication scheme. Even though it is a novel
attempt, after thorough analysis of Mishra et al. paper,
we demonstrated that their scheme is vulnerable to known
session specific temporary information attack which results in leakage of user identity, password and computation of session key by the attacker. We also established
that Mishra et al. scheme include major inconsistencies in
which lack of early detection of wrong credentials by S.C,
which results in excessive computation on the server side,
which ultimately results in Denial of Service attack. In
future work, we aim to propose a secure and light weight
multi server authentication scheme by eliminating the security pitfalls and inconsistencies found in Mishra and
other related schemes.
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Abstract
Offensive operations have been promoted by the aggressors using computer as a tool or target, resulting, a cyber
attack in web-applications of an organization or the infrastructure of entire nation. Depending upon the attacker’s
target, one can classify some of the mostly occurred cyber attacks into five broad categories. It reports some of
the common methods adopted in conducting these attacks
and their defending techniques. This paper mainly address the possibility of cyber attacks due to the execution
of malicious or unintended nature of scripts. It formulates a verification method of web document and perform
experiment in the client-side using its benign script structure. This method is capable of detecting any malicious
script which inserts in the web-document during transportation from server to the client or due to the previously
stored content in the client or server operation. Satisfactory results have been found with the own-generated and
publicly available data-set.
Keywords: Benign Logical Structure; Classification; Cyber Attack; Malicious Script Insertion; Web-Application

1

Introduction

Today’s literate population is becoming totally dependent
on accessing web applications using browser and performing activities such as - email, banking, domestic appliances etc. The advancement of web technology helps software developer in developing user friendly applications so
that user can work with those applications easily. A large
number of organizational documents and non-web based
applications being transferred into web based applications
so that the efficiency and effectiveness of accessing organizational data over the Internet can be improved. Using
every latest technology, in one way software developers
are increasing simplicity in working with these applications, other way, these applications becoming targets of
intruders or malicious users.
A major security issue arises specially during accessing such applications, as a large number of attacks are

possible if the vulnerability in those applications are not
properly addressed. Attackers, intrude logically into an
application by misusing those vulnerabilities and they try
to disrupt its normal functioning. Researchers, have been
working largely to address web security threats and they
could achieve partially to address the issues. Intruders
also get cleverer with time and they formulate newer ways
of attack which helps in bypassing the security mechanism
of an application. To formulate a concrete solution, researchers need more work on every possibility that may
lead a successful attack. In this paper first, it presents
various categories of cyber attacks and present practices
of their defense. Second, it formulates and effective verification of web document. The method detects malicious
scripts contained in a response page or web document,
which are responsible for defacing user access.
Finally, it reports test results based on experimental
evaluation. Satisfactory results have been found for a
series of evaluation using the own-generated and publicly
available data-set.

2

Security Risks in Accessing Web
Applications

In a typical scenario, accessing an application software
using web-browser over the Internet is shown in Figure 1.
The sequence of user request for a static resource (e.g.,
organization’s web-site or web-page), stored in the web
server and its response is shown in Lines 1, 2, 3, 4.
However, user may requests for the processed details e.g., students’ grade card containing the information
about grades secured on various subjects and the total
grade point earned (both cumulative and semester).
It can be retrieved by accessing application page stored
in the application server followed by the database processing with the parameter values - username, password, student’s roll number and term (say Spring/Autumn, Year).
The response page or web-document generated by the application may contain some client-sided script(s). In the
client-side, the scripts perform validation on the user input data and send it to the originating server. The appli-
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Figure 1: Typical Web application access

cation performs server-side processing using the parameter values, generates reports or web document (gradecard) and send it to the client over the Internet.
User requests for grade-card may come randomly to
the application server over the Internet. For each request, the response page from the server generates one
dynamic script. In the client, such scripts perform validation on user input - rollno, term year and term type (in
Figure 1, dotted lines are shown - 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12).
When such validation performs in the server, based on the
generated scripts, it is called server side validation. The
effectiveness of input validation can be increased by performing such at the both end. In Figure 2, it is shown how
a legitimate access can be defaced due to the insertion of
attack payload so that the legitimate access may re-direct
to the attacker’s site. Defacing user access mainly occurs
due to the change in logical structure of a web-document
by inserting the malicious script into it. During legitimate access the input parameter values or other session
details such as - user name, password may be redirected to
the attacker’s site so that output of such application (i.e.,
grade-card) can also be redirected from the application
server to the attacker’s site without user’s knowledge.

2.1

Contribution

We introduce a method of detecting script vulnerabilities
causing cyber attacks based on verifying web document
using its benign structure. We report various classes of
cyber attacks and the identify the harmfulness of those.
The deficiencies of existing detection techniques and the
present day importance in addressing scripting vulnerabilities are highlighted. The effectiveness of the proposed
method in real-life applications is also reported.

2.2

Cyber Attacks and Their Categories

Cyber attack may be defined as an offensive exercise employed by individuals or group that targets - information
systems, infrastructures, computer networks, and/or personal computer devices. It generally, originate from an
anonymous source and its main objective is to steal, alter, or destroy to a specified target. Based on their targets
cyber attacks can be classified into five different categories
described in Table 1.
In EPW, attackers mislead network users with false information by masquerading as a trustworthy entity. They
mostly, misguide users through telephonic communication
or pull to surf some decorated web sites loaded with false
information. By surfing such or responding to their telephonic call, user may fall into the attacker’s trap. In
UKANF category, attacker tries to gather information on
an application network by going through the organization’s web pages or by executing some network commands
that are commonly used for legitimate access. Attackers
misuse vulnerability in a web-application under the MAV
category and maliciously enter into the system so that
they try to execute some unintended scripts or queries resulting undue knowledge of database, data-store, session
details etc.
By running a successful MAV attack, attackers can
manage to change the integrity of a data-store. Under
MSVA category of attack, attacker tries to make the computer system or browser vulnerable by maliciously executing malware or virus or worms. By doing so, attackers try
to redirect user access into a malicious web-application
site without his/her knowledge. The DDoS category of
attacks mainly targets network or computer resources.
It generally executes by flooding with auto-generated re-
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Figure 2: Typical attack scenario

quests through botnet or some network configured specially for this purpose. To amplify the power of such
attack, it generally implements in a distributed way with
compromised hosts. Denial of service occurs to the legitimate users when congestion arise in the network bandwidth or the bandwidth of targeted web server’s - CPU
or disk or database.

2.3

Related Work

Under MAV category of cyber attack where, an attacker
attempts to bypass authentication mechanism or steal session details without the knowledge of legitimate users.
Insertion of unintended or malicious script in a web document during the execution of user access, is an effective method deploying by the attackers. Several solutions
have been proposed by the researchers to address this
menace so that the scripts execution is restricted in both
client and server-side application. However, such restriction may effect application’s functionality. Attack scripts
are prepared and injected into web document retrieves
session details or deface user access or to perform other
malicious operations. To overcome the scripting vulnerabilities, some of the defending coding practices are reported in [5, 18, 19]. Input validity checking for possible
scripting vulnerabilities using predefined constraint, such
as - black list, white list and syntax grammar, are popularly applied my most of the researchers [3, 17, 21, 23, 26].
The method of identifying vulnerabilities in a webapplication and deploy defensive coding practices is pro-

posed by some of the researchers [8, 12, 16]. Defensive
coding approach is the primary requirement in preventing scripting vulnerabilities. However, dynamic script validation is equally important to prevent scripting attacks.
To defend from typical scripting attacks, researchers proposed methods which avoid the process of escaping characters during execution of a web document [5, 18, 19].
In spite of implementing the defensive coding approach
by the researchers it is found that the malicious scripts
execution comes to be the biggest threat in cyber world.
Executing such script attackers may success in - defacing
user access, stealing session details, changing the logical
structure of web document, storing malicious strings in
the machine etc. As a result, attackers can proceed for
targeting computers or users in the social network.
The property of dynamic script generation in a webapplication domain can be misused by the attackers, leading to scripting attacks. The current detection techniques
[6, 9, 24] attempted to identify the vulnerable scripts in a
web document that are dynamically generated. In a webapplication domain, the method of bounding the script
execution within the legitimate frame-work is proposed
by some of the researchers [2, 10, 15]. However, such
constraint may restricts application’s functionality. Parse
tree based verification technique to identify deviation between request and response is carried out by some of the
researchers [1, 25]. However, due to the modified and
enhanced crafting mechanism of script injection adopted
by the attackers, it needs continuous effort for upgraded
solution.
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Table 1: Detection approaches and their pros and cons
Attack Class
1. Exploit Psycho Weakness (EPW)
2.
Undue Knowledge
of application & Network
Finger-Print (UKANF)
3. Misuse Application’s
Vulnerability (MAV)

Attack Method
Exploring with pretext

Common Attacks
Access, Phishing, Porno

Unintended actions - exploring networks, security
scans and network audit
Insert/Execute malicious
payload

Reconnaissance,
port
scan, trust, MANNET
passive, storage
Hacking,
SQL injection, Cross-site scripting,
Forgery, MANNET Active

4. Makes System Vulnerable to Attacks (MSVA)

Tools:
Crack-Security
Sniffer, malware through
stealth viruses, Trojan,
Piggy-back
Distributed flooding to
targeted network or device
using bot traffic

Spam, Hacking espionage,
Cyber terrorism Cyber
war, black hole, MANNET Active
DDoS, Application layer
DDoS

5. Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS)

Authentication mechanism is explored to identify vulnerabilities and formulated enhanced technique of authentication based on personalized policies, maintained by the
application server [13, 27, 31]. To avoid unauthorized
access, researchers have proposed authority-based delegation of encryption mechanism for multi-proxy signature scheme [7, 14, 20]. Proxy-based delegation mechanism for signature based verification is widely explored
by the researchers to protect from unintended script execution [28, 29, 30].

3

Motivation

Insertion of malicious scripts in a web document
called script injection, may cause some notorious webapplication attacks, such as - cross-site scripting(XSS),
cross-site request forgery etc, To illustrate script injection, let us consider the typical web application access
scenario as shown in Figure 1. The application is a simple on-line student information system (SIS) that allows
to view academic details of students’ admitted in various
programme.
In a typical application report, student retrieves
his/her grade-card containing information on various subjects in which he/she has registered, grade secured,
grade point earned, semester, to credit completed etc.
To view such details, user must log on to the proxy
server (LINUX O.S.) configured in our University intranet
(www.tezu.ernet.in). After successful login, it disconnects
from such server and redirect the connection to the actual application server where SIS package (developed with
PHP) exist. User must enter his/her valid login details
(username and password) in the main page of this package. Login verification is done by a function module developed using the frame-work called PHP Telnet. The

Defense
Password restriction in login, filtering
Data encrypt, Rule based
defense
Filtering
input
data,
Firewall/rule-based protection,
web-document
verification
email filter, Dynamic Firewall or rule-based protection
Deploy IDS, IPS at strategic point

module retrieves password script file of the proxy server,
containing account details and verify accordingly.
After successful login, the application generates a response page containing client-sided scripts and send the
page to the client machine. The script verify user inputs
- roll number or name or registration number and term
(spring or autumn) so that by verifying user input with
client-sided scripts, these are send to the server. Serverside application processes with these parameter values
and generates response page or grade-card. During the
process of user access if any unintended script containing
some Java functions embedded in the web document, it
will also execute. This unintended script may generate
due to the previously store malicious content in the client
or server side. It can also generate during communication with the previously stored malicious strings. It can
be possible if user is not careful in clicking an application
or user does not have awareness in accessing cyber-world.
Due to the insertion of malicious payload or unintended
client-sided script, user access to the application may be
defaced because of the followings:
1) Change in logical structure of the web document;
2) Redirect the displayed page to the malicious site;
3) Session details stored in the cookies, send to the malicious site;
4) Malicious data-store.
The logical structure of accessing a web-document or
document object model (DOM) defines how it is accessed
and manipulated. DOM is a platform and languageneutral interface that allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, structure, and
style of a web document. Let us consider a client-sided
script file containing validity function to verify the input
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value of student’s roll number as given in Figure 3. In this
function, it checks whether the length of input string for
rollno is equal to 8 or not. If so, the string value is posted
to the server in which the server page abcd.phd executes
by taking this value as argument.
function rollnoFunction(){
var currentXhr=null; //Global variable is declared
$(”#roll no”).keyup(function()){
var string = $(this).val();
//input value is stored in string variable
var word = string.toUpperCase(); //case conversion
if (word.length=1) {
currentXhr=$.ajax( {
type: ”POST”,
url: ”abcd.php”,
data:’keyword=’+word,
beforeSend: function(){
$(”#roll no”).css(”background”,”#FFF url(Circle.gif)
no-repeat 380px”);
if(currentXhr != null && currentXhr.readyState!=4) {
currentXhr.abort();}},
success: function(data){
$(”#suggesstion-1”).show();
$(”#myModal”).modal(”show”);
$(”#suggesstion-1”).html(data);
$(”#roll no”).css(”background”,”#FFF”); }) } }
else
$(”#suggesstion-1”).hide();
$(”#myModal”).modal(”hide”); }) }
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function setCookie(cookie name,cookie val,exp days)
{
var d = new Date();
d.setTime(d.getTime() + (exp days*24*60*60*1000));
var expires = ”expires=”+d.toUTCString();
document.cookie = cookie name + ”=” + cookie val
+ ”; ” + expires;
}
function getCookie(cookie name) {
var name = cookie name + ”=”;
var ca = document.cookie.split(’;’);
for(var i = 0; i < ca.length; i++) {
var c = ca[i];
while (c.charAt(0) == ’ ’) {
c = c.substring(1);
}
if (c.indexOf(name) == 0) {
return c.substring(name.length, c.length);
}
}
return ””;
}
Figure 4: Unintended script to set and return cookie value

due to the unintended action. Thus, before executing
script functions of a web document it must be verified
based on legitimate structure.

Figure 3: Input string (Rollno) validation

4
Due to the insertion of malicious payload or unintended
functional statement (say, Javascript function in a typical application) in the script file of web document, user
access may executes in an unexpected manner. The displayed page may redirect to the malicious site and it may
post some unintended script function injected into the
web document. If the malicious payload containing function as given in Figure 4 say, setCookie (function to store
user name in cookie variable) and getCookie (function to
return the value of specified cookie).
There may occur some unintended action of sending information from client to the attacker’s site.
This can be done by executing the script code
containing url of attacker’s site concatenated with
the string as - http://www.xul.fr/vulnera ble.html?
cookie=”cookie name”&cookie valuse=name.
To prevent such kind of unintended execution, filtering
of script from a web document is the common practices
based on black list. Some of the defense method also
restricts script in a web document. However, filtering
mechanism or such restrictions may effect functionality
of an application. In a script functional statements are
mainly applied for client sided validation. Intended script
functions available in a web document may be poisoned

Proposed Approach

A response page or web document send by the webapplication server against user request is associated with
its benign script structure called script proof. The script
proof is attached with the page so that before browsing a
web document, its structure is verified. The detection approach is implemented in co-ordination with application
server and client’s web browser. A program module retrieves structure of various scripts available in a web document or response page and embed into it before sending to
the client’s end. Before browsing a web document in the
client machine, a plugged-in detection module retrieves (1) its structure (excluding script proof part) called candidate proof and (2) the attached script proof. The module
finally verify the two proofs so that if deviation between
them is found, it is considered as an unsafe or vulnerable execution that may cause a scripting attack. The
proposed idea is to dynamically construct the script proof
whenever the application program constructs the response
page against a web request. A script proof of a response
page is considered to be self-evidently non-attacking so
that any new insertion of script during transportation or
due to the previously stored malicious content, a web document can be verified with its script proof.
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4.1

Problem Formulations

Accessing a web-application is comprised of the following
steps relevant to scripting attacks:
1) It generates dynamic scripts based on user request;
2) The generated scripts are embedded into the response
page;
3) User inputs are verified based on the instructions on
the scripts;
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Legitimate web-document:
A web-document (Wd ) is defined as legitimate or
normal if its candidate proof match with the script
proof. The function fb (S) retrieves the script proof
(BS ) of web-document Wd containing scripts S =
{s1 , s2 , s3 , · · · , sk }. fb (S) = BS , embed into the
web document or response page (Rp ) from the server
so that the final web document passed from server
0
to the client, can be expressed as: Rp = hRp , BS i.
The function fc of the detection module retrieves
candidate proof CS from Rp containing the scripts,
0
0
0
0
0
0
S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , · · · , sk }, fb (S ) = BS . Thus, a test
web document is legitimate if CS = BS .

4) While browsing a web document or response page, it
does not verify the nature of scripts/scripts function
- intended or malicious;
Malicious or attack web-document:
A web-document (Wd ) is defined as malicious or at5) Both server and the client do not maintain the details
tack if its benign structure or script proof does not
of the scripts embedded into a response page against
match with its candidate proof, i.e., CS 6= Bs (Rp ).
an user request;

The benign structure or script proof of a web-document
6) A malicious script may inject into a response page
is
the sequence of its scripts structure. The strucdue to the previously stored to the careless attempt
ture
of a script is the sequence of its functional stateby the user;
ments or web language functions, e.g., the benign struc7) The logical structure of the response page or web ture of the function getCookie(cookie name) is docudocument may be effected due to the insertion of ma- ment.cookie.split,return as shown in Figure 4. In the aplicious scripts stored in the client’s machine;
plication server, an auto-generated module generates the
script proof of a response page or web-document before
8) Browsing of web document may be defaced due to sending it to the client. In the client, before browsing a
the non-persistent strings other than as mentioned web-document using client’s web-browser its structure is
in Items 6) and 7);
verified with its script proof using detection module attached to the web browser.

4.2

Definitions

Web-application: A web-application is comprised of a
set of web-documents written in web language such
as - html, ASP, JSP, API, PHP etc. Each webdocument can be expressed as an ordered set of scripts, html strings and input-output data. A webdocument(Fw ) maps one or more out-going run-time
expressions(Riexp ).

4.3

Detection Algorithm

The detection of nature of a web-document as normal or
malicious is done using two different algorithms. First
algorithm web-document-structure, return structure of a
web-document by retrieving each script structure. The input to this algorithm is - web-document and list of web
language functions. The output of this algorithm is the
script structure of web document, containing one or more
A web-document can be expressed as sub-strings separated with coma(,). Each sub-string is
Wd :
({h1 , h2 , h3 , · · · , hm } ∪ {s1 , s2 , s3 , · · · , sk } a web-language function. The second algorithm exact
matching, retrieves the embedded sequence from the web∪{d1 , d2 , · · · , dn }),
document called script proof and match it with candidate
where, {s1 , s2 , · · · , sk } ← set of all scripts;
proof of the web document. The input to this algorithm
is the response page or test web-document. The algorithm
{h1 , h2 , h3 , · · · , hm } ← set of all html string;
performs exact matching between the two strings, so that
{d1 , d2 , · · · , dn } ← input(1) or output(o) data (user if it is found matched it gives output as normal, otherwise,
input data or data generated by the web-application declare as attack.
server);
The mapping of a server-sided web-documents of a
web-application(Fw ) into a response page (Rp ) can
be expressed as Rp

=

hH ∪ S ∪ Di

=

h{h1 , h2 , · · · , hk } ∪ {s1 , s2 , s3 , · · · , sm }
∪{o1 , o2 , · · · , on }i;

5

Experimental Results

To experiment the proposed detection approach, a threetire platform is configured having database server at the
back-end and web-application server in the middle, as
shown in Figure 1. A small web-application is developed to maintain students’ examination database and to
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Table 2: Matching results of benign and candidate structure of script
Ex.

Benign Structure

1

Keyup, val, to Uppercase
css, abort, show, modal,
css
Keyup, val, to Uppercase
css, abort, show, modal,
css

2

Candidate Structure
ajax,
html,

Keyup, val, to Uppercase ajax,
css, abort, show modal, html css

ajax,
html,

Keyup, val, to Uppercase, ajax,
css, abort, show, modal, html
css, cookie, split, substring

retrieve their academic information - result sheet, grade
card and transcript. Accordingly, the application generates three response pages or web-document based on user
request.
In the server side operation, each page containing two
functional scripts, in which, the first two page containing
scripts having validation code to validate user input data
- roll number, term year, term type (Spring or Autumn).
The third page containing script to validate user input
value for the roll number or registration number. An application program executes to retrieve script proof of the
generated web document and embedding into it before executing the send command. Each of the page containing
one additional script for keeping script proof.
In the client-side operation, a plug-in module called
scripts verification (SV), verifies the response page before
browsing the actual page content. The module performs
three operations - (1) it retrieves script proof of the page;
(2) generates scripts structure (candidate proof of the page
by sequentially retrieving each script other than the script
containing script proof; (3) performs exact matching between candidate proof and script proof and gives output
message based on the matching result.
In Figure 4, two malicious scripts containing unintended or attack Java function document.cookie(), document.cookie.split(’;’) and return c.substring(name.length,
c.length). These are mainly applied for printing the cookie
details, having session information. This information can
be redirected to the attacker’s site so that without the
knowledge of legitimate user, information may be retrieved by the attacker. The proposed detection module is
tested with a series of web-document having normal and
attack scripts written with Java functions. The proposed
detection module also tested using some of the publicly
available data-set containing malicious scripts [4, 11, 22].
Using these publicly available attack scripts, simulation
of test module has been done with 20 successive operations against each response page or web-document. In
each operation, one response page is tested by inserting
one and more malicious scripts available in the data-set.
Satisfactory results has been found in every operation.
In Table 2, sample results of some of the client-sided experiment are shown. In this Table 2, the script proof
retrieved from the web-document based on the sequence

Malicious
String
nil

attack/normal

cookie, split,
substring

attack

normal

of functions available in the script. The first document
containing one script, accordingly, all the functions starts
with dot (.), other than the statement define file with the
extension dot(.), i.e., while retrieving from first document,
it is not included the statement url (blueCircle.gif ). The
sequence of functions in the respective proof are kept separated with delimiter coma (,). While testing with public
data-set, we did not find any false positive.
In Table 2, the sample results are shown based on our
experiment using a typical application with limited numbers of user access. In a largely accessible web application,
where, in generates different run-time scripts for every response page, the proposed method of generating benign
script structure and embedding as script proof into it, may
effects the performance of web application access. To improve the efficiency, an indexing technique is applied to a
sequence of probable script proofs generated during training phase. The index of a script structure is prepared by
considering first 3 characters of each Java function available in it. At run-time, the server-side module retrieves
the appropriate script proof of a response page using its
index. To test the indexing technique, separate applications are developed so that for every legitimate user
request it generates different run-time scripts. The proposed indexing-based verification process is tested with
100 numbers of distinct run-time scripts. Using indexing technique, performance of proposed method has been
improved while testing at run-time. Depending upon the
accessibility and dimension of web applications, the performance of proposed method can be upgraded using multiple indexing technique. A sample shot of indexed script
proofs are shown in Table 3. A comparative report based
on results found in series of experiments is reported in
Table 4.

6

Conclusion

Scripting attacks due to the unintended functional statement in the web document is considered to be one of
dangerous threats to the web enabled applications. To
avoid such attack, both application developer and user
must aware with this attack and accordingly, they must
be careful in developing software and accessing the same
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Table 3: Index of script structures
Index
Script Structure
KeyvaltoUajacssa boshomodhtmcss
Keyup, val, toUppercase, ajax, css, abort, show, modal, html, css
Keyvalajacssa boshomodhtmcss
Keyup, val, ajax, css, abort, show, modal, html, css
KeyvaltoUajacs sabomodhtmcss
Keyup, val, toUppercase, ajax, css, abort, modal, html, css
Keyvalajacssabo shomadhtlcss coos- Keyup, val, toUppercase, ajax, css, abort, show, modal, html, css,
plsub
cookie, split, substring

Algorithm 1 Function to retrieve structure of a script
1: Functionweb-documentstructureInput:listw ebf unctions(L),web
−
document(Wd )Output:structureWs []
2: Begin
3: Ws [] ← 0;
4: while not all scripts in Wd done do
5:
Read script S;
6:
while not all substrings in S done do
7:
Retrieve a sub-string Ws from Wd ;
8:
while not functions in L from 1 to n done do
9:
Read a function in L ← fw ;
10:
if Ws = fw then
11:
Ws [] ← concat(Ws [], Ws );
12:
end if
13:
end while
14:
end while
15: end while
16: Return (Ws []);
17: EndFunction
18: End

be possible always, as, there can be applications where
scripts in web document generates dynamically with the
stored data. To avoid such situation where the script
generates using the stored content the filtering of stored
content or retrieved data must be required based on the
initialized constraint. However, in the client-side application this method has no limitations and can be applied
directly to avoid script attacks. However, if the dynamically generated scripts in the response page are due to
the multiple web-application servers before coming to the
client’s machine, then the proposed method need to be explored with signature generation and verification in each
server.

Algorithm 2 Script structure matching
1: Function exact-matchingInput:Test web-document
Rp Output:page-status
2: begin
3: Read Rp ;
4: Retrieve benign structure Bs from Rp ;
0
5: Cut portion of Bs from Rp ← Rip
6: Cs = call web − document − structure(Rp );
7: if Cs = Bs then
8:
page-status=’Normal web-document’;
9: else
10:
page-status=’Malicious or Attack web-document’;
11: end if
12: Return (page-status);
13: EndFunction
14: end
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Abstract

are often divided into three types: (1) non-encryption
based type that needs no cryptographic operations in
MS [3, 22]; (2) secret-key based type that needs symmetric encryption operations in MS [9, 26]; (3) public-key
based type that needs asymmetric encryption operations
in MS [1, 6, 7, 10, 15, 25]. The first type often uses oneway hash functions and exclusive-OR operations to reduce
the computation cost in MS, but it requires too many
message flows (eight flows in [3]). The second type is a
common type, but it cannot solve the non-repudiation and
key management problems. The third type is a hotspot
recently because it can provide non-repudiation and key
management service, but it is computationally expensive
even though hardware prices have fallen a lot. Besides,
all three types need the real-time participation of HLR
and require at least four message flows. It is well known
that the bandwidth of wireless networks is limited, and
VLR is often far from HLR, so the involvement of HLR
often makes the communication time too long to bear.

In order to reduce message flows of traditional anonymous authentication schemes, a new kind of delegationbased scheme is proposed for wireless roaming networks.
By making use of a proxy signature, the new scheme requires only a user and a visited server to participate in
the authentication process, without the real-time participation of user’s home server. Therefore, the new scheme
needs less message flows than traditional schemes. In an
instantiation of the new scheme, elliptic-curve cryptography (ECC) is used to keep efficiency, and the mobile
station needs only 3.25 elliptic curve scalar multiplication
(ECSM) operations, which are 5.5ECSM and 3Pairing less
than the scheme based on group signature. The comparison shows that, though the unlinkability of our scheme
is weaker, the computation load is much lower. So our
scheme is efficient and practical.
Keywords:
Anonymous Authentication; Delegation;
Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange; Proxy Signature; Wireless
Therefore, it is necessary to design authentication proRoaming Networks
tocols involving only MS and VLR. Protocols based on
group signatures [17, 24] or ring signatures [23] (actually
a ring signature is a simplified group signature) can meet
1 Introduction
the requirement. In this kind of scheme, HLR is considered as the group manager of a group signature system
In wireless roaming networks, when a mobile station (MS)
and MS as a member of the group; when MS roams to
authenticates itself to a visited location register (VLR),
VLR, MS signs messages on behalf of the group without
the identity (ID) of MS is often valuable and must be
showing its ID; by verifying the group signature, VLR
protected. Because MS registers to its home location regis sure that MS is one valid user of HLR. Though this
ister (HLR), VLR often needs to communicate with HLR
kind of scheme often needs only three message flows, it
to authenticate MS, and MS also needs HLR to authenis still not practical for realistic applications because it is
ticate VLR.
complex for MS to generate a group signature.
The authentication process of most existing anonyThis paper proposes a new kind of delegation-based
mous authentication protocols involves three parties including MS, VLR and HLR. According to the needed com- scheme which not only meets the requirement but also
putational operations in MS, these traditional protocols has good performance. The rest of this paper is orga-
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nized as follows. Section 2 reviews some existing work on 3
System Model
proxy signature. Section 3 introduces the system model
of the new scheme. Section 4 gives two examples to in- Our new scheme is described as follows. first HLR delestantiate the scheme. Finally, we analyze and conclude it gates his signature authority to MS in advance; when MS
roams to VLR, VLR computes an ordinary signature and
in Sections 5 and 6.
sends it to MS; then MS authenticates VLR by verifying
the signature; finally MS computes a valid proxy signature without showing its real ID and VLR authenticates
2 Related Work
MS based on the public key of HLR. During the authenMambo [16] gives a definition of proxy signature as follow. tication, a session key is derived from MS and VLR.
Our scheme is composed of three parts: Initialization,
Definition 1. A proxy signature is a signature that is delegation, and authentication.
generated by a proxy signer on behalf of the original
signer. It is often used in the following scenario: a man- 1) Initialization: Let IDM , IDV and IDH be ID of MS,
ager delegates his/her signature authority to his/her trustVLR and HLR respectively; Sig() and V erif y() be
worthy assistant in advance; when he/she is too far away
the signing and verifying algorithms of an ordinary
to sign a document, the assistant has the power to sign it
signature scheme such as digital signature algorithm
on behalf of the manager. It includes three types of del(DSA); P Sig() and P V erif y() be signing and veriegation: full delegation; partial delegation; delegation by
fying algorithms of a proxy signature scheme respecwarrant.
tively. VLR has a private/public key pair (xV , yV ).
Proxy signatures were used to construct traditional
anonymous authentication protocols involving three parties [2, 4, 5, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 19, 20, 21]. In 2005, Lee and
Yeh [12] proposed an anonymous authentication protocol
based on partial delegation for wireless communication
system. Their protocol adopted the public-key system
to achieve the security requirements and employed offline authentication process to save authentication time.
But Lee and Chang [11] showed that it could not achieve
non-repudiation in off-line authentication process. They
presented an improved protocol which not only avoided
the weakness but also reduced the computation cost. In
2008, Tang et al. [19] proposed an efficient anonymous
authentication protocol based on delegation by warrant
for wireless networks. The protocol uses elliptic-curve
cryptography (ECC) to ensure safety and efficiency. But
in 2014, Kumar et al. [8] demonstrated that Tang-Wu’s
scheme did not achieve the user unlinkability. They then
proposed a robust authentication model utilizing the biometric to get unlinkability.
The authentication process of the above protocols can
be summarized as follows. First HLR authorizes MS the
power to sign; when MS roams to VLR, MS computes a
valid proxy signature without showing its real ID; then
VLR verifies the legality of MS based on the public key of
HLR; finally HLR authenticates VLR and generates a session key for MS and VLR. Just as mentioned above, the
real-time participation of HLR results in many message
flows: five flows are needed in [5], six flows are needed
in [12, 11] and four flows are needed in [19, 8]. Actually HLR is removable with two reasons. Firstly, MS can
also authenticate VLR by verifying the signature of VLR.
Secondly, according to [24], the session key should be only
known to MS and VLR, and should be derived from contributions of both of them; in particular, HLR should not
generate it for them. So it is feasible and necessary to
change these protocols to the scheme involving only MS
and VLR.

2) Delegation: HLR generates a pseudonym alias and a
proxy signing key xp for MS. The proxy verifying key
yp , which is often HLR’s public key, is put in public
by HLR.
3) Authentication: When MS roams to VLR, the authentication process between MS and VLR is in Figure 1.
It is illustrated as follows.
1) MS sends alias to VLR.
2) VLR generates an ordinary signature σv on message
mv , and sends (mv , σv , IDv ) to MS.
3) MS verifies σv with VLR’s public key yv . If the signature is valid, MS computes a proxy signature σM
on message mM , and then sends (mM , σM , IDH ) to
VLR. Otherwise, it rejects the connection.
4) VLR verifies σM with yp . If the signature is valid,
it accepts the connection. Otherwise, it rejects the
connection. During the authentication, a session key
is derived from mM and mv .

4
4.1

Two Examples
An Example Based on Partial Delegation

Lee and Chang’s protocol [11] includes on-line and off-line
authentication processes. It uses a backward hash chain
to ensure the security, but it still has some weaknesses.
4.1.1

Review of Lee and Chang’s Protocol

Figure 2 is the protocol of Lee and Chang. The protocol
is illustrated as follows.
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Figure 1: The authentication process of our model

1) Initialization: Let Zp∗ be a group of large prime order
p, g be a generator of it, and q be a prime factor
of p − 1; KHV be a shared key between HLR and
VLR; (x, v) be a private/public key pair of HLR, with
x a random number and v = g x mod p; [M ]K be
the encryption of M using a symmetric key K; h()
be a one-way hash function; || be a concatenation
operator.
2) Delegation: First HLR generates a random number
k and computes σ = x + kK mod q as MS’s proxy
signing key and K = g k mod p as MS’s pseudonym.
Then HLR stores (σ, K) in its database and gives
them to MS simultaneously.
3) On-Line Authentication:

4) ith Off-Line Authentication:
a. MS computes [h(n−i+1) (n1 )]C1 and sends it to
VLR for i = 1, 2, · · · , n.
b. VLR checks h(h(n−i+1) (n1 )) = l, sets l =
h(n−i+1) (n1 ) and computes the session key
Ci+1 = h(l, Ci ). It then updates i = i + 1 and
checks i ≤ n.
4.1.2

Analysis of the Protocol

The protocol is not efficient because it needs six message
flows in on-line authentication process. It is also not secure because HLR knows the session key between VLR
and MS.

a. MS selects a random number n, pre-computes 4.1.3 Improved Protocol
h(i) (n1 ), h(2) (n1 ), · · · , h(n+1) (n1 )
with Figure 3 is the improved protocol which is based on our
h(i) (n1 ) = h(n1 ) and h(i+1) (n1 ) = h(h(i) (n1 )) model and is illustrated as follows.
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. It then sends K to VLR.
b. VLR selects a random number n2 and sends 1) Initialization: The same as original protocol. Besides, VLR has a key pair (xv , yv ) of DSA.
(n2 , IDv ) to MS.
c. MS selects a random number t, sets N1 = 2) Delegation: The same as original protocol.
h(n+1) (n1 ), and then computes r = g t mod
p and s = σh(N1 ||n2 ||IDv ) + tr mod q 3) On-Line Authentication:
as the proxy signature.
It then sends
a. MS selects a random number n1 , pre-computes
(r, s, K, N1 , IDH , IDv ) to VLR.
h(i) (n1 ), h(2) (n1 ), · · · , h(n+1) (n1 )
with
s
d. VLR verifies the signature by checking g =
h(i) (n1 ) = h(n1 ) and h(i+1) (n1 ) = h(h(i) (n1 ))
(vK K )h(N1 ||n2 ||IDv ) rr mod p. If the equation
for i = 1, 2, · · · , n. It then sends K to VLR.
holds, VLR sends ([N1 ||n2 ||K]KHV , IDH , IDv )
b. VLR selects a random number tv and computes
to HLR. Otherwise, VLR rejects the connection.
n2 = g tv mod p. Then VLR computes a DSA
e. HLR decrypts [N1 ||n2 ||K]KHV and gets K.
signature σv on n2 ||IDv and sends (n2 , σv , IDv )
It then gets σ from its database and selects
to MS.
a random number n3 to compute a session
c. MS verifies σv , selects a random number t and
key C1 = h(N1 ||n2 ||n3 ||σ) for VLR and
sets N1 = h(n+1) (n1 ). It then computes r =
MS. Finally HLR sets l = N1 and sends
g t mod p and s = σh(N1 ||n2 ||IDv ) + tr mod q
([[N1 , n3 , IDv ]σ ||n2 ||l||C1 ]KHV , IDH , IDv ) to
as the proxy signature. Finally MS sends
VLR.
(r, s, K, N1 , IDH , IDv ) to VLR and computes a
f. VLR gets [N1 , n3 , IDv ]σ ||n2 ||l||C1 , checks
session key C1 = nt2 .
(n2 , l), and accepts C1 as the session key. Then
d. VLR verifies the signature by checking g s =
VLR sends ([N1 , n3 , IDv ]σ , IDv ) to MS.
(vK K )h(N1 ||n2 ||IDv ) rr mod p, if the equation
g. MS decrypts [N1 , n3 , IDv ]σ , checks N1 and comholds, then VLR computes C1 = rtv and l = N1 .
putes the session key C1 .
Otherwise, VLR rejects the connection.
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Figure 3: The improved authentication protocol

4) ith Off-Line Authentication: The same as original
protocol.
4.1.4

Performance Comparison

Table 1 is the performance comparison between original
protocol and our improved protocol. Though MS needs
one more calculation of public-key computation in our
protocol, the message flows are greatly reduced from six
to three in on-line authentication process. Besides, VLR
and MS generate the session key based on Diffie-Hellman
key exchange, which is secure under the decisional DiffieHellman (DDH) assumption. So our scheme is more efficient and secure.

4.2

An Example Based on Delegation by
Warrant

In 2008, Tang et al. [18] proposed a proxy signature
based on delegation by warrant by using an ECC system.
We now combine this proxy signature with the elliptic
curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA) and the elliptic curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) exchange to design a
really practical anonymous authentication protocol.
4.2.1

Description

Figure 4 is the protocol which is described as follows.
1) Initialization: Let F be a Galois field with an elliptic curve E in it, and T be a point of E; (+) be a

point addition operator in E; mw be a warrant from
which IDM is not possible to be derived; Γ be public information used by VLR to verify MS; Π() be a
point representation function from E to Zp ; (x, Y )
be a private/public key pair of HLR, with x ∈ Zp
and Y = xT ; (xv , yv ) be an ECDSA private/public
key pair of VLR; h() be a secure hash function.
2) Delegation: HLR generates a pseudonym IDM A =
h(IDM ) for MS, selects a random number k and
computes Γ = (h(IDM A||mw )T )(+)(kT ) and σ =
−xh(Π(Γ)) − k. Then HLR puts (Γ, IDM A, mw )
in public, but delivers (σ, mw ) to MS secretly and
securely. MS accepts the proxy signing key σ if
h(IDM A||mw )T = (σT )(+)(h(Π(Γ))Y )(+)Γ.
3) Authentication:
a. MS sends IDM A to VLR.
b. VLR selects a random number kv , computes a
ECDSA signature σv on kv T ||IDv and sends
(kv T, σv , IDv ) to MS.
c. MS verifies σv , selects random numbers k and
N , then computes R = kT and s = σ −
kh(Π(R)||N ) as the proxy signature. Finally
MS sends (mw , R, s, N, IDH ) to VLR and computes session key C1 = k(kv T ).
d. VLR checks if (sT ) (+) Γ (+) (h(Π(Γ))Y )
(+) (h(Π(R)||N )R) = h(IDM A||mw )T . If the
equation holds, it then computes C1 = kv R as
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Table 1: Performance comparison between two protocols

Schemes
Lee and Chang’s
protocol
Our improved
protocol

On/Off
Line
On-line
Off-line
On-line
Off-line

Number of
parties
3
2
2
2

Number of
rounds
6
1
3
1

Number of secret-key
computation in MS
1
n
1
n

Number of public-key
computation in MS
1
0
2
0

Figure 4: The protocol based on delegation by warrant

the session key. Otherwise it rejects the connection.
4.2.2

Comparison with the Scheme Based on
Group Signature

In our scheme, MS does not send IDM in plain text but
a pseudonym instead. Anyone else including VLR cannot get IDM . Unfortunately the pseudonym is generated
by HLR, so MS cannot change it at will and can be easily traced. On the contrary, the protocol based on group
signature in [24] can get strong unlinkability because the
pseudonym is given by MS itself and can be changed arbitrarily. Though the unlinkability is weaker, our protocol
is more efficient. Only 3.25 ECSM public key operations
are needed by MS in our protocol, but 8.75 ECSM plus
3 Pairing operations are needed in [24]. Table 2 is the
comparison between them. By using Table 3 from [24],
we compare their computation delay in Figure 5, from
which we can see that, our protocol needs only one fourth
computation delay in [24].

5
5.1

Analysis
Security

In this section, we analyze our proposed scheme in terms
of security.

Table 2: Comparison between [24] and our protocol

Schemes
[24]
Our protocol

Unlinkability
Strong
Weak

Public-key computation
in MS
8.75ECSM+3Pairing
3.25ECSM

Table 3: Timings on 200MHz processor

Time(ms)

ECSM
23

Pairing
38
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bandwidth is not good or their mobile stations are not
very powerful.

5.3

Disadvantages

Although our scheme is efficient in real-time interpersonal
communications, it still has some disadvantages which
may affect its application.
Weaker unlinkability is the first disadvantage which has
been discussed above.
The second weakness of our scheme is its complex
billing mechanism which is common in two-party protoFigure 5: Computation delay in a 200MHz MS
cols without involving HLR. One practical solution is the
so-called ”D-Coin” billing mechanism which employs the
hash-chain technique. This has been discussed and solved
1) Server authentication: In our scheme, MS is sure of in [27].
the ID of VLR by verifying the signature of VLR.

Conclusions
2) Subscriber validation: MS signs a message on behalf 6
of HLR; VLR verifies it to ensure that MS gets the
This paper introduces a new kind of delegation-based
delegation of HLR and is a valid user.
scheme involving only two parties. It is not only more
3) Key establishment: MS and VLR establish a com- secure and efficient than these schemes involving three
mon session key by Diffie-Hellman (DH) key ex- parties, but also more efficient than the scheme based on
change, which cannot be derived by anyone else in- group signature. Though its unlinkability is weaker, its
high efficiency makes it more practical in power-limited
cluding HLR.
and band-limited wireless roaming networks.
4) User Anonymity: Besides the user and HLR, anyone
else even VLR cannot tell the real identity of MS;
5) Resistance to man-in-the-middle attack: In our second example, an attacker cannot establish a fake
Man-in-the-middle session key between MS and VLR
because it is impossible for the adversary to get
knowledge of the secret key kv or k. The proposed
protocol therefore resists the man-in-the-middle attack.
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Abstract
Wireless ad hoc networks are very popular in many areas such as border area protection, rescue operations etc.
These networks suffer security problems due to their infrastructure less architecture. Attacks like passive eavesdropping, impersonation, replay etc. can be easily performed in such networks. Also the devices used in such
networks are mostly resource constrained devices. Hence
highly secured complex cryptographic algorithm cannot
implement in such devices. This paper proposes a two
level hierarchical key distribution scheme (HKDS) for
wireless ad hoc networks. In the first level the secret
key is distributed among the cluster heads using knapsack algorithm. In the second level, the secret shares generated by cluster head using Chinese Remainder Theorem
(CRT) scheme is distributed among the nodes of the cluster. After that a mutual authentication scheme is introduced through which the node and the cluster head will
mutually authenticate themselves and generate the secret
session key for communication.
Keywords: Asmuth-bloom Secret Sharing; Ban Logic;
Chinese Remainder Theorem; Knapsack Algorithm

1

Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks are infrastructure less network
which provides a basic framework for the ubiquitous computing. It supports anytime and anywhere deployment
facility for easy communication. These networks are very
disposed to security attacks such as routing attack, node
stealing attack, impersonation attack, etc. [14, 20, 27].
Key management plays an important role in such networks as the data need to be encrypted before transmitting to neighboring nodes to resist those attacks. Implementation of suitable key distribution technique in this
environment is challenging as the network having limited
bandwidth and limited power [19, 21]. Public key management approaches mainly increase computational com-

plexity and communicational overload. Symmetric key
distribution techniques are suitable here due to the small
key size and simple operations, but the security of the
network totally depend upon one key. The network will
compromise if the key is hacked. Hence it is better to distribute the secret in such a manner so that the adversary
cannot able to get the key even if a node is captured. Different Key management schemes such as centralized group
key management scheme [4, 28, 33, 36, 38], contributory
group key management scheme [1, 15, 16], hybrid group
key management protocol [22, 34], have been proposed in
ad hoc networks.
In centralized group key management, key distribution center is involved in distribution of different types of
key like group key, temporal key among the group members [8, ?, 11, 31]. Hence these techniques are vulnerable
of server spoofing attack and single point failure can occur in the network. To avoid this problem contributory
group key management schemes came where contribution
of every group member is considered in group key generation process [6, 12, 24]. However these schemes also
suffer with scalability problem with high computational
costs. Hence a hybrid of these two schemes has been proposed which is fault tolerant and also computationally
efficient. But these key management schemes also suffers
in node compromise attack and overall communicational
overhead increased. To avoid the drawbacks, efficient secret sharing technique is preferable. Threshold Cryptography is suitable in such network to distribute the secret
shares in the number of nodes. This reduces the chances
of vulnerability and redundancy of secret key. Brickell [5]
proposed a linear algebra based method which constructs
the ideal secret sharing. Along with this he showed how
to apply it to find ideal schemes for the multilevel and
compartmented access structures. This schema has some
scalability problem. Hence Luo et al. [25] described a scalable and distributed authentication technique for ad hoc
network. They introduce the virtual certificate authority. After that some authentication techniques are found
in literature. Zhu et al. [39] first introduced a threshold
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cryptography based key management system for ad hoc
network.
In their work, they define a group of N servers together with a pair of master public-private key which
would be deployed by Certificate Authority. Each server
was sharing the master private key and stores key pair
of all nodes. But due to the lack of a prior knowledge
of post-deployment configuration, when, N number of
servers come together, they were not able to form a whole
signature [26]. Condition for any node who wants to join
the network was that they must collect all the N partial
signatures from other nodes and compute the whole signature. Ma et al. [26] discussed the use of threshold cryptography in opportunistic network. They proposed identity based cryptography (IBC) security scheme where the
nodes have to encounter t out of n public key generators to
reconstruct their private key. Zou et al. [41] proposed an
approach for weighted multi secret sharing scheme. Hui
et.al [40] proposed a novel group key management scheme
for mobile ad-hoc network where registration center handles complete registration of members and panel of key
generator center handles key management. After the registration process, the user gets the shared key which is
given by panel of key generation center. Farras et al. [9]
proposed a work for constructing hierarchical secret sharing and the characterization of ideal access structures.
Wang et al. [36] proposed a secret sharing scheme that
distributes its share to currently available member of networks and threshold member will combines it to issue signature. Gharib et al. [10] proposed KERBEROS in mobile ad-hoc network. They assumed a predefined trusted
third party. In their system, a mobile node sends resource
ticket and authenticator to the service provider encrypted
with the key. Wang et al. [37] proposed an identity based
group key communication scheme based on bilinear pairing. In general all these approaches either need higher
configuration effort before deployment or higher energy
consumption for large traffic generation. Also most of the
schemes cannot resist the major vulnerable attacks in ad
hoc networks such as node-compromise attack, flooding
attack, replay attack etc.
In this paper, we have proposed a two level hierarchical
key distribution scheme (HKDS) for wireless ad hoc networks. The root node is the base station (BS). In the first
level the secret key is distributed among the cluster heads
(CH) using Knapsack algorithm. In the second level, the
secret shares generated by cluster head using Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) scheme is distributed among the
nodes of the cluster. After that in mutual authentication
phase the node and the Cluster Head will mutually authenticate themselves and generate the secret session key
for communication. We have compared proposed authentication scheme with some popular authentication protocol [17, 23, 29].
Our proposed scheme also includes the following aspects:
• This scheme efficiently covers two major issues like
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key management and node authentication in ad hoc
network. We use Knapsack algorithm because one
major practical advantage over RSA is speed. It can
operates at throughput rates of 20 mbits/sec whereas
in RSA through put rate is about 50 kbits/sec. Knapsack is suitable for resource constrained environment
because it avoids complex operations like modular
exponentiations.
• In first level, Knapsack key is used for communication between BS and CH which provide the strength
of public key cryptography in this level. In second
level, Secret shares are generated from the knapsack
key and stored in cluster nodes. From the shared secret key the session key is generated which is used
for message encryption (using AES) between cluster
nodes and cluster head. Symmetric key cryptography is used in this level for reducing computational
complexity.
• This scheme checks node validity and mutual authentication between the node and the CH. After that
they will generate the secret session key.
• Authentication approach enforces very light computational load and detail security analysis shows that
it resists all possible attacks.
• To resist node compromise attack, secret shares are
generated and distributed in n number of nodes (participants). For recombination of secret need minimum t number of nodes (participants). Hence if a
node is captured, then also an advisory cannot compute the secret key.
• This scheme uses AES symmetric encryption process
to save energy and storage which is critical for constrained devices.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
2 presents Backgrounds, Section 3 provides Proposed Authentication Protocol; Section 4 discusses Implementation
results; Section 5 presents Security Analysis; Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section 6.

2

Backgrounds

In this section, we will discuss challenges of wireless ad
hoc networks and threshold based cryptosystems.

2.1

Security Challenges in Ad Hoc Network

Ad hoc networks are decentralized and dynamic in nature [35]. The basic challenges for ad hoc network are:
• In ad hoc networks the packet of data is very insecure
due to hostile environment.
• Each device contains low end processor having less
speed and small programmable memory.
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• Public key cryptosystems degrade the performance
for complex mathematical operations.

1) Shamir secret sharing scheme [32]: Shamir secret sharing scheme was based on polynomial
interpolation. It’s equation is in the form
of any K-pairs (X1 , Y1 ), (X2 , Y2 ), · · · , (Xk , Yk )
with xi 6= xj . Dealer give a polynomial equation in the form of p(x) degree (t − 1) such that
p(xi ) = yi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Some features of
Shamir secret sharing are:

• Physical capture of node by the adversary is a common problem.
• Due to dynamic nature, there is lack of postdeployment configuration knowledge.
• The nodes communicate each other and the base
stations using low bandwidth and less transmission
power.

• Secret is chosen as free coefficient of a random polynomial.
• Share is chosen as li = P (xi ) for all 1 ≤ i ≤
n with xi as a different public value.
• Secret is recombined by using Lagrange’s
interpolation.

• Group key management leads more communicational
overhead.
• Ad hoc network devices are generally operated by
batteries. Battery technology is lagging behind microprocessor technology. The life time of a battery
have lower time range which implies the need of
power conservation.

2) Blakey’s Secret Sharing Scheme [3]: Blakey used
n-dimensional vector space. It presents the secret as an element of GFqk vector space. Share
were taken as any n-different (t−1) dimensional
vector space. Share were taken as any n different (t − 1) dimensional hyper plane subset of
dimensional vector space as,

• Routing attacks (sinkhole, black hole), selective forwarding, node tampering, jamming and flooding attacks are possible attacks in these networks.

2.2

a11 x11 + a12 x12 + · · · + a1t x1t

Threshold Based Cryptosystem

Combiner Phase: Combiner can be a participant or a
special party that collect the shares from authorized
participants and regenerate the secret.
For example, if a secret S0 has to be distributed in n
number of participants and threshold defined by access
structure is t then dealer will generate n number of share
counting from S1 , S2 , · · · , Sn . Combiner will collect any t
number of shares and recalculate the value S0 . According
to the availability of secret to the dealer, the secret sharing
scheme is defined as:
Explicit: Dealer receive the secret from outside and generate shares on it.
Implicit: Dealer create or have the secret and generate
the shares on it. Generally dealer generates the secret from predetermined domain. Two types of secret
sharing scheme is found in literature given below:

= a1

a21 x21 + a22 x22 + · · · + a2t x2t = a2
.. .. ..
. . .

Secret sharing is a method in which we distribute the
shares of the secret to the share-holders. The secret will
be recovered only by certain predetermined groups as per
access structure definition. The secret sharing schemes,
where only a limited number (threshold) of participants in
the reconstruction phase is important for recovering the
secret is called threshold secret sharing scheme. When
it calculates for total weight as threshold, it is named as
weighted threshold secret sharing. Secret sharing scheme
usually can be divided into following steps:
Dealer phase: This scheme starts from this phase,
as dealer coordinates the whole share distribution
scheme. Dealers generate a secret and its shares and
distribute them in participants.
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an1 xn1 + an2 xn2 + · · · + ant xnt

= an .

Secret get recovered by intersection of K shares. The
secret sharing scheme based on Chinese Remainder
theorem has been proposed in [13]. It is a method
to uniquely determine a number S modulo k many
relatively
Qk prime integers m1 , m2 , · · · , mk , given that
S < i=1 mi . The shares are generated by reduction
modulo the integer mi , and the secret is recovered by
essentially using the Chinese remainder theorem.

3

The Proposed Authentication
Protocol

In this section we propose a hierarchical authentication
protocol for ad hoc network. Network model is given below.

3.1

System Network Model

Consider a system network model for border area protection. The ad hoc network is deployed for collecting
the data regarding any motion or disturbances created
in border area. The whole area is divided into small
clusters and each cluster has a cluster head. The message from the nodes will transmit to the root node in an
encrypted form [7]. During this process, each node authenticates itself to the cluster head before transferring
data. Hence we design the two level hierarchical models
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for key distribution and authentication. In this hierarchical model, let there are number of clusters and each cluster head will separately calculate and distribute its key
among their cluster node. In deployment model, Level 1
connection (from root node to cluster head) is infrastructure based and Level 2 connection (from cluster head to
cluster nodes) is infrastructure less. The network structure is described in Figure 1.
The proposed hierarchical key distribution scheme is
based on Knapsack Cryptosystem and CRT based secret
sharing scheme. First level is for key distribution of root
node to cluster head using knapsack method and second
level is for key distribution of cluster head to cluster node
using CRT based secret sharing. In this process the generated symmetric key is used for node to node communication. While the node and cluster head will establish a
session key for further data communication.
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Table 1: Notations used in this protocol
Symbols
UN
Bs
CH
U ID
CID
Pu
R
h()
g
Pb
Pch
Pm
Pk
A
B
Mi
Ti
Ni
Key
K
KSN

3.2

Meaning
User node
Base station/root node
Cluster head
Identification number of user node
Identification number of cluster head
Random number chosen by user
Registration number
Hash function (SHA-1 hash algorithm is used)
A generator on Zp ∗ where (2 ≤ g ≤ p − 2)
One time key between root node and cluster node
One time key between root node and cluster head
One time master key between cluster node and
cluster head
Knapsack tuple
Diffie Hellman key of user
Diffie Hellman key of cluster
ith message
ith time stamp
ith share of nodes
Symmetric key in ad hoc network calculated by
user node
Temporary session key
Final session key

Description of Proposed Authentication Protocol

Proposed authentication protocol is divided in two phase.
First phase is key distribution and registration which
will be performed after deployment. Second phase is for
Login and Authentication of nodes for data exchange.
Figure 1: System model of HKDS
Phase I (Key Distribution and Registration).
Assumptions used in this protocol:
• In this model, the root node is a trusted node. Mainly
the Base Station is assumed here the root node.
• Cluster nodes are the mobile devices which are under
the control of Cluster Heads.
• Cluster head, cluster nodes and root node are considered static and synchronized.
• In this system model, there is number overlapping
between clusters.
• The communication between cluster head to cluster
node is insecure.
• Threshold is calculated by static method.
• Signal intensity of all nodes is considered under
threshold value.
Table 1 shows the notations used in this protocol.

1) Key distribution Phase: This key distribution phase
works in two level as discussed in the previous
work [30]. In first level key distribution is performed
from root node to cluster head using knapsack algorithm and in second level cluster head calculate secret
key for each node using CRT based secret sharing
and calculates its corresponding triplet,then send it
to the cluster node. The key distribution is shown in
Figure 2.
Level 1 (Root node to cluster head).
Root node generates Knapsack keys using N
tuples super increasing key series where N is
equals to the number of cluster head to which
the key is to be distributed. Each tuple of the
series will be given to a single cluster head.
This tuple is the key for cluster head node and
its share will be distributed among the cluster
nodes. The process is given below: For N clus-
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ter head, we choose super increasing series of N
natural number.

This value α will determine that without
participation of nodes the secret key of cluster head cannot be retrieved. Secondly if
value of S + αp0 is lower than the lower
range decided for threshold can be reconstructed by combining less than threshold
number of shares. Shares can be calculated
by:

w = (w1 , w2 , · · · , wN ).
Randomly select a integer q such that
q>

N
X

wi
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(1)

i=1

si = (S + αp0 ) mod pi .

and selects r such that 1 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and
gcd(q, r) = 1 and now calculate
βi = rwi mod q.

(4)

Combiner phase.
Cluster head will collect the threshold no of
shares and calculate according to Chinese
remainder theorem.

(2)

So the calculated series
β = (β1 , β2 , · · · , βn ).

x

= s1 mod p1

x

= s2 mod p2
..
.

x

= st mod pt .

Permute the β series and find new series
γ = (γ1 , γ2 , · · · , γn ).

Here Z = pi1 pi2 · · ·P
pit and value of x can be
t
z
yi si mod Z.
calculated by x = i=1 Ai−1
After calculating X, we can calculate the
secret that is a key for each cluster node as
S = x mod pt .

This γ series will be the public key and the series
w = (w1 , w2 , · · · , wn ), q, r,
will be the private key of root node. The public
key tuples will be distributed to the cluster
heads. For reconstructing the public key, the
entire cluster node will exchange their share
with their identity. Thus here the threshold
t = n. Similar way CH will generate publicprivate key and send to root node. Finally root
node will create a public key list of all CH.
Level 2 (Cluster head to cluster node connection).
In this level, CH will distribute the key to
the node using CRT based secret sharing
scheme. A special sequence of integer used here
is known as Asmuth-bloom sequence [2];
p0 , p1 < p2 < · · · < pn .
Here n is the number of nodes in a cluster and
threshold is decided at t. This sequence must
satisfy the equation
A0

t−2
Y
i=0

An−i <

t
Y

Ai .

(3)

i=1

The dealer phase and combiner phase will separately run in each cluster by its cluster head.
Dealer phase.
p0 is selected as the secret S belongs to element of zp0 . The cluster node select a random number α so that
pn−t+2 × pn−t+3 × · · · pn < S + αp0
< p1 × p2 × · · · × pt .

Figure 2: The Key distribution structure in HKDS
Now the cluster-head will calculate share for
each node but it will send other factors along
with the shared key to calculate the secret key.
The steps involved in this process are given below:
Step 1: After calculating shared key it will find
total multiple.
M = s1 × s2 × · · · × sn × pn+1 .
pn+1 is prime number which is greater than
pn .
M1 = s1 × s2 × · · · × sn .
Step 2: Calculate total sum
Sum = s1 + s2 + · · · + sn + pn+1
Sum1

= s1 + s2 + · · · + sn .
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Table 2: Message flow in registration phase
Message Flow
U N → BS
BS → U N
BS → CH
CH → U N

Message Name
Subid
Regno
N odelist
N odeinf o

Step 3: Calculate symmetric key for cluster
node as

Message Description
U ID||P IN ||Pu
EPb (h(P IN )||R)
EPch (U ID||h(P IN )||Q||Pk )
EPm (secretshares)

2) Registration Phase.
After deployment the nodes will registered to the
base station by using following steps:

Secretkey = M mod Sum.
Symmetric key will be stored as (M1 , Sum1 , pn+1 )
Instead of sharing the symmetric key directly, cluster head will distribute this key in the form of triplet.
Cluster-head will calculate triplet for each share applying conditions as follows:
Condition 1: If shared key = 1 or 0.
Step 1: Calculate array of prime number
greater than total multiple . Size of array will be the total number of 0 and 1.
Then calculate, multiplicative inverse of total multiplication.
M1 = (M, Z[px ] ∗).
Step 2: Calculate Multiplicative inverse of
Sum
ISum = (Sum, Z[px ] ∗).
Step 3: Calculate Triplet (M1 ,
Sharedkey) to be send to node.

ISum,

Step 1: The node will submit its U ID and P IN
with a random number pu in registration form
and submit it to base station. U ID is a 6 digit
hexadecimal number and P IN is a 4 digit number. U ID is fixed (never be changed), but user
can change his P IN when it is compromised.
Base station will calculate R = H(U ID||pu )
and Q = R ⊕ H(P IN ).
Step 2: BS will send hash of P IN concatenated
with R, g to user node using the direct link.
Both BS and User node will store hashed form
of P IN .
Step 3: BS will send node-list U ID, P IN , Q, and
knapsack tuple key to cluster head. Encrypted
by one time predefined key between BS and
cluster head. When the registered cluster-node
deployed to CH than CH will verify its U ID
and send it the shared triplet. Table 2. shows
the message flow in this phase. This table shows
sequence of messages in registration phase and
what message parameter is passing from one
node to another node.

Condition 2: If sharedkey > 1
M
Step 1: Calculate M1 = SharedKey
and
ISum = Sum − SharedKey.
Step 2: Calculate Triplet (M1 ,
ISum,
SharedKey) to be send to node. After
receiving the triplets, node will calculate
the symmetric key by applying conditions
as follows.
Condition 1: When shared secret is 1 or
0, calculate:

Phase II (Login and Mutual Authentication
Phase).
This phase discuss login process, session key generation
and mutual authentication process. After authentication,
session key is established. The mutual authentication
phase is shown in Figure 3.

Step 1: During login process, user node submits it’s
U ID and R to cluster head. The CH than calculate
Q0 = R ⊕ H(P IN ) as CH already have H(P IN ) of
the user node in user list table. If Q0 = Q, where Q is
M = inverse(M1 , Z[px ] ∗)
already stored in the table, than login permitted and
send Grantlogin message to user node. This message
Sum = inverse(ISum, Z[px ] ∗)
contains
a nonce h(N1 ).
SecretKey = M mod Sum.

user
node
calculates
M1
=
Condition 2: When SecretKey > 1, cal- Step 2: Now
a
(R||h(U
ID)||h(N
)),
M
=
(M
||T
),
A
=
g
mod
p,
1
2
1
1
culate:
M3 = h(A||M1 ) and send [CID, U ID, M2 , A]EKey
to cluster head.
M = M1 × SharedSecret
Sum = Sum1 − SharedSecret Step 3: Cluster head verify the freshness of message by
= M mod Sum.
T2 −T1 = δT and generate M10 = (R||h(U ID)||h(N1 ))

SecretKey
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Figure 3: Mutual authentication phase

and verify it with M1 . Cluster head consider a random number b and calculate B by g b mod p. Cluster head extract A from the message and generate K = Ab mod p. It calculates M20 = h(A||M1 )
and the session key by (K||U ID||CID). Cluster head append M30 in M4 . Calculate M4 =
(M30 ||h(CID)||h(T2 )||A||B) and M5 = (M4 ||T2 ).
Cluster head send message M5 to user node as
[CID, B, M5 ]EKey .

equal to 782490775074582. With this 9 generated shares,
the cluster head will calculate triplet to send the nodes
as shown in Figure 4 (screenshot) below using Netbeans
IDE 6.8. Now the nodes can calculate the secret session
key for encryption of message.

Next we calculate how much time is consumed for encrypting messages with this shared key in a mobile device
(a tablet with 2GB RAM, ARM Cortex 1.7 GHz processor). For a Text File (File size: 870 KB) the encryption
Step 4: User node receive M4 and N2 User node time is 30 ms and decryption time is 28 ms for same size
calculate M40 = (M2 ||h(CID)||h(T2 )||A||B).
It data using the shared key.
checks M40 = M4 and calculates K = B a mod p
To calculate how much energy it consumes over time,
and session key KSN
=
(K||U ID||CID).
User node send response message M6
= we find that the half of battery energy of the mobile device
(a tablet with 2GB RAM, ARM Cortex 1.7 GHz processor
[(h(U ID)||h(CID)||N1 ||T2 )]EKey .
with 3500 mAH polymer battery) consumes after 2 hours
Table 3 shows the message flow in this phase. In this while using AES with fixed input block of length 128 byte
way mutual authentication is performed.
and different key sizes (128 bytes,192 bytes, 256 bytes) for
data transfer.

4

Implementation
mance Analysis

and

Perfor-

Implementation of the first phase is performed in Java
Platform using Java Cryptographic Extension. We use
a Laptop with Intel Core 2 DUO CPU T6400@2.00GHz
with 4GB RAM and Windows 7 operating system having jdk1.8 as a Cluster head node. Implementation is
distributed in three phases:- Knapsack Key generation
phase, Share generation phase, and lastly the triplet generation phase. As an example, consider a cluster with 9
nodes and the share generated for 9 nodes is shown in Figure 4. Here a 15 digit random number is chosen and it is

While calculating computation costs, we use the notation TH as the time complexity for the hashing function
and TE as the time complexity for exponentiation function and TM as the time complexity for modular multiplication function. In cryptography, Exclusion-OR operations are usually neglected (due to very low computations) while considering its computational cost. Communicational cost depends upon the total no. of message
exchanged for authentication. Here only three messages
exchanged in mutual authentication phase. The comparison of our proposed protocol with other protocols is given
in Table 4. Also functionality comparison is given in Table 5.
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Table 3: Message flow in login and mutual authentication phase
Message Flow
U N → CH
CH → U N
U N → CH
CH → U N
U N → CH

Message Name
ReqLogin
Grantlogin
U serAuthn
CHAuthn
SesnGen

Message Description
U ID||R
h(N1 )
Ekey (CID||U ID||M2 ||A)
Ekey (CID||B||M5 )
Ekey (h(U ID)||h(CID)||N1 ||T2 )

Table 4: Performance comparison of our scheme
Schemes
Lee et al. [17]
Pippal et al. [29]
Li et al. [23]
Our Scheme

Login phase
7TH
2TE + TM + TH
TE + 5TH
TH

Authentication phase
9TH
5TE + TM + 6TH
3TE + 8TH
4TE + 10TH

Total
16TH
7TE + 2TM + 6TH
4TE + 13TH
4TE + 11TH

For security verification, this work first starts with its
normal definition found in [18]:
• R and S are principals i.e. the participants which
communicate.
• I and J are statements.
• Key is the cryptographic keys.
Relationships and its uses for all principal, key and
statement:
• #(I): The formula I is fresh.
• R |= I: R believes that I is true.
• R → I: R is an authority and believes I.
Figure 4: Triplet generation
• RδI: R receives some message including I from someone.

5

Detail Security Analysis

In this section we discuss the security of proposed scheme.
BAN logic is used here to proof the mutual authentication between the node and the cluster head and shared a
session key. Then, we describe how the proposed protocol
resists other network attacks.

5.1

Security Proof Using BAN Logic

We have proved that the authentication protocol provide
high security using BAN Logic. BAN Logic is the defined
set of logical rules for verifying the correctness of any
protocol [23]. It also defines the beliefs of participants
in the communication. Correctness of a protocol defines
that both communicational parties confirms that they are
sharing a fresh session key with each other after execution
of the protocol.

• R

I: R sent a message containing I sometime.

• (I, J): The formula I or J is one part of the formula
I, J).
• < I > I: The formula I combines with a secret parameter J.
• {I}Key : The formula I is encrypted with the key
Key.
• (I)h : The formula I is hashed.
• R Key S: R and S use the shared key Key to communicate and Key will never be discovered by any
principal except R and S.
• Message meaning rule:

R|=R Key S,Rδ{I}Key
.
R|=S I

• Freshness conjugation rule:

R|=#(I)
R|=#(I,J) .
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• Freshness-introduction rule:

R creat a random I
.
R|=#(I)

• The belief rule: If the principal R believes I and J,
R|=I|=J
.
then the principal B believes (I, J): R|=(I,J)
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By verifying T2 − T1 = δT , S3 : CH |= #(T1 ). So,
By Freshness conjugation rule:
S4 : CH |= #(A).

(6)

• The nonce-verification rule: If the principal R believes that I is fresh and the principal S sent I
once then the principal R believes that S believes
I
I: R|=#(I),R|=S
.
R|=S|=I

By Freshness conjugation rule: S5 : CH |= #(M1 ).
From Equations (5) and (6),

• The jurisdiction rule: If the principal R believes that
S has jurisdiction over I and S believes I, then R
believes that I is true: R|=S→I|=S|=I
.
R|=I

Now, CH will calculate K with the help of A. So,
we can conclude.

• Introduction of the session keys: If the principal R
believes that the session key Key is fresh and the
principal S believes I. This is essential for a key,
then R believes that he/she shares the session key
Key with S: R|=#(S),R|=S|=I
R|=R Key S .
For correctness measurement, the key agreement protocol must achieve the following goals:
Goal1 : CH |= CH K U N
Goal2 : U N |= U N K CH
Goal3 : U N |= U N KSN CH
Goal4 : CH |= U N KSN CH

S6 : CH |= U N |= (A).

A11 : CH |= #(K).

Goal6 : CH |= U N |= U N KSN CH.

(8)

From Equations (7) and (8) and by introduction of
session rule, we get S4 : CH |= CH K U N . Goal 1
is achieved.
Again, for Message 2, C2
:
CH
→
U N [CID, B, M5 ]KN C .
B is random variable
calculated by Diffie Hellman process.
Thus,
we can assume that A12 : CH |= #(B).
M5 is calculated at U N as M5 = [M4 ||T2 ],
whereas M4 = [M20 ||h(CID)||h(T2 )||A||B] and
S7 : U N ||δ[M20 ||B||CID||T2 ]KN C . U N has seen the
message. By message meaning rule:
S8 : U N |= CH

Goal5 : U N |= CH |= U N KSN CH

(7)

[M30 ||B||CID||T2 ]KN C .

(9)

By verifying freshness of T2 and M5 . We get

• Verification of this protocol is as following: This
protocol will have three participants: Rootnode (),
Clusterhead (CH), U sernode (U N ). Verifying this
protocol using BAN logic requires some assumption.
They are as follows: From the registration phase before deployment they have

S9 : U N |= #(B).

(10)

From Equations (9) and (10), we get
S9 : U N |= CH |= #(B).

(11)

Since U N also calculate K thus, it can be assumed
that

A1 : BS pB U N
A2 : BS pN CH

A12 : U N |= #(K).

A3 : CH pM U N
A4 : BS KN C U N, U N KN C U N

From Equations (11) and (12) and by introduction
of session key rule, we get S9 : U N |= U N K CH.
Goal 2 is thus achieved.

A5 : CH |= U ID
A6 : U N |= U ID
A7 : CH |= CID

Now since, K is the temporary session key so both
share this K. Thus, we can make assumption that:

A8 : U N |= CID.
Verification of this protocol using BAN logic follows: Starting from the First message C1 U N →
CH[CID, U ID, A, M2 ]KN C . A is random variable
calculated by Diffie Hellman process. Thus, we
can assume that A9 : U N |= #(A). M2 is
calclated at U N as M2 = [M1 ||T1 ]. Whereas,
M1 = [R||h(U ID)||h(N1 )]. So again we can conclude that A10 : U N |= #(M2 )] and S1 :
CHδ[CID, U ID, A, M2 ]KN C . CH has seen the message. By message meaning rule:
S2 : CH |= U N

[CID, U ID, A, M2 ]KN C .

(12)

(5)

A13 : U N |= K
A14 : CH |= K
A15 : U N |= CH |= K

(13)

A16 : U N |= CH |= K.

(14)

Both end CH and U N will calculate Session key
KSN . Our aim is to establish session key between
user node and cluster head, thus
A17 : U N |= #(KSN )

(15)

A18 : CH |= #(KSN ).

(16)
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From Equations (13), (refe10), (15), (16) and using
session key rule: S10 : U N |= U N KSN CH. Goal
3 is thus achieved.
S11 : CH |= U N KSN CH. Goal 4 is achieved.
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verification table. If an attacker steal the verifier
H(P IN )from the table, then also he will unable to
calculate R = H(U ID||pu ) as pu is unknown. So
Q = R ⊕ H(P IN ) is also impossible to compute.
Hence this attack will be unsuccessful for determining valid login message.

Similarly from freshness rule and Equations (13),
(refe10), (15), (16): S12 : U N |= CH |=
U N KSN CH. Goal 5 is thus achieved.
Replay attack: Our protocol protects replay attack as
it depends upon timestamp values (T1 , T2 ). Also it
S13 : CH |= U N |= U N KSN CH. Goal 6 is
depends upon random numbers a, b to confirm the
achieved.
freshness of the request message [CID, U ID, M2 , A]
Hence according to S4, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, the
and response message [CID, B, M5 ]. Even if an atproposed protocol achieves all the Goals and both
tacker intercept the request message, then also he
user node and cluster head believe they share a seswill unable to compute M6 and the correct key k for
sion key KSN .
encrypt the message. It is impossible to compute a
from A = g a mod p as it lies on discrete logarithm
5.2 Security Proof Using Attack Analysis
problem. Thus this protocol resists replay attack.

In this section we discuss the security of proposed scheme. Perfect forward secrecy: In our protocol perfect forThe proposed protocol will be considered to be a secure
ward secrecy is maintained even if the previous
authentication protocol, if it satisfies the following propshared key is compromised. The attacker knows the
erties:
previous shared secret N , but also unable to derive
the previous session key KSN = (K||U ID||CID)
Man-in-the-middle attack: In this attack, the atbetween the user node and cluster head because it
tacker establishes a common key between two parhad number relation with shared secret. Again supties and intercepts all message transmitted between
pose the attacker capture the request - response mesthem [7]. He modifies these intercepted messages
sage and try to calculate the temporary session key
within a valid time period. This protocol establishes
K = Ab mod p from the value of A. But it is ima secret session key KSN without revealing any inpossible as it is based upon the assumption that the
formation about the session key. The share key K of
discrete logarithm problem is intractable and on the
each node is transmitted in triplet form to the nodes.
value of b. Thus the property of perfect forward seWhen this share is given to cluster nodes, each node
crecy is satisfied.
calculates its secret key using an in built algorithm
and communicates with other nodes. If adversary Insider attack: The user submits his U ID and P IN
comes to know any random triplet of share, then
concatenated with a random number to BS to genalso attacker will be unable to get the share of other
erate R = H(U ID||pu ) and Q = R ⊕ H(P IN ) which
node. Without knowing the algorithm he cannot deis stored in the memory of user node. During login
duce the symmetric key used for communication in
process, user node submits it’s U ID and R to cluster
cluster. Hence this attack cannot be successful.
head. The CH than calculates Q0 = R ⊕ H(P IN ) as
CH already have H(P IN ) of the user node in user
Impersonation attack: This attack happens when an
list table. If Q0 = Q, where Q is already stored in
attacker impersonates as legitimate user by supplythe table, than login permitted.
ing valid credentials in login process. During login
Now from the registration message, an insider cannot
process, user node submits it’s U ID and R to cluster
able to calculate P IN because it is concatenated with
head. The CH than calculates Q0 = R ⊕ H(P IN )
a random number pu called salt. Even the H(P IN )
as CH already have H(P IN ) of the user node in
value he can reveal, but that will not help him to
user list. If Q0 = Q, where Q is already stored in
generate Q because R cannot be calculated without
the table, than login permitted. Now suppose, the
pu . Therefore insider attack cannot be possible in
attacker get the information about U ID and R. He
this protocol.
impersonates as a valid user and establishes a connection. But the shared key is unknown to him. So
he will use different key while sending the message Server spoofing attack: This attack is very common
in networks where the attacker manipulates the valu[CID, U ID, M2 , A]EKey to cluster head. The CH
able data of legal user by setting up fake server.
will immediately reject the message for using wrong
In order to set up a legal CH, the attacker needs
key. Hence the proposed scheme can resist this type
to send the response message [CID, B, M5 ]. As
of attack.
the request message is an encrypted message, hence
Stolen-verifier attack: In this attack, the attacker may
to decrypt it the key must be known to the atbe able to steal the verification list from server.
tacker. Suppose the shared symmetric key is known,
In this proposed scheme H(P IN )is stored in the
then also the false CH does not know the share
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Table 5: Functionality comparison of our scheme
Attacks
Man-in-the-middle attack
Dictionary attack
Node-compromise attack
Mutual authentication
Impersonation attack
Stolen-verifier attack
Insider attack
Server spoofing attack
Replay attack
Perfect forward secrecy

Our Scheme
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Lee et al. [17]
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Pippal et al. [29]
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

Li et al. [23]
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

N1 for the user node. Hence the attacker cannot networks with low computational load.
compute M1 = (R||h(U ID)||h(N1 )), Without M1 ,
it is impossible to calculate M5 = (M4 ||T2 ) because M4 = (M2 ||h(CID)||h(T2 )||A||B) and M2 = References
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Abstract
This paper presents a design for the implementation of
the AES encryption algorithm in the hardware system.
The proposed device is intended to be a device under
test in a differential power analysis (DPA) attack. This
device uses AES encryption with 128bit key length and
electronic codebook (ECB) mode. The platform used in
this device is FPGA- Cyclone IV EP4CE115F29C7. AESAVS is used to test the functionality of the device. This
study proposes a design for an AES-128 encryption device
synthesized in the Quartus IDE. It will feature support
conducting side-channel attacks on real condition.
Keywords: AES128; DPA Attack; Side-Channel Analysis

1

Introduction

Information is a strategic resource that needs to be protected to ensure its safety and security [12]. One method
of providing information security is encryption, which is
done using a cryptographic algorithm [10, 27]. The decryption of the encrypted information is then done using
the key, which is available only to the intended audience
of the information. Without the key, decrypting wellencrypted information would be impossible. Any cryptographic algorithm relies on the secrecy of its key [20].
If the secret key is known to parties other than the intended recipient, then the security provided by the cryptographic algorithm would be compromised [6]. Without
the key, decrypting well-encrypted information would be
impossible.
An attack on an encryption algorithm is an attempt
to decrypt encrypted information without the key. Attacks also search for and exploit the weaknesses of the
encryption algorithm. Over the past few decades, there
have been numerous studies on cryptography and encryption algorithm attacks. These studies resulted in the
development of algorithms that provide high data security and authenticity such as RSA, ECC, AES, TDES

and DSA [22]. Although the security of cryptographic
algorithms on the mathematical level has already been
achieved, maintaining the security of cryptographic algorithms in their physical implementation remains a major
challenge.
Attacks on cryptographic algorithms initially exploited only the mathematical design weaknesses of algorithms [1]. It was assumed that if a cryptographic algorithm was mathematically secure, then its implementation was also secure. This paradigm changed when
Kocher published papers on timing attack [18], and power
analysis attack [19]. These papers revealed that an electronic device that implements a mathematically secure
cryptographic algorithm can still divulge certain information. This leakage of information, referred to as a sidechannel, can be used to find the encryption key. Modern
cryptographic algorithms cannot be significantly attacked
by using brute force methods and finding mathematical
weaknesses in the algorithm [21]. As such, side-channel
information such as timing information, power consumption, electromagnetic leaks or even sound/acoustic leaks
are additional sources of information that can be used
to decrypt the encrypted information. Some cryptanalysis attack techniques require technical knowledge of the
internal operation of the cryptographic system that is
implemented [2, 13, 16, 29, 30]. But DPA and statistical methods are amongst the most powerful techniques
in solving complex cryptographic algorithms [11]. In addition to reviewing the aspects of the attack, researchers
have conducted various software and hardware countermeasures against side-channel analysis (SCA). On the
software level, these measures include transformation and
masking of data [7]. On the hardware level, measures include desychronization and noise generation [25]. These
countermeasures generally require high performance and
have high costs; as such, they are currently still deemed
unsuitable for embedded systems [17, 26].
Currently, there is a pressing need for an electronic
communications system that is both fast and secure. One
of the fundamentals s in establishing fast and secure com-
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munication is the use of cryptographic algorithms in the
form of a device or devices. This paper presents the design of an AES encryption device as a device under test
(DUT) for differential power analysis attacks to be carried
out at a later stage. Prototype hardware was developed
to perform AES encryption on an FPGA platform with a
128-bit data width that is compatible with the processor
embedded systems. The implementation is optimized in
terms of the use of resources at an acceptable rate, so that
the target data security can be achieved with limited resources. This study was developed during previous studies [23, 24]. and uses datasets provided in other studies.
The use of datasets presents some limitations, especially
in the development of countermeasures against attacks.
So, there is a need for future studies of this device as a
DUT to develop adaptive countermeasures.

2
2.1

Related Research
Comparison of AES Implementation

Implementation of an encryption algorithm in hardware
tends to be faster than in software [2]. Reconfigurable
hardware is a practical solution for implementing cryptographic algorithms in embedded systems and high-speed
applications [3]. In using FPGAs as a computing platform, there are two main goals which are often conflicting: maximizing the efficiency of resources and maximizing processing speed. As such, the precise goal of the
particular implementation needs to be identified before
implementing the algorithm [4].
AES can be implemented with other encryption algorithms. Its standardized algorithms enable its adoption to
other applications in general. AES is a symmetric cipher
block algorithm, a type of encryption algorithms with the
ability to encrypt data at high speeds without sacrificing
the level of security [5]. In addition, AES is more efficient
than public key algorithms for encrypting large amounts
of data [8, 9]. In the implementation of AES, the absolute confidentiality of the encryption key needs to be
maintained to ensure the security of the encrypted information. Implementations of AES must also have excellent performance on different applications and platforms,
maintaining such qualities as: high speed, low latency
values, low area usage, and low power usage. As such,
software and hardware designs for AES are continually
being developed.
In this paper, FPGA is chosen as the platform for implementing AES. This choice is based on the information
in Table 1 which shows a comparison between three AES
implementations: ASIC, FPGA, and software. FPGA has
advantages over software implementations based on its
capability in parallel processing, pipelining, velocity, and
resistance to tampering. Meanwhile, the design process
of AES in FPGA, while not as fast as software implementations, is significantly faster than the ASIC implementations.

Figure 1: AES encryption algorithm structure

In general, the implementation of an AES encryption
algorithm is divided into two major components: the cipher module and the key generation module.

2.2

AES Algorithm

The cipher module performs data encryption or decryption. In an AES algorithm with a 128-bit key, the cipher
module does ten rounds of substitutions and permutations to encrypt the data input (plaintext). In the first
nine rounds of the encryption process, the cipher module
uses SubByte, ShiftRow, MixColumn, and AddRoundKey
operations. In the final (tenth) round, Mixcolumn is used
to complete the block encryption process. Figure 1 shows
the standard structure of the AES algorithm. The Figure also shows the iterative process in combining different
functions of each module with the cipher key expansion
module. The input data in AES is represented as a 4 x 4
byte array and is called the state.
AddRoundKey is the initial and final function and
is used to combine key information with the data under operation. The input of this function is 16 bytes of
state, while 16 byte keys are obtained from the key expansion algorithm. The output value of this operation is
the XOR bit between round sub key derived from master
key. This function is essentially same for encryption and
decryption processes. The transformation is denoted by
AddRoundKey(State, RoundKey).
The SubByte transformation is a non-linear byte
substitution, operating on every byte of the state inde-
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Table 1: Comparison of AES implementation

Parallel processing
Pipelining
Velocity
Resistance to tamper
Design process
Field reprogramability
Lower Unit Cost

ASIC
Yes
Yes
Very fast
Strong
Long time
Moderate
Yes

pendently. The substitution table (or S-box ) is invertible
Each input of byte is independently replaced by another
byte from lookup table called substitution box (S-box).
There are 16 parallel S-boxes, each consisting of 8 input
and 8 output values. The S-box operation is the only
non-linear transformation in the AES algorithm. The
transformation is denoted by SubByte(State). This
operation is reversible and is also used in the decryption
process. The S-box design is achieved by combining
two transformations. The first transformation is done
by taking the inverse multiplication in the finite field
GF (28 ) where all the zero bit inputs are mapped to
themselves. In the second part, the affine transformation
is done over GF (2).
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ShiftRow function, the number of rows in the State are
cyclically shifted over different offsets. In this function,
the first line is not altered, but the second, third, and
fourth lines are rotated by one, two, three bytes, respectively. The shifting the rows of the State over the specified
offsets is denoted by:Shif tRow(State). The MixColumn
perform transformation each coloumn of the state matrix
multiplied by a constant fixed matrix. The application
of MixColoumn operation on all columns of the State is
denoted by M ixColumn(State). This function can be
written
into a matrix multiplication as:

0



M C0,c
02 03 01 01
M C0,c
0




01 02 03 01 
M C1,c  
 M C1,c 
0

=



01 01 02 03
M C2,c 
M C2,c 
0
03 01 01 02
M C3,c
M C3,c

Key Generation Module

Software Based
Limited
Limited
Moderate
Weak
Fast
Moderate
Yes

the SubKey Selection. The key generation algorithm is
as follows:
1: KeyExpansion(byte key[4*Nk], word w[Nb*(Nr+1)],
Nk)
2: Begin
3: word temp
4: i=0
5: while i < Nk do
6:
w[i] = word(key[4*i], key[4*i+1], key[4*i+2],
key[4*i+3])
7:
i = i+1
8: end while
9: i=Nk
10: while (i < Nb * (Nr+1)) do
11:
temp = w[i-1]
12:
if (i mod Nk = 0) then
13:
temp = SubWord(RotWord(temp)) Rcon[i/Nk]
14:
else if (Nk > 6 and i mod Nk = 4) then
15:
temp = SubWord(temp)
16:
end if w[i] = w[i-Nk] temp
17:
i=i+1
18: end while
19: End
The KeyGeneration is a linear array of 4-byte words
and is denoted by W [N b ∗ (N r + 1)]. The first Nk words
contain the MasterKey. All another words are defined
recursively in terms of words with smaller indices. The
key expansion function depends on the value of N k. This
function consists of three sub-modules: SubWord, RotWord, and RCon. SubWord is is a function that returns
a 4-byte word in which each byte is the result of applying
the AES S-box to the byte at the corresponding position
in the input word. RotWord takes a cyclic permutation
of those in its input such that the input word(a, b, c, d)
produces the output word(b, c, d, a). The ratio between
key length and block size in terms of words for different
types of AES is shown in Table 2.

2.4
2.3

FPGA
Yes
Yes
Fast
Strong
Moderate
Yes
Moderate

Device Optimization

Requirements of throughput, power and design need to
The key generation module are derived from the Mas- be met by AES algorithm designers. As such, AES deterKey by means of the key schedule. This consists of vices need to be optimized in order to meet these requiretwo main components: the MasterKey Expansion and ments. Most approaches to AES design optimization can
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Table 2: Comparison of key length, block size, and AES round
AES Type
AES 128
AES-192
AES-256

Key Length
4
6
8

Figure 2: Design of AES device methodology

Block Size
4
4
4

Round
10
12
14

of this research is to create an AES device implemented
on an FPGA platform which will be a simulated DUT
device in a DPA (differential power analysis) test. The
restriction on this device is AES with 128-bit key length
and an input value message with 128-bit length.
The next design stage is categorizing the identified
aims and limitations into hardware and software. The
initial approach is to generate a Verilog pseudocode and
RTL schematic of the desired circuit in simulation software such as ModelSim. The resulting scheme can be verified using simulation software that shows the input and
output waveforms of the circuit. The output is the Verilog code and a RTL schematic design for an AES cryptographic algorithm to be verified on FPGA hardware.
After the aims and limitations have been verified on both
hardware and software, the next step is implementation
and functionality testing.
The implementation and testing process begins with
designing and conducting an AES cryptographic algorithm testbench using FPGA software in Verilog. The
testbench process checks whether the device gives the correct output, given a standard input. After passing the
testbench, the design is ready to be implemented on an
FPGA platform. The end point of the FPGA prototype is
that when a Verilog model is decoded into ”gates and cables” are mapped onto a programmable logic device such
as an FPGA. Tests were conducted to determine the success rate of the system that was developed. Three stages
of testing were conducted:

be generally divided into two: algorithm optimizations
and architecture optimizations.
Algorithm optimizations use the fact that AES is based
on finite fields operations. Thus, the choice that represents the finite field and composite fields is the use
of isomorphisms in developing efficient and compact design [17]. Furthermore, an AES round has properties
which allow the encryption and decryption processes to
be done using the same method. Platforms such as the
• Functional testing of each system block.
FPGA provide enables efficient implementation of some
• System-wide functional testing.
of the AES round transformations.
Meanwhile, standard architectural optimization tech• Hardware performance measurement.
niques such as pipelining can also be applied to improve
the hardware design throughput of AES [11]. The sepThe functional testing of the encryption device was
aration of data and key generation scheduling is helpful
done using the Advanced Encryption Standard Algorithm
in improving the efficiency of an AES design [13]. This
Validation Suite (AESAVS). AESAVS is designed to test
optimization technique can support all three versions of
compliance with the NIST FIPS197 standard. This testAES, namely 128.192, and 256 bits [14].
ing standard provides a security measure for an AES product. Test validation was performed to assist in detecting
any errors of unintended implementation [14]. So this
3 Methodology
validation technique should not be interpreted as an evaluation or overall product security support. The AESAVS
This paper presents the stages involved in designing an testing method has the following philosophy design:
AES encryption device. The proposed method is shown
in Figure 2.
1) AESAVS is designed to allow testing of implementaThe initial stage is reviewing the aims and limitations
tion under test (IUT). AESAVS and IUT exchange
for designing the AES cryptographic device. The aim
data via request and response file.
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Figure 3: Example of output requirements and monte
carlo test input
2) Testing is done in AESAVS using statistical sampling.
Devices are required to pass AESAVS to claim compliance to the FIPS 197 standard on AES and FIPS 140-2
standard on the security requirements for cryptographic
modules.
AESAVS uses two approaches; namely, the known answer test (KAT) and Monte Carlo test (MCT). KAT tests
KeySbox, Variable Key and Variable Text. MCT tests the
cipher with as many as 100 pseudorandom texts. These
texts are generated using an algorithm related to the
mode of operation under test. An example of the three
initial outputs of MCT from AES128 is shown in Figure 3.

4

AES Implementation

This study uses Verilog language as the hardware description language because of its flexibility; Verilog codes can
be easily implemented in other devices without design
changes. The hardware used for this research is Altera
DE2 board. This board tool is used for writing, debugging, optimizing, performing simulations, and checking
performance results using the simulation tools available
on the Quartus IDE design software.
The results of this study are based on simulations of
Altera DE2 and Quartus tools, using analysis and synthesis, RTL viewer, and state machine viewer. A design
iteration method is implemented to minimize hardware
utilization and adaptation performed on Altera Quartus.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram of the hardware implementation. In the block diagram is also mentioned
the encryption and decryption module and key generation module.
The system clock represented by clk sets the cryptoprocessor frequency. The clock frequency dictates the operating speed of the system. In this design, the clock
has two main purposes: system controller and bus or line
controller. The reset function rst enables a return of the
system to the initial condition. This function is active
in low or 0 condition. At the key generation module ini-
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tialization, the start signal states the time at which the
clock starts. The decrypt function, one of the main functions of this system, transforms ciphertext into plaintext.
This function can be changed into encryption mode (on
which the function transforms plaintext into ciphertext)
by changing the input value of En (encryption mode when
En = 1, decryption mode when En =0). Additional input values are the 128-bit key and din which are the key
and text input, respectively. These input values produce
128-bit dout, the same size as the input.
The key generation process is shown in Figure 6. This
process generates the round keys from the master key;
these round keys are only in the encryption rounds. The
clk function is the input in key generation; the generated keys are stored in the internal ROM and read by
encryption and decryption block for each round. The encryption/decryption module accepts a 128-bit plaintext or
ciphertext input when the decrypt is off (En = 0). The
key generation process accepts 128-bit key input, divided
into 4 sections (ki0 , ki1 , ki2 , ki3 ) of 32bit. In this design,
more than one register is used in each round, producing
ten clocks efficient for key generation.
The system design architecture is shown in Figure 7.
There are at least three connected components: AES
crypto-processor, personal computer, and digital sampling oscilloscope (DSO). The crypto-processor is the
DUT from which side channel information would be harvested by the DSO, creating a traces curve. The PC collects the traces and performs statistical analyses to find
the key by modeling the traces curve using key guesses.
The DUT and the oscilloscope communicate using USB
and RS232.
The results shown in Table 1 illustrate the condition of
the implementation of the AES encryption algorithm on
the Cyclone IV E FPGA device. Generally, the required
element of this device is 8% of the total device. This shows
that this system and platform can be applied to other
solution problems. The small memory usage of < 1%
and the required registers indicates that the AES device
design meets excellent performance standards on various
application forms and platforms, as well as high speed
and low latency values.
The use of a small amount of area and a compact design
is shown in Figure 8. This shows a slice of the usage
of the FPGA EP4CE115F29C7 processor. For a small
to medium sized processor, the slice usage is extremely
small at 8%. This shows a potential for implementing
KGS (knowledge growing system) as countermeasures for
DPA/SCA.

5

DUT Testing

The AES encryption tool is built in the ECB operation
mode and uses Verilog as a programming language. Description and verification was done using a ModelSim
simulator - Intel FPGA Starter 10.5b edition. Quartus
software performs logic synthesis, mapping, placing, and
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Figure 4: Finite-state of AES device
Table 3: Result comparison testing
Testing Component
AESAVS VarKey test data for ECB AES128
AESAVS KeySbox test data for ECB
AESAVS VarTxt test data for ECB
AESAVS MCT test data for ECB

Iteration Length
128
21
128
128

Encrypt/Decrypt Pass
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Time
92505 ps
15465 ps
92505 ps
28044345 ps

Figure 5: Block diagram of resulting AES device

Figure 6: Key generation process

routing; Verilog pseudocodes are used for the input of
this process. All built-in circuits are contained in a single FPGA device, with Quartus software determining the
optimal location for a compact design. Table 4 shows the
results of AESAVS testing compare with another AES
design.
AESAVS test results through the KAT test (known
answer test) and the MCT (Monte Carlo test) have shown
results that meet the NIST FIPS197 standard and does
not detect implementation errors. This validation tool has
been evaluated and complies with NIST’s AES FIPS197
standard.
Table 4 provides a comparison between several commonly used AES standards: Sasebo [14], SakuraX [15],
and the design proposed in this paper. It shows that the
proposed communication interface standard has a higher
flexibility than other devices. This flexibility gives more
opportunities for researchers to develop countermeasures
to attacks. The proposed device has a size of 90nm in de-

sign technology, which is still larger than Sakura-X whose
value is 28 nm. However, this value affects neither performance nor speed. It only affects the area/wafer of the
device.
This study also performs synthetic analysis on three devices: AESFPGA, asic.ws, and our proposed design. Our
proposed design has advantages over the other designs in
total register, pins, and memory bits. Our proposed DUT
has 277 registers, which is smaller than that of the other
devices. Our proposed device uses 389 input and output
pins, which is better than the AESFPGA design standard. The most important factor affecting the speed and
performance of the proposed DUT is the usage of memory
bits as cache. This results in a much faster speed than
the other two designs.
Besides testing with KAT, we also do trace sampling
analysis with SPA (simple power analysis). The purpose
of this test is as a first step DPA attack techniques. Fig-
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Table 4: Comparison our proposed with FPGAs as device under test (DUT)
Board
SASEBO [14, 15, 28]
SASEBO-G [14, 15, 28]
SASEBO-GII [14, 15, 28]
SASEBO-B [14, 15, 28]
Saxura-X [14, 15]
Our Proposed

Control FPGA
Virtex-2 Pro
Virtex-2 Pro
Spartan-3A
Stratix-2
Spartan-6
Altera Cyclone II

Tech
130 nm
130 nm
65 nm
90 nm
28 nm
90 nm

Host Data Communication
RS232
RS232,FT245RL(USB)
FT245RL
RS232,FT245RL(USB)
USB
RS232,FT245RL(USB),JTAG Mode

Status
Discontinued
Discontinued
-

Table 5: Synthesis result of AES device
Component
Revision Name
Top-level Entity Name
Total logic elements
Total registers
Total pins
Total virtual pins
Total memory bits
Embedded Multiplier 9-bit elements
Total PLLs

Our Proposed
AES_CORE
AES_CORE
9,153 / 114,480 ( 8% )
277
389 / 529 ( 74% )
0
2,048 / 3,981,312 ( 1% )
0 / 532 ( 0% )
0 / 4 ( 0%)

AESFPGA1 [14]
SASEBO
SASEBO
9,023
396
392 /529
0
0
0
0

ASIC.WS
ASIC
AES ASIC
4,940
530
388
0
0
0
0

Figure 7: Architecture of proposed DUT

ure 9 shows approximately 1 ms of a trace collected from a
DUT performing an AES-128 encryption operation. The
power consumption was sampled at 100 MHz. The trace
were captured by placing a resistor in series with the devices ground line in accordance with architecture DUT
Figure 7, then using an oscilloscope to measure the voltage at the ground input. The trace from a DUT shows
the ten rounds clearly visible, and ready for DPA attacks.

Figure 8: Use of AES slice area generated

197 standard and the advanced encryption standard algorithm validation suite (AESAVS) testing. In future research, the AES encryption device will need to be tested
against simple power analysis and differential power analysis. Currently, this DUT is still under development. It
is hoped that this design would help hardware researchers
in studying cryptographic attacks and countermeasures.
6 Concluding Remarks
The usage of open source and reconfigurable hardware
This paper presents a design for implementation of 128- (FPGA) allows for easy application to wider research arbit AES FPGA. This encryption tool supports encryption eas, such as higher order DPA and correlation power analand decryption processes that meet the NES AES FIPS ysis. Future development of this device is planned so that
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Figure 9: Power traces from a DUT performing an AES128
it could be configured to different encryption algorithms,
such as RSA, ECC, DES, and BC3. Our proposed DUT
also has applications in various platforms, such as smartcards, microcontrollers, and ASIC, with high throughput
and latency.
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Abstract
Smooth projective hashing was firstly introduced by
Cramer and Shoup (EuroCrypt’02) as a tool to construct
efficient chosen-ciphertext-secure public key encryption
schemes. Since then, they have found many other applications, such as password-based authenticated key exchange, oblivious transfer, zero-knowledge arguments et
al. Certificate-based encryption (CBE) not only eliminates third-party queries and heavy certificate management problem in traditional public-key encryption, but
also solves key escrow problem for identity-based encryption. We introduce the new concept of certificate-based
smooth projective hashing (CB-SPH). Under the security model for the leakage-resilient certificate-based encryption (LR-CBE), we show how to construct a general
leakage-resilient certificate-based encryption scheme using
the certificate-based smooth projective hashing. Based
on these theoretical constructions, we present two concrete CB-SPH instantiations under the DBDH assumption and the DLWE assumption respectively. Based on
these CB-SPH instantiations, we can construct leakage
resilient CBE schemes.
Keywords: Certificate-based Smooth Projective Hashing;
DBDH; DLWE; Key-leakage Resilient

1

Introduction

Traditional cryptographic schemes assume that the secret
keys are completely hidden from the adversaries. However
side-channel attacks [21, 36] and cold boot attacks [3] indicate that the conventional attack model fails to capture
some attacks in the real world. We classify these attacks
as key leakage attacks in which the attackers may obtain some partial information about the secret states of

the cryptosystems. To stand against such attacks, there
has been a surge of interest in creating leakage resilient
cryptographic schemes [3, 5, 8, 10, 13, 15, 22, 23, 26, 28,
32, 33, 35, 37]. The feature of a leakage-resilient cryptosystem is that it remains secure even when some secret
internal information including the secret key is leaked to
the adversary.
Smooth projective hashing (SPH) was firstly introduced by Cramer and Shoup [12]. Originally it is a tool
for constructing adaptively chosen ciphertext (CCA2) secure public key encryption (PKE). Lately SPH was found
that it can be applied to construct different cryptographic
schemes such as password-based authenticated key exchange, oblivious transfer, zero-knowledge arguments et
al. In Crypto’09 Naor and Segev [32] found that SPH can
be applied to the leakage resilient PKE. Under the subset membership problem (SMP), they presented a general construction of leakage-resilient PKE scheme with
the help of universal SPH creatively. They extended the
framework of key-leakage to the setting of chosen ciphertext attacks (Akavia et al. [3] formalized the first framework for modeling the security of leakage-resilient PKE).
Based on the Decisional Deffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption they gave two practical PKE schemes against key
leakage with 1/4 and 1/6 leakage ratio respectively. Based
on Naor and Segev’s work [32], there are more researches
paid on the leakage-resilient PKE afterwards. Nguyen et
al. [33] explored stateless/stateful leakage-resilient public key encryption from the SPH. Kurosawa et al. [23]
presented another general method of constructing CCAsecure PKE with key leakage, which is based on the
universal2 SPH. They also gave two concrete public key
encryption schemes under the DCR assumption and the
DLIN assumption respectively. In AsiaCrypt’13 Qin and
Liu [35] presented a new general construction of PKE
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scheme against leakage-resilient chosen-ciphertext attacks
(LR-CCA), from any SPH and any one-time lossy filter
(OT-LF).
In constructing Identity-based encryption (IBE)
schemes against key leakage attacks, Alwen et al. [5] firstly
gave the concept of ID-based smooth projective hashing
(IB-SPH) and presented three IB-SPH instantiations derived from existing IBE schemes [7, 18, 19]. Based on
these instantiations they also got three leakage resilient
IBE schemes. With the help of the dual system encryption technology, Lewko et al. [24] got fully secure IBE,
HIBE, and ABE systems which are resilient to bounded
leakage from each of many secret keys per user, as well as
many master keys. Li et al. [27] gave a leakage resilient
IBE scheme based on the IB-SPH extracted from Coron’s
IBE scheme [11].

schemes against continuous key leakage. Considering the
secret key is delegated by the key generate center, Alwen
et al. [5] introduce an identity-based smooth projective
hashing which can be used to design the leakgae resilient
identity-based encryption schemes.
To explore the smooth projective hashing with applications in certificate-based cryptosystems and obtain the
leakage resilient certificate-based public key encryption
schemes in the prime order group, we propose the new notion of certificate-based smooth projective hashing, borrowing the ideas of Yang et al [37] and Alwen et al [5].
In this paper we focus on the certificate-based smooth
projective hashing and its application in leakage resilient
encryptions which can also be extended to the continuous
leakage resilient settings.

1.2
1.1

Our Motivation

Smooth projective hashing plays an important role in
public key cryptosystems. Informally, a smooth projective hashing is a family of keyed hash functions. Its special construction achieves many applications such as constructing chosen-ciphertext-secure encryption, leakageresilient encryption et al. From the aspect of assemble
construction, many research works have been paid to the
properties of the language such as conjunction or disjunction of languages [1, 6] and the properties of the smooth
projective hash such as homomorphic smooth projective
hashing [41] or dual projective hashing [40].
The certificate-based encryption (CBE) was firstly proposed by Gentry [17] in EuroCrypt’03. In CBE schemes,
a user produces public and private keys, and applies a
corresponding certificate which is given from the trusted
certificate authority (CA). It is possible to obtain a plaintext only in the case that the user has the private key and
certificate simultaneously. CBE not only eliminates thirdparty queries and heavy certificate management problem
in traditional public-key encryption, but also solves key
escrow problem for identity-based encryption. CBE has
attracted more concern due to its advantages. Recently,
many CBE schemes [16, 29, 31, 42] have been proposed.
In the key leakage resilient setting, Yu et al. [39] proposed
the first leakage resilient certificate-based public key encryption using the dual system encryption technology.
But their construction is in the composite order group
which costs much more than in a prime order group. Afterwards Yu et al. [38] proposed another leakage resilient
certificate-based public key encryption under the DBDH
assumption in the random oracle. Li et al. [25] proposed
a continuous leakage resilient certificate-based encryption
with the help of secret sharing technology.
Focusing on the construction of the secret key in the
smooth projective hashing, we can see some useful new
smooth projective hashing which can be operated under some new conditions. Yang et al. [37] proposed an
updatable smooth projective hashing which can be used
to design general constructions of public key encryption
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Our Contribution

In brief, our contribution is described as follows:
1) In the certificate-based settings we firstly give a definition of generalized certificate-based smooth projective hashing (CB-SPH). In order to guarantee its
security we verify the smooth and projective properties.
2) Based on the definition and security properties of
CB-SPH, we show how to convert smooth CBSPH to leakage resilient one and show how to construct leakage-resilient certificate-based encryption
schemes.
3) As a concrete example, in a prime-order group we
present the first practical CB-SPH construction under the DBDH assumption in the standard model. To
achieve a leakage-resilient certificate-based encryption, the construction using CB-SPH tool is much
more efficient and practical comparing with the construction using dual system encryption technology in
the composite order group.
4) Under the decisional learning with errors assumption,
we firstly present a lattice-based CB-SPH instantiation which also can be transferred into a leakage
resilient certificate-based encryption.

1.3

Organization

The rest of the article is organized as follows. We review
some preliminaries that are used in this article in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the general construction
of the certificate-based smooth projective hashing with
projection and smoothness properties. In Section 4, we
introduce the security model and the generic construction for the leakage-resilient certificate-based encryption.
Two concrete certificate-based smooth projective hashings based on the DBDH assumption and the DLWE assumption respectively are shown in Section 5. Lastly, we
give a conclusion and future work in Section 6.
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Specially,
e ∞ (X|Y ) ≥ H∞ (X) − r.
H

In this section, we present some basic notions and tools
that will be used in our constructions and security
proofs. We formally state some decisional assumptions
and present the notion of average-case strong randomness
extractors.

2.1

Computational Assumptions

Definition 3. [14] A function Ext:{0, 1}u × {0, 1}t →
{0, 1}v is an average-case (m, )-strong extractor if for all
pairs of random variables (X, Z) such that X ∈ {0, 1}u
e ∞ (X|Z) ≥ m it holds that
and H
SD((Ext(X, R), R, Z), (Uv , R, Z)) ≤ .
where R is uniform in {0, 1}t .

Let BLGroupGen be a PPT algorithm that takes as input
The definition of universal hashing [5] and the leftovera security parameter κ and output a tuple (G, G1 , g, e).
hash
lemma [34] are given as follows.
Let G and G1 be the two cyclic groups of order p for some
large prime p. A map e : G×G → G1 is a bilinear pairing.
Definition 4. (ρ-Universal Hashing) A family H, conLet g be a random generator of G. The following DBDH
sisting of deterministic functions h : {0, 1}u → {0, 1}v , is
assumption is given in (G, G1 , g, e) ← BLGroupGen(κ).
ρ-universal hash family if for any m1 6= m2 ∈ {0, 1}u we
Definition 1. (Decisional Bilinear Diffie-Hellman As- have Prh←H [h(m1 ) = h(m2 )] ≤ ρ.
sumption) We define the decisional bilinear DiffieHellman (DBDH) problem as: Given (G, g, g a , g b , g c ) and
a random element Z ∈ G1 as input, output 1 if Z =
e(g, g)abc and output 0 otherwise. We say that the (t, )DBDH assumption holds if no t-time algorithm has advantage at least  in solving the DBDH problem.
Definition 2. (Decisional Learning With Errors Assumption) We define the decisional learning with errors
(DLWE) problem as: For an integer p ≥ 2 and some
probability distribution χ over Zp , an integer dimension
n ∈ Z + , and a vector s ∈ Zpn , define As,χ as the distribution over Zpn × Zp of the variable (a, aT s + t) where
a ∈R Zpn and t ← χ. The decisional learning with errors
(DLWE) assumption holds if the distribution As,χ and the
uniform distribution over Zpn ×Zp are computationally indistinguishable, where s ∈R Zp .

2.2

Lemma 2. (Leftover-Hash Lemma [34]) Assume that
the family H of functions h : {0, 1}u → {0, 1}v is a ρuniversal hash family. Then the randomized extractor
Ext(x, r) = h(x), where h is uniform over H, is an (m, )extractor as long as m ≥ v +2 log(1/) and ρ ≤ 21v (1+2 ).
This lemma implies that the universal hash functions
are also good extractors.

3

Certificate-based Smooth Projective Hashing (CB-SPH)

As we have discussed in the introduction, smooth projective hashing serves as a good framework to unify many
PKE schemes based on decisional assumptions. Before
we introduce the new notion of CB-SPH, we firstly recall
the basic conception about SPH.

Random Extractor

The statistical distance between two random
variables X Pand Y over a finite domain Ω is
SD(X, Y )= 21 ω∈Ω | Pr[X = ω] − Pr[Y = ω]|. We
write X ≈ Y to denote SD(X, Y )≤ , and X ≈ Y
to denote that the statistical distance is negligible.
The min-entropy of a random variable X is
H∞ (X) = − log(maxx Pr[X = x]).
We use the notion of average min-entropy [14] which
captures the remaining unpredictability of a random variable X conditioned on another random variable Y , formally defined as:
e ∞ (X|Y ) = − log(Ey∈Y [2−H∞ (X|Y =y) ])
H

3.1

Smooth Projective Hashing

The Smooth projective hashing (SPH) consists of two ingredients, namely the subset membership problem (SMP),
which will be extended to the distribution distinguishable
problem (DDP) for including the lattice-based hardness
assumption, and the projective hash function (PHF).
3.1.1

Subset Membership Problem

The SMP defines a set X and a language L ⊂ X, from
which a member x can be efficiently sampled with a witness w. We give the formal definition of SMP in [12].

Definition 5. (Subset Membership Problem). A subset
where Ey∈Y denotes the expected value over all values of membership problem S specifies a collection (Sκ )κ≥0 of
distributions. For every value of a security parameter
Y .
κ ≥ 0, Sκ is a probability distribution over instance deLemma 1. [14] For any random variables X, Y, Z, if Y scriptions.
has 2r possible values, then
An instance description Λ = (X, W, P K, L, R) specifies
e ∞ (X|(Y, Z)) ≥ H
e ∞ (X|Z) − r.
H
the following:
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• Finite non-empty sets X, W, PK, and two collections 3.1.3 Projective Hash Function
of distributions L = (Lpk )pk∈P K and X \ L = (X \
The PHF with projection α : SK → P K is a family of
Lpk )pk∈P K over X.
hash functions H indexed by SK with domain X in SMP
or
domain A in DDP. For we will give a lattice-based SPH
• A collection of binary relations R = (Rpk )pk∈P K dein
the rest of this paper, we mainly discuss in the range
fined over X × W . For x ∈ X and w ∈ W and some
of
DDP.
pk ∈ P K such that x, w ∈ Rpk , we say that w is a
witness for x.

Definition 7. (Projective Hash Function).
Let
X, Y, SK, P K be finite non-empty sets, and Apk be a colA subset membership problem is hard if it is computa- lection of distributions indexed by P K. Here X, P K, A
pk
tionally impossible to distinguish random members x ∈ L are defined as in DDP above. Let H = {H : X →
sk
from random non-members x ∈ X \ L.
Y }sk∈SK be a family of functions indexed by SK. Let
α : SK → P K be a projection from SK to P K. We say
H = (H, SK, P K, X, Apk , Y, α) a projective hash function
3.1.2 Distribution Distinguishable Problem
if for any sk ∈ SK and pk = α(sk), the action of Hsk on
To include lattice-based PKE scheme which implement x ← A is approximately determined by α(sk).
pk
the smooth projective hashing technique, we borrow the
definition of distribution distinguishable problem (DDP)
3.1.4 Generalized Smooth Projective Hashing
in [9] which relaxes some restrictions (More details refer
to [9]).
A generalized smooth projective hashing which encompasses the lattice-based smooth projective hashing techDefinition 6. (Distribution Distinguishable Problem). A nology combines DDP D with PHF H as following four
distribution distinguishable problem D specifies a collec- algorithms:
tion (Dκ )κ≥0 of distributions. For every value of a security parameter κ ≥ 0, Dκ is a probability distribution over Setup(κ): Run SampDDP(κ) to generate a master public/secret key pair (mpk, msk) and an instance deinstance descriptions.
scription Γ = (X, W, P K, A, B, R) of D, pich a proAn instance description Γ = (X, W, P K, A, B, R) specjective hash function H = (H, SK, P K, X, Apk , Y, α).
ifies the following:
mpk will be used in the following algorithms.
• Finite non-empty sets X, W, PK, and two collec- KeyGen(κ): Pick sk ←R SK, compute pk ← α(sk).
Output the public/secret key pair (pk, sk).
tions of distributions A = (Apk )pk∈P K and B =
(Bpk )pk∈P K over X where X = A ∪ B.
Priv(sk, x): Take as input a private key sk and x ∈ X,
and output y ∈ Y such that y = Hsk (x). It is the
• A collection of binary relations R = (Rpk )pk∈P K deprivate evaluation algorithm.
fined over X × W . For x ∈ X and w ∈ W and some
pk ∈ P K such that x, w ∈ Rpk , we say that w is a Pub(pk, x, w): Take as input pk and x ∈ Apk with a
witness for x.
witness w ∈ W , and output y ∈ Y . It is the public
evaluation algorithm.
Γ = (X, W, P K, A, B, R) indicates that the instance
Γ specifies X, W, P K, A, B and R. D provides the three In the rest of this paper we still call the generalized
smooth projective hashing smooth projective hashing
following algorithms:
(SPH) for short.
SampDDP(κ): Input a security parameter κ, and output the public and secret key pair (pk, sk) and an 3.2 Certificate-based Smooth Projective
instance description Γ according to the distribution
Hashing
Dκ .
In this part we will introduce the formal definition of
SampA(pk): Output x ← Apk along with a witness w ∈ certificate-based smooth projective hashing (CB-SPH)
W such that (x, w) ∈ Rpk . This is sampling with and define some properties for CB-SPH. Firstly we dewitness algorithm.
scribe the DDP and PHF in the certificate-based settings.
SampB(pk): Output x ← Bpk . This is sampling without
3.2.1 Distribution Distinguishable Problem
the witness algorithm.
We only extend the algorithm SampDDP as below.
It is only requiring that algorithms SampDDP and
SampA should be efficient. A distribution problem D is SampDDP(κ): Input a security parameter κ, and outsaid to be hard if Apk and Bpk are computationally indisput a master public and secret key pair (mpk, msk)
tinguishable for any probability polynomial-time adverand an instance description Γ according to the dissary.
tribution Dκ .
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Therefore, the instance description Γ needs to be attached by the master public key set MPK. We get
Γ = (X, W, M P K, P K, A, B, R).
3.2.2

Projective Hash Function

The definition of projective hash function are the same
as that of SPH besides H is added the master public
key set MPK and the user’s identity set ID i.e. H =
(H, SK, M P K, ID, P K, X, Apk , Y, α).
3.2.3

Certificate-based Smooth Projective Hashing

A certificate-based smooth projective hashing (CB-SPH)
P combines DDP D with PHF H in certificate-based settings. It also includes the five algorithms as follow:
Setup(κ): The authenticated center (CA) runs
SampDDP(κ) to generate a master public/secret key
pair (mpk, msk). The following algorithms all take
mpk as input.
UserKeyGen(id): The user takes as input the master
public key mpk and the identity id. It outputs the
user’s private key skid = σ1 (id). Then using the
master public key mpk, the identity id and the user
private key skid . It outputs the user’s public key
pkid = α(skid ).
CerGen(msk, id): For an identity id, the CA first calculates H(id, pkid ) = id0 . Then, it takes as input the
master public key mpk, the master secret key msk,
id0 and the public pkid . It outputs the user?s certificate Certid = σ2 (id, msk).
Pub(pk, id, x, w): It takes as input id ∈ ID, x ∈ Apk and
a witness w ∈ W for x, and output y ∈ Y . It is the
public evaluation algorithm.
Priv(x, skid , Certid ,): It takes as input user’s private key
skid , user’s certificate Certid and x ∈ X, and output
y ∈ Y such that y = Hskid ,Certid (x). It is the private
evaluation algorithm.
In the CB-SPH structure, we extend the KeyGen algorithm according to the certificate-based requirements.
The user’s decryption key is divided into two parts. One
is the user’s private key generated by the user himself.
And another one is the user’s certificate produced by the
CA. Under such extension, the private key also need to
keep the projective connection with the public key.
We require a certificate-based smooth projective hashing to satisfy the following properties.
1) Soundness.
For any id ∈ ID, the user’s private key skid , the
user’s certificate Certid , the (master) public key
mpk, pk and x ← Apk , we have
Priv(x, skid , Certid )= Pub(id, pk, x, w).

270

2) Indistinguishability.
We define the following indistinguishable game which
is called IND game for short. The interactive game
between the adversary A and the challenger B is described as follows.
Setup: The challenger B runs this algorithm to generate the master public key mpk and master secret
key msk respectively. B sends mpk and even msk to
A.
Phase 1: A maintains two lists: Lkey , LCert and
performs the following queries in an adaptive fashion
in this phase.
• Private Key queries: A produces an identity
id and requests the corresponding private key
skid . If the item for identity id does not exist in the list LKey , B runs the UserKeyGen
algorithm to generate the user’s private key
skid = σ1 (mpk, id).
• Certificate queries: The adversary A asks the
certificate Certid for the identity id. If the item
for identity id does not exist in the list LCert ,
B runs the UserKeyGen algorithm to generate
where Certid = σ2 (mpk, id, msk)
Challenge Stage: The adversary A selects an
arbitrary challenge identity id∗ ∈ ID randomly and
possibly one for which it has seen the private key
skid∗ and the certificate Certid∗ . The challenger B
chooses β ← {0, 1} randomly.
If β = 1, the challenger computers (x, w) ←
SampA(mpk, id∗ , pkid∗ ).
If β = 0, the challenger computers x ←
SampB(mpk, id∗ , pkid∗ ).
The challenger gives x to the adversary A.
Phase 2: A makes a sequence of queries with
id ∈ ID adaptively as in phase 1.
Output: The adversary A output a bit β 0 ∈ {0, 1}.
We say that A wins the game if β 0 = β.
Note that, during the setup phase, the challenger
B sends the master key msk to the attacker A because A can even know the private key and the user’s
certificate in the following stage. We define the advantage of A in distinguishing honest/dishonest ciphertexts to be
1
D
AdvIN
CB−SP H,A (κ) = | Pr[A wins] − 2 |.

Definition 8. (Indistinguishability) A CB-SPH
satisfies the indistinguishability property if no
polynomially-time adversary A has a non-negligible
advantage in the above game.
3) Projection
A CB-SPH is projective if for any id ∈ ID,
Pr[Pub(id, pk, x, w) 6=Priv(x, skid , Certid )] ≤negl(κ)
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where w is a witness for x and skid , Certid is the user Proof. For a -smooth CB-SPH, we have
private key and certificate respectively. The probability is taken over the choice of x ← Apk .
SD((R, id, x, y), (R, id, x, y 0 )) ≤ ,
4) Smoothness/Leakage-Smoothness.
The following two properties are mainly ensuring
that there are many possibilities for Pub(x, ·) of an
dishonest ciphertext x ← Bpk , which are left undetermined by the public parameters of the system.

where R is the ensemble of (mpk, msk), x ←
Bpk , y ←Priv(x, skid , Certid ,) and y 0 ← UY . It implies
e ∞ (y|R, id, x) ≈ log |Y |. In the presence of leakthat H
age, an adversary has access to at most l bits of leakage from the private key skid and the certificate Certid .
Definition 9. (-Smooth CB-SPH) We say that a Based on Lemma 1, H
e ∞ (y|(R, f (skid , Certid ), id, x)) ≥
CB-SPH is -smooth if for any id ∈ ID
e ∞ (y|(R, id, x)) − l = log |Y | − l.
H
According to the definition of a (log |Y | − l, ext ) ranSD((R, id, x, y), (R, id, x, y 0 )) ≤ ,
domness extractor, we have

where R is the ensemble of (mpk, msk), x ←
Bpk , y ←Priv(x, skid , Certid ) and y 0 ← UY .

SD((R, id, f (dkid ), x, ȳ), (R, id, f (dkid ), x, y¯0 )) ≤  + ext

Definition 10. (l-Leakage-Resilient -Smooth CB- where dk is the ensemble of (sk , Cert ).
id
id
id
SPH) We say that a CB-SPH is l-leakage-resilient
For x̄ = (x, s) where s is chosen independently from
-smooth if for any fixed parameters produced by the {0, 1}µ ,
above algorithms of CB-SPH and any possibly randomized function f (·) with l-bit output, we have:
SD((R, id, f (dkid ), x̄, ȳ), (R, id, f (dkid ), x̄, y¯0 )) ≤  + ext
SD((R, id, f (skid , Certid ), x, y),
where dkid is the ensemble of (skid , Certid ). So the trans(R, id, c, f (skid , Certid ), x, y 0 )) ≤ 
formed CB-SPH is l-leakage ( + ext )-smooth.
where R is the ensemble of (mpk, msk), x ←
Bpk , y ←Priv(x, skid , Certid ) and y 0 ← UY .

4

3.3

Leakage-Resilient
based Encryption

Generic Construction of LeakageResilient CB-SPH

We now show how to convert a CB-SPH (Setup, UserKeyGen, CerGen, Priv, Pub) into a leakage-resilient one using an average-case randomness extractor Ext: Y × S →
{0, 1}v with seeds set S = {0, 1}µ . We modified the algorithms SampA and SampB of DDP D as follows:

4.1

Certificate-

Definition

A certificate-based public key encryption scheme Π is defined by five algorithms [17]: Setup, CerGen, UserKeyGen,
Encrypt and Decrypt. Given M the message space, based
on the structure of the CB-SPH, the description of the
• SampA(pk): sample (x, w) ←SampA(pk), pick a seed leakage resilient certificate-based Encryption is as follows.
d ←R {0, 1}µ , and output x̄ = (x, w, d).
• The first three algorithms are the same as the Setup,
• SampB(pk): sample x ← SampB(pk), pick a seed
UserKeyGen, CerGen algorithms in the CB-SPH. The
d ←R {0, 1}µ , and output x̄ = (x, d).
following algorithms all take mpk as input.

We keep the algorithms Setup, UserKeyGen and CerGen
unchanged, define:
• Priv(x̄, skid , Certid ): parse x̄ as (x, w, d), compute
y ← Priv(x, skid , Certid ), and output ȳ ←Ext(y, d).
• Pub(id, pk, x̄, w): parse x̄ as (x, w, d), compute y ←
Pub(id, pk, x, w), and output ȳ ←Ext(y, d).

• Encrypt(id, pk, m): Taking as input a message m ∈
M , a message sender runs this algorithm and return
a ciphertext c.
• Decrypt(c, skid , Certid ): Taking as input the ciphertext c, the user runs this algorithm to return a message m using the user’s private key skid and the certificate Certid .

We will show a theorem which instruct that the transformed CB-SPH ( Setup, UserKeyGen, CerGen, Priv, Pub)
Soundness of Decryption
is leakage-resilient smooth for some parameters.
For any id ∈ ID, any m ∈ M and any other parameters
Theorem 1. Given an -smooth CB-SPH, let Ext: Y × produced by the above algorithms, we have
S → {0, 1}v be a average-case (log |Y | − l, ext )-extractor
Pr[m 6= m0 | c ← Encrypt(id, pk, m), m0 ←
where S is a seeds set {0, 1}µ , then the above transformaDecrypt(c, skid , Certid )] ≤ negl(κ).
tion produces an l-leakage ( + ext )-smooth CB-SPH.
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4.2

Semantic Security with Key Leakage

As widely known, there are two types of adversaries with
different capabilities in CBE, called Type I and Type II
respectively.
Type I Adversary: This type of adversary AI simulates the uncertified user. Such adversary has the
ability to substitute a public key for any user and
learn at most l(l ∈ N ) bits for leaked secret information for the cryptographic primitive, but has no
access to the master secret.
Type II Adversary: This type of adversary AII acts
an honest-but-curious certifier with the master key.
Such adversary has the ability to obtain a certificate of every user and learn at most l(l ∈ N ) bits for
leaked secret information for the cryptographic primitive, but is prohibited to replace any user’s public
keys.
There are also two types of adversaries in the leakageresilient CBE. Here, we give the semantic security model
of the leakage-resilient CBE. We define the semantic security game parameterized by the security parameter κ
and a leakage parameter l.
Refer to the security model of [38], we present a LRCBE security model. This model is described via INDLR-CPA Game. We consider the security based on the
game against leakage-resilient and adaptive chosen plaintext attacks (IND-LR-CPA).

272

• Request Public Key queries PK(id): A produces
an identity id to B and requests id’s public key.
B responds by returning the public key pk for
the user id computing skid = σ1 (mpk, id) and
pk = α(mpk, id, skid ).
• Public Key Replacement PKR(id): (For Type I
attacker only)A can repeatedly replace the public key pk the corresponding to the user identity
id with any value pk 0 of A’s choice.
• Leakage queries LK(id, Leakage(dkid ): A produces an identity id and requests the corresponding the leakage information of its decryption key dkid where dkid = (skid , Certid ). For
any randomized function f (·) with l-bit output,
B returns f (dkid ). The only restriction is that
all of the leakage information about dkid is l
bits. For the details it is divided into two aspects as follows.
For Type I attacker AI , due to his ability of
replacing the public key, can get the correlated
leakage information Cert0id about the user’s certificate Certid besides knowing the private key
skid where the length amount of Cert0id and skid
is at most l-bit.
For Type II attacker AII , who has the master
secret key msk, can get the leakage information
0
skid
of the secret value skid besides knowing the
certificate Certid where the length amount of
0
skid
and Certid is at most l bits.

Challenge Stage: The adversary A selects an arbitrary
challenge identity id∗ ∈ ID which appeared in at
most l-bit leakage query. A also selects two equallength messages m0 , m1 ∈ M . The challenger
B chooses β ← {0, 1} randomly, computes c ←
Encrypt(id∗ , pk, mb ) and sends it to the adversary
Setup: The challenger B takes as input a security paA.
rameter 1κ and implements algorithm Setup(1κ ). It
makes a new sequence of queries
keeps master key msk secret and returns mpk to the Phase 2: A adaptively
∗
with
id
=
6
id
∈
ID
adaptively as in phase 1 except
attacker A.
that the adversary cannot perform the leakage query.
Phase 1: A makes queries adaptively, B handles as fol- Output: The adversary A outputs a bit β 0 ∈ {0, 1}. We
lows:
say that A wins the game if β 0 = β.

IND-LR-CPA Game: The following is the interactive
game between any probabilistic polynomial-time lkey-leakage adversary A of Type I or Type II and a
challenger B.

We define the advantage of A in the semantic security
• Certificate queries Cer(id): (For Type I attacker
game
with l-bit key-leakage to be
only) A chooses an identity id and gives it to B.
A
B computes the corresponding certificate
AdvLR−CP
(κ, l) = | Pr[A wins] − 12 |.
A,Π
Certid = σ2 (mpk, msk, id)
and sends it to A .
• Private Key Extraction queries PrK(id): A produces an identity id and requests the corresponding private key skid . If the user id’s public key has not been replaced then B responds
with the user private key skid = σ1 (mpk, id).
If A has already replaced the user id’s public
key, then B does not provide the corresponding
private key to A .

Definition 11. (Leakage-resilient CBE) A CBE scheme
is l-leakage-resilient if
1) It satisfies the soundness of decryption;
2) The advantage of any PPT adversary A in the semantic security game with l-bit key leakage is
LR−CP A
AdvΠ,A
(κ, l) = negl(κ);

3) The relative leakage ratio of the scheme is defined to
be α = |dklid | where |dkid | denotes the bit size of the
full decryption key skid and Certid .
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4.3

Construction
CBE

of

Leakage-Resilient
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x ← SampB(pk), ỹ ← Priv(x, skid∗ , Certid∗ ), z̃ =
ỹ ⊕ mb .

It is almost natural that constructing leakage
Game 1 and Game 2 are computationally indistinresilient CBE from l-leakage smooth CB-SPH
guishable due to the hardness of the SMP of the CB(Setup, CerGen, UserKeyGen, Priv, Pub).
SPH.
Given an l-leakage smooth CB-SPH, we can construct an l-leakage resilient CBE with an identity set Game 3: The challenge ciphertext c = (x, z) is computed by
ID and a message set M by using the hashing value
as a one-time-pad to encrypt a message directly. Rex ← SampB(pk), z̃ ← UY .
call that a CBE scheme consists of PPT algorithms
(Setup, CerGen, UserKeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt). The synWe claim that Game 2 and Game 3 are statistically
tax of the first three steps is the same as that in the
indistinguishable
due to the smooth property of the CBleakage smooth CB-SPH, and Encrypt, Decrypt have the
SPH.
following syntax:
In general, Game 0 and Game 3 are indistinguishable
for
any PPT adversary. Obviously, the advantage of any
• Encrypt(pk, id, m): Compute (x, w, d) ← SampA(pk),
adversary
in Game 3 is negligible in κ. Therefore, the
y ← Pub(pk, id, x, w) and set z = y ⊕ m. Output
advantage
of any PPT adversary in Game 0 is negligible
c = (x, z).
in κ.
• Decrypt(c, skid , Certid ): Parse c = (x, z). Compute
y ← Priv(x, skid , Certid ). Output m = z ⊕ y.

5

Instantiations of CB-SPH

Theorem 2. Given an l-leakage smooth CB-SPH, then
the above construction comes to an l-leakage resilient In this section, we present two instantiations of CB-SPH
CBE.
from the standard DBDH assumption and the DLWE assumption respectively.
Proof. For the security analysis, we proceed via a sequence of indistinguishable games. We start with Game 0
as in the real experiment and end up with a game where 5.1 CB-SPH Based on the DBDH Assumption
the view of A is statistically independent of the challenge
bit b:
Briefly we recall the instance description DDP on the
Game 0: The first game is the semantic security game
with l-bit key-leakage. In the challenge stage of
Game 0, the adversary selects two length-equal messages m0 , m1 ∈ M and a challenge identity id∗ ∈ ID,
the challenger chooses b ← {0, 1} and computes
c ← Encrypt(id∗ , mb ) which we parse as c = (x, z)
where

DBDH assumption which will be embedded into the concrete CB-SPH instantiation.
5.1.1

DDP Based on the DBDH Assumption

Let D be a distribution distinguish problem based on the
DBDH assumption. It includes:

SampDDP(κ): Run the bilinear group algorithm
BLGroupGen(κ) to generate PP = (e, p, G, G1 ) where
G, G1 are both p-prime order groups and e : G ×
G → G1 , choose g, g2 , h ←R G, sets pk =
(e, G, G1 , g, g2 , h); Outputs an instance description
Game 1: We modify the challenge stage of Game 0 as
Γ = (X, W, P K, Apk , Bpk , Rpk ) of D where X =
following:
G × G1 , W = Zp , Rpk = {(x, t) ∈ X × W :
((g t , e(g2 , h)t ), t)}, two collections of distributions
∗
∗
(x, w, d) ← SampA(pk), ỹ ← Priv(x, skid , Certid )
Apk and Bpk are defined by SampA and SampB as
and set z̃ = ỹ ⊕ mb .
follow:
(x, w, d) ← SampA(pk), y ← Pub(id∗ , x, w) and set
z = y ⊕ mb .

For the projective property of CB-SPH, we have SampA(pk): Pick t ← Z ∗ , output x = (g t , e(g , h)t ) ←
R p
2
ỹ = y with non-negligible probability. We claim that
Apk and t ∈ W.
Game 0 and Game 1 are statistically indistinguishSampB(pk): Pick t, t0
←R
Zp∗ , output x =
able.
t
t0
(g , e(g2 , h) ) ← Bpk .
Game 2: In the challenge stage of Game 2, we modify
In the certificate-based settings we need some more
the challenge process by using a dishonest encapsu- public parameters, just like the master public key mpk,
lation algorithm to compute the ciphertext c = (x, z) the user’s identity id and the public key pk. The extensive
where
details are described as below.
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SampDDP(κ): Run
bilinear
group
algorithm Priv(x, skid , Certid ): According to x = (c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 ) ←
BLGroupGen(κ) to generate PP = (e, p, G, G1 ).
SampA(mpk, id, pk), with the help of the user’s priChoose g, g1 , g2 , h ←R G, where g1 = g a (a ∈ Zp∗ ),
vate key skid = (x, y) and certificate Certid =
sets mpk = (e, G, G1 , g, g1 , g2 , h), msk = a; Outputs
(Cert1 , Cert2 ), compute
an instance description
1
y = e(c0 , Cert2 )cCert
e(c2 , h)y cx3 .
1
Γ = (X, W, M P K, ID, P K, Apk , Bpk , Rpk )
5.1.4 Remark
of D where X
=
(G × G1 )2 , W
=
Our proposed CB-SPH can be transferred to a LR-CBE
(Zp )2 , Rpk
=
{(x, (s, t))
∈
X × W
:
scheme through the way explained in Section 4. In a
((g1s g −s·id , e(g, g)s , g t , e(g2 , h)t ), w = (s, t))}.
CBE scheme, a Type I attacker is allowed to know the
∗
SampA(mpk, id, pk): Pick s, t ←R Zp (s 6= t), and out- private but no information of the certificate of the target
identity, and a Type II attacker only knows the user’s
put
certificate of the target identity without any information
s −s·id
s t
t
about that user’s private key. From our construction of
x = (g1 g
, e(g, g) , g , e(g2 , h) ) ← Apk
CB-SPH and the use of efficient random extractors, we
allow a Type I attacker finds out some secret information
and (s, t) ∈ W.
of the certificate or a Type II attacker gets some sensitive
SampB(mpk, id, pk): Pick s, t, t0 ←R Zp∗ (t 6= t0 ), and information of the user’s private key. Even armed with
output
such additional leakage information, the adversaries still
get negligible advantage in attacking our proposed LR0
x = (g1s g −s·id , e(g, g)s , g t , e(g2 , h)t ) ← Bpk .
CBE scheme. Obviously, for any type of adversary, the
length of the relative key-leakage of our proposed LRCBE instantiation is at most 3 log p(= 2 log p + log p) by
5.1.2 Projective Hash Function
Lemma 2. Thus the relative leakage ratio of the LR-CBE
Let H = (H, SK, CERT, P K, X, Apk , Y, α) be a cor- scheme reaches 3 maximally due to |sk | + |Cert | =
id
id
4
responding projective hash function, where SK = 4 log p.
2
Zp , CERT = Zp × G, Y = G1 . For skid = (x, y), Certid =
On the other hand, based on this concrete instantia(Cert1 , Cert2 ) and x = (c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 ), H is defined as tion we can present a CCA-secure leakage resilient CBE
1
Hskid ,Certid (x) = e(c0 , Cert2 )cCert
e(c2 , h)y cx3 .
1
scheme. As we all know, it is usually performed by applying a suitable authentication with encryption. Borrowing
5.1.3 DBDH-based CB-SPH
the idea of [35], the scheme from the CB-SPH plus the
Let P be a CB-SPH for D asscociating H, which includes one-time lossy filter (OT-LF) can achieve both the CCAsecure and the best leakage rate.
the following algorithms:
Setup(κ): The CA runs SampDDP(κ) to generate the 5.2 CB-SPH Based on the DLWE Asmaster public keys mpk = (e, p, G, G1 , g, g1 , g2 , h)
sumption
where g1 = g a ∈ G for a random number a ∈ Zp∗ .
mpk will be used in the following algorithms. The In this section, we use that IBE scheme that was given
by Gentry et al. [20] to construct a CB-SPH based on
master secret key is msk = a.
the DLWE assumption. It is the first cetificate-based
CerGen(id, msk): The CA picks Cert1 ∈ Zp∗ randomly cryprographic structure which can be transferred into a
and computes
certificete-based encryption. We recall the DLWE-based
DDP firstly.
1
Cert2 = (hg −Cert1 ) a−id .
5.2.1 DLWE-based DDP
Then the CA returns Certid = (Cert1 , Cert2 ) as the
Let D be a distribution distinguish problem based on the
user’s certificate and send it to the user.
DLWE assumption.
UserKeyGen(id): The user picks x, y ∈ Zp∗ at random
and gets the user private key skid = (x, y). Then the SampDDP(κ): According to the trapdoor generation
algorithm TrapGen(p, κ) of [20], it generates A ∈
corresponding public key is pk = α(skid ) = g2 x g y .
Zpn×m along with a trapdoor T ⊂ Λ⊥ (A, p) such that
√
Pub(id, pk, x, w): Choose x = (c0 , c1 , c2 , c3 ) ←
kTek ≤ O( κlogp) where Λ⊥ (A, p) is a set of {e ∈ Z m
SampA(mpk, id, pk) and w = (s, t) ∈ W where
s.t.AT e = 0 mod p}. Set pk = A, sk = T ; Output an
s, t ∈ Zp∗ and s 6= t and compute
instance description Γ = (X, W, P K, Apk , Bpk , Rpk )
of D, where X = Zpn × Zp , W = Zpn , P K =
y = e(g, h)s · e(h, pk)t .
Zpn×m , Rpk = {((p, v), w) ∈ X ×W : ((AT w +t, v), w)
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where error term t ∈ χm , v ∈ Zp } where χm is a noise
distribution.
SampA(pk): Pick w ←R Zpn , t ←R χm , v ←R Zp , compute p = AT w + t, output x = (p, v) and w ∈ W.
SampB(pk): Pick p ←R Zpm and v ←R Zp , output x =
(p, v).
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• Let T0 be the canonical basis of the lattice Z m ;
• For i = 1, 2, · · · , m, do si
sian(Z m , T0 , σs , 0) uniformly;

← SampleGaus-

• If S is Zp -invertible, output S ; otherwise repeat
Step 2.

Let P be a CB-SPH for D associating H, which includes
In the certificate-based settings we need some more the following algorithms:
public parameters, just like master public key mpk, the
user’s identity id and public key pk. The extensive details Setup(κ): Run SampDDP(κ) to generate the master
are described as below.
public keys mpk = (A, fA ) and the master secret
key is msk = T. Let H1 : {0, 1}∗ → Zpn .
SampDDP(κ): It generates A ∈ Zpn×m along with
a trapdoor T ⊂ Λ⊥ (A, p) according to the trap- CerGen(mpk, id, msk): On input identity id ∈ {0, 1}∗
door generation algorithm TrapGen(p, κ) of [20] such
and master public key A. Let u = H1 (id) ∈ Zpn
√
⊥
that kTek ≤ O( κlogp) where Λ (A, p) is a set
using the PPT algorithm SamplePre(A, T, u, σ) with
of {e ∈ Z m s.t.AT e = 0 mod p}.
Traptrapdoor
T to sample tid ← fA−1 (u) such that ktid k ≤
√
door function fA (x) = Ax mod p. Set mpk =
σ m. The CA returns Certid = tid as the user’s
(A, fA ), msk = T and the user’s public key is pk =
certificate.
Qid ∈R Zpn×m ; Outputs an instance description
Γ = (X, W, M P K, P K, Apk , Bpk , Rpk ) of D, where UserKeyGen(mpk, id): On input the identity id, then
use the algorithm Sample S (1m ) to generate a Zp X = (Zpn )2 × Zp , W = Zpn , P K = Zpn×m , Rpk =
T
T
invertible matrix Sid , compute Sid Certid = eid .
{((p1 , p2 , v), w) ∈ X × W : ((Qid w + t1 , A w +
Then the user’s private key is skid = eid .
t2 , v), w) where error terms t1 , t2 ∈ χm , v ∈ Zp }.
SampA(mpk, id, pk): Pick w ←R Zpn , t1 , t2 ←R χm , v ←
Zp , compute p1 = QTid w + t1 , p2 = AT w + t2 , output
x = (p1 , p2 , v) and w ∈ W.
SampB(mpk, id, pk): Pick p1 , p2 ←R Zpm and v ←R Zp ,
output x = (p1 , p2 , v).

Choose a random matrix Qid ∈ Zpn×m and compute
u1 = Qid skid mod p ∈ Zpn×m . The user computes the
corresponding public key pk = α(skid ) = (Qid , u1 , u).
Pub(id, pk, x, w): Choose x
=
(p1 , p2 , v)
←
then
SampA(mpk, id, pk), if |v − (u1 + u)T · w| ≤ p−1
4
set y = 1 else set y = 0.

Priv(x, skid , Certid ): Choose x = (p1 , p2 , v) ←
SampA(mpk, id, pk), if |v−(skid , Certid )T ·(p1 , p2 )| ≤
Let H = (H, SK, CERT, P K, X, Apk , Y, α) be a corp−1
4 then set y = 1 else set y = 0.
responding projective hash function, where SK =
Zpm , CERT = Zpm , Y = Z2 . For skid = eid , Certid = tid
and x = (p1 , p2 , v), H is defined as Hskid ,Certid (x) = y as 5.2.4 Remark
y = 1 if |v − (skid , Certid )T · (p1 , p2 )| ≤ p−1
4 and y = 0 In this subsection, we focus on how to use the IBE
otherwise.
scheme [19] to construct a CB-SHP structure. We introduce a Zp -invertible matrix Sid ∈ Zpm×m as a secret value
5.2.3 DLWE-based CB-SPH
and store it. It has two properties: 1)its norm is small; 2)
Before we introduce the DLWE-based CB-SPH structure its distribution is statistically close to a Gaussian distribuwe recall some important lemma and algorithms which tion. The certificate Certid is extracted from a distribution statistically close to a discrete Gaussian distribution
will be used in the CB-SPH.
m×m
We say that a matrix A ∈ Z
is Zp -invertible if A by a preimage sampleable function with the master private key T which norm is also norm. For skid = Sid Certid
m×m
.
mod p is invertible as a matrix in Z
with the properties of Sid and Certid , it is achieved that
Lemma 3. [4] Let p > 2 and a matrix A ∈ Zpn×m , m > skid ’s distribution is statistically close to a Gaussian dis√
n. Let T be a basis for Λ⊥ (A, p), σ ≥ kTek · ω( logm). tribution and its norm is also small.
The cryptosystem based on lattice is leakage resilient
Then for u ∈ Zpn , there is a polynomial-time algorithm
u
in
character
[3], therefore the CBE scheme from the proSamplePre(A, T, u, σ) that returns x ∈ Λ (A, p) sampled
posed
DLWE-based
CB-SPH is also leakage resilient for
from a distribution statistically close to DΛu (A,p),σ where
u
m
T
any
kind
of
adversary
and the random extractor may be
Λ (A, p) is a set of {e ∈ Z s.t.A e = u mod p}.
unnecessary
in
the
structure.
On the other hand, based on
√
m
Algorithm
[2]
Sample
S
(1
):
Let
σ
=
O(
κlogq
·
our
instantiation
we
can
present
CCA-secure CBE against
s
√
ω(logm) · m).
key leakage attack in the random oracle.
5.2.2

Projective Hash Function
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Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented the new notion of certificatebased smooth projecitve hashing and introduced its applications in leakage resilient encryption. We gave the
formal definition of CB-SPH and showed how to transfer CB-SPH to leakage resilient one and further showed
how to achieve leakage resilient certificate-based encryption (LR-CBE) schemes. With two concrete CB-SPHs,
we put forward the first practical realization of LR-CBE
which is based on the DBDH assumption in the standard
model and presented a lattice-based CB-SPH under the
DLWE assumption in the random oracle. Besides applications in the construction of LR-CBE schemes, we thought
the concept of CB-SPH is of independent interest and may
have other applications in the study of certificate-based
cryptography.
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Abstract
Nonabelian group-based public key cryptography is a relatively new and exciting research field. Rapidly increasing computing power and the futurity quantum computers [52] that have since led to, the security of public key
cryptosystems in use today, will be questioned. Research
in new cryptographic methods is also imperative. Research on nonabelian group-based cryptosystems will become one of contemporary research priorities. Many innovative ideas for them have been presented for the past two
decades, and many corresponding problems remain to be
resolved. The purpose of this paper, is to present a survey
of the nonabelian group-based public key cryptosystems
with the corresponding problems of security. We hope
that readers can grasp the trend that is examined in this
study.
Keywords: Conjugacy Search Problem; Nonabelian
Groups; Public Key Cryptography

1

Introduction

The development of public key cryptography was a revolutionary concept that emerged during the twentieth century. The first published study on public key cryptography was a key agreement scheme that was described by
W. Diffie and M.E. Hellman in 1976 [19]. The most common public key cryptography presently in use, such as the
Diffie-Hellman cryptosystem, the RSA cryptosystem, the
ElGamal cryptosystem and the elliptic curve cryptosystem are number theory based and hence depend on the
structure of abelian groups. Their security depends on
difficulties regarding resolving some hard problems of the
number theory. For instance, the RSA algorithm depends
on integer factorization problem. The Diffie-Hellman, ElGamal and ECC algorithms also depend on discrete logarithmic problems (DLP). Although there have not been
any successful attacks on the above public key cryptosystems the security of public key cryptosystems in use today,
will be questioned due to rapidly increasing computing
power and the futurity quantum computers. In 1997 [52],

P.W. Shor pointed out that there are polynomial-time
algorithms for solving the factorization and discrete logarithmic problems based on abelian groups during the
functions of a quantum computer. Research in new cryptographic methods is also imperative, as research on nonabelian group-based cryptosystems will be one of new research priorities. In fact, the pioneering work for nonabelian group-based public key cryptosystem was proposed by N. R. Wagner and M. R. Magyarik [61] in 1985.
Their idea just is not suitable for practical applications.
For nearly two decades, numerous nonabelian groups have
been discussed to design efficient cryptographic systems.
The most frequently discussed nonabelian settings include
matrix groups, braid groups, semidirect products, logarithmic signatures and algebraic erasers.
In this paper, we give an overview of known public key cryptography designed by the above mentioned
nonabelian groups. These proposed nonabelian groupbased public key cryptosystems rely on either encryptiondecryption or on key exchange agreement. A standard
model for a public key cryptographic scheme is phrased
as two parties, which are referred to as Alice and Bob.
Suppose that Alice wants to send a message M to Bob.
A general model of encryption scheme is the following.
Alice uses the encryption map fk1 to encrypt the message C = fk1 (M ), where fk1 is a one-way function and is
public. After receiving the cipher C, Bob uses the corresponding decryption map gk2 to decode gk2 (fk1 (M )) = M ,
where gk2 should be known only by Bob.
Many non-abelian group-based key establishment protocols are related to the Diffie-Hellman (DH) protocol,
and we therefore provide a brief description of the DHprotocol. The Diffie-Hellman (DH) protocol functions as
follows: Let G be a cyclic group with a generator g.
Suppose that Alice and Bob want to generate a shared
secret key K. Alice then randomly selects an integer
1 < a < o(g) and sends A := g a to Bob. Similarly,
Bob randomly selects an integer 1 < b < o(g) and sends
B := g b to Alice. Alice computes K = B a , while Bob
computes K = Ab . The security of the DH-protocol relies
on the Diffie-Hellman problem (or the Discrete Logarithmic Problem).
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Problem 1. (Diffie-Hellman Problem) Let G be a group.
If g, g x , g y ∈ G are known, find the value of g xy .
Problem 2. (Discrete Logarithmic Problem) Let G be a
group. If h, g ∈ G such that h = g x and h, g are known.
Find the integer x.
Problem 3. (Conjugacy Search Problem) Let G be a
nonabelian group. Let g, h ∈ G be known such that h = g x
for some x ∈ G. Find x. Here g x stands for x−1 gx.
Nonabelian group-based public key cryptography is a
relative new research field. In contrast to abelian groups
the conjugacy search problem and its variant versions are
hard problems on some nonabelian groups. The conjugacy search problem and its variant versions play an important role for the security on nonabelian group-based
public key cryptography.
In this paper, we give a survey of the representative
nonabelian group-based public key cryptosystems so far.
Their algorithms are very different.

2
2.1

Matrix Groups
Yamamura’s Encryption Scheme
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3) Decryption: From the ciphertext C(X) and Bob’s
private key (M, a) the message b1 · · · bn can be recovered by means of a procedure described in [64].
4) Security Analysis:
The protocol is based on conjugacy search problem
and root problems. But, R. Steinwandt [55] in 1992)
pointed out that the Yamamura’s Encryption Scheme
is insecure. Suppose that an adversary Eve intercepted to the cipher C(X). She can compute
D(X) := W2 (X)−1 C(X) =

n
Y

(W1 (X)bi +1 W2 (X)).

i=1

The entries of the matrix
((W1 (X)bi +1 W2 (X))−1 D(X)
should be polynomials over C. Beginning with
the first bit b1 , if at least one of the entries of
D1 := ((W1 (X)2 W2 (X))−1 D(X) involves a nonconstant denominator then we can conclude b1 =
0; otherwise b1 = 1. Similarly, if the matrix
D2 := ((W1 (X)2 W2 (X))−1 D1 (X) contains a nonpolynomial entry then we can conclude b2 = 0; otherwise b2 = 1. The process continues until all bits
bi , i = 1, · · · , n are recovered. This means that the
plaintext b1 · · · bn ∈ {0, 1}n can be recovered efficiently from ciphertext C(x) and the public data
alone.

At PKC’98, A. Yamamura [64] proposed a public key encryption scheme based on the modular group SL(2, ZZ).
It is well known
that
by two ma
 SL(2, ZZ)is generated

0 −1
1 1
trices S =
and T =
, where the orders
1 0
0 1
of both generators
areo(S) = 4 and o(T ) = ∞ and the 2.2 Two Rososhek-Matrix Cryptosys
0 −1
tems
matrix ST =
is of order 6. Also, SL(2, ZZ) is
1 1
generated by the matrices S and ST subject to the re- In 2013, S. K. Rososhek [49] proposed a ElGamal-like enlations S 4 = (ST )4 = I and (ST )3 = S2 . For 
a matrix cryption scheme -called BMMC ((Basic Matrix Modular
Cryptosystem) - by using matrices over ZZn .
−1 0 −1
N ∈ SL(2, ZZ), the matrices A := N
N and
1 1


1) BMMC: Let n be a large positive integer and let
−1 0 −1
6
4
G(α, β, γ) be a free subgroup of the general linB := N
N satisfy the relations A = B = I
1 0
ear group GL(2, ZZn ) generated by three generators
and A3 = B 2 . Therefore, the matrices A and B generate
A, B and C, where
| α |, | β |
 α, β,
 γ ∈ ZZwith 
SL(2, ZZ).
1 0
1 β
, | γ |≥ 3, A =
, B =
and C =
0 1
1) Key Generation: Bob

 α 0
1−γ
r
. Let q be the order of the group
a. chooses two matrices V1 := (BA)i and V2 :=
−γ
γ+1
(BA2 )j ∈ SL(2, ZZ) for some i, j ∈ IN.
GL(2, ZZn ). All the data above is public.
b. chooses matrices M
∈
GL2 (C) and
a. Key Generation: Bob
F1 (X), F2 (X) ∈ M at2 (C[X]) and a ∈ C
i. chooses two random matrices P1 and U in
such that F1 (a) = V1 and F2 (a) = V2 .
G(α, β, γ) with P1 U 6= U P1 and three inte−1
c. computes W1 (X) := M F1 (X)M and
gers k, s, l with −q ≤ k, s ≤ q and 2 ≤ q.
−1
W2 (X) := M F2 (X)M .
ii. computes P2 := U −s P1k U s and P3 := U l .
d. Bob’s public key: W1 (X), W2 (X).
iii. The public key: n, P1 , P2 , P3 .
Bob’s private key: M, a.
The private key: U, k, s.
2) Encryption: Let b1 · · · bn ∈ {0, 1}n be the message.
b. Encryption: Let the message m ∈ M at(2, ZZn )
Alice computes the ciphertext
be a matrix. Alice chooses integers r, t ∈ ZZ
n

C(X) := W2 (X)

n
Y

(W1 (X)bi +1 W2 (X)).

i=1

and then computes the ciphertext
(C1 , C2 ) := (P3−r P1t P3r , mP3r P2−t P3−r ).
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c. Decryption: Bob computes m by using his private key k, s:
C2 U −s C1k U s = m.
d. Security Analysis:
If Eve want to break the system, Eve has to
solve the transformation and hybrid problems
that are more complicated than the discrete logarithm problem in the group of the same cardinality. The both hard problems are described
as follows.
Problem 4. (The Transformation Problem):
Find all solutions (Z, y) of the equation
ZP1 Z −1 = P1y , where Z ∈ GL(2, ZZn ) and
| y |< q is an integer.
Problem 5. (The Hybrid Problem): Find all
solutions (Y, x) of the equation Z0 = Y x , where
Y ∈ GL(2, ZZn ) and | x |< q is an integer.
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c. Decryption: Bob decrypts the message using his
private key
C2 · α−1 β(C1 ) = m.
d. Security Analysis:
The security of the scheme is based on the ”random salt” conjugacy search problem. This is for
the given matrices A, B in M at(2, ZZn ) to find
an invertible matrix X ∈ GL(2, ZZn ) and an integer 0 < γ < n such that X −1 AX = γB.
If the integer γ in the encryption algorithm is
removed, then the system is insecure. This is
because the usual conjugacy search problem on
the general linear group GL(2, ZZn ) is not hard.
The equation C1 = Y −1 ψ(L−1 )Y can be transformed to a system of four linear equations with
four unknowns. On the other hand, the author [50] claimed that the “salt” γ can be found
only under brute force attack and for large n
this problem becomes intractable.

2) MMMC1: The BMMC requires three matrix modular exponentiations for key generation. There are
More about public key cryptosystems based on mathree exponentiation under encryption and two extrices, see for example [9,21,24,27,32,49,50,55–57,64]
ponentiations under decryption. In order to speed
for an example.
the algorithm, S. K. Rososhek [50] gave two modified
schemes named MMMC1 (Modified Matrix Modular
Braid Groups
Cryptosystem one) and MMMC2. The both mod- 3
ified schemes are similar. We only introduced the
The braid groups were first introduced explicitly by E.
MMMC1 here.
Artin in 1925 [4]. There are several ways to represent
braids, but the most common is through the use of Artin
a. Key Generation: Bob
i. computes the integer n, where n may be generators and the fundamental braid [15]. The (Artin’s)
either a power of a prime pr or a product braid groups, denoted as Bn , are groups of braids on n
strands defined by the following presentation
n = pq of two distince primes.
ii. determines two invertible matrices V, W ∈
GL(2, ZZn ) in order to define two commuting inner automorphisms α, β of the ring
M at(2, ZZn ): α(D) := V −1 DV and β(D) :=
W −1 DW , for all D ∈ M at(2, ZZn ).
iii. computes two automorphisms φ := α2 β and
ψ := αβ 2 .
iv. chooses a matrix L ∈ GL(2, ZZn ) such that
L 6∈ G.
v. The public key: n, φ(L), ψ(L−1 ).
The private key: V, W, α, β.
b. Encryption: Let the message m ∈ M at(2, ZZn )
be a matrix. Alice

Bn :=< σ1 , · · · , σn−1 | σi σi+1 = σi+1 σi ,
σi+1 σi σi+1 = σi σi+1 σi , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 > .
These are non-abelian torsion-free groups. The precise
description, in particular is the geometric interpretation
of Artin braid groups, see e.g. [2, 10, 17, 18, 30, 36]. Due to
their efficient computational quality, Artin’s braid groups
seemed to be a good candidate as a platform group for
cryptographic applications.
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, some
braid group-based public key cryptosystems were proposed. The pioneering papers for braid group-based cryptography include the Anshel-Anshel-Goldfeld scheme [2]
in 1999 and the Ko-Lee et al. scheme [36] in 2000. Since
then, braids group-based cryptography has attracted a
great deal of attention. The security of the most proposed braid group cryptographic schemes is based on the
conjugacy search problem or its variant versions, e.g. the
membership search problem.

i. chooses Y ∈ G and define an inner automorphism ζ of the ring M at(2, ZZn ) by
ζ(D) := Y −1 DY .
ii. computes the matrices ζ(φ(L)), ζ(ψ(L−1 ))
and mζ(φ(L)).
iii. chooses a unit γ ∈ ZZn .
Problem 6. (Membership Search Problem (or, Muliv. computes the ciphertext
tiple Conjugacy Search Problem))
Given elements
x, a1 , a2 , · · · , an of a group G, find an expression of x as
(C1 , C2 ) = (γ −1 · ζ(ψ(L−1 ), γ · m · ζ(φ(L))). a word in a1 , a2 , · · · , an (if it exists).
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Unfortunately, the conjugacy search problem on linear groups is not hard, and braid groups are linear
groups [11,37]. Although the most proposed braid groupbased cryptographic schemes are vulnerable to several announced attack methods [28], the research of the braid
groups for cryptography has not decreased. Apart from
the conjugacy search problem, there are other hard problems in braid groups that have not been studied extensively. We therefore present the works of Ko-Lee et al.
and Anshel et al. and the corresponding attacks based
on linear representations of the braid groups. The algorithms can be applied not only to braid groups, but also
to any nonabelian groups.

3.1

Problem 7. (Diffie-Hellman Conjugacy Problem)
Let A and B be commuting subgroups of a group G
with [A, B] = 1, and let g ∈ G be given. Given a pair
(g a , g b ) with a ∈ A and b ∈ B, find g ab .
The Ko-Lee et al. key agreement scheme can be attacked by using the Lawrence-Krammer representation
K : Bn −→ GL(

1
n(n − 1)
, ZZ[t±1 , ]).
2
2

The proposed algorithm to solve the braid DH problem is described roughly as follows. Suppose that
Eve can find a matrix A such that

Two Ko-Lee et al. Schemes

Let LBk and RBn−k be commuting subgroups of the
braid group Bn , where 0 < k < n, consisting of braids
made by braiding left k strands and by braiding right
n − k strands among n strands, respectively. For any
a ∈ LBk and b ∈ RBn−k , the commutative rule holds:
ab = ba.

K(y1 )A

= AK(y1 ),

K(σi )A

= AK(σi ),

for all generators σi ∈ LBk . Then, AK(y2 )A−1 =
AK(b)K(x)K(b)−1 A−1 = K(b)K(y1 )K(b)−1 = K(K).
Note that the Lawrence-Krammer representation is
faithful and one can effectively find the image K(g)
for every g ∈ Bn . Moreover, one can effectively recover K ∈ Bn from its image K(K) by using the
Cheon-Jun inversion algorithm [16, 59].

1) The Key Agreement Scheme [36]: The algorithm is a
Diffie-Hellman like algorithm.
a. The public key: braids groups Bn , LBk , RBn−k
and a braid x ∈ Bn .
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3.2

Anshel-Anshel-Goldfeld Scheme

b. Alice chooses a random secret braid a ∈ LBk
In contrast to Ko-Lee et al. schemes the Anshel-Ansheland sends y1 := axa−1 to Bob.
Goldfeld key agreement scheme [2] requires no commutBob chooses a random secret braid b ∈ RBn−k
ing subgroups. Let G be a public nonabelian group and
and sends y2 := bxb−1 to Alice.
a1 , · · · , ak , b1 , · · · , bm ∈ G be public.
c. Alice receives y2 and computes the shared key
1) The Algorithm.
K = ay2 a−1 .
Bob receives y2 and computes the shared key
a. Alice chooses a random secret x
=
K = by1 b−1 .
x(a1 , · · · , ak ) ∈ G as a word in a1 , · · · , ak
and sends bx1 , · · · , bxm to Bob.
2) The Encryption Scheme [36]:
Bob chooses a random secret y
=
a. Bob’s public key: x, y, where x ∈ Bn , y :=
y(b1 , · · · , bm ) ∈ G as a word in b1 , · · · , bk
axa−1 and the hash function H : Bn → {0, 1}l .
and sends ay1 , · · · , ayk to Alice.
Bob’s private key: a ∈ LBk .
b. Alice computes x(ay1 , · · · , ayk ) = xy = y −1 xy
b. Encryption: Let m ∈ {0, 1}l be a plaintext. Aland x−1 (y −1 xy) = K.
ice
c. Bob computes y(bx1 , · · · , bxm ) = y x = x−1 yx and
i. chooses a braid b ∈ RBn−k at random.
(y −1 (x−1 yx))−1 = K.
ii. computes the ciphertext (c, d), where
2) Security Analysis:
In the paper [2], braid groups are selected as platc = bxb−1 , d = H(byb−1 ) ⊕ m.
form groups for the scheme. The security of the AAG
c. Decryption: Bob uses the prime key a to recover
scheme is based on the multiple conjugacy search
the message
problem, which is otherwise called the membership
search problem. However, for Eve to extract the
m = H(aca−1 ) ⊕ d.
shared key K out of the public information, it suffices to solve the Commutator KE Problem, which
3) Security Analysis:
is otherwise called the Anshel-Anshel-Goldfeld ProbThe security of both of these schemes is based on
lem, in polynomial time.
the conjugacy search problem on braid groups. To
Problem 8. (Commutator Key Exchange Problem)
break the both schemes, it suffices for Eve to solve
Let G be a group. Let a1 , · · · , ak , b1 , · · · , bk ∈ G and
the Braid Diffie-Hellman Conjugacy Problem.
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g. Compute a−1 ay = a−1 ab = a−1 b−1 ab.

let a ∈< a1 , · · · , ak > and b ∈< b1 , · · · , bk >. Given
a1 , · · · , ak , b1 , · · · , bk , ab1 , · · · , abk , ba1 , · · · , bak , compute
a−1 b−1 ab.

h. Recover the shared key K from a−1 b−1 ab by
using the Cheon-Jun inversion algorithm.

Let S be a subset of M at(n, IF). The centralizer of For more about braid groups and braid group-based public key cryptosystems, see for example [2, 4, 10, 11, 15–18,
S is the set
23, 28, 30, 36, 37, 39, 44, 45, 47, 53, 59].
C(S) := {c ∈ M at(n, IF) | cs = sc, ∀ s ∈ S}.
The centralizer C(S) is a subspace of the vector 4
Stickel’s Schemes
space M at(n, IF) over a field IF. The proposed algorithm [59] to solve the commutator key exchange In 2003, E. Stickel presented the algorithms based on the
problem is described roughly as follows. See [59] for Diffie-Hellman type of nonabelian groups. The algorithms
cover the key agreement, authentication and digital sigdetails.
nature purposes. Let G be a finite nonabelian group and
a. Use the method of Cheon and Jun [16] to re- let a, b ∈ G with ab 6= ba and o(a) = N, o(b) = M > 1.
duce the commutator key exchange problem in
1) Stickel’s Key Agreement Scheme
matrix groups over fields.
K

Bn ,→ GL(

1
n(n − 1)
n(n − 1)
, ZZ[t±1 , ])  GL(
, IF),
2
2
2

where IF = ZZ[t]/ < p, f (t) >= ZZ[t±1 , 12 ]/ <
p, f (t) > is a finite field of the order pdeg f (t) , p
is a prime and f (t) is an irreducible polynomial.
b. Compute a basis for C(C(b1 , · · · , bk )).
c. Find a matrix x (and its inverse x−1 ) that satisfies the following homogeneous system of linear
equations
b1 · x

= x · ba1 ,
..
.

bk · x

= x · bak .

Thus, bxi = bai and xa−1 ∈ C(b1 , · · · , bk ).
d. If y ∈ C(C(b1 , · · · , bk )), then (xa−1 )y =
y(xa−1 ) and (xa−1 )y −1 = y −1 (xa−1 ).
Therefore,
x−1 y −1 xy

= x−1 y −1 (xa−1 )ay
= x

−1

(xa

−1

)y

−1

ay

−1 y

= a

a .

e. Find a matrix y ∈ C(C(b1 , · · · , bk )) (and its inverse y −1 ) that satisfies the following homogeneous system of linear equations
a1 · y

ak · y

=
..
.

=
=
=

m y
(ai11 )y · · · (aim
) = (ayi1 )1 · · · (ayim )m

(abi1 )1
b
a .

· · · (abim )m

=

(ai11 )b

2) Security Analysis:
Suppose that Eve wants to break the system and she
has intercepted the values u and v. In order to get
the secret shared key K, Eve does not have to find
a pair of integers (n, m) (or (r, s)), but to solve the
decomposition search problem [45, 54].
Problem 9. ( Decomposition Search Problem)
Given a recursively presented (semi)group G, two recursively generated sub(semi)groups A, B ∈ G, and
two elements u, w ∈ G. Find two elements x ∈ A
and y ∈ B such that x · w · y = u, provided at least
one such pair of elements exists.
Suppose that Eve can find a pair x, y ∈ G which
satisfies the system
n xa = ax
yb = by
u = xwy
then Eve can use Bob’s transmission v to compute

3) Suggested Platforms: In the paper [56], it was suggested that the general linear group GLk (IF2l ) is used
as the platform group G. Then the above system of
three equations including a nonlinear equation can
be translated to a system of three linear equations

abk .

m
f. Let a = ai11 · · · aim
. Then, compute

ay

b. Alice computes the shared secret key K =
an vbm .
Bob computes the shared secret key K = ar ubs .

xvy = xar wbs y = ar xwybs = ar ubs = K.

y · ab1 ,

= y·

a. Alice chooses two random natural number n <
N, m < M and sends u := an bm to Bob.
Bob chooses two random natural number r <
N, s < M and sends v := ar bs to Alice.

m b
· · · (aim
)

n x−1 a = ax−1
yb = by
xu = wy.
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It makes also the protocol vulnerable to linear algebra
attacks. However, the system is worth preserving. The
author of the paper [54] suggested semigroups with a great
deal of non-invertible elements, and then the linear algebra attack would not work. Whether a semigroup (with a
lot of non-invertible elements) as the platform makes the
protocol vulnerable to another attacks is unclear.

5

If Eve wants to break the system, she has to find the
private key a. Eve can try to find an element g0 such
that Inn(g0 ) = Inn(g a ). Then, it holds that g0 = g a z
for some z ∈ Z(Γ). After that Eve has to check
whether g0 z −1 ∈< g >. If that is the case, then it
goes back to solve the discrete logarithmic problem
in the cyclic group < g >. Indeed, if the subgroup
Z(Γ) of Γ is large, then it is less efficient to determine
whether g0 z −1 ∈< g >.

Semidirect Products

On the other hand, Eve considers directly solving the discrete logarithmic problem in the group
< Inn(g) >. The most efficient known methodthe index calculus- cannot applied to the group <
Inn(g) >. In general case, the expected run times for
√
solving he discrete logarithmic problem are O( p).

In [47] (2001), S.-H. Paeng et al. described a public
key encryption protocol based on a semidirect product of
abelian groups connecting with the inner automorphism.
Definition 5.1. Let G and H be groups and ρ : H −→
Aut(G) be a group homomorphism. The semidirect product G oρ H is a nonabelian group
G oρ H := {(g, h) | g ∈ G, h ∈ H}
under the group operation
(g1 , h1 ) · (g2 , h2 ) := (g1 ρ(h1 )(g2 ), h1 h2 ).
Definition 5.2. Let G be a nonabelian group. Fix an
element g ∈ G. An automorphism Inn(g) : G −→ G
defined by
Inn(g)(x) := gxg −1 , ∀ x ∈ G
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5) Suggested Platforms:
The Author [47] employ a semi-direct product Γ of
groups as the platform group of the system. Let
Γ = SL(2, ZZp ) oρ ZZp an let ρ := Inn ◦ ρ1 : ZZp →
Aut(SL)(2, ZZp )) be the automorphism, which is a
composition of an inner automorphism Inn with an
isomorphism ρ1 . For the DLP to be a hard problem in < Inn(g) >, we choose 160-bit prime p. Then
the security of the system is comparable to 1024-bit
RSA.

5.2

HKKS-Key Exchange Protocol

In 2013, M. Habeeb et al. [29] proposed a new key
agreement protocol (HKKS) by using semidirect prodProblem 10. (Special Conjugacy Search Problem) Let ucts which is very different from the S.-H. Paeng et al.
G be a nonabelian group. Given an element Inn(g) ∈ scheme. Let G be a (semi)group and let Γ = G o H be
Inn(G). Find g 0 ∈ G such that Inn(g 0 ) = Inn(g).
a semidirect product, where H ≤ Aut(G) is a subgroup.
Let (g, φ) ∈ Γ be the public key for the protocol.
is called the inner automorphism of G by g.

5.1

The Encryption Scheme

Let Γ be a semidirect product of the groups SL(2, ZZp )
and ZZp . Inn(Γ) := {Inn(g) | g ∈ Γ} be the inner automorphism group of Γ. The encryption scheme in [47]:
1) Bob’s public key: Inn(g), Inn(g a ), g := (x, y) ∈ Γ r
Z(Γ).
Bob’s private key: a ∈ ZZ|Γ| .
2) Encryption: Let m := (m1 , m2 ) ∈ Γ r Z(Γ) with
mg 6= gm be a message. Alice
a. chooses b ∈ ZZ and computes Inn(g a )b .

1) The HKKS-Key Exchange Portocol in [29]:
a. Alice chooses a private number m ∈ IN and computes (g, φ)m = (φm−1 (g) · · · φ2 (g)φ(g)g, φm ).
Alice sends to Bob the first component
a := φm−1 (g) · · · φ2 (g)φ(g)g.
Bob chooses a private number n ∈ IN and computes (g, φ)n = (φn−1 (g) · · · φ2 (g)φ(g)g, φn ).
Bob sends to Alice the first component
b := φn−1 (g) · · · φ2 (g)φ(g)g.

ab

b. computes E = Inn(g )(m).
c. computes φ = Inn(g)b .
Alice sends to Bob the cipher (E, φ).
3) Decryption: Bob computes m = φ−a (E).
4) Security Analysis:
The security of the encryption scheme is based on the
difficulty of the special conjugacy search problem and
the discrete logarithmic problem.

b. Alice chooses any x ∈ H and computes
(b, x)(a, φm ) = (φm (b) · a, x · φm ).
Bob chooses any y ∈ H and computes
(a, y)(b, φn ) = (φn (a) · b, y · φn ).
c. The shared secret key K of Alice and Bob
is the first component of (b, x)(a, φm ) =
(a, y)(b, φn ) = (g, φ)m+n
K = φn (a) · b = φm (b) · a.
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2) Suggested Platforms:
In this paper [29], the authors consider the semigroup
G of 3×3 matrices over the group ring ZZ7 [A5 ], where
A5 is the alternating group on 5 letters and an extension of G by an inner automorphism to get a platform
for the protocol. The public map φ is defined as an
inner automorphism by using a fixed invertible matrix h ∈ G
−1

φ(g) := h

k

−k

gh and φ (g) := h

b. Suppose that Eve wants to break the protocol.
She finds two matrices X and Y satisfying the
system of two linear and one nonlinear equations
n

gh

n X −1 h = hX −1 ,
Y (hg) = (hg)Y,
Y = X −1 h−m (hg)m .

In order to reduce key size and to speed up computation of the algorithm, the authors of the paper [33]
consider the semigroup G of 2 × 2 matrices over the
binary field IF2127 and an extension of G by an endomorphism φ, which is a composition of a conjugation
by a matrix h ∈ GL(2, IF2127 ) with the endomorphism
ψ as the platform semigroup. The public map φ is
thus defined as follows

φk (g)

It makes also the protocol vulnerable to a linear algebra attack, since Eve can thus compute
the shared secret key by applying the solution
(X, Y )
X(h−n (hg)n )Y = h−n (XY )(hg)n = K.
The next key exchange protocol is a modified version in order to prevent the linear algebra and linear
decomposition attacks.

:= h−1 ψ(g)h, and
k−1
Y

:=

(

ψ i (h−1 )ψ k (g)(

i=0

0
Y

ψ i (h)),

i=k−1

5.3
for any matrix g ∈ G and any integer k ≥ 1. The
change of G reduces the bit complexity of a public
matrix g from 1620-bits into 508-bits. All computation are done by well known methods of fast computation in finite binary fields. However, the choice
of the both platforms makes the protocol unable to
resist a linear algebra attack and a linear decomposition attack.
3) Security Analysis:
We give the linear algebra attack in the original version. Other attacks referred to [20, 29, 33, 34, 48]. If
the inner automorphism φh by a matrix h over a field,
i.e. φh (x) = hxh−1 , is selected as the automorphism
φ, then the HKKS-key exchange protocol is vulnerable to the linear algebra attack. The reason is described as follows:
a. Recall that Alice sends the matrix a to Bob
1
Y

a=(

Xh = hX,
Y (hg) = (hg)Y,
XY = h−m (hg)m .

If the matrix X is invertible, the system can be
translated to the system of three linear equations

k

for any matrix g ∈ G and any integer k ≥ 1.

φ(g)
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h−i ghi ) · g = h−m (hg)m ,

i=m−1

Modified HKKS-Key Exchange Protocol [33]

Let the automorphism φ be the inner automorphism φh
by an invertible matrix h, i.e. φh (x) = hxh−1 and let
Ann(hg) := {x | x · (hg) = O} be the annihilator of the
matrix hg, where O is denoted as the zero matrix. Alice
and Bob agree on public matrices g and h, where h is
invertible and g is not.
1) The modified version:
a. Alice chooses a secret number m ∈ IN and a
secret nonzero matrix R ∈ Ann(hg), and then
computes
(g, φ)m

=

(φm−1 (g) · · · φ2 (g)φ(g)g, φm )

=

(h−m (hg)m , φm ) = (a, φm ).

Alice sends to Bob the matrix a + R.
Bob chooses a secret number n ∈ IN and a secret
nonzero matrix S ∈ Ann(hg), and then computes
(g, φ)n

= (φn−1 (g) · · · φ2 (g)φ(g)g, φn )
= (h−n (hg)n , φm ) = (b, φn ).

and Bob sends the matrix b to Alice
Bob sends to Alice the matrix b + S.
b=(

1
Y

h−i ghi ) · g = h−n (hg)n .

i=n−1

The shared secret key K is
K = φm (b) · a = φn (a) · b = h−(m+n) (gh)m+n .

b. Alice chooses any x ∈ H and computes
(b + S, x)(a + R, φm ) = (φm (b) · a, x · φm ).
Bob chooses any y ∈ H and computes
(a + R, y)(b + S, φn ) = (φn (a) · b, y · φn ).
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c. The shared secret key K of Alice and Bob is al. [38, 41] proposed three public key encryption schemes,
then
called MTS1 , MTS2 and MTS3 , based on logarithmic sigK = φm (b) · a = φn (a) · b.
natures for finite groups. Their security relies on the following hard factorization problem (Problem 11).
2) Security Analysis:
Let G be a finite (nonabelian) group and let Ai :=
The protocol uses R and S to hide a and b, respec- [a , a , · · · , a ] be a finite sequence of elements of G,
i1 i2
iri
tively. Here, Eve would be looking for matrices X, Y where r is called the length of A and A denotes the
i
iP
i
ri
and Z of the system of four equations
aij in the group ring ZZG. An ordered seelement j=1
quence α := [A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] of Ai can be viewed as an
Xh = hX,
s × r matrix α = (aij ), where P
r = max{ri } and aij = 0
Y (hg) = (hg)Y,
for j > ri . Let A1 · A2 · · · As = ag ∈G ag g, where ag ∈ ZZ.
Z · (hg) = O,
Definition 6.1. A sequence α = [A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] deXY + Z = h−m (hg)m + R.
scribed as above is said to be
The last equation is not linear. The linear algebra attack does not work against this protocol. However, it
is vulnerable against the linear decomposition attack
which is described as follows [20, 48].

1) a cover for G if ag > 0 for all g ∈ G.
2) a logarithmic signature for G if ag = 1 for all g ∈ G.

3) a [s, r]-mesh cover if α is a cover for G, all Ai have
the same length r and the distribution of the set {ag |
a. First, construct a linear space W generated
g ∈ G} is approximately uniform.
by all elements of the form h−k (hg)k , k ∈
IN ∪ {0}, with a basis {e1 , · · · , el }, where
Note that if α = [A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] is a logarithmic sigei = h−ki (hg)ki , ki ∈ IN. Choose a basis
nature for G then for each element y of G there is a unique
{f1 , · · · , ft } of the linear space Ann(hg) such
factorization with qi ∈ Ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ s
that {e1 , · · · , el , f1 , · · · , ft }. This consists of a
basis of the space W + Ann(hg).
y = q1 · q2 · · · qs .
(1)

b. For public data a+R and b+S in W +Ann(hg),
we can effectively find one matrix S1 ∈ Ann(hg) In general, it is not the case for covers.
A logarithmic signature α is called tame if the comand the coefficients ηi , νj ∈ IF such that
plexity of the factorization of y in (1) is in polynomial
time. Otherwise, α is called wild.
b + S = h−n (hg)n + S
Let α = [A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] Qbe a cover of type
l
t
X
X
s
−ki
ki
(r
, r2 , · · · , rs ) for G and let m = i=1 ri . Then the cover
1
=
ηi h (hg) +
νj fj ,
α induces an efficiently computable surjective mapping
i=1
j=1
where S1 :=

Pt

j=1

νj fj may bot be S.

c. Compute the shared secret key
l
X

=

ηi [h−ki +m (hg)ki +m + hki

i=1

(2)

If α is a logarithmic signature, then the induced mapping
ᾰ is bijective. Moreover, if a logarithmic signature α is
tame, then the inverse ᾰ−1 is efficiently computable.

ηi h−ki (a + R)(hg)ki

i=1
l
X

ᾰ : ZZm −→ G.

Proposition 6.2. If α is a wild logarithmic signature
and β is a tame logarithmic signature for a finite group
· R · (hg)ki ] G, then the mapping ᾰβ̆ −1 : ZZ|G| −→ ZZ|G| is a one-way
permutation.

l
X
hm (
ηi h−ki (hg)ki )(hg)m

Let γ : {e} = G0 < G1 < · · · < Gs−1 < Gs be
a
sequence
of subgroups of G and let Ai be an ordered,
i=1
complete
set
of right coset representatives of Gi−1 in Gi .
= h−m (h−n (hg)n + S1 )(hg)m
Then
the
sequence
[A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] forms a logarithmic
= h−(m+n) (hg)m+n = K.
signature α for G, and is called exact-transversal with
−1
respect to γ. If we set Bi := gi−1
Ai gi , i = 1, · · · , s, where
More about public key cryptosystems based on semidirect
g0 , g1 , · · · , gs ∈ G, then the sequence β : [B1 , B2 , · · · , Bs ]
products, see [20, 21, 29, 32–35, 42, 48] for an example.
is again a logarithmic signature for G. When g0 = gs = 1,
then β is said to be a sandwich of α.
=

6

Logarithmic Signatures

The logarithmic signatures were first used in the cryptography in order to construct a symmetric key cryptosystem
PGM [40]. Nearly twenty years later, S.S. Magliveras et

Definition 6.3. A logarithmic signature α for a finite
group G is called
1) transversal, if α is the sandwich of an exacttransversal logarithmic signature for G.
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2) non-transversal, if it is not transversal.

2) Encryption: Let m ∈ H be a message. Alice

3) totally non-transversal, if none of its blocks is a coset
of a non-trivial subgroup of G.
Problem 11. (Factorization Problem for Logarithmic Signatures/Covers) Given g ∈ G and α =
[A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] = (aij ). Find aiji ∈ Ai , i = 1, · · · , s,
such that g = a1j1 a2j2 · · · asjs .

6.1

a. chooses R ∈ ZZrs .
b. computes y1 = ᾰ(R), y2 = β̆(R), y3 = my2 .
c. Alice transmits the cipher (y1 , y3 ) to Bob.
3) Decryption: Bob
a. computes f (y1 ) = y2 , and
b. computes m = y3 y2−1 .

MST1 - Cryptosystem

Let G be a finite permutation group with a sequence γ of
subgroups of G.
1) Key Generation: Bob generates
a. a totally non-transversal logarithmic signature
α, a transversal logarithmic signature β for G
and .
b. a short sequence of exact-transversal logarithmic signatures θ1 , θ2 , · · · , θk such that σ :=
ᾰβ̆ −1 = θ˘1 · θ˘2 · · · θ˘k , where k is a small integer > 1.
c. The public key: α, β, G.
The private key: θ1 , · · · , θk .
2) Encryption: Let m ∈ ZZ|G| be a message. Alice computes the cipher
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4) Security Analysis:
If Eve wants to break the system, she has to find the
value y2 . There are also two theoretical methods to
recover y2 . One is to find a value R∗ ∈ ZZrs such that
ᾰ(R∗ ) = y1 . If it is the case, then we can compute
β̆(R∗ ) = y2 . In order to effectively compute R∗ such
that y1 = ᾰ(R∗ ), Eve has to factorize the public data
y1 with respect to α. This means that Eve has to
solve the Factorization Problem 11. This problem is
in general an intractable problem for large groups.
Second, Eve can try to find a homomorphism f ∗ :
G → H such that β = f ∗ (α). S.S. Magliveras et
al. [41] claimed that if the symmetric group Sn is used
as the platform group of the scheme MST2 and the
private key f : G → G is conjugation by an element
g in Sn , then the scheme MST2 is vulnerable to the
second attack.

C = σ(m) = (ᾰβ̆ −1 )(m).

6.3

MST3 - Cryptosystem

3) Decryption: Bob recovers the message m by computLet G be a nonabelian group with nontrivial center Z(G).
ing
−1
−1 −1
θ̆k (θ̆k−1 (· · · (θ̆1 (C) · · · ))) = m.
1) Key Generation: Bob
4) Security Analysis:
The security of MST1 relies on the hardness of the
factorization problem with respect to wild logarithmic signatures. In [41] the authors assume that totally non-transversal logarithmic signatures are ”wild
like”. Unfortunately, J.M. Bohli et al. [14] have
proved that totally non-transversal logarithmic signatures can be tame. This means that not any totally
non-transversal logarithmic signature is suitable for
being used as a key in MST1 . In addition to that
there are still no practical implementations of MST1
in sight.

6.2

MST2 - Cryptosystem

Let G and H be large groups.
1) Key Generation: Bob
a. generates an epimorphism f : G → H and a
random [s, r]-mesh cover α = (aij ) for G
b. computes β = (bij ) = f (α) = (f (aij )).
c. The public key: α, β.
The private key: f .

a. generates a tame logarithmic signature
β = [B1 , B2 , · · · , Bs ] := (bij ) of type
(r1 , r2 , · · · , rs ) for Z(G) and a random
cover α = [A1 , A2 , · · · , As ] := (aij ) of the same
type as β for a certain subset F of G such that
A1 , A2 , · · · , As ⊆ G r Z(G).
b. chooses t0 , t1 , · · · , ts ∈ G r Z(G).
c. computes ᾰ := [Ã1 , Ã2 , · · · , Ãs ], where Ãi =
t−1
i−1 Ai ti .
d. computes γ̆ = (hij ), where hij := bij ãij .
e. The public key: ᾰ, γ̆.
The private key: β, t0 , t1 , · · · , ts .
2) Encryption: Let m ∈ ZZ|Z(G)| be a message. Alice
a. computes y1 := ᾰ(m) and y2 := γ̆(m).
b. Alice transmits the cipher (y1 , y2 ) to Bob.
3) Decryption: Bob
−1
a. computes y2 t−1
s y1 t0 = β̆(m).
−1
b. computes m = β̆ −1 (y2 t−1
s y1 t0 ).
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4) Security Analysis:
If Eve tries to obtain the private logarithmic signature β and the pair (t0 , ts ) of elements of G from
the public information (ᾰ, γ̆), it is sufficient for Eve
to determine a sandwich transform β‘ of β which is
equivalent to β, i.e., β̆‘ = β̆. Thus, it is sufficient
to assume that the first element b1j of each block
Bj , except for the last block Bs of B, is the identity 1 ∈ G. From the equation h11 = t−1
0 a11 t1 , Eve
chooses an element of G \ Z(G) as the value of t0 .
On the other hand, due to the elements ti and ti z for
z ∈ Z(G) lie in the same coset ti Z(G). It is then sufficient to choose one t0 only from each distinct coset
of G modulo Z(G).
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termed the E-structure. where Π : M −→ N is a monoid
homomorphism, E is the function
E : (N × S) × (M o S) −→ N × S
given by E((n, s), (m1 , s1 )) := (nΠ(s m1 ), ss1 ), and A, B
are submonoids of M o S satisfying E-Commuting, i.e.,
they satisfy the equation
E(Π(a), sa , (b, sb )) = E(Π(b), sb , (a, sa )),
for all (a.sa ) ∈ A, (b, sb ) ∈ B. For simplicity, the symbol
? will be used to replace the symbol E as follows:
E((n, s), (m1 , s1 )) = (n, s) ? (m1 , s1 ).

5) Suggested Platforms: The authors [38] of MTS3 em- The operation ? satisfies the associated property as folploy the Suzuki-2-group of the order q 2 as the plat- lows: Given (n, s) ∈ N ×S and (m1 , s1 ), (m2 , s2 ) ∈ M oS,
form group of MTS3 , where q = 2m is the order of
the center Z(G) and the integer m is not a power ((n, s) ? (m1 , s1 )) ? (m2 , s2 ) = (n, s) ? ((m1 , s1 ) · (m2 , s2 )).
of 2. Thus, if the Suzuki-2-group is implemented as
the platform group of MTS3 , then there are (q − 1)q 7.1 The Key Agreement Scheme based on
possible choices for the pair (t0 , bs1 ). If q is large, the
the Algebraic Eraser
type of the attack is in not feasible.
The Algebraic Eraser key agreement scheme designed by
More about public key cryptosystems based on logarithAnshel, Anshel, Goldfeld and Lemieaux in [3] is a type of
mic signatures see [14, 38, 40, 41, 58, 60] for an example.
Diffie-Hellman protocol: Let NA and NB be submonoids
of N so that they commute elementwise.

7

Algebraic Eraser

The Algebraic Eraser is a binary operation consists of
a semidirect product and a homomorphism of monoids
and an action of a nonabelian group on a monoid. The
main purpose of building the Algebraic Eraser is to design lightweight public key cryptosystems. The Algebraic
Eraser key agreement scheme was introduced by Anshel,
Anshel, Goldfeld and Lemieaux in 2004; the corresponding paper [1] appeared in 2006. The Algebraic Eraser
and the Algebraic Eraser-based protocol are specially designed for commercial purposes. The company SecureRF
owns the trademark of them. It claims a security level
of 2128 for their preferred parameter sizes. The authors
in the paper [1] gave a concrete realization of the Algebraic Eraser key agreement protocol using infinite braid
groups named the colored Burau key agreement protocol (CBKAP). This Diffie-Hellman-like protocol has been
proposed as a standard in ISO JTC-1/SC-31 (29167-20)
to protect various communication protocols like RFID,
NFC, or Bluetooth for devices associated with ISO-18000
and the Internet of Things [3, 8].
Let M, N be monoids and let S be a nonabelian group
which acts on M on the left, and does not act on N . The
semidirect product M o S of M and S is then a monoid
whose internal binary operation is given by

1) Alice selects her private key: na ∈ NA and (ai , sai ) ∈
A.
Bob selects his private key: nb ∈ NB and (bj , sbj ) ∈
B.
2) Alice computes PA
PA = (na , id) ? (ai , sai ),
and transmits PA to Bob.
Bob computes PB
PB = (nb , id) ? (b1 , sb1 ),
and transmits PB to Alice.
3) The shared secret key K of Alice and Bob is
((na , id) · PB ) ? (ai , sai ) = ((nb , id) · PA ) ? (bj , sbj ).

7.2

The CBKAP

The braid groups is used in order to implement the
CBKAP. E-multiplication is an action of the braid group
on pairs of matrices over a field and permutations. Recall
that there is a surjective homomorphism from the Artin
braid group Bn onto the symmetric group Sn . With help
of the colored Burau representation of Bn , that is an ex(m1 , s1 ) · (m2 , s2 ) := (ms11 m2 , s1 s2 ).
tended version of the reduced Burau representation [3,10,
17], the semi-direct product M o Sn is defined as a group
The Algebraic Eraser (AE) E is the binary operation specgenerated by the set {(x1 (t), s1 ), · · · , (xn−1 (t), sn−1 )},
ified within the 6-tuple
where xi (t) is a colored Burau matrix of Bn and si =
(M o S, N, Π, E, A, B)
(i i + 1) is a transposition of Sn , for all i = 1, · · · , n − 1.
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matrix m0 : Qm0 Q−1 = (λ1 , · · · , λn ), where Q ∈ N .
Then,
−1 α
mα
(λ1 , · · · , λα
0 =Q
n )Q.

The nonabelian group M o Sn is also called the colored
Burau group. The authors of the paper [3] then give an
example to concretely realize the above algorithm by using the colored Burau matrices. The protocol is also called
the colored Burau key agreement protocol (CBKAP).
Fix an integer n ≥ 7 and a prime p > n. Let M ≤
GL(n, IFp (t)), where t = (t1 , · · · , tn ), be a subgroup, and
let S = Sn be the symmetric group on n symbols and
N = GL(n, IFp ). Fix n elements τ1 , · · · , τn ∈ IFp , and
the homomorphism Π : M −→ N is defined by setting
τi = ti , i = 1, · · · , n. Let z ∈ M o Sn be a fixed element
and let A = z · {(xl1 (t), sl1 ), · · · , (xlµ (t), slµ )} · z −1 and
B = z · {(xr1 (t), sr1 ), · · · , (xrν (t), srν )} · z −1 , where | li −
rj |≥ 2 for 1 ≥ i, j ≤ n, be two E-commuting subgroups
of M o Sn .

On the other hand, by the condition that the
subgroups NA and NB of N commute, it applies
Π(sz A)Π(sz B) = Π(sz B)Π(sz A). Thus,
 the matri
X 0
sz
sz
ces Π( A) and Π( B) take the forms
and
0 I


I 0
, respectively.
0 Y
Suppose that z were known. Then, Eve can obsz
tain mα
0 and recover the matrices Π( A) and
sz sB sA −1
Π(
z ) in polynomial time. Therefore, it remains to ask how to determine the element z. The
security of the CBKAP depends on the simultaneous
conjugacy search problem. There are not any successful attacks to solve the simultaneous conjugacy
search problem.

1) The public key: (M o S, N, Π, E, A, B) and a matrix
m0 ∈ GL(n, IFp ) of order pn − 1 such that two subgroups NA , NB of N consist of linear combinations
of powers of m0 over IFp .
The private key: z and (xl1 (t), sl1 ), · · · , (xlµ (t), slµ ),
(xr1 (t), sr1 ), · · · , (xrν (t), srν ).

Problem 12. (Simultaneous Conjugacy Search
Problem) Let w1 = z −1 a1 z, · · · , wk = z −1 ak z. If
only w1 , · · · , wk are public, find the conjugating element z.

2) Alice selects her secret key: na ∈ NA , k ∈ IN and
some (xai (t), sai ) ∈ A, i = 1, · · · , k.
Bob selects his secret key: nb ∈ NB , l ∈ IN and some
For more about Algebraic Eraser key agreement scheme,
(xbj (t), sbj ) ∈ B, j = 1, · · · , l.
see [1, 3, 5–8, 13].
3) Alice computes PA
PA = (· · · ((na , id) ? z ? (xa1 (t), sa1 ) ? (xa2 (t), sa2 )) ?
· · · ) ? (xak (t), sak ) ? z −1
= (na · Π(z) · Π(sz A) · Π(sz sA z −1 ), sz sA sz−1 ),
where Π(sz A) = Π(sz xa1 (t))Π(sz sa1 xa2 (t)) · · ·
· Π(sz sa1 ···sak−1 xak (t)) and sA = sa1 · · · sak .
Alice transmits PA to Bob.
Bob computes
PB = (· · · ((nb , id) ? z ? (xb1 (t), sb1 ) ? (xb2 (t), sb2 )) ?
· · · ) ? (xbl (t), sbl ) ? z −1
= (nb · Π(z) · Π(sz B) · Π(sz sB z −1 ), sz sB sz−1 ),

8

Conclusion

There are innovative ideas to propose nonabelian group
based-public key cryptography, although, most cryptographic systems seem to be vulnerable to security. For
example, the conjugacy search problem on linear groups
used in the mentioned protocols, e.g., matrix groups and
braid groups, seems to be not be hard. Nevertheless, they
still have the value of reference. Some of these systems
have some modifications that still have a sufficient security level. On the other hand, the efficiency and security
of a cryptographic system does not only depend on the
design of the algorithm, but also on the choice of platform.

and transmits PB to Alice.
4) The secret shared key K of Alice and Bob is
K

=

(· · · ((na , id) · PB ? z ? (xa1 (t), sa1 )
?(xa2 (t), sa2 )) ? · · · ) ? (xak (t), sak ) ? z −1

=

(· · · ((nb , id) · PA ? z ? (xb1 (t), sb1 )
?(xb2 (t), sb2 )) ? · · · ) ? (xbl (t), sbl ) ? z −1 .

5) Security Analysis:
For simplicity, we assume that the matrix na = mα
0
for a secret α ∈ ZZ+ . If Eve intercepts the public
data PA and PB and tries to break the shared key
K, it is sufficient to merely solve the matrix mα
0 and
the element z ∈ M o Sn . First, Eve diagonalizes the
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Abstract
With growing acceptance of cloud environment, demand
for cloud services based applications is rapidly increasing.
Cloud environment is inherently distributed and highly
dynamic. Usually, many cloud services having similar
functionalities but varying performances are offered. This
makes difficult for user to identify the appropriate cloud
service. Consequently, trust assessment is becoming essential to locate and to continue using the suitable cloud
service. Quality of Service (QoS) attributes are significant for trust assessment in cloud environment. These attributes are dynamically changing and are not considered
by the traditional trust assessment approaches. Hence,
these approaches are inadequate to withstand in cloud environment. This paper proposes an evidence based trust
estimation model (EBTEM) for trust assessment of cloud
services. EBTEM uses various attributes of cloud service
as evidence factors. It performs adaptive trust computation, which is sensitive to changes in the service behavior.
EBTEM also presents a method for dynamic trust prediction. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed
model outperforms other models in respect of accuracy
and efficiency.
Keywords: Adaptive Trust Computation; Cloud Computing; Dynamic Trust Assessment; Evidence Based Trust;
Quality of Service (QoS)

1

Introduction

Real world software systems are increasingly becoming
large, complex and business critical. Such enterprise applications demand flexibility in terms of compute capability, location of data, resources and users. Cloud computing paradigm fulfills these needs on demand by dynamically provisioning services and resources over the network.
Cloud computing infrastructure and services offer several
benefits such as simplicity to the end- users, reduced costs,
dynamic resource sharing, pay-per-use and dynamic re-

source availability. On one side while cloud environment
offers these benefits to the user community, on the other
side it also poses challenges of increased system complexity, dynamicity, non-transparency of cloud services and
geographically distributed data centers [2, 24].
On this background, ensuring availability of services
and predicting performances of applications hosted on
cloud infrastructure become more and more challenging.
Security of applications and data deployed on cloud and
maintaining privacy of users, add up further to these challenges. Thus, from the consumer perspective, service not
being available when needed, longer time to get response
than expected and security and privacy risks, result in
lack of trust toward the provider [7].
Across a broad spectrum, enterprises such as banking, hospitals and the like, adopting the cloud computing
for its cost-benefits, need to maintain the confidentiality
and integrity [9] of the huge amount of data placed in the
cloud environment. But as the cloud services are designed
to be offered in non-transparent fashion, enterprises may
believe that they can no longer manage their data. Hence
the users may be hesitant about the probable service quality [6, 20]. This motivates the need of establishing efficient
mechanism for trust estimation in the cloud environment.
However, trust assessment in cloud environment poses the
important issues, which are revealed as part of the following discussion.
A service level agreement (SLA) formed between a
cloud user and a provider contains the technical and functional details of the offered service [8]. Contents of SLA
are not consistent among the cloud service providers offering similar services. Hence users cannot assess the trust
of cloud service provider based on its SLA only [8, 29].
The conventional reputation based trust mechanism reveals only the general thinking of cloud service consumers
towards the cloud service and does not reflect the judgement about the performance of the cloud service [10].
In the context of cloud computing, the trust mainly depends on the performance of the cloud service depicted in
terms of various cloud service attributes [6, 10]. Hence the
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cloud Quality of Service (QoS) attributes like availability,
performance, security are critical and their evidences are
needed to be considered by the trust estimation mechanism.
Trust in cloud computing can be viewed as an indicator
of service behavior. Hence trust value of a cloud service
may change dynamically in response to the experience of
the cloud service by the end user [10, 25]. Consequently,
the trust estimation needs to be a continuous dynamic
process and not a one-time assessment. Cloud auditor as
a third party may perform the trust assessment of cloud
services. However, as the audit is conducted only after a
certain period, corresponding trust assessment does not
represent a dynamic trust evaluation of a cloud service [6].
Cloud environment being highly dynamic, method of
trust assessment needs to be responsive to the changes in
the behavior of cloud service. Thus in turn, it requires
an adaptive trust assessment [24]. Consequently, trust
assessment of a cloud service needs to consider the relative importance of each individual QoS attribute in trust
calculation. Assigning weights manually to the various
attributes of a cloud service requires a judgement by an
expert and is time-intensive [27]. Moreover, trust assessment based on manually weighing of attributes does not
indicate an adaptability to the cloud service in operation.
In this paper, we present an evidence based trust estimation model (EBTEM), addressing the above mentioned
issues. More specifically, the contributions are towards
development of:
1) A methodology for computation of trust at an instant
of time using evidences of multiple attributes of cloud
service.
2) Adaptive trust assessment mechanism containing
mathematical formulation of weights which are computed adaptively in response to the changes in the
behavior of cloud service.
3) Formulation of dynamic trust prediction over a period of time.
4) An algorithm for adaptive and dynamic trust assessments of a cloud service based on service evidence
factors.
5) Comparison of the proposed trust model with other
models with regard to accuracy and efficiency.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
a review of related work. In Section 3, the architecture
of the system meant for the proposed trust model and
the functional overview of trust estimation are described.
Section 4 defines the EBTEM and presents the details of
adaptive and dynamic trust assessment. Section 5 depicts
the algorithm for trust estimation of a cloud service based
on service evidence factors. Section 6 covers the performance evaluation of the proposed trust model including
the results and analysis. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

292

Related Work

The initial approaches of trust assessment in cloud environment are exclusively based on the traditional technique of reputation. This technique employs feedbacks
about a particular cloud service from many service consumers to obtain the trust of that service. In reputationbased technique, source of feedback is not known to the
cloud service users. Hence credibility of feedbacks is a major issue in the trust assessment [24]. Reputation based
mechanism is helpful only in initial judgement about the
cloud service. The mechanism may be inadequate as trust
placed on the service evolves with experience. Trust assessment approaches proposed by [1, 22, 23] are based on
reputation. These approaches lack in the capability to
perform dynamic assessment of trust. A framework proposed by Noor and Sheng [22, 23] offers Trust as a Service
(TaaS) for evaluation of cloud services. The framework
provides a credibility model that differentiates the reliable feedbacks from the deceptive ones. Trust mechanism
suggested by Abawajy [1] uses fading factor to keep track
of the drop in satisfaction ratings over a period of time.
Along with the user feedbacks as part of reputation
mechanism, few of the approaches employ other factors
such as declarations by provider, user’s own ratings and
certificates for the trust assessment. However, authenticity of the factors used for trust assessment is a major concern in these approaches. Habib et al. [8] proposed an architecture to evaluate trust of cloud service
providers using the combination of multiple factors such
as provider statements, user feedbacks, certificates and
expert assessment. Trust model proposed by Pawar et
al. [26] takes into account the fulfillment of service level
agreement (SLA) parameters. The approaches [8, 26] perform the trust evaluation in the form of opinions. These
approaches do not consider dynamic trust assessment over
a period of time. Ghosh et al. [5] proposed a framework to evaluate the risk of interaction with cloud service
provider. The approach in turn involves evaluating the
trust of cloud provider. The trust is estimated using the
combination of direct and indirect interactions between
user and service provider. The approach calculates a time
window based trust using customer’s ratings about previous interactions. However, the approach does not reflect
the periodic trust update during the interaction. Ratings
submitted by customers may be subjective in nature.
A model is suggested by Moyano et al. [21] for the trust
assessment of cloud provider based on the factors such as
SLA, transparency, accounting and auditing. The method
uses a trust interval formed by the combination of value of
the factor and its associated confidence value. Although
the model offers simplicity in trust assessment, trust values are assigned using only the self-assessment based information available on the web sites of cloud providers.
Moreover, subjective quantification of the factors may
take place during the trust evaluation. Li et al. [16] proposed a model to judge the credibility of a cloud service
by assessment of its trust. It uses multiple factors which
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include user ratings, record of service call, service certification and service quality monitoring for evaluation of
trust. However, the details of service attributes are not
specified explicitly. The weights assigned to the various
factors are decided subjectively by the users themselves.
Few of the mechanisms consider QoS attributes for
trust assessment. The approach proposed by Manuel et
al. [19] computes the trust of a cloud resource as a simple
summation of values assigned to user feedbacks, security
level and reputation. A model is suggested by Manuel
et al. [18] to compute the reputation based trust of a resource. Trust value of a resource is obtained as a combination of its identity, capability and behavior values. The
approaches [18, 19] do not consider the dynamic trust
evaluation over a period of time. Fan et al. [4] suggested
a mechanism for evaluating trust of a cloud service using multiple attributes. The mechanism obtains the trust
value by the user’s direct interaction with the service.
This trust value is combined with the reputation value of
a cloud service to obtain the final evaluation. Both the assessment values rely on the feedbacks given by the users.
However, authenticity of feedbacks is not addressed by
the authors. A fuzzy trust evaluation approach for cloud
services is suggested by Huo et al. [11]. The approach uses
a set of cloud service attributes to evaluate a reputation
based trust value. Weights to the various factors in the
approaches [4, 11, 18] are assigned manually. Hence these
weights may be static and subjective.
The existing QoS based approaches make use of performance, security, availability and reliability as the general
attributes of cloud service for trust evaluation. Response
time, throughput, capability and network bandwidth are
the commonly used performance related factors for trust
assessment. System proposed by Qu and Buyya [27] estimates trust of a cloud service by taking into consideration the performance variations of the service due to
the dynamic attributes. The authors focus on evaluating the trust of a service prior to the user interaction by
retrieving the past data of service attributes. However,
updating the trust value of a service during the period
of user interaction is not considered by the approach. A
framework is proposed by Sidhu and Singh [28] for trust
evaluation of cloud service providers based on QoS attributes. The approach monitors the QoS attributes and
evaluates the compliance with regard to the SLA. However, the approach does not consider the dynamic trust
evaluation and updating trust over a period of time.
Manuel [17] proposed a model which computes the
trust of a resource as a combination of its past credentials
and present capabilities. Past credentials of the resource
are represented in the form of QoS attributes. However,
the various attributes for trust assessment are merged by
assigning static weights to them. Li et al. [15] proposed
a dynamic trust management method for the resources in
cloud environment. The model evaluates the trust degree
of a resource based on the data obtained by monitoring of
multiple attributes. The method assigns information entropy based weights to various factors and combines them
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to generate the trust value. However, the operations involved in the computation of trust are considerably complex in nature. The static factors such as capacity of a
resource are treated similarly as dynamic factors during
the trust computation.
In summary, the above review of the related work indicates that only few of the approaches [15, 17, 27, 28]
employ monitoring based cloud QoS attributes for trust
assessment. However, cloud QoS attributes are the vital
factors for trust estimation. Values of QoS attributes obtained through monitoring are objective in nature and are
more reliable factors for trust assessment. Dynamic cloud
environment entails the trust to be evaluated and updated
continuously with time. However, the approaches [27, 28]
do not consider dynamic trust update of a cloud service
according to the periodically changing values of the service attributes. Moreover, the approach [17] combines
the various attributes for trust assessment by assigning
static weights to them. Static weights may be subjective
in nature and the corresponding trust computation does
not reflect the adaptability to the changing behavior of a
cloud service. Our trust model EBTEM, intends to address these shortcomings in the earlier work. EBTEM
performs adaptive and dynamic trust assessments of a
cloud service by taking into account multiple quality attributes of the service. Evidence based trust computation
used in our model, enables dynamic update of trust values
by collecting evidences at different times. EBTEM facilitates adaptive computation of weights for the various service attributes by considering the correlation among the
attributes.

3

Architecture of Trust Estimation System

Figure 1 shows the overall layout of the system meant
for the proposed trust model. It depicts the main trust
estimator module which is connected with the other supplementary modules. Here, the cloud user can be the
end-user who intends to use the trustworthy cloud service
or the cloud user can be the service provider willing to
deploy the application onto the cloud.
The service specification collector compiles the functional requirements of the cloud service, submitted by
cloud user. Based on the kind of application to be executed, the user decides the functional specifications of
the service. Service extraction module then finds the services from service repository whose functional specifications match with the required one.
Trust estimator module is the core component performing an adaptive and dynamic trust assessment of the cloud
service. Direct interaction between a cloud user and the
service, is the main source of evidence for trust estimation.
Consequently, for the cloud service in execution, at each
instant of time, trust estimator obtains the evidence factors compiled by an evidence collector over the designated
period of time. The module makes use of these evidence
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factors at an instant of time. Subsequently, the module
performs computation of cumulative trust over a period of
time. The trust result generated in the form of cumulative
trust indicates the predicted trust level of a cloud service.
The trust estimator updates the trust value stored in the
trust archives by the latest cumulative trust value. The
details of present trust and cumulative trust assessments
of a cloud service are described in Section 4. The steps depicting the control flow for trust estimation are presented
in Section 5 in the form of algorithm.

4
Figure 1: Architecture of trust estimation system

Evidence Based Trust Estimation Model

Trust value of a cloud service is a function of cloud service
attributes. Value of a cloud service attribute is termed as
an evidence factor.

Figure 2: Functional overview of trust estimation

factors of the service attributes, for the trust assessment
of the service. The cloud user can decide whether to continue using the cloud service based on the state of trust
indicated by the trust estimator. The result of trust assessment is recorded in the trust archives.
Monitoring is a real-time dynamic process tracking the
performance of the cloud service in operation. It observes
the variation in the performance and creates a log containing values of cloud service attributes such as response
time, throughput, availability and security. Log analysis
module retrieves the evidence factors recorded as part of
continuous monitoring process after every fixed time interval. The evidence collector collects these evidence factors which are then used for trust assessment of a cloud
service.
Trust estimation is the primary focus of this paper.
Therefore, the details of supplementary modules which
cover service extraction, monitoring and related functionalities, are not discussed further, in this paper. We assume these as the already existing valid services and are
available in the form of external interfaces to the trust
estimator.
Figure 2 shows the high-level functional overview for
the trust estimation of the cloud service in operation.
Evidence factors over the period of time, representing the
QoS attributes of the cloud service, are taken as input
by the trust estimator. The trust estimator calculates
present trust of a service by aggregating all the evidence

Definition
1. Evidence Based Trust Estimation Model (EBTEM) is defined by a 9-tuple
(L, AC, T I, C, M, P T, CT, E, D) where
L: Set of v cloud services: {s1 , s2 , ..., sv }
AC: Set of m cloud service attributes: {R1 , R2 , ..., Rm }
TI: Ordered discrete set of n time instances:
{1, 2, ..., n}
C: An evidence matrix which depicts m evidence
factors at each of the n time instances.
M: Normalized evidence matrix.
PT: Present Trust of a cloud service at a
particular time instant.
CT: Cumulative Trust of a cloud service over
a period of time.
E: A set of core trust estimation functions:
{fP T , fCT }; where fP T indicates a function to
compute Present Trust (PT) and fCT is a function
to assess Cumulative Trust (CT).
D: A set of allied functions: {fN E , fCW }; where fN E
is a function to normalize evidence factors and
fCW indicates a function to compute weights of
cloud service attributes.
While a cloud service is running, evidence factors are
retrieved after every fixed time interval. Representation of
the evidence factors is devised in the form of an evidence
matrix as shown below.


c11
 c21

C= .
 ..

c12
c22
..
.

...
...
..
.


c1m
c2m 

.. 
. 

cn1

cn2

...

cnm

(1)

In Equation (1), at a time instant i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a
row in the matrix indicates a sample of evidence factors as
{ci1 , ci2 , ..., cim } and each value cij in the sample, denotes
a value of an attribute Rj . Thus, there are n samples of
evidence factors. Column position in the matrix specifies
a particular attribute within the sample.
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In order to transform values of all the attributes to
uniform range and to make them independent of units,
values of the attributes in the evidence matrix need to
be normalized. Normalization involves scaling of the values. Thus, for further processing of trust assessment, each
value in the evidence matrix is normalized in the range
denoted by [Rnew min , Rnew max ]. From the perspective
of desired performance of a cloud service, attributes can
be categorized in two types: one where higher value of an
evidence factor cij is desired and the other where lower
value of cij is desired. The category where higher value
of cij is desired, the corresponding normalized value hij
is formulated as shown below.
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Subjectively or manually assigned weights are static
in nature. Trust assessment techniques based on such
weights are not suitable for effective assessment of trust
in cloud environment. Thus, weights need to adapt to
changes in cloud service behavior [24] and hence computation of weights is crucial for adaptive trust estimation.

4.2

Computation of Weights

Weight designated to an attribute highlights the significance of the attribute in trust calculation. Weight of an
attribute is computed based on values of that attribute at
changing time instances. This results in adaptive weight
assignment which is sensitive to the changes in the val(cij − Rjmin )(Rnew max − Rnew min )
new min
ues of the attribute over a time period while the cloud
+R
hij =
(Rjmax − Rjmin )
service is running. This leads to an adaptive trust assess(2) ment. Degree of variation of each attribute within a time
The other category where lower value of cij is desired, the window is estimated for deciding weight of that attribute.
corresponding normalized value hij is devised as:
Definition 3. Variation factor of an attribute Rj is formulated as given below.
(Rjmax − cij )(Rnew max − Rnew min )
hij =
+ Rnew min
max
min
(Rj
− Rj )
n
X
(3)
V (Rj ) =
(hij − A(Rj ))2
(6)
min
In Equations (2) and (3), Rj
is the minimum value of
i=1
the attribute Rj in a time window of n samples and Rjmax
where hij is a normalized evidence factor of attribute Rj
is the maximum value of Rj in the same time window of
at time instant i.
n samples. Higher the resultant value hij , better is its
contribution to the high quality of a cloud service. The
A(Rj ) is the average of n evidence factors of attribute
normalized evidence matrix is:
Rj in a time window containing n samples, shown as:


h11 h12 . . . h1m
n
X
 h21 h22 . . . h2m 
A(R
)
=
(
hij )/n
(7)
j


M = .
(4)
..
.. 
.
i=1
.
.
 .
.
.
. 
hn1 hn2 . . . hnm
Effect of V (Rj ) on weight calculation is defined in terms
of impact of variation factor (Fj ) as shown below.

4.1

Attributes-aggregation Based CalcuDefinition 4. Impact of variation factor (Fj ) for atlation of Present Trust
tribute Rj is devised as:

For effective trust assessment of a cloud service, corresponding evidence factors need to be evaluated on the
basis of their utility and inter-relationship. Accordingly,
evidence factors can be combined to find a trust value. A
method is developed for trust estimation of a cloud service using the values of attributes, at a particular instant
of time. Within a time window of size n, after every fixed
time interval, evidence factors are retrieved and a trust
value is calculated at a particular time instant.

Fj = 1/(V (Rj ) + (1/n))

(8)

where (1/n) is a negligible positive term which ensures
a finite value for (Fj ), especially in the situation when
V (Rj ) is zero. However, such situation is rare in practice.
From Equation (8), less is the variation factor V (Rj )
of the attribute, higher is its impact (Fj ) on the weight
of the attribute Rj .
Weight wj of an attribute Rj is computed as given below.

Definition 2. Trust value of a cloud service (sl ), at a
time instant i, termed as Present Trust (PT) is devised
m
X
as an aggregation of corresponding all m evidence factors.
wj = Fj /
Fk
(9)
It is given as:
k=1
Pm
Xm
P T i (sl ) =
wj hij
(5) where 0 < wj < 1 and
j=1 wj = 1. Thus, weights
j=1
computed using Equation (9) when substituted in Equation (5), result in adaptive trust estimation. Less is the
where hij is a normalized evidence factor of attribute Rj variation factor of the attribute, higher is its resultant
at time instant i,Pwj is a weight assigned to it such that weight. This implies an effective trust assessment of a
m
0 < wj < 1 and j=1 wj = 1.
cloud service over a long duration from the perspective
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of a user. Weight computation of the attribute is also cloud service for the duration of its execution. Hence, a
dependent on the variation factors of all other attributes. method is developed for dynamic prediction of cumulative
Weight of an attribute is higher if combined effect of vari- trust over a period of time.
ation factors of all other attributes is higher.
Definition 5. Cumulative Trust (CT) of a cloud service
Theorem 1. Weight assigned to any attribute Rj of a (sl ) over a period of time, predicted at a time instant n is
cloud service, is directly proportional to the combined ef- defined as:
fect of variation factors of all (m−1) attributes other than
CT n (sl ) = αP T n (sl ) + (1 − α)CT n−1 (sl )
(14)
Rj of the cloud service.
Proof. Substituting Fj and Fk from Equation (8) in Equa- where P T n (sl ) is PT of a cloud service (sl ) at nth time
tion (9), weight of any attribute Rj is:
instant as defined by Equation (5) and CT n−1 (sl ) is a
cumulative trust of a cloud service (sl ) at time instant
[1/(V (Rj ) + (1/n))]
n−1
(sl ) is subsequently substituted repeatedly
(10) (n − 1). CT
wj = Pm
[1/(V
(R
)
+
(1/n))]
k
in
Equation
(14),
with initial value CT 1 (sl ) = P T 1 (sl ).
k=1
α is a smoothing factor such that 0 < α < 1.
where 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Substituting V (Rj ) and V (Rk ) from
Equation (6) in Equation (10),
In consequent expansion of Equation (14), weights assigned
to PT values, decrease exponentially from the most
Pn
[1/( i=1 (hij − A(Rj ))2 + (1/n))]
recent
PT value to the PT values at earlier time inPn
w j = Pm
(11)
2 + (1/n))]
[1/(
(h
−
A(R
))
ik
k
stances.
At the same time, it achieves uniform effect in
k=1
i=1
the prediction of cumulative trust, by tuning of smoothUpon simplification, wj becomes:
ing factor α. We recommend that the smoothing factor α
Q
should be tuned to a value in the range from 0.1 to 0.4.
p [V (Rp ) + (1/n)]
(12) This enables predicted cumulative trust to match closely
wj =
[term1] + [term2] + ... + [termm]
with the actual trust value.
where 1 ≤ p ≤ m, p 6= j and

5

term1 = (V (R2 ) + n1 )(V (R3 ) + n1 )...(V (Rm ) + n1 )
term2 = (V (R1 ) + n1 )(V (R3 ) + n1 )...(V (Rm ) + n1 )
termm = (V (R1 ) + n1 )(V (R2 ) + n1 )...(V (Rm−1 ) + n1 ).
In Equation (12), for any weight wj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
the denominator on the right-hand side, is the same.
Hence, for any attribute Rj weight wj is directly
proportional to the product of (m − 1) terms in the
numerator where each term indicates variation factor of
corresponding attribute other than Rj . This proves the
theorem.

Algorithm for Trust Estimation

Algorithm 1 shows the steps for adaptive and dynamic
trust estimation of a cloud service. The trust assessments
are performed during the interaction between a user and
the service, based on service evidence factors. The algorithm takes a set of cloud service attributes and a number
of time instances as input for trust computation of a service. Threshold trust (TH ) taken as another input, is the
minimum expected trust by the user. The algorithm takes
historical trust value and user ratings as input for trust
initialization of a cloud service. The algorithm gives the
output as sets of present trust and cumulative trust values for service sl over the period of interaction. Historical
trust value (HS ) indicates the cumulative trust value of
the cloud service saved as a result of the last interaction
of the user with the service. The steps of Algorithm 1 are
explained as below.

Thus, as indicated by Theorem 1, computation of
weight for a cloud service attribute takes into consideration correlation of the attribute with all other attributes
of the service. This achieves balancing effect while weighing the service attributes and subsequently aggregating
Step 1. (Line 4) At the start of the user interaction
them to compute a present trust of the cloud service.
with the service, trust is initialized as follows:

4.3

Prediction of Cumulative Trust

A set of present trust (PT ) values of a cloud service
computed at different time instances forms a time series.
From Equation (5), at time instant n, time series (T S) is:
T S = {P T 1 (sl ), P T 2 (sl ), ..., P T n (sl )}

(13)

This set serves as a basis to predict the future value of
trust termed as cumulative trust. Prediction of cumulative trust is essential to assess the future quality of a

i) If the user has interacted with the service before,
the trust is initialized to a value as indicated by
HS.
ii) Otherwise initial trust is set based on the interactions of other users with the service. Here,
the ratings for the service, given by other users
are used for trust initialization. Computation
of reputation score using beta probability density function is described by Josang et al. [12].
Here, in Algorithm 1, the same notion of beta
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Algorithm 1 Trust Estimation for cloud service sl
1: Input:
a. Set of m cloud service attributes,
(AC) = {R1 , R2 , ..., Rm }
b. Number of time instances (n)
c. Threshold trust (TH )
// minimum expected trust value
d. Historical trust value (HS )
e. User ratings (ERl ) = {pl , nl }
// number of positive and negative ratings
// for service sl
2: Output:
a. Set of Present Trust values for service sl ,
LP = {P T [1], P T [2], ..., P T [n]}
b. Set of Cumulative Trust values for service sl ,
LC = {CT [1], CT [2], ..., CT [n]}
3: Begin
4: IT = Trust initiate(sl ,HS,ERl );
// Trust initialization for service sl
5: if IT ≥ T H then
6:
Matrix C = Get evidences(sl ,AC,n);
7:
Matrix M = Normalize evidences(C,AC);
// Function fN E in Definition 1
8:
Set W = Compute weights(M,AC,n);
// W is a set of weights of m attributes,
// computed by Algorithm 2,
// W = {w1 , w2 , ..., wm }
9:
i = 1;
10:
while i 6= n do
11:
Compute Present Trust of P
service sl at
m
time instant i as: P T [i] = j=1 wj hij ;
// Function fP T in Definition 1
// From Algorithm 2, wj is a weight
// and hij is an element of matrix M
12:
Add P T [i] in set LP ;
13:
if i = 1 then
14:
CT [i] = P T [i];
15:
else
16:
Compute Cumulative Trust of service sl
as: CT [i] = αP T [i] + (1 − α)CT [i − 1];
// Function fCT in Definition 1
// α is a smoothing factor, 0 < α < 1
17:
end if
18:
Add CT [i] in set LC;
19:
if CT [i] < T H then
20:
Notify incident;
21:
end if
22:
Update trust(sl ,CT [i ]);
23:
i = i + 1;
24:
end while
25: end if
26: End
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where pl and nl are number of positive and negative ratings about the service sl as shown by
the set ERl . The individual rating submitted by
the user is in the range [0, 1]. A rating greater
than or equal to 0.5 is considered as positive
rating and a rating less than 0.5 is treated as a
negative rating.
iii) When ratings about the service are not available,
then IT becomes equal to 0.5 as deduced by
Equation (15).
If the initial trust satisfies the threshold trust requirement, then the algorithm proceeds with the next
steps.
Step 2. (Line 6) Trust estimator gets the evidence factors of the cloud service and gives the resultant evidence matrix C as shown in Equation (1).
Step 3. (Line 7) Normalization function takes the evidence matrix as input and transforms values of all the
attributes in the matrix to uniform range as specified
by Equations (2) and (3). It results into the normalized evidence matrix M as depicted by Equation (4).
Step 4. (Line 8) Here, the algorithm invokes the function to perform adaptive computation of weights for
attributes of the cloud service. The details of the
function to compute weights are given by Algorithm 2
in Section 5.1.
Step 5. (Lines 9 - 24) At each instant of time, adaptive computation of present trust is performed using
the normalized evidence factors and the weights of
service attributes. Subsequently, cumulative trust,
representing the dynamic trust prediction of a service, is computed. The output sets of present trust
and cumulative trust values are populated with the
corresponding computed trust values. At any time, if
cumulative trust falls below TH, then the user is notified about the incident. At each time instant, the HS
of the service is revised by the latest computed cumulative trust value. Computations of present trust
and cumulative trust values are described in Section 4
with elaboration.

5.1

Algorithm
Weights

for

Computation

of

Algorithm 2 describes the steps for adaptive computation
of weights for attributes of the cloud service. The algorithm takes a normalized evidence matrix, a set of cloud
service attributes and a number of time instances as input. The algorithm in turn, gives the set of weights for the
attributes of a cloud service as the output. As shown in
probability density function is used to compute the algorithm, average of the evidence factors, variation
the Initial Trust (IT ) and is given by:
factor and the impact of variation factor are computed
for each attribute. From the values of impact of variapl + 1
IT =
(15) tion factor, weight of each attribute is computed. The
p l + nl + 2
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computed weight of each attribute is added to the output and Algorithm 2) is given as below:
set of weights. The details of computation of adaptive
CC = O(mn) + O(n) + O(mn2 ) = O(mn2 )
weights are presented in Section 4.2.
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(16)

Thus, the overall computational complexity of trust estiAlgorithm 2 Computation of weights for the attributes mation depends on the number of cloud service attributes
of a cloud service: Compute weights(M,AC,n)
(m) and the number of time instances (n).
1: Input:


h11 h12 . . . h1m
6 Performance Evaluation
 h21 h22 . . . h2m 


a. Matrix M =  .
..
.. 
..
For the evaluation of trust estimation model EBTEM de ..
.
. 
.
scribed in Section 4, a prototype is developed in Java. The
hn1 hn2 . . . hnm
general and the most relevant attributes of a cloud ser// Normalized evidence matrix
vice, as discussed in Section 2, which include availability,
b. Set of m cloud service attributes,
throughput, response time and security, are used during
(AC) = {R1 , R2 , ..., Rm }
the experimentation. These attributes are important as
they reflect the ability of a cloud service to perform the
c. Number of time instances (n)
various operations effectively. For the values of throughput (kbps) and response time (seconds), real world QoS
2: Output: Set of weights of m attributes,
data set [30] is referred. The availability implies the perW = {w1 , w2 , ..., wm }
centage of time the cloud service is accessible. Security
3: Begin
attribute is considered as the percentage of the number
4: sum = 0;
of violation incidents related to authentication or autho5: foreach Rj ∈ AC do
rization. Weibull distribution is the suitable theoretical
6:
Compute average
Pn of evidence factors as:
distribution for modeling failure time and can also be emA(Rj ) = ( i=1 hij )/n;
ployed for modeling inputs in the absence of real data [14].
7:
Calculate variation
factor as:
Pn
2
Hence, values of availability (%) and security violation
V (Rj ) = i=1 (hij − A(Rj )) ;
incidents (%) are generated using the Weibull distribu8:
Calculate impact of variation factor as:
tion. Various values of the attributes are normalized in
F [j] = 1/(V (Rj ) + (1/n));
the range [0.01, 0.99]. For a cloud service, higher values
9:
sum = sum + F [j];
of availability and throughput are desired. Hence, val10: end
ues of these attributes are normalized using Equation (2).
11: j = 1;
Whereas, lower values of response time and security vi12: while j 6= m do
olation incidents are expected. Hence, values of these
13:
Compute weight of an attribute Rj as:
attributes are normalized using Equation (3).
wj = F [j]/sum;
14:
15:
16:
17:

// Function fCW in Definition 1
Add wj in set W ;
j = j + 1;
end while
End

5.2

Computational Complexity of Trust
Estimation

The details of computational complexity of Algorithm 1
are described as follows. The computational complexity
of a function to get the evidence factors is O(mn). The
computational complexity of normalization operation is
O(mn). Computation of present trust has the complexity
of O(nm). The computational complexity of cumulative
trust prediction is O(n). Computational complexity of a
function to update trust is O(n). As shown by the steps in
Algorithm 2, computation of weights has the complexity
of O(mn2 ). Therefore, the overall computational complexity (CC) of trust estimation (including Algorithm 1

6.1

Trust Models for Comparison

In addition to our trust model EBTEM, two other trust
models have also been implemented for comparative assessment. They are, averaging based simple trust model
(ASTM) and weighted summation based trust model
(WSTM). Both, ASTM and WSTM make use of multiple cloud QoS attributes for trust evaluation. These
trust models are selected to compare the performance
of EBTEM from two perspectives: i) To compare with
the model where weights assigned to the various factors
for trust assessment are static and subjective in nature.
Thus, ASTM represents this trust model where equal
weights are assigned to all the factors. ASTM is analogous
to the model proposed by Manuel [17]. ii) To compare
with the other model where dynamic weights are assigned
to all the factors for trust assessment. WSTM represents
this trust model and it corresponds to the model proposed
by Li et al. [15]. The trust models [15, 17] are discussed
in Section 2.
In ASTM, present trust (PT ) of a cloud service (sl )
is computed as an average of all m evidence factors at a
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time instant i. It is given by:

MAE as an absolute error based measure is complemented by a measure based on relative percentage error
m
X
to analyze accuracy of trust estimation. Symmetric Mean
AT i (sl ) = (
hij )/m
(17)
Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) [13] is such a meaj=1
sure of error. SMAPE is formulated as below.
Pn
where hij is a normalized evidence factor of attribute Rj
( i=1 |C i (sl ) − P i+1 (sl )|) × 100
Pn
(22)
SM AP E =
at time instant i. Cumulative Trust (CT ), at time instant
i+1 (s ) + C i (s ))
l
l
i=1 (P
n, is calculated as an average of PT values, given as:
T n (sl ) = (

n
X

AT i (sl ))/n

(18)

i=1

where AT i (sl ) is a PT at time instant i.
In WSTM, PT of a cloud service (sl ) is computed as
a weighted summation of all m evidence factors at time
instant i. It is given by:
DT i (sl ) =

m
X

0

wj hij

(19)

j=1

where hij is a normalized evidence factor of attribute Rj
0
at time instant i and wj is a weight assigned to it such
Pm
0
0
that 0 < wj < 1 and j=1 wj = 1. Here, weights are
computed using an approach of information entropy based
weights, proposed by Li et al. [15]. CT at time instant n,
is given by:
IT n (sl ) =

n
X

00

wi DT i (sl )

where P i+1 (sl ) is present trust of a cloud service (sl ) at
time instant (i + 1), C i (sl ) is a predicted cumulative trust
of a cloud service (sl ) at time instant i and n is the total number of time instances for assessment of SMAPE.
From Equation (22), it enables to evaluate unbiased assessment of error in the prediction process. Similar to
MAE, a smaller value of SMAPE signifies that predicted
trust values closely match with actual trust values, leading to better accuracy of trust estimation.
Along with the accuracy in the calculation, trust model
should be able to accomplish the task of rapid trust assessment. This is essential to service the upcoming requests
for trust assessment efficiently. Hence, Mean Execution
Time (MET) is used as a metric to evaluate the computational efficiency of trust assessment.

6.3

Results and Analysis

The performance of our trust model EBTEM is evaluated
in terms of the accuracy and computational efficiency of
(20) trust estimation.

i=1

where DT i (sl ) is a PT of a cloud service (sl ) at time
00
instant i and wi is a weight assigned to it such that
Pn
00
00
0 < wi < 1 and i=1 wi = 1. Here, weights are computed using the approach proposed by Li et al. [15] for
assigning weight to each Real-Time Trust Degree (RTD).
Here decreasing weights are assigned from latest RTD to
RTDs at previous time instances.

6.2

Evaluation Metrics

The effectiveness of trust assessment method depends on
the accuracy of trust estimation. Mean Absolute Error
(MAE) [3] is a metric to assess an error in the prediction process. Here it is devised to compute an error in
the prediction of cumulative trust and thus, to analyze
the accuracy of trust estimation. Consequently, MAE is
formulated as below.
M AE =

n
1 X i+1
(
|P (sl ) − C i (sl )|)
n i=1

(21)

where P i+1 (sl ) is present trust of a cloud service (sl ) at
time instant (i + 1), C i (sl ) is a predicted cumulative trust
of a cloud service (sl ) at time instant i and n is the total
number of time instances for assessment of MAE. Smaller
value of MAE indicates higher accuracy of trust estimation and hence better performance of the trust model.

6.3.1

Assessment of Accuracy

The comparative evaluation of accuracy of trust estimation is performed during three sets of experiments, by
observing MAE and SMAPE values of three trust models. The number of evidence samples is varied from 50 to
500, in all the sets of experiments. The comparisons of error and accuracy are made in all the sets of experiments,
at a mid-point of sample counts, which is 250. The results show less error and better accuracy for EBTEM as
against the ASTM and WSTM. The details are explained
below. For other sample counts, the results may vary
within marginal limits. However, the consistency of better accuracy of EBTEM remains more or less the same,
in comparison with ASTM and WSTM, for any number
of attributes of a cloud service.
In the first set of experiments, evidence samples for
the two attributes which include throughput and response
time, are considered. The results in Figure 3 illustrate
that, the MAE of EBTEM is 0.035 whereas for ASTM it
is 0.144 and for WSTM, it is 0.166. Thus, MAE of ASTM
is 4.11 times the one in EBTEM and that of WSTM is
4.74 times the one in EBTEM. This implies that the accuracy of EBTEM is higher than ASTM by 11.3% and is
higher than WSTM by 13.6%. As seen in Figure 4, the
SMAPE of EBTEM is 1.85 whereas for ASTM it is 9.06
and for WSTM it is 10.85. Thus, SMAPE of ASTM is
4.9 times the one in EBTEM and that of WSTM is 5.86
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Figure 3: MAE with two cloud service attributes

Figure 5: MAE with three cloud service attributes

Figure 4: SMAPE with two cloud service attributes

Figure 6: SMAPE with three cloud service attributes

times the one in EBTEM. This signifies that the accuracy of EBTEM is higher than ASTM by 7.35% and is
higher than WSTM by 9.17%. Thus, the results in Figures 3 and 4 signify that, the performance of EBTEM is
better than that of the other models for various number
of samples of two attributes.
For the second set of experiments, evidence samples for
the three attributes which cover availability, throughput
and response time, are taken. The results in Figure 5 show
that, the MAE of EBTEM is 0.041 whereas for ASTM it
is 0.163 and for WSTM, it is 0.165. Thus, MAE of ASTM
is 3.98 times the one in EBTEM and that of WSTM is
4.02 times the one in EBTEM. This implies that accuracy
of EBTEM is higher than ASTM by 12.72% and is higher
than WSTM by 12.93%. From Figure 6, the SMAPE of
EBTEM is 2.24 whereas for ASTM it is 10.39 and for
WSTM it is 10.51. Thus, SMAPE of ASTM is 4.64 times
the one in EBTEM and that of WSTM is 4.69 times the
one in EBTEM. This signifies that accuracy of EBTEM is
higher than ASTM by 8.34% and is higher than WSTM
by 8.46%. Thus, the results in Figures 5 and 6 depict
that, with the evidences of three cloud service attributes
as well, the performance of EBTEM is better than that
of the other models for various number of samples.
The third set of experiments makes use of evidence
samples for the four attributes which incorporate availability, throughput, response time and security violation
incidents. The results in Figure 7 show that, the MAE
of EBTEM is 0.045 whereas for ASTM it is 0.126 and for

WSTM, it is 0.127. Thus, MAE of ASTM is 2.8 times the
one in EBTEM and that of WSTM is 2.82 times the one
in EBTEM. This implies that the accuracy of EBTEM is
higher than ASTM by 8.48% and is higher than WSTM
by 8.59%. From Figure 8, the SMAPE of EBTEM is 2.53
whereas for ASTM it is 8.43 and for WSTM it is 8.46.
Thus, SMAPE of ASTM is 3.33 times the one in EBTEM
and that of WSTM is 3.34 times the one in EBTEM. This
signifies that accuracy of EBTEM is higher than ASTM
by 6.05% and is higher than WSTM by 6.08%. Thus,
the results in Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate that, with
the evidences of four cloud service attributes as well, the
performance of EBTEM is better than that of the other
models for various number of samples.

Figure 7: MAE with four cloud service attributes
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Figure 8: SMAPE with four cloud service attributes

Figure 10: MET with three cloud service attributes

Figure 9: MET with two cloud service attributes

Figure 11: MET with four cloud service attributes

The results in Figure 3 to Figure 8 show that, with the
increase in the number of samples, MAE and SMAPE
values of EBTEM are decreased. Moreover, even with a
smaller number of samples, EBTEM depicts higher accuracy and hence signifies the better performance. This
makes EBTEM more suitable for cloud-based deployments in practice where, with limited number of samples,
trust estimation can be performed efficiently.
6.3.2

Assessment of Computational Efficiency

The comparative assessment of efficiency of trust computation is performed with a set of three experiments,
by observing MET values of three trust models. Experimentation is carried out using a computer with Intel i7-3537, 2.00 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM. The number
of evidence samples is varied from 50 to 500, in all the
experiments. Figure 9 shows the results of the first experiment, where evidence samples for the two attributes
which include throughput and response time, are considered. Figure 10 depicts the MET values of the second experiment, where evidence samples for the three attributes
which cover availability, throughput and response time,
are taken. Figure 11 demonstrates the results of the
third experiment, where evidence samples for the four
attributes which incorporate availability, throughput, response time and security violation incidents, are used.
Results in Figures 9, 10 and 11 show that, initially
when the number of samples is reasonably small, observed
MET values of the three models are nearby to each other.

For instance, from Figure 9, at a sample count of 150,
MET of EBTEM is 52, for ASTM it is 50 and for WSTM
it is 54. When the number of samples becomes large,
MET values of EBTEM and that of ASTM increase along
smooth curves and follow the same trend in which the
values of MET closely match with each other. On the
other hand, MET values for WSTM increase and deviate
as compared to the other two models. For example, from
Figure 10, at a sample count of 450, MET value reaches
to 89 for both, EBTEM as well as ASTM and for WSTM
it is 101. Similarly, for instance, from Figure 11, at a
sample count of 500, MET value is 99, for both, EBTEM
as well as ASTM and for WSTM it is 114. Thus, it can
be noted from Figures 9, 10 and 11, that ASTM has the
lowest MET values and MET values for EBTEM almost
match with those of ASTM. WSTM has comparatively
greater MET values. In a nutshell, EBTEM and ASTM
demonstrate better computational efficiency.
Although, ASTM coincides with EBTEM along the dimension of efficiency, accuracy of EBTEM is the highest
and that of ASTM is much low. This is indicated by
the results in Figure 3 to Figure 8. Hence, our trust
model EBTEM exhibits much better performance. For
the purpose of experimentation and performance analysis, we used the sets of two, three and four cloud service
attributes in trust estimation. However, as elaborated in
Section 4, the methodology of trust model enables to take
into account multiple cloud service attributes for trust assessment.
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Conclusions

In this paper, we presented the evidence based trust esti- [5]
mation model (EBTEM) and the algorithm for trust estimation of a cloud service. Adaptive and dynamic trust
assessments are the main facets offered by the model. The
evidence factors of a cloud service are aggregated to com- [6]
pute its present trust by assigning adaptive weights to the
attributes of the service. The model enables continuous
trust assessment of a cloud service according to the realtime changing values of the service attributes. Thus, the [7]
cloud user can decide whether to continue using the cloud
service based on cumulative trust indicated by the model.
Experimental results have shown that average Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) of averaging based simple trust
model (ASTM) and weighted summation based trust
model (WSTM) are respectively 3.63 and 3.86 times that
[8]
of EBTEM. Hence, based on MAE, the average accuracy of EBTEM is higher than ASTM by 10.83% and by
11.71% than WSTM. Also, average Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) of ASTM and WSTM
are respectively 4.29 and 4.63 times that of EBTEM.
[9]
Hence, with regard to SMAPE, the average accuracy of
EBTEM is higher than ASTM by 7.25% and by 7.9% than
WSTM. Results have also demonstrated that, even with
the limited number of samples, EBTEM achieves higher
accuracy. Thus, results have shown that performance of [10]
EBTEM is much better than that of other models for the
dimensions of accuracy and computational efficiency of
trust assessment. In conclusion, our trust model EBTEM [11]
depicts effective trust estimation of a cloud service. As
future work, we aim to extend our trust model by taking into account Quality of Service (QoS) related require- [12]
ments of the user for assessment of trust.
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Abstract
The power consumption of web servers and associated security devices is becoming an increasing issue both from
an economic and environmental perspective. This paper
analyses the power consumption of both security software
and web server software and concludes that traditional
architectures waste energy with repeated transitions up
and down the TCP/IP stack. This contention is proved
by comparing the energy usage of a traditional architecture and a new architecture whereby IDS functionality is
moved into the web server and all operations share HTTP
packets. Based on these findings we propose a novel alternative power efficient architecture for web servers that
may also be usable in other network systems.
Keywords: Central Processing Unit CPU; Intrusion Detection System IDS; Intrusion Prevention System IPS;
Web Server

1

Introduction

our world is steadily accelerating towards an Internet
based economy where web servers are most significant. In
an enterprise or commercial data centre, the power usage
of web servers [13, 26, 29] is becoming a major concern,
particularly where the web servers need to handle a heavy
traffic load or may be subject to Denial of Service (DoS)
attack [38]. It is desirable to reduce the power consumption in such systems both from an environmental and economic point of view. Furthermore, devices that can cope
with high traffic loads are very expensive as well as consuming considerable power [6, 17, 18, 20, 22, 35, 37]. The
web server system in a web server, or web server farm,
consumes power for different reasons. Such systems use
power to provide web services for the ingress traffic and for
a number security functions that may be separate boxes
or virtual machines.
The goal of this paper is to analyse the power usage of
the security software or devices within the system. Such
a comparison is traditional impossible as the software resides on a variety of boxes which each box having different

internal hardware and CPU types. Even in a cloud environment, a software application such as an IDS may
be run on different types of CPUs and this will confuse
any attempt to measure power consumption. The exception here is Software Defined Networks (SDN) where
security applications can all be run on the one hardware
platform [40]. This approach is used to achieve the goals
of this paper, all programs can be run on the same hardware and their power consumption compared by measuring CPU utilization.
This paper focuses on IDS/IPS systems as they have
the most scope to be absorbed into other devices. Two
well-known and widely used IDS/IPS programs were selected for testing, Bro [8] and Snort [31]. Bro [21] is capable of sophisticated packet analysis and a full IDS function. Snort [1, 3, 9, 15, 21] has some IPS capability but
it is essentially an IDS where detection based on packet
signature matching.
The key research outcomes described in this paper include:
• Power consumption analysis of two traditional security applications Bro and Snort.
• Power consumption analysis of a new daemon developed [27, 28] by us that integrates into Apache.
• Based on the findings, a novel alternative architecture for webservers is proposed that can reduce total
power usage.
This paper organized as follows: Section 2 reviews web
server power consumption and discusses existing work
related to reducing IDS and security device power consumption. Section 3 measures and analyses the power
consumption of BRO and Snort. Section 4 extends the
experiments by replacing Bro and Snort with an IDS daemon that works with Apache. Section 5 uses the findings
from the experiments to propose a novel architecture that
reduces CPU load and hence power consumption. Section
6 provides conclusions to the work and offers some further
research directions.
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2.1

Related Work
CPU Utilization and Power Consumption

Power management of web servers systems is an area of
ongoing research. Sharma et al. [26] states that power
consumption on a web server is economically and ecologically significant. In 2002 Bohrer et al. [7] started focussing
on managing power consumption in web servers and their
experimental results shows that the CPU consumes the
largest fraction of the system Power. Mukherjee et al. [24]
experimentally observed that Disk and Memory I/O usage had a negligible effect on server power consumption,
whereas the CPU utilization is linearly related to power
consumption. Given these observations, it is important to
minimize CPU utilization in order to reduce power consumption. Minas et al. [23] mentioned that CPU usage in
a web server is the most significant factor in power consumption and his results on a quad core Intel processor
shows that for a given CPU, the power consumption is
linearly related to the CPU utilization. Other processors
have a similar relationship. From these observations, we
can conclude that it is appropriate to use CPU utilization
as a proxy for power consumption of software providing
that the CPU type and hardware is the same. A weakness
for evaluating the power usage of several devices is that
the CPU can vary between physical devices or even virtual
machines in the cloud and so cumulative CPU utilization
is not a good measure of power usage.

2.2

IDS Power Consumption

nent and sub component level and stateless analysis but
this achieved little in the way of power savings.
Vasiliadis et al. [35] implemented a multi-parallel IDS
architecture (MIDEA) for high-performance processing
and stateful analysis of network traffic and while this
worked well it is expensive and complex to implement [9].
The major flaw of these [35, 37, 39] methods is repetition [9] where one packet undergoes the reception, inspection, and transmission several times hence there is waste
of CPU computing time and electrical power. Waleed
et al. [9] suggested parallel NIDS to reduce packet drop
rate and process more packets in less time during heavy
traffic, however sudden increases in traffic will result in
packet loss. This approach requires many IDS in parallel
that in turn increases the CPU load and leads to increased
power consumption and cost. Several researchers [16,2630] have used various methods to implement a lightweight
IDS approach but the overall result has been to increase
the workload on the web server. The methods reviewed
all have at least one of two flaws that contribute to power
consumption:
• There is multiple reception, analysis, and retransmission of HTTP packets which costs computing time
and electrical power.
• All the security devices placed at the network ingress
point must handle the full load of normal and DDoS
traffic thus requiring powerful, power hungry and expensive devices.

3
3.1

Figure 1: Web server in a Host-based system.

In a host-based system as shown in Figure 1, devices
such as proxy servers, firewalls, and Intrusion Detection/Prevention systems (IDS/IPS) secure web servers.
These services are crucial as they can eliminate or reduce
attack traffic. It is notable that in Figure 1 the traffic
is received, analysed, and transmitted three times before
getting to the web server. Only the analysis activity has
value with the repeated reception and transmission being
an overhead that consumes power. The IDS function is of
particular interest as if it is found to be inefficient in terms
of power use then its functionality might be able to be
absorbed into other devices. There is significant research
on ways to improve the performance of IDS/IPS that reduces CPU load and hence power consumption. Zaman
et al. [39] implemented a light weight IDS to overcome resource consumption but this achieved poor detection rate
based on two different approaches. Wheeler et al. [37]
introduced three levels of parallelism using node, compo-
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Power Analysis of Traditional
Approaches: BRO and SNORT
Experimental Setup

This section describes the experimental set up used by
the authors to measure the CPU load used by Bro and
Snort and then discusses the result.
The two experimental setups depicted in Figure 2 &
Figure 3, both used i7 desktop computers running Linux
Mint 13. Figure 2 illustrates the low traffic test bed that
used only two systems; one serves as the victim machine
with the detection functionality and other serves as the
attacker machine. Figure 3 illustrates the high traffic test
bed that used twenty computers, one was the victim web
server plus the IDS functionality and the others servers
acted as the zombie machines that attacked the victim.
The CPU load measurement is the load on one CPU of
a multi-core processor and it is independently measured
for both the web server and IDS function. The server
on the victim machine was an Apache 2 web server with
three web pages including images. The attacker machines
generate random DDoS traffic aimed at these web pages.
Each IDS only sees the incoming web page requests as the
outgoing web pages come from the system’s server and are
assumed safe.
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Figure 4: Bro and Snort programming without HTTP
analysis

Figure 2: Experimental set up low attack traffic

Figure 5: Bro and Snort programming with HTTP analysis

not perform complex rules as found in Bro. This work
also used a complex Bro script to detect an SQL injection
attack [32]. A standard Bro installation has this script
in $ PREFIX\share\bro\policy\protocols\http\detectsqli.bro. The type of attack traffic chosen was typical web
page requests which are not very large. Preliminary work
Figure 3: Experimental set up high attack traffic
showed that for such traffic the load was proportional to
the number of requests, the CPU load was the same for
a few requests from 20 clients or the same number from
one client. Attacks from clients using heavy weight pay3.2 Implementation
loads can be rejected based on size, similarly HTTP PUT
Bro-IDS version 2.2 and Snort version 2.9 used. In or- requests can also be rejected if they are inappropriate for
der to compare the CPU utilisation, the scripts writ- the page or too large.
ten in two ways, to receive the HTTP traffic but do
nothing, and receive the traffic and apply analysis. In
Snort, rules were created and saved in myrules.rules. The 3.3 Experimental Results
main concern is to execute only this rule by comment- All IDS systems were tested with different attack traffic
ing out all other rules and included only myrules.rules rates in four different ways to compare the CPU load;
in snort.conf file. For Bro the events are created for
module HTTP and saved as $PREFIX share bro site
• HTTP attack traffic and the complex rules (Bro
myrules.bro. All bro scripts executed from command teronly).
minal using.\bro–i–eth0 myrules.bro. Figure 4 & 5 shows
a very simple script using Snort and Bro. Both the IDS
• HTTP attack traffic with HTTP analysis and rules
programs receive traffic without any filters assigned. This
configuration tests the load required just to receive and
• HTTP attack traffic with HTTP no analysis and no
build up the data packets inside the IDS software and
rules, and
excludes the load required to analyse packets.
• With no load.
The script in Figure 5 applies a filtering process on
HTTP traffic at the egress point on IDS. The HTTP
Each test was executed for 10 minutes, which ensured
analysis is programmed to apply an over-use page limit
rule. This rule triggers if there is 10 HTTP requests of se- repeatable measurements with timing differences less than
lected web pages within 11sec from the attacker machine 0.5% between runs. Comparing Table 1 (HTTP reception
to the victim. Bro scans the abnormal traffic and records with analysis and rule check) and Table 2 (HTTP recepresults in the notice log. Snort generates an alarm file tion without analysis and no rule check) for the same
when it detects abnormal network traffic but Snort can- attack traffic rates:
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Table 1: HTTP reception (analysis and rules)
Row No Protocol Rule Using

A

HTTP

yes

B

HTTP

yes SNORT

BRO

Attack
Attack
DDoS
IDS
IDS
Traffic #2
attack Traffic #1
CPU Load
CPU Load
(Pack/sec)
traffic (Pack/sec)

Attack
Attack
Attack
Attack
IDS
IDS
IDS
IDS
Traffic #6
Traffic #5
Traffic #4
Traffic #3
CPU Load
CPU Load
CPU Load
CPU Load
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)

yes

150

17.30%

300

21.3%

525

23.8%

3200

51.7%

4200

87.2%

6500

99.7%

yes

150

2.60%

300

4.8%

525

6.8%

3200

15.3%

4200

28.7%

6500

41.3%

Table 2: HTTP reception (no analysis and no rules)
Row No Protocol Rule Using

Attack
Attack
DDoS
IDS
IDS
Traffic #2
attack Traffic #1
CPU Load
CPU Load
(Pack/sec)
traffic (Pack/sec)

Attack
Attack
Attack
Attack
IDS
IDS
IDS
IDS
Traffic #6
Traffic #5
Traffic #4
Traffic #3
CPU Load
CPU Load
CPU Load
CPU Load
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)

A

HTTP

no

BRO

yes

150

17.2%

300

19.6%

525

22.2%

3200

50.9%

4200

83.7%

6500

97.5%

B

HTTP

no

SNORT

yes

150

2.6%

300

4.7%

525

6.8%

3200

16.7%

4200

30.9%

6500

46.2%

The CPU load is approximately of form given in equa• Note the column ”Attack Traffic #2” in Table 1
and Table 2 (HTTP reception without analysis and tion number Equation (1) where a and b are constants
no rule check), the CPU load of Bro increases from
CP U Load% = a + b ∗ htmlpack/sec
(1)
19.6% to 21.3% when HTTP analysis is added. Snort
has a 0.1% increase when HTTP analysis added.
This results in Equation (2) which can be used to pre• At ”Attack Traffic #3”, Bro shows a 1.6% increase on dict the CPU load at a given traffic level
a base of 22.2% when HTTP analysis added. Snort
Bro CP U load = 0.0137 ∗ packets/sec + 15.902 (2)
shows no CPU load increase
The conclusion from this comparison is that the addition of HTTP analysis adds little to the CPU load and
that most of the load is taken with no load activities plus
a per received packet load. Comparing Table 1(HTTP
reception and analysis) and Table 3 (no HTTP traffic)
for high traffic level and zero packets/sec shows that the
Bro CPU load dropped from 99.7% to 13.8% by moving
from Table. 1 to Table 3.For Snort the change was 41.3%
to 0.1%. Surprisingly the result shows that for the IDS
software tested, the IDS CPU load increased because of
the reception of traffic and not because of the processing
of the traffic.
Table 4 shows the results for Bro with a complex rule
for detecting SQL injection attacks. The CPU load (Table 4) is only marginally different to the other HTTP rule
(Table 1) and no rules (Table 3). Again the CPU load
seems related to packet reception rate and not the HTTP
analysis.

3.4

(95% Confidence Interval = 10.19%)
Snort CP U load = 0.006 ∗ packets/sec + 1.5743

(3)

(95% Confidence Interval = 3.91%)
Using Equation (2) for the Bro CPU load at the last
data point of 6500 HTML packets/sec predicts a CPU
load of 104.9% which is close to the 99.7% actually measured. Using Equation (3) for the Snort CPU load at
the last data point of 6500 HTML packets/sec predicts a
CPU load of 40.6% which is close to the 41.3% actually
measured.

3.5

Observation

The experimental results show that the main CPU load
from Bro and Snort caused by HTTP packet reception
and not the analysis of that packet.

IDS Load Prediction

Figure 6 & 7 graphs the packet rate against the CPU
load for Snort and Bro with line of best fit. The result
is a useably linear relationship between CPU load and
packet rate. This means it is possible to measure the performance of a system using the low traffic configuration
of one attacker and one victim as shown in Figure 2, then
use regression [19, 11, 33] to produce the line of best fit
and hence estimate the CPU load at higher traffic rates.
This approach saves time and resources as determining
CPU load at high traffic rates normally requires a powerful attack generator.

4

Power
Analysis
of
TwoDimensional Web Page Daemon
(TDWD)

Given the surprising experimental result that most load
goes into packet reception it follows that CPU load and
hence power consumption would be reduced if the IDS
function was built into an existing program that already
performed packet reception. This may occur at the firewall or at the web server. To test this idea we developed
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Table 3: Without HTTP load
Row No Protocol

DDoS
IDS
attack
CPU Load
traffic

Using

A

HTTP

BRO

no

13.8%

B

HTTP

SNORT

no

0.1%

Table 4: Bro with HTTP and the SQL injection rule
Row No Protocol
A

HTTP

Rule

Using DDoS attack traffic

SQL

BRO

Attack Traffic #1
Attack Traffic #2
Attack Traffic #3
IDS CPU Load
IDS CPU Load
IDS CPU Load
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)
(Pack/sec)

yes

150

Figure 6: Bro CPU load with HTTP analysis

a novel IDS program called the Two-Dimensional Web
page Daemon (TDWD) which we built into the Apache
web server [27, 28]. This daemon saves web requests in
a two dimensional link list, first by user IP and then by
time. Analysis of this two dimensional list can determine if a user has violated a usage rule. Each web page
calls a PHP script that sends the web page details to this
daemon via shared memory. In these experiments the
daemon then performed a rule based filter much like the
Bro filter previously described that identified web page
requests from the one IP at a rate of more than 10 HTTP
requests in 11 seconds. The measurement and analysis
of power usage was performed the new IDS daemon in
the same way as done for Bro and Snort. The results are
included in Table 5 in Row C. Additionally the Apache
CPU load was measured at each traffic level. Row C in
Table 5 and 6 shows TDWD handling all HTTP traffic
and Snort and Bro given no HTTP traffic. The high traffic load of 6500 packets/second will not be analysed as the
99.7% CPU usage for Bro may mean that Bro is losing
packets as suggested by the anomalous lower Apache CPU

16.00%

300

18.0%

525

22.0%

Figure 7: Snort CPU load with HTTP analysis

load. Using TDWD to handle HTTP saves Bro or Snort
considerable CPU load and only marginally increases the
CPU load on the web server as a result of running the
daemon.
Comparing Table 5 (for a high traffic level of 4200 packets/sec) and Table 6(zero packets/sec) shows that the Bro
CPU load dropped from approximately 87% to 14%, for
Snort the change was 29% to 0.1%. This matches the scenario where all HTTP traffic is handled by TDWD. These
reductions were bought at the cost of running TDWD
which consumes only 3.3% of CPU load itself and approximately 10% extra CPU in Apache. The overall saving is approximately 60% CPU load for Bro and 16% for
Snort. The reason for these savings is that the TDWD
and Apache combination eliminates the double reception
of packets and so reduces the overall CPU load on the web
server system. Figure 8 & 9 graphs use data in Table 5
and Table 6 and show the CPU load of each IDS when
receiving HTTP, and the resulting load on Apache.
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Table 5: IDS receiving HTTP traffic with analysis and rules

Row No Protocol

A

HTTP

Rule

Using

DDoS
attack
traffic

Attack
Traffic #1
(Pack/sec)

IDS
CPU
Load

Apache
Load

Attack
Traffic #2
(Pack/sec)

IDS
CPU
Load

Apache
Load

Attack
Traffic #3
(Pack/sec)

IDS
CPU
Load

Apache
Load

Attack
Traffic #4
(Pack/sec)

IDS
CPU
Load

yes

BRO

yes

150

17.3%

1.7%

300

21.3%

3.6%

525

23.8%

6.3%

3200

51.7%

Attack
IDS
Apache
Traffic #5 CPU
Load
(Pack/sec) Load
33.1%

4200

87.2%

Apache
Load

39.5%

Attack Traffic IDS
#6
CPU
(Pack/sec)
Load
6500

99.7%

Apache
Load

48.6%

B

HTTP

yes

SNORT

yes

150

2.6%

1.7%

300

4.8%

2.9%

525

6.8%

6.1%

3200

15.3%

30.6%

4200

28.7%

43.3%

6500

41.3%

62.9%

C

HTTP

yes

Linklist

Yes

150

0.7%

3.0%

300

1.0%

6.2%

525

1.1%

8.8%

3200

2.4%

41.7%

4200

3.3%

51.7%

6500

4.3%

67.3%

Table 6: Without HTTP load

Row No Protocol

Using

DDoS
IDS
attack
CPU Load
traffic

A

HTTP

BRO

no

13.8%

B

HTTP

SNORT

no

0.1%

C

HTTP

Linklist

no

0.5%

Figure 8: Bro, Snort and TDWD IDS CPU load when Figure 9: Bro, Snort and TDWD Apache CPU load for
each IDS
receiving HTTP

4.1

Comparison of Power Usage By BRO,
Snort And TDWD

The existing work described in section 2.1 showed that
CPU utilisation is linearly related to power consumption. We stressed one core of an i7 CPU using the
StressLinux [33] program and measured the power consumed, the results are depicted in Figure 10 with a 95%
confidence interval of 0.6 watt. As per the literature there
is a useably linear relationship between CPU load on one
core and power consumption. Giorgio et al. [34] used
Equation (4) to predict power consumption given CPU
core utilization. Pmin is the power consumption of the
entire CPU when the CPU core dedicated to the task
of interest has zero utilization. Pmax is the total power
consumed but the entire CPU when the task of interest
is using one core at 100% utilization.

Given the calibration of CPU load to PC power, the
power consumption of Snort, Bro, and TDWD can be
graphed. From Figure 11 at high traffic rate of 6500
HTML packets/sec, Bro consumes 66 watts of the PC’s
power whereas Snort consumes 50 watts. The result shows
that the TDWD can save approximately 25 watts compared to Bro and 10 watts compared to Snort.

This experiment has shown that an IDS that shares
packet reception with another application can significantly reduce CPU use and hence power usage. The main
CPU load of an IDS function is not the analysis function
but a per packet load which includes the TCP stack conP ower Consumed = (P max−P min)∗U tilisation+P min verting between the application layer and the physical
(4) layer.
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Figure 13: Novel architecture

Figure 10: Power consumption vs, CPU load

Figure 11: Power consumption of Bro, Snort and TDWD

5

Discussion of Alternative Novel
Architecture

The architecture in Figure 12 shows a traditional web
server with a proxy server, a firewall, a IDS and a web
server where there is packet reception on each box. The
same architecture is used even with a SDN implementation [40] where these functions might be applications on
the one host.

SDN networking, is that the security may be weaker. If
any individual program is penetrated then the other programs or even the operating system may be at risk, a
problem that could not occur if the functions were in separate boxes. The ability of operating systems to provide
secure silos for applications is improving. One example
of such an operating system is Security Enhanced- Linux
(SE-Linux) [30] that provides excellent security between
applications. Android has some capability in this domain
as each application is treated as a separate Linux user and
so the full force of the standard Linux security system is
available to stop applications from interfering with each
other [4]. The adoption of this new architecture is contingent on a secure operating system such as SE- Linux,
being proved acceptable and having been trialled in a hostile network environment.
Apache does have the internal architecture to implement the new architecture as shown in Figure 13 For example the Apache version 2 filter mod clamav [16] scans
the content delivered by the proxy module (mod proxy)
for the viruses on email using the Clamav virus scanning
engine. ClamAv (Clam Antivirus) is a host based Intrusion Detection system (HIDS) written by Andreas Muller
and in [25] he did mention that the processing delay has
been reduced when comparing with other antivirus tools.
Most likely, as this online database has shown, the removal of another packet reception process reduced CPU
load. Likewise any traditional IDS like Bro or Snort could
be rewritten to run as an Apache web server module
and so reduced CPU load. Several modules in Apache
server such as mod status, mod rewrite are useful for implementing server security with low CPU overhead.

6

Conclusion

Figure 12: Traditional architecture

The research in this paper has found that the power usage in an IDS is mainly caused by packet reception rather
than the packet analysis activity. This suggests that at
least for SDN it would save CPU and power to have one
packet reception and to pass complete IP, TCP or UDP
packets between applications as shown in Figure 13.
The objection to this new architecture, for SDN or non-

A web server or web server farm may be composed of
thousands of web servers and security devices. Security
devices such as IDS/IPS play a crucial role in safeguarding
these web servers but they do consume significant CPU
time and thus electrical power. Given the large number
of web server farms in the world, it is important to reduce
power consumption for such farms. This paper has shown
a surprising result that the power consumption of the IDS
programs Snort and Bro (and most likely other security
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software) in a web server depends mainly the packets received per second and depends very little on the analysis performed by these programs. This makes intuitive
sense as it takes significant CPU time to operate a full
TCP/IP stack. Furthermore, the CPU load is a useably
linear function of packets per second and so CPU load for
high traffic rates can be estimated from low traffic rate
measurements.
The results also have implications for the architecture
of network systems. In a new proposed architecture where
programs share a common CPU (as may happen with
Software Defined Networks) then CPU load (and hence
electrical power) can be saved if a module receives packets
to the level of IP, UDP, TCP, or high level such as HTTP,
and then these formed packets are shared between higher
level applications. The CPU load of packet reception is
done once for several applications and not repeated for
every application. Security implications need careful consideration as the infection of one program may result in
the easy penetration of another program or the operating
system on the same CPU. Secure operating systems such
as SE-Linux hold some hope of providing a secure way to
implement to new architecture proposed.
The work in this paper points to several further topics
for research. The first is to test whether SE-Linux or
other operating systems can provide the secure software
silos needed to run the new architecture. Such a system
could be trialled against known attacks and then placed
in a honey pot arrangement to further stress the system.
Another topic worth exploring is implementing the new
proposed architecture in the module based Apache web
server. What security functions make sense in such an
architecture where there is not a high level of security
between the web server and the security programs?
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Abstract
Chaos theory has been widely studied and adapted in
cryptography for achieving some security mechanisms,
such as encryption/decryption, key agreement and hash
function. The privacy of using chaos cryptography mostly
relies on one of or the combination of three mechanisms:
(1) Universal construction symmetric cryptography; (2)
Efficient type multiplication in finite field; (3) Prudent
operation XORed. This paper introduces four efficient
generic methods based on three mechanisms for protecting privacy. Our four methods firstly achieve encrypted
messages with mutual authentication in one-way flow. In
addition, we discuss some methods about using more than
two of the methods to form hybrid cases. Finally, implementation analysis, formal proof and efficiency comparison are provided to show that these mechanisms are practical, secure, and privacy preserving.
Keywords: Chaotic Maps; Privacy; Symmetric Cryptography; XORed Operation

1

Introduction

The need of mutual authentication with privacy protection is a fundamental security requirement in computer
society. With wide-spread of distributed computer networks, due to most of the applications are client-server
architecture, the problem of only legal users have access to
use the various remote services has attracted much attention. (see [9, 10, 23, 25]). Combined with the recent trend,
chaos theory has widely used to cryptography. Chaotic
system has numerous advantages, such as extremely sensitive to initial parameters, unpredictability, boundness,
etc. Meanwhile, chaotic sequence generated by chaotic
system has the properties of non-periodicity and pseudorandomness.
In 1998, Baptista [1] firstly connects cryptography with
chaos theory. As a fundamental cryptographic primitive, key agreement protocol allows two or more par-

ties to agree on shared keys which will be used to protect their later communication. Then, combining chaos
theory and key agreement primitive, many authenticated
key exchange (AKE) protocols [19] have been proposed.
The literature [34] firstly proposed a new one-way authenticated key agreement scheme (OWAKE) based on
chaotic maps with multi-server architecture [21, 36]. The
OWAKE scheme is widely used to no need for mutual
authentication environment on Internet, such as readersto-journalists model and patient-to-expert model. Using the chaotic maps, the literature [32] firstly proposed
a new multiple servers to server architecture (MSTSA)
to solve the problems caused by centralized architecture,
such as multi-server architecture with the registration
center (RC). The core ideas of the proposed scheme are
the symmetry (or called peer to peer) in the servers side
and the transparency for the clients side. In brief, based
on chaotic maps, there were many AKE protocols from
functionality aspect, or from efficiency aspect, or from
security aspect, or from architecture aspect to improve
the AKE protocols. For capturing more functionality,
identity-based MSAKA protocols, based on bilinear pairings or elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC) MSAKA protocols, dynamic identity-based MSAKA protocols and other
MSAKA protocols came up recently [6, 7, 19, 27].
Recently, many schemes based on chaos theory are proposed [8, 16, 24, 26, 27, 35]. Compared with the related
other schemes, these schemes avoid numerous complex operations. One direction is about static/dynamic Identity
(ID) authentication schemes [24, 26] which are based on
chaotic maps. But the literature [35] pointed out that
Lin’s scheme [24] cannot resist dictionary attack, user
spoofing attack, denial of service attack and exclusiveor operation with pad operation leaking attack. In 2013,
Guo et al. [8] proposed a chaotic maps-based key agreement protocol which avoided modular exponential computing and scalar multiplication on elliptic curve. Nowadays, with the fast development of Internet, privacy protection of users is a hot issue. In 2014, Liu et al. [16] proposed a multi-function password mutual authentication
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key agreement scheme with privacy preserving. In 2015,
Zhu et al. [29, 33] proposed an even more efficient scheme
which is only used chaotic maps for mutual authentication
instead of encrypting/decrypting messages transferred between user and server, and the users’ privacy information
is also protected.
There are so many AKE, dynamic ID and others’
schemes using chaotic maps so that we cannot introduction by one. In our opinions, these schemes can be refined and further to form some methods or primitive units
of protocol. Our goals are to sum up the core contents
to serve for constructing diversified schemes with chaotic
maps rather than designing a concrete and nonadaptive
scheme.
In this paper, we sum up four methods to capturing
privacy attribute based on chaotic maps and some expandable forms which can construct many security protocol with privacy preserving. The main contributions of
this paper are shown below:
• In Symmetric Encryption Method, we propose a
method to design a privacy preserving protocol with
mutual authentication in one-way flow using chaotic
maps, secure symmetric encryption/decryption and a
secure hash function. This kind of method will provide all sensitive information, such as identity, timestamp, value of hash and so on. That will give the
attacker the maximum limit of attacks.
• Multiplication in Finite Field method. For achieving
both efficiency and privacy preserving attribute, we
only use chaotic maps and secure hash function and
eliminate secure symmetric encryption/decryption.
Our new idea is first to construct a ciphertext based
on opposite side’s public key and own chosen random
number, and then combine both side’s public keys
with one-time hash value to compute an authenticator for achieving mutual authentication and one-way
flow.
• XORed method. For improving efficiency further,
we adopt XORed operation instead of Multiplication
in Finite Field. This method must pay attention to
leak any bits. Aimming at this method, we sum up
two rules to resist the potential risk: make the same
length about the two sides of ⊕ and keep strict secret
for the two sides of ⊕.

2

314

Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval
[−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [24] Tn (x) : [−1, 1] →
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev
polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using
the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x),
where n ≥ 2,T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x) = 2x2 −1, T3 (x) = 4x3 −3x, T4 (x) = 8x4 −8x2 +1, ...
One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that
Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x).
An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute under composition
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
Because it is actually proven insecure in literature [2]
that Chebyshev polynomials are running the polynomial
on decimal number, we adopts the enhanced Chebyshev
polynomials to design our protocols. In order to enhance
the security, Zhang [28] proved that semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval
(−∞, +∞).
Definition 1. (Enhanced Chebyshev polynomials)The
enhanced Chebyshev maps of degree n(n ∈ N ) are defined as: Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modp), where
n ≥ 2,x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and p is a large prime number.
Obviously, Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)).
Definition 2. (DLP, Discrete Logarithm Problem)Given
an integer a,find the integer r, such that Tr (x) = a.
Definition 3. (CDH, Computational Diffie − −Hellman
Problem)Given an integer x, and the values of
Tr (x), Ts (x), what is the value of Trs (x) =?.

It is widely believed that there is no polynomial time
algorithm to solve DLP, CDH with a non-negligible prob• We sum up many hybrid modes which can de- ability.
sign many new protocols with privacy preserving for
adapting to changeable environments (see Section 4).
We also sum up the security proofs methods and give 3
Three Technologies for Privacy
many literatures to refer (see Section 5).

with Chaotic Maps

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some
preliminaries are given in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe three technologies for privacy with chaotic maps.
In Section 4, we discuss some evolved methods. The efficiency analysis of our proposed protocol and methods of
provable security are given in Section 5. This paper is
finally concluded in Section 6.

In this section, we present three general technologies for
privacy with chaotic maps, including the methods, extended methods and some deductive ways. Simply speaking, for all the nodes nodei (1 ≤ i ≤ n), their public keys
are (x, TKi (x))(1 ≤ i ≤ n) and the corresponding secret
keys are Ki (1 ≤ i ≤ n). And without loss of generality,
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we assume a user or a server node1 is the sender, and
the others nodei (2 ≤ i ≤ n) are the receivers. Due to
space limitation in this paper, we are not able to discuss
the details about how to distribute the public-private key
pairs of the users. Some notations hereafter are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1: Notations
Symbol
IDi
a, b, ri
(x, TKi (x))
Ki
EK ()/DK ()

M, H, T, F

||
...

3.1

Definition
The identity of nodes
Nonces
Public key of nodei based on
Chebyshev chaotic maps
Secret key of useri based on
Chebyshev chaotic maps
A pair of secure symmetric
encryption/decryption functions
with the key K
Plaintext, a secure chaotic mapsbased hash function, Timestamp
and Pseudo-random function
Concatenation operation
Some other information

Privacy Protection Mechanism
Symmetric Encryption

Figure 1: The method of privacy protection mechanism
I: Symmetric encryption

I:

Figure 2: The 1-to-N method of privacy protection mechanism II: Multiplication in finite field

The method of Privacy Protection Mechanism I is shown
in Figure 1.
Step 1. When node1 wants to send an encrypted messages with mutual authenticator in one-way flow, it
chooses a random a and the public key of the peer
to compute:Ta (x), K1i = Ta TKi (x), Hi (Mi ||T ||...),
Ci = EK1i (Mi ||Hi ||T ||TK1 TKi (x)...). Then node1
sends {Ta (x), Ci } to the others peers.
Step 2. Upon receiving {Ta (x), Ci } from the node1 ,
the nodei computes K1i = TKi Ta (x) and uses
K1i to decrypt Ci .
Then, nodei can get the
Mi ||Hi ||T ||TK1 TKi (x)... and do the following tasks:
1) To verify the timestamp T;

makes the timestamp smaller simply so that let the
other peer authentication fail.
2) The information TK1 TKi (x) is the authenticator
which can let the receiver authenticate the sender
while no need for another exchange, in other words,
mutual authentication can be achieved in one communication which is an efficient method. Although
the TK1 TKi (x) is invariant, it is encrypted and the
Ci is always changing. So our Privacy Protection
Mechanism I is efficient and secure.

3.2

Privacy Protection Mechanism II:
Multiplication in Finite Field

2) If timestamp authentication passed, nodei comThe 1-to-N method of Privacy Protection Mechanism II
putes hash value and compare it with the Hi ;
is shown in Figure 2.
3) If the hash value authentication passed,
nodei computes TKi TK1 (x) and compare with Step 1. When node wants to send an encrypted mes1
TK1 TKi (x). If they are equals, that means
sages with mutual authenticator in one-way flow,
node1 is the real node1 .
it chooses a random a and the public key of the
Finally, nodei will accept the messages in this flow.

peer to compute:Ta (x), Ci = Ta TKi (x)(M ||T ||...),
Vi = TK1 TKi (x)H(Ci ||T ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). Then node1
sends {Ta (x), Ci , Vi } to the others peers.

Remark 1. 1) The timestamp T is encrypted during
all the communication process which can resist the
common interrupt attack. If the timestamp T is Step 2. Upon receiving {Ta (x), Ci , Vi } from the node1 ,
the nodei computes TKi Ta (x) and uses it to deplaintext on the public channel, the adversary only
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crypt Ci . Then, nodei can get the (M ||T ||...) =
C2 /TK2 Ta (x) and do the following tasks:
1) To verify the timestamp T;
2) If timestamp authentication passed, nodei com0
putes hash value Vi = TKi TK1 (x)H(Ci ||T ) and
compare it with the Vi ;
3) If the authentication passed, that means node1
is the real node1 .
Finally, nodei will accept the messages in this flow.
Remark 2:

Figure 3: The chained method of privacy protection
mechanism II: Multiplication in finite field

1) The timestamp T is encrypted during all the
communication process which can resist the
common interrupt attack. If the timestamp T
is plaintext on the public channel, the adversary only makes the timestamp smaller simply
so that let the other peer authentication fail.
2) The authenticator Vi = TK1 TKi (x)H(Ci ||T ) is
always changing because T and Ci are different
for each interaction and each node. So the 1to-N Method of Privacy Protection Mechanism
II can also achieve mutual authentication in one
Figure 4: The method of privacy protection mechanism
communication.
III: XORed operation
Step 1. When the node1 wants to send the same message
m to the nodei (2 ≤ i ≤ n), it chooses two large and
random integers a and b. Next, the node1 computes
Ta (x),Tb (x),Ci = Tb TKi (x)ID1 , (2 ≤ i ≤ n), Vi = 3.3 Privacy Protection Mechanism III:
Ta (x)TK1 TKi (x), (2 ≤ i ≤ n), W = Ta (x)m and Fi =
XORed Operation
FTa (x) (Ci ||Vi ||W ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). Finally, U1 sends
The method of Privacy Protection Mechanism III is
{Tb (x), Ci , Vi , W, Fi } to the users Ui (2 ≤ i ≤ n).
shown in Figure 4.
Step 2.
Step 1. When node1 wants to send an encrypted mes1) Upon receiving {Tb (x), Ci , Vi , W, Fi } from the
sages with mutual authenticator in one-way flow,
sender, firstly, any node can recover the identity
it chooses a random a and the public key of
of the sender by using secret key Ki to compute
the peer to compute:Ta (x), Ci = Ta TKi (x) ⊕
TKi Tb (x) and get ID1 = Ci /TKi Tb (x).
(M ||T ||...||Padding),Vi = TK1 TKi (x)H(Ci ||T ), (2 ≤
2) Based the sender’s identity ID1 , nodei can get
i ≤ n). Then node1 sends {Ta (x), Ci , Vi } to the oththe public key TK1 (x) and compute TKi TK1 (x)
ers peers.
for getting Ta (x) = Vi /TKi TK1 (x). This step is
also authenticating the sender, if the sender is Step 2. Upon receiving {Ta (x), Ci , Vi } from the node1 ,
the nodei computes TKi Ta (x) and uses it to decrypt
the sender In the last step, any user can recover
Ci . Then, nodei can get the (M ||T ||...||Padding) =
the right message, if not, the recovered message
C2 ⊕ TK2 Ta (x) and do the following tasks:
will not be the plaintext.
3) Ui authenticates the message integrity
1) To verify the timestamp T;
FTa (x) (C2 ||V2 ||W ) = F2 ?. If yes, the ciphertext
2) If timestamp authentication passed, nodei com0
is valid. Otherwise, the ciphertext is invalid or
putes hash value Vi = TKi TK1 (x)H(Ci ||T ) and
has been damaged during transmission.
compare it with the Vi ;
4) Finally, based on their secret key Ki, any node
3) If the authentication passed, that means node1
in the group can recover the message m =
is the real node1 .
W
Vi /TKi TK1 (x) .
Finally, nodei will accept the messages in this flow.
Remark 3: In this method, we use pseudo-random function instead of hash function for achieving in the Remark 4:
standard model. You can also use hash function for
1) In this method, XORed operation may be lead
getting high-efficiency in the random oracle.
some potential risk. The messages (Ta TKi (x)
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and (M ||T ||...||Padding) ) of both sides for
the XORed operation cannot leak any bits.
Otherwise, the Ta TKi (x) may leak the same
bits.
For example, in Ci = Ta TKi (x) ⊕
(M ||T ||...||Padding), the M may include the
identity of a node. An adversary get the identity in some way, so the correspondent bits of
the Ta TKi (x) will be leak. The concrete details
can be found in [12].
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2) Modified the communication round number: For Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, Algorithm 4, you can use
multiple communication to improve computational
efficiency and eliminate the TK1 TKi (x) or others information.
3) For Algorithm 3, the encrypted message W =
Ta (x)m can be modified into W = Ta (x) ⊕ m. This
will be more efficient because compared with Multiplication, XORed operation can be ignored. Both
sides of XORed, Ta (x) and m cannot be leak any bits
(see Remark 4).

2) In some way, the padding may also leak some
bits of the end of the Ta TKi (x).Because the
padding mode is usually public. The best
method to make Privacy Protection Mechanism III secure are no padding (cut out part 4.3 Extended Mode (Three Nodes and
Key Agreement)
of Ta TKi (x) to make the same length with
(M ||T ||...)), and at the same time don’t leak The four methods can be extended to three-party or Nany message of the (M ||T ||...).
party schemes. We can use Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2
or Algorithm 4 repeatedly can achieve three-party key ex4 The Discussions about Hybrid change/key distribution or encrypted messages with mutual authentication.
or Evolved Schemes
About N-party group key agreement schemes, we can
use Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 4 repeatedly
For simplicity, we make four methods (Symmetric En- and refer the literature [30] to divide N-party schemes into
cryption, 1-to-N Method of Multiplication in Finite Field, two phases: the first phase is two-party exchange phase,
Chained Method of Multiplication in Finite Field and the second phase is group key generated phase. From
XORed Operation) expressed as Algorithm 1, Algo- Table 2, we can see the general structure about N-party
rithm 2, Algorithm 3, Algorithm 4.
group key agreement schemes based on Algorithm 1. And
the examples for Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 4 we just omit
for simplicity.
4.1 Composable Mode
The four methods can be combined to achieve diversified
security protocol which may be more efficient or more
functions. We set some examples as follows:
Algorithm 1 + Algorithm 2: Ci = ETa TKi (x) (Mi ||T...),
Vi = TK1 TKi (x)H(Ci ||T ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). This is a kind
of composable mode uses Symmetric Encryption to
protect messages and privacy and adopts multiplication to provide the mutual authentication.
Algorithm 1 + Algorithm 4: Ci = ETa TKi (x) (Mi ||T...) ⊕
TK1 TKi (x), Vi = H(Ci ||T ), (2 ≤ i ≤ n). This is a
kind of composable mode can improve the security
level, and the authenticator is a simple value of hash
function.

4.2

Modified Mode

The four methods can be modified to diversified security
protocol which may be more efficient or more functions.
We set some examples as follows:

4.4

Functional Mode
Agreement)

(Multiple

Keys

In this mode, we only provide multiple Keys agreement
for two-party. Just like the literature [31], we can also use
Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2 or Algorithm 4 repeatedly
to achieve two-party get multiple keys in an agreement
instance. The multiple keys scheme can be divided into
two phases: the first phase is authenticated and transmit
secret shadows phase, the second phase is Non-interactive
key establishment with privacy preserving phase. From
Table 3, we can see the general structure about multiple
keys agreement schemes based on Algorithm 2. And the
examples for Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 4 we just omit for
simplicity.
In brief, we can design many hybrid or evolved schemes
from our four basic methods. We can’t list all the
schemes, even the listed schemes, we just describe the
main structure and omit the details.

1) Modified the authenticator: For Algorithm 4, we can 5
Features Comparison
make the authenticator Vi = TK1 TKi (x)H(Ci ||T ) become Vi = H(TK1 TKi (x)) ⊕ H(Ci ||T ). This modifi- 5.1 The Sum up about Our Four Methcation can get more efficient. Because the modified
ods Efficiency
edition uses one XORed and one hash function instead of one multiplication, which is more efficient Because the paper given the methods which are the unithan before (see Section 5.1).
versal formulations can be used directly by any specific
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Table 2: N-party group key agreement scheme based on Algorithm 1

Table 3: Multiple keys agreement scheme based on Algorithm 2

Based on the Table 4, we can conclude that the effischeme, not the concrete schemes, we can not give any
comparisons about efficiency with some related litera- ciency ranking is: III > II : ChainedMethod >> II :
tures. From Table 4, we can conclude that our four meth- 1 − to − NMethod > I.
ods have high-efficient property.
All the computational time of some common algo- 5.2 The Sum up about Our Four Methrithms can be summarized as follows [11, 12]:

ods Security

TM ac : The time for executing a strongly unforgeable
For simplicity, we make four methods (Symmetric
MAC algorithm computation;
Encryption, 1-to-N Method of Multiplication in Finite
TF : The time for executing a secure pseudorandom func- Field, Chained Method of Multiplication in Finite Field
and XORed Operation) expressed as Algorithm 1,
tion computationTF ≈ 4TM U L ;
Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
TM U L/EXP/IN V : The time for computing a modular multiplication/exponentiation/inversion TEXP ≈
1) The standard model: This model must pay attention
240TM U L , TIN V ≈ 10TM U L );
to not use hash function. The Algorithm 1 can be
TH : The time for computing a one-way hash function
proved just like the literature [17]. The Algorithm 2
computation (TH ≈ 4TM U L );
and Algorithm 3 can be proved just like the literature [14]. The literature [14] is also as the reference
TEM/EA : The time for computing a point multiplicafor Algorithm 4, but what calls for special attention
tion/addition operation over an elliptic curve(TEM ≈
is that the both sides for the XORed operation must
29TM U L , TEA ≈ 0.12TM U L );
not leak any bit information.
TSE/SD : The time for performing a symmetric encryption/decryption algorithm computation (TSE ≈ 2) The random oracle model: This model can use hash
function for achieving high efficiency. In this model,
TH ≈ 4TM U L , TSD ≈ TH ≈ 4TM U L );
you can firstly define some roles, such as the users,
TC : The time for executing enhanced Chebyshev polynothe servers and the adversary. Next, this model
mial (TC ≈ 60TH ); TXOR : The computational cost
should let the adversary make some following oracle
of XOR operation could be ignored when compared
queries, such as send, reveal, corrupt, test and so on.
with other operations.
Finally, this model should define some secure goals,
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Privacy Protection Method
I: Symmetric Encryption

II: Multiplication in
Finite Field 1-to-N Method
II: Multiplication in
Finite FieldChained Method
III: XORed Operation
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Table 4: Our proposed scheme efficiency
Main features
Party
Efficiency(for one node)
Only one-way
Sender
(n − 1)(TH + 2TC + TSE/SD ) ≈
(n − 1)488TM U L
Flow can
Receivers(n-1) TH + 2TC + TSE/SD ≈ 488TM U L
achieve
Sender
(n − 1)(TH + 2TC + 2TM U L ) ≈
(n − 1)486TM U L
Encrypted
Receivers(n-1) TH + 2TC + 2TM U L ≈ 486TM U L
message
Sender
nTF + 2nTC + (2n + 1)TM U L ≈
(126n + 1)TM U L
Delivered
Receivers(n-1) TF + 2TC + 3TM U L ≈ 127TM U L
with mutual
Sender
(n − 1)(TH + 2TC + TM U L +
TXOR ) ≈ (n − 1)125TM U L
Authentication Receivers(n-1) TH + 2TC + TM U L + TXOR ≈
125TM U L

TH : Time for Hash operation.
TF : Time for Pseudo-random function.
TSE/SD : Time for Symmetric parametric function.
TM U L : Time for Integer multiplication operation in the field.
TXOR : Time for XOR operation.The computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored.
TC : The time for executing the Tn (x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial using the algorithm in literature [18].

for example, matching conversations, secure mutual Acknowledgments
authentication and secure key exchange. The literature [3, 4] can be as a reference for Algorithm 1, This work is supported by the Liaoning Provincial Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant No. 201602680).
Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4.
3) The logical analysis method: BAN-like logics [5] is
one of the main tools for analysis cryptographic protocols in recent years, the limitations of BAN logic
are analyzed and illustrated with examples, and then
the features of the extended BAN-like logics and their
common defects are studied.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose MRCM, a novel scheme towards
building a PKC-based scheme for a sender sending only
one encrypted message with some authentication information to multi-receiver, and at the same time, achieving
privacy protection. The core idea we have followed is
that the most existing multi-receiver schemes are bilinear
pairing-based, for improving the efficiency, should be exploited to securely change another efficient cryptosystem,
such as, chaotic maps in this paper. Since the hash function is not used, and chaotic maps is adopted to a new
encrypted algorithm without using symmetrical encryption, the proposed solution offers significant advantages
(the standard model and high-efficiency) with respect to
a traditional multi-receiver protocols. Compared with the
related works, our MRCM scheme is not the trade off between security and efficiency, but is comprehensively improved scheme.
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Abstract

carry out mutual authentication and establish a session
key. Confidentiality and authentication are two fundamental security goals for wireless communications. Up
to now, many authentication and key agreement schemes
for wireless environments have been proposed in the literature [3, 7, 8, 16, 19, 23]. Due to the limited power
consumption, bandwidth, and storage resources of mobile
devices, the authentication and key agreement protocol
must take computation efficiency and communication cost
on mobile users into consideration. Currently, smart card
based user authentication schemes [2, 4, 6, 10, 13, 14, 17,
20, 21] have been widely developed and applied due to
their low computational cost, convenient portability, and
cryptographic properties. Therefore, in recent years, research [1, 3, 9, 10, 18, 19, 22] on authentication and key
agreement based on smart cards for wireless communications has become more and more popular in the world.

Mobile user authentication and key agreement for wireless networks is an important security priority. In recent
years, several user authentication and key agreement protocols with smart cards for wireless communications have
been proposed. In 2011, Xu et al. proposed an efficient
mutual authentication and key agreement protocol with
an anonymity property. Although the protocol of Xu et al.
has many benefits, we find that it still suffers from several weaknesses which have been previously overlooked.
In this paper, we propose a secure and efficient mutual
authentication and key agreement protocol. Confidentiality of the session key and updating of the password
efficiently are presented as the main contributions of this
paper. Finally, evaluations of our proposed protocol show
that our protocol can withstand various known types of
attacks, and also satisfies essential functionality requireIn 1998, Miller et al. [12] first proposed an authenticaments. Additionally, efficiency analyses show that our
tion and key agreement protocol based on elliptic curve
protocol is simple and cost-efficient.
Keywords: Authentication; Key Agreement; Smart Cards; cryptograph (ECC). Their scheme is suitable for running
in wireless mobile devices due to its low computational
Wireless Communications
cost. In 2004, Zhu and Ma [23] proposed an authentication protocol with anonymity for wireless communications using smart cards. Later, Lee et al. [7] pointed out
1 Introduction
that Zhu and Ma’s protocol has several security weakWith the rapid development of wireless communications nesses, and then they improved it. However, recently, Xu
technologies, devices, such as the mobile phone, the PDA et al. [19] showed that Lee et al.’s protocol [7] is vulnera(personal digital assistant), and the iPad, have become ble to several weaknesses, and then proposed a mutual aumore and more popular. Mobile users can roam into a thentication and key agreement protocol preserving user
foreign network and transmit messages or data to for- anonymity in mobile networks. They claimed that their
eign agents, or access some services provided by a foreign protocol was immune to various known types of attacks
agent by using their mobile devices. Obliviously, before and achieved identity anonymity, key agreement fairness,
establishing communication between a mobile user and and user friendliness. However, in this paper, we will show
a foreign agent, the foreign agent and the user need to that Xu et al.’s protocol has three weaknesses as follows:
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1) It cannot protect against an insider attack;
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Review of Xu et al.’s Scheme

2) Session-key problem;

In this section, we review Xu et al.’s [19] mutual authentication and key agreement protocol in mobile networks,
3) Inefficiency of the password-changing operation;
which claims to be immune to various known types of attacks. Basically, Xu et al.’s scheme contains three phases:
We will detail these weaknesses later.
out-of-band registration, mutual authentication between
To the best of our knowledge, in the most existing
MN and FA, and session key renewal. Table 1 lists the
authentication and key agreement protocols for wireless
notations used in Xu et al.’s scheme.
communications, the home agent was able to compute the
session key between the mobile user and the foreign agent.
Table 1: The notations used in Xu et al.’s scheme
There are potential risks for some confidential communications.
Notations Descriptions
In order to remedy these weaknesses, we propose an enMN
A mobile user
hanced authentication and key agreement protocol with
HA
Home agent of a mobile user
smart cards for wireless communications. Analysis shows
FA
Foreign agent of the network visited by
that the proposed protocol is effective in protection from
the user
the above weaknesses. Furthermore, our protocol is imP
W
The password of a mobile user X
X
mune to various known types of attacks. Compared with
ID
The identity of an entity X
X
the previous schemes [3, 7, 19], our protocol not only sath
(.)
A one-way hash function
isfies more security and functionality requirements, but
T
Time stamp by an entity X
X
also provides an acceptable computational cost. As men||
String concatenation operation
tioned in the literature [3, 5, 9, 15, 18, 19] and the above
⊕
The bitwise XOR operation
description, the following requirements are important for
EK(.)
Symmetric encryption of a message usa strong user mutual authentication and key agreement
ing key K
protocols using passwords and smart cards for wireless
communications:
1) Mutual authentication;
2) Update password freely and efficiently;

2.1

Out-of-band Registration Phase

Xu et al.’s scheme is initialized by the HA with choosing
the public parameters (p, q, g), where g is a generator in a
multiplicative group of order q, p = 2q + 1 is the modulus
No registration/password table;
for the group, and both p and q are public large prime
Low communication cost and computational com- numbers. The HA selects a private key b and computes
plexity;
its public key B = g b mod p . When a mobile user MN
wants to register with his HA, he chooses his identity
Protection of user anonymity;
IDM N and password P WM N , and then submits them to
the HA. Then HA computes u = EN (h(P WM N )||IDM N )
Withstanding the insider attack;
with its server secret key N , and securely issues a smart
card to the MN, which contains p, g, B, u, and h (.).
Withstanding the replay attack;

3) Fairness in key agreement;
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

9) Withstanding the offline dictionary attack without
the smart card;

2.2

Mutual Authentication Phase

As a precondition, HA needs to pre-share a distinct sym10) Withstanding the offline dictionary attack with the metric key k
F H with each FA. When a user MN visits a
smart card;
new foreign network, the following steps are performed:
11) Confidentiality of the session key.

Step 1. MN enters his identity IDM N and his password
P WM N to the smart card. Then the device selects
two secret random numbers a and rM N , computes
A = g a mod p, D = h(B a mod p), C = h(P WM N ) ⊕
D, R = EC (rM N ||IDM N ), and U = ED (TM N ||u),
where TM N is a time stamp. Finally, the device sends
the authentication message (IDHA , TM N , A, R, U ) to
FA.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. In
next section, we briefly review Xu et al.’s scheme, whose
weaknesses are pinpointed in Section 3. Section 4 describes a new secure and efficient mutual authentication
and key agreement protocol that gives a remedy for Xu et
al.’s scheme. Section 5 analyzes the security of our protocol and presents functionality considerations and computational cost among our protocol and the related pro- Step 2. On receiving the authentication message, FA
first checks whether TM N is valid. If so, FA chooses
tocols. Finally, we give a conclusion in Section 6.
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a random number rF A , generates its timestamp TF A , 3.2 Session-key Problem
computes Q = EkF H (TM N ||rF A ||TF A ||U ||R), and
In Xu et al.’s protocol, the session key can be computed
sends the message (A, Q) to HA.
as k = rM N ⊕ rF A by MN and FA, respectively. However,
Step 3. On receiving the message (A, Q), HA de- the mutual authentication between MN and FA must recrypts Q with kF H , and obtains the message sort to the assistance of the corresponding HA. However,
TM N ||rF A ||TF A ||U ||R. HA first checks whether TF A in the mutual authentication phase of Xu et al.’s protocol,
is valid. If so, HA computes D = h(Ab mod p) for de- HA can recover the rM N and rF A from the authentication
crypting U , so as to recover TM N ||u. Then HA checks request. Therefore, HA also has a capability to compute
whether the TM N equals the previous one from Q. If the session key k = rM N ⊕ rF A . It is well known that
the timestamp is valid, HA decrypts u with his secret this session key is used to encrypt all messages in the
key N to recover h(P WM N )||IDM N , and computes communication session between MN and FA. We can see
C = h(P WM N ) ⊕ D so as to recover rM N ||IDM N . that the protocol of Xu et al. merely provided the session
If IDM N from R equals the previous one from u, key agreement. However, they cannot guarantee the conMN is authenticated. Finally, HA computes K = fidentiality of the session key. As to many applications,
EkF H (rF A ||rM N ) and S = ED (rM N ||rF A ||IDF A ), there are potential risks. That is, the design in Xu et al.’s
protocol is actually insecure and infeasible.
and sends the message (K, S) to FA.
Step 4. FA decrypts K to obtain rF A ||rM N . If the re3.3 Inefficiency of Password-changing
covered rF A equals the previous one, the FA believes
Operation
that MN is an authorized user, and forwards S to
MN.
In a strong user authentication and key agreement protocol, user should have a capability to update his password.
Step 5. MN decrypts S to recover rM N ||rF A ||IDF A . If
In Xu et al.’s protocol, we can see that HA computes
rM N and IDF A are verified, MN believes FA is auu = EN (h(P WM N )||IDM N ) with its server secret key N ,
thenticated. Then, both MN and FA can compute
and stores u into the smart card. It means that the smart
the session key k = rM N ⊕ rF A .
card needs to replace the old parameter u with the new
parameter u∗. Since the password P WM N is encrypted by
2.3 Session Key Renewal Phase
HA using his secret key N , MN has to resubmit his new
∗
P WM
N to HA, and HA replaces the original u in MN’s
In this phase, the session key can be updated by MN
∗
smart card with u∗ = EN (h(P WM
N )||IDM N ). MN has
and FA from ki for the current ith session to ki+1 =
to communicate with HA through the smart card and the
h(ki ||rM N ) for the next session.
wireless network. This makes the password-changing operation inefficient.

3

Weaknesses
Scheme

of

Xu

et

al.’s

The authors of [19] proposed a mutual authentication and
key agreement protocol featuring user identity anonymity.
They claimed that their protocol was resilient to various
attacks, cost-efficient for a mobile user, and achieved key
agreement fairness. However, in this section, we present
that Xu et al.’s scheme still has a number of serious deficiencies. The detailed description of three weaknesses is
as follows.

4

To overcome the above-mentioned weaknesses, in this
section, we propose a secure and efficient mutual authentication and key agreement protocol with smart
cards for wireless communications, which consists of
parameter-generation phase, registration phase, authentication phase, key agreement phase, and password-change
phase.

4.1
3.1

Insider Attack

Insider attack means that if an insider of HA has obtained
a mobile user MN’s password, there may be an unauthorized and illegitimate access to any foreign agent. In the
registration phase of Xu et al.’s protocol, MN sent his
identity IDM N and password P WM N to the home agent
HA, that is, P WM N was revealed to HA. It will give
an inside attacker an opportunity to impersonate other
users. With a strong authentication protocol in wireless
networks, there should be no way to directly obtain the
users’ passwords.

The Proposed Protocol

Parameter-generation Phase

Compared with public key cryptosystems such as RSA
and ElGamal, ECC provides a better efficiency because it
is believed that the same level of security can be achieved
with a smaller key size. Therefore, ECC-based authentication and key agreement protocols are more suitable for
smart cards and mobile devices which usually have energy
constraints and significant bandwidth.
For ease of presentation, we employ some abbreviations
and notations provided in Xu et al.’s protocol, summarized in Table 1. In the proposed protocol, the elliptic
curve equation is defined as EP : y 2 = x3 + ax + b( mod p)
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over a prime finite field Zp , where a, b ∈ Zp , and Step 2. The smart card sends an authentication request
4a3 + 27b2 (modp) 6= 0.
message {R, IDHA , IM, U, A, TM N } to FA.
Our protocol is initialized by the HA by choosing the
public parameters (EP , G), where G is a generator point Step 3. After receiving the authentication request from
MN, FA first check whether the time stamp TM N is
of EP . The HA selects his private key SKHA = c and
valid.
If it is valid, FA selects a random number rF A
computes his public key P KHA = c × G(modp). Also,
and
computes
V = EM (TM N ||rF A ||TF A ||U ||IM ||R),
the FA selects his private key SKF A = d and computes
where
M
=
d×P
KHA = d×c×G , and TF A is a time
his public key P KF A = d × G(modp).
stamp. Then, FA sends the message {A, V, P KF A }
to HA.

4.2

Registration Phase

Step 4. After receiving the message {A, V, P KF A }, HA
first computes M = c × P KF A = c × d × G, and
decrypts V by using M . HA then verifies whether
TF A is valid. If so, HA decrypts IM by using
his secret key KS to recover IDM N , and computes
EKS (IDM N ||KS ). Then, HA computes D = c × A =
c × e × G for decrypting U aiming at recovering
Step 1. HA computes u = EKS (IDM N ||KS ) ⊕ h(pw),
TM N and u. HA checks whether the decrypted
where KS is the HA’s secret key, and pw is the initial
TM N is the same as the TM N decrypted from V . If
password selected by HA.
they are valid, HA can obtain h0 (pw) by computing
EKS (IDM N ||KS ) ⊕ u.
Step 2. HA computes IM = EKS (IDM N ||r), where r is
a random number to provide the identity protection. Step 5. HA can compute N 0 = h0 (pw) ⊕ D. If MN subThe registration phase is similar to that of Xu et al.’s
protocol. When a mobile user MN wants to register and
become a new legal user, MN submits his identity IDM N
to HA over a secure channel. As is shown in Figure 1, the
following steps are performed by the HA in this phase.

mitted a correct password in Step 1, we can believe
N = N 0 . And, HA can decrypt R for recovering
rM N and IDM N . Then HA checks whether IDM N
from R equals the previous one from u. If so, MN is
authenticated.

Step 3. HA issues the password pw and the smart card
to MN over a secure channel, where the smart card
contains {u, IM, h(.), P KHA }.

4.4

Key Agreement Phase

In this phase, FA and HA can be authenticated, and a
secure session key between MN and FA can be established.
The steps of this phase are shown as follows.
Step 1. HA computes K = EcP KF A (rM N ||rF A ) and
S = EcA (rM N ||rF A ||IDF A ||P KF A ), and sends the
message (K, S) to FA.
Step 2. After receiving the message, FA decrypts K with
d × P KHA to recover rM N and rF A . If the recovered
r
F A and the original one are identical, FA believes
Figure 1: The registration phase of the proposed protocol
that the mobile user MN is a valid user. Then FA
forwards S to MN.

4.3

Authentication Phase

In this phase, the mobile user MN and a foreign agent FA
can authenticate each other and share a session key K
for the subsequent secret communication. When a mobile
user MN roams into a new foreign network and wants to
access service, the following steps are performed.
Step 1. MN enters his identity IDM N and his password
pw to the smart card. Then the smart card chooses
two random numbers e and rM N , and computes
A = e × G(modp) and U = ED (TM N ||u), where
TM N is a current time stamp and D = e × P KHA =
e × c × G. Subsequently, the smart card computes
N = h(pw) ⊕ D as a secret key, and computes
R = EN (rM N ||IDM N ).

Step 3. Upon receiving the message S from FA, MN first
decrypts S with e × P KHA , where e × P KHA =
c × A, for recovering {rM N , rF A , IDF A , P KF A }. If
the rM N and the IDF A are both verified, MN believes that FA is authenticated. Finally, both MN
and FA can compute the agreed session key SK =
Ed×A (rM N ⊕ rF A ) = Ee×P KF A (rM N ⊕ rF A ).
The above two phases are outlined in Figure 2.

4.5

Password-change Phase

When a mobile user MN wants to renew a password, MN
can insert his smart card into the card reader and performs the following steps.
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Figure 2: The authentication and key agreement phase of the proposed protocol
Step 1. Firstly, MN keys in the old password, and requests to renew password pw. Next, MN enters the
new password pw∗ .
Step 2. The smart card computes u∗ = u ⊕ h(pw) ⊕
h(pw∗), and replaces u with u∗.

5

Evaluations of the Proposed
Protocol

In this section, we will give an analysis for our protocol
in terms of security, functionality, and efficiency.

5.1

Security Analysis

In this subsection, security analysis of our protocol will be
discussed. At the end of this subsection, the comparisons
of the related works are given in Table 2.
1) User anonymity
Anonymity is becoming a major concern in many security requirements. The aim of user anonymity in
wireless networks is to make sure that the real identity of a mobile user is protected from anyone besides
his home agent.
During the registration phase, HA computes u by
encrypting IDM N ||KS with his secret key KS and
computes IM = EKS (IDM N ||r), where r is a random number to provide the identity protection. Even
though the smart card containing u and IM is lost
and the attackers obtain {u, IM } from the smart
card, they can not retrieve any information about
the user’s real identity since the identity information is encrypted by using HA’s secret key KS . In
the authentication phase, the smart card sends an
authentication request {R, IDHA , IM, U, A, TM N } to
FA. Since R and U are encrypted by using the corresponding session key D between MN and HA and N ,

where N = h(pw) ⊕ D, respectively, HA cannot retrieve the real identity of the user according to these
authentication messages.
2) Withstanding the insider attack
The insider attack in the authentication for wireless
networks is that the mobile user’s password is submitted to the home agent in the registration phase,
and an inside attacker can steal his password and impersonate this user. In our proposed protocol, in the
registration phase, the initial password is provided by
the home agent. And the home agent issues a smart
card containing this password and other security parameters to the mobile user. And then, the user has a
capability to change the password freely and securely.
As described in Section 4.5, the update-password operation does not require the assistance of the home
agent. Therefore, an inside attacker cannot obtain
any information about the user’s password from the
home agent.
3) Withstanding the replay attack
The replay attack is that the login messages are
maliciously or fraudulently repeated or delayed between the user and the server. In the authentication
phase, the authentication request message contains
the timestamp TM N and TF A . If the adversaries delay the request message or resend these messages, we
can check whether the current time is valid according
to the timestamp.
4) Withstanding the offline dictionary attack without
the smart card
The offline dictionary attack without the smart card
is that attackers attempt to guess the user’s password or the user’s identity via the intercepted message between the mobile user and the foreign agent
or between the foreign agent and the home agent.
In the proposed protocol, we can see that the authentication request message R = EN (rM N ||IDM N ),
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Table 2: Security comparisons between the related protocols and the proposed protocol
Our protocol He et al.’s protocol [3] Xu et la.’s protocol [19] Lee et al.’s protocol [7]
S1 YES
NO
YES
NO
S2 YES
YES
NO
NO
S3 YES
YES
YES
YES
S4 YES
YES
YES
YES
S5 YES
YES
YES
YES
S6 YES
NO
NO
NO
S1: User anonymity; S2: Withstanding the insider attack; S3: Withstanding the replay attack; S4:
Withstanding the offline dictionary attack without the smart card; S5: Withstanding the offline
dictionary attack with the smart card; S6: Confidentiality of the session key

IM = EKS (IDM N ||r) and U = ED (TM N ||u).
Since rM N and r are random numbers, and u =
EKS (IDM N ||KS ) ⊕ h(pw), even though the identity
IDM N and the password are weak, the attackers cannot guess the right password and the identity. In the
next phase, FA sends the message {A, V, P KF A } to
HA, where V contains a random number rF A . So,
the attackers cannot obtain any information about
the user’s identity and his password.
5) Withstanding the offline dictionary attack with the
smart card
We assume that the attackers can obtain the information stored in the smart card through some ways.
This attack is the same as the above attack except
in this case. In our proposed protocol, the password pw is stored in the smart card as the form
u = EKS (IDM N ||KS ) ⊕ h(pw). Since the attackers cannot obtain the home agent’s secret key KS ,
they cannot guess the right password.
6) Confidentiality of the session key
Key agreement protocol is to establish a secret session key between the mobile user MN and the foreign
agent FA aim at encrypting further communications
between the MN and the FA. Therefore, the session
key should be shared only between the MN and the
FA, and other entities cannot retrieve any information about the session key. However, in [3, 7, 19],
the home agent also has a capability to calculate the
session key. In the proposed protocol, the session key
SK = Ed×A (rM N ⊕ rF A ) = Ee×P KF A (rM N ⊕ rF A ),
where the rM N ⊕rF A is encrypted by using an agreed
key. Though the home agent can obtain rM N and
rF A , he can not compute the key d×e×G = e×d×G.
So, HA cannot compute the session key SK.

5.2

Functionality Consideration

Now we move on the functionality consideration. Some
comparisons with related works are presented. We examine our protocol as follows.

1) Mutual authentication
In the proposed protocol, the foreign agent and the
mobile user can authenticate each other under the assistance of the home agent HA, and after a successful
validation, a common session key can be established
between the foreign agent and the mobile user.
To achieve the mutual authentication, HA stores u =
EKS (IDM N ||KS )⊕h(pw) and IM = EKS (IDM N ||r)
in MN’s smart card at the registration phase. In Step
1 of the authentication phase, the smart card computes R = EN (rM N ||IDM N ), where N = h(pw)⊕D,
and sends {R, IM, U } to FA. FA utilizes a session
key M between FA and HA to encrypt these authenticated request information {R, IM, U } and sends
these messages to HA. HA can recover {R, IM, U }
and retrieve IDM N from IM by using his secret key
KS . Further, HA computes EKS (IDM N ||KS ) and
obtain h0 (pw) by computing EKS (IDM N ||KS ) ⊕ u.
Then, HA can compute N 0 = h0 (pw) ⊕ D, and retrieve IDM N from R. We can see that if the mobile
user does not submit the correct IDM N and password, HA cannot decrypt R correctly, and the retrieved IDM N cannot equal the previous one from
IM . Finally, both MN and FA can compute the
agreed session key SK = Ed×A (rM N ⊕ rF A ) =
Ee×P KF A (rM N ⊕ rF A ).
2) Update password freely and efficiently
In the proposed protocol, when the home agent HA
issues a smart card to the mobile user MN, the MN
can update his password freely. As described in Section 4.5, each mobile user can choose or update one
of his favorite strings as his password, not decided
by the home agent. And, the update-password operation can be performed without the assistance of the
home agent. As to wireless networks, when a mobile user roams into a foreign network, the updatepassword operation of our proposed protocol is more
suitable than Xu et al.’s protocol in terms of communication cost.
3) Fairness in key agreement
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Table 3: Functionality comparisons between the related protocols and the proposed protocol
Our protocol He et al.’s protocol [3] Xu et la.’s protocol [19]
F1 YES
YES
YES
F2 YES
YES
YES
F3 YES
YES
NO
F4 YES
NO
YES
F5 YES
YES
YES
F1: Mutual authentication; F2: Update password freely; F3: Update password
in key agreement; F5: No registration/password table

Our proposed protocol ends up with MN and FA
agreeing on a session key SK = Ed×e×G (rM N ⊕rF A ),
where rM N and rF A are random numbers selected by
MN and FA, respectively, which has a similar structure with the session key of Xu et al.’s protocol. The
difference is that rM N ⊕ rF A is encrypted by using
an agree key d × A = e × P KF A , where e is a secret
value of MN, and d is a secret value of FA. Therefore,
the session key SK contains equal contributions from
both parties.
4) No registration/password table
In some password-based authentication protocols,
the server has to store a password table or a registration table for verification. That is, HA has to
maintain a secret and large table. And, it will give a
chance for an inside attacker to access the password
or the registration information. In the proposed protocol, HA does not need to keep a registration table
or a password table. HA can compute the verification messages u = EKS (IDM N ||KS ) ⊕ h(pw) and
IM = EKS (IDM N ||r), and store u and IM into the
smart card. In the authentication phase, FA and MN
can authenticate each other under the assistance of
HA.

Lee et al.’sprotocol [7]
YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
efficiently; F4: Fairness

costs of MN, FA, and HA for our proposed protocol and
the related protocols [3, 7, 19].

6

Conclusions

Recently, Xu et al. proposed a mutual authentication
and key agreement protocol preserving user anonymity in
mobile networks. In this paper, we have shown the weaknesses of the protocol of Xu et al. and further proposed
an improved protocol based on ECC. Furthermore, we
propose a secure and efficient mutual authentication and
key agreement protocol with smart cards for wireless communications. Security analyses show that our protocol is
able to provide mutual authentication and key agreement
with user anonymity and is effective in withstanding various attacks. Meanwhile, our protocol provides essential
functionalities that satisfy the most important applications for mobile devices in wireless networks. Efficiency
analyses also demonstrate that our protocol is more efficient than the previous ones.
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5.3

Efficiency Analysis

In this subsection, we will evaluate the performance of our
protocol and make comparisons with the related works.
The heavy weight computation of the proposed protocol is to execute scalar multiplication on elliptic curve.
The computational cost of elliptic curve point multiplication is much less than that of modular exponentiation, and 160-bit elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem
and 1024-bit discrete logarithm problem have the same
security level. Therefore, contrary to traditional public key cryptosystem-based authentication and key agreement protocol, our proposed protocol reduces the computation, communication, and storage space costs since
ECC is used. In Table 4, we tabulate the computational
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Abstract

In this article, the author will introduce a new methodology where we approach the lower bound and the upper
The RSA-768 (270 decimal digits) was factored by Klein- bound of φ(n). For this general concept, it may match
jung et al. on December 12, 2009, while the RSA-704 any bit length composite number n.
(212 decimal digits) was factored by Bai et al. on July
2, 2012. The RSA-200 (663 bits) was factored by Bahr
Review of RSA Conception
et al. on May 9, 2005, while he RSA-210 (696 bits) was 2
factored by Propper on September 26, 2013. In this paper
the author will discuss an estimation method to approach The signer prepares the prerequisite of a RSA signature:
the lower/upper bound of φ(n) to the RSA parameters. Two distinct large prime p and q, n = pq, Let e be a
Our contribution may help researchers lock the (n) and public key so that gcd(e, φ(n)) = 1, where φ(n) = (p −
1)(q−1), then calculate the private key d such that ed ≡ 1
the challenge RSA shortly.
(mod φ(n)). The signer publishes (e, n) and keeps (p, q, d)
Keywords: Euler’s Totient Function; Factoring; RSA
secretly. The notation as same in [19].
Cryptosystem

2.1

1

RSA Encryption and Decryption

Introduction

In RSA public-key encryption, Alice encrypts a plaintext
M for Bob using Bob’s public key (n, e) by computing the
Challenge RSA [19] is a good work to study. Recently,
ciphertext
most scientists and researchers [2, 7, 12] using the genC ≡ M e (mod n),
(1)
eral number field sieve (GNFS) algorithm to factor RSA
modulus n. In a practical environment, it looks like if where n, the modulus, is the product of two or more large
you want to break the RSA, the best choice is to choose primes, and e, the public exponent, is an (odd) integer
GNFS if you have already factored the modulus n [5]. In e ≥ 3 that is relatively prime to φ(n), the order of the
theory, Wiener [24] first proposed a cryptanalysis of short multiplicative group Z∗n [13].
secret exponents where the d < N 0.5 in 1990. Boneh [3]
presented ‘Twenty years of attacks on RSA cryptosystem’ 2.2 RSA Digital Signature
in 1999, where he classified and described a variety of ats ≡ M d (mod n),
(2)
tacks. Followed by Boneh and Durfee [4], they suggested
0.292
the private key d should be greater than N
for the where (n, d) is the signer’s RSA private key [6, 10]. The
security problem. Even though, some people like to focus signature is verified by recovering the message M with
on secret key d or factor composite number n. Their pur- the signer’s RSA public key (n, e):
poses are clear. We believe that there must be a general
M ≡ se (mod n).
(3)
way to estimate the value of RSA-210 without finding the
factors of prime numbers p and q to challenge RSA. According to the latest news, the RSA-210 was factored by
3 Our Methodology
Propper [18], and RSA-220 was factored by Bai et al. [1].
∗ The preliminary version of this paper appeared in Cryptology
ePrint Archive: Report 2012/666 [14].

In this section, we would calculate the upper bound and
the lower bound of φ(n) in RSA scheme. The detail de-
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`: Express lower bound.
u: Express upper bound.
ε: A decimal expansion number (e.g 99/100 = 0.99 · · · ).
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Consequently, according to the above reference, we√obtain
an upper bound u of φ(n) where φ(n) ≤ 4b n−2d 4 ne+1 c.
3.1.2

Estimate Lower Bound

Loomis et al. [15] found Shapiro’s [20] lower bound φ(n) >
n(log 2) /(log 3) as a (naive) lower bound for En , where
they can determine when all members of a given En have
If n is composite, hence
been found. Powell [17] noted that Konyagin’s and Shpar√
(4) linksi’s lower bound N1 (n, p) > (p − 1)/2 − p3/2 /n where
φ(n) ≤ n − n.
n > 1 is a positive integer and that p is an odd prime
Sierpinski [22] mentioned it in 1964. It is known that if
number with p ≡ 1 (mod n); it is a good bound if p is a
Equation (4) is a good upper bound for φ(n). Is there
small compared to n, and establishes that
a good lower bound for φ(n)? This question is also be
Y
p
discussed by a newsgroup dialog between Ray Steiner and
N1 (n, p) ≥ ( φ(n)(
q 1/(q−1) )/n)p1−1/φ(n) .
2/3
Bob Silverman in 1999 [23]. For n > 30, the φ(n) > n ,
q prime
Kemdall and Osborn proved it [11]. For n ≥ 3, the φ(n) >
q|n
log 2 n
2 log n given by Hatalova and Salat [9].
Powell also discussed an improvement the upper and
lower bounds in [17]. What is the optimal lower bound?
3.1.1 Estimate Upper Bound
This is explained as follows.
Is Equation (4) a good upper bound? In the following, we
2. For all n ≥ 3 we have φ(n) ≥ eγ lognlog n +
would estimate a new value that is smaller than previous Theorem
n
Ø( (log log
n)2 ), where γ is the Euler-Mascherone Constant,
and optimize.
and the above holds with equality infinitely often.
Remark: note in particular that since loglogn → ∞ as n
√
p
φ(n)
n
ℓ
0 1
u
n q
n
grows large, we see that the result m
< φ(n) can not hold
for any fixed integer m.

3.1

Approaching φ(n)

Central Approaching

Proof. Consider R, set of all n such that m < n implies
φ(n)
φ(m)
n < m . This set is then all of the ‘record breaking’ n.
Figure 1: The lower/upper bound of φ(n) in RSA scheme If n ∈ R has k prime factors, let n∗ be the product of the
∗
first k prime factors. If n 6= n∗ and φ(n)
≤ φ(n)
n∗
n , which
is
impossible.
Hence,
R
consist
entirely
of
n
of
the form
Q
Theorem 1. Assume p and q are large prime numbers,
n
=
p
for
some
y.
Now
for
n
∈
R,
we
can
choose
p≤y
P
where√n = pq, then φ(n) = 4k, k ∈ Z where 1 ≤ k ≤
y
so
that
log
n
=
log
p
=
θ(y).
Then
using
one
p≤y
b n−2d 4 ne+1 c.
Q
φ(n)
1
of Mertens estimates we see that n = p≤y (1 − p ) =
Proof. As is known, the two variants p and q are large e−γ
+ O( (log1y)2 ). Since log log n = log(θ(y)) = log y +
prime numbers. Also both p and q > 2, since 2 - p, 2 - q, log y
Mertens estimates again, we have for n ∈ R,
therefore 2 | p − 1, 2 | q − 1. 4 | (p − 1)(q − 1), 4 | φ(n). Ø(1) by ne
−r
1
φ(n) = 4k, k ∈ Z+ . We will discuss how to calculate the φ(n) = log log n + O( (log log n)2 .
range of value k.
Is there a simple computation method? We observed
the
modulus n with φ(n), there are some characteristics.
φ(n) = (p − 1)(q − 1)
Aa an example for RSA-200, the modulus n and the φ(n)
= pq − (p + q) + 1
are 200 decimal digits. We compared n and φ(n) with
= n − (p + q) + 1.
(5) each other and found that the first 110 digits are the
same. The example is shown in Table 1. A discussion on
And
RSA modulus number with half of the bit prescribed, is
√
+
introduced in some literatures in [8, 16, 21].
p + q > 2 n, p + q ∈ Z , 2 | p + q.
√
In RSA-704, the n and φ(n) had same digits 106, it
p + q > 2d ne.
amounts same length with p or q. We computed the upper
√
φ(n) ≤ n + 1 − 2d ne.
bound value according to Theorem 1. This upper bound
had the same 108 digits with its φ(n). When we analyzed
φ(n) = 4k, k ∈ Z+ .
√
the RSA-768, the n had 115 digits. The same 115 digits
n + 1 − 2d ne
φ(n) ≤ 4 · b
c.
(6) was found with φ(n); the φ(n) had the same 120 digits
4
with its upper bound u. See Table 2.
Here, we √
know the maximum value (limit superior) for
We observed the relationship of φ(n) and its boundary
k ≤ b n−2d 4 ne+1 c which we call the boundary value.
value k. When φ(n) is divided by k, we found that the
Lower Bound

Upper Bound
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Table 1: The same digits of φ(n) and modulus n parameters in RSA

Table 2: Comparison of some types in RSA parame- Table 3: The relationship of φ(n) and its boundary value
ters. Unit: decimal digits
k.
PP
Type
φ(n)/k
Statement
PPlength
n
φ(n) p, q n&φ(n) φ(n)&u
990 s 9
type PPP
P
z }| {
RSA-200
200 200
100
110
101
RSA-200 3. 99999 8 there have 99’s 9 after the
RSA-210
210 210
105
?
?
decimal point
RSA-704
212 212
106
106
108
1060 s 9
z }| {
RSA-220
220 220
109
?
?
RSA-210 3. 99999 2
Estimating have 106’s 9 after
RSA-768
232 232
116
115
120
decimal point
1070 s 9

quotient approaches and that, these lower bounders are
very close to multiples of number 4. As an example, we
say 3.999, and have 106 9’s after the decimal point for
case of RSA-200 type. The lower bound approximation
figure diagram is shown in Figure 2 and in Table 3.

RSA-704

z }| {
3. 99999 8

RSA-220

z }| {
3. 99999 8

RSA-768

z }| {
3. 99999 7

there have 107’s 9 after decimal point

1090 s 9

there have 110’s 9 after decimal point

1170 s 9

4

there have 117’s 9 after decimal point

Conclusion

In this paper, we use another method to estimate a
lower/upper bound values of φ(n) in RSA-210 and upper bound of RSA-220’s φ(n). We think our methodology
is easy and intuitive. It may prove useful to researchers
who would like to quickly reduce the searching ranges.
More researchers focus on secret d or modulus n, such as
well known attacks such as short exponent, side channel
Figure 2: The lower bound approximation curve status. (or common modulus) and cyclic. Our method is different than previous methods. Finally, the author provides
a general method to estimate the lower/upper bound of
As known as the modulus number n of RSA-210, we RSA’s φ(n) public key cryptography.
re-estimated its lower/upper bounds. We assume:
√
√
n − 2d n e + 1
n − 2d n e + 1
c ≤ φ(n) ≤ 4b
c, Acknowledgement
4
4
(7) The authors would like to thank the anonymous review1060 s 9
ers for their useful comments. This work is partially supz }| {
where ε = 0. 99999. We therefore compute the upper ported from Huizhou University project under the numbound u and lower bound `; those results are shown in ber HZUXL201513 and HZUXL201514. This work also
Figure 2.
partially supported by student innovation training proAccording to Equation (7), the author estimates the gram under the grant number CX2016024, CX2016088
upper bound of RSA-220. There are same 109 digits be- and CX2016089. This work is partially supported from
tween RSA-220 modulus n and upper bound u. The result Fujian Provincial Department of Education, the educais shown in Figure 4.
tion and scientific research projects for young and middle(3 + ε)b
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Figure 3: The lower/upper bound parameters of φ(n) in RSA-210.

Figure 4: The upper bound parameters of φ(n) in RSA-220.
aged teachers where the project number JAT170673. This
research partially supported from foundation for high
level recruited talents of university; the project number
is NUIT2017-001.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an efficient and secure Authentication Protocol for Power systems (APP). The security
analysis shows that APP is secure and resilient to various kinds of attacks. The numerical analysis and simulation results shows that APP is more efficient than TLS,
a public-key based authentication protocol recommended
by IEC61850.
Keywords: Authentication; Network Security; Power System Computer Networks

1

Introduction

Authentication is essential in any service-oriented communication networks to identify and reject any unauthorized
network access. An authentication protocol for the power
systems must ensure full security to protect data integrity.
In addition, the authentication protocol should meet the
following requirements from the network perspective [22].
1) High efficiency. Efficiency is crucial to achieve the
high availability requirement in real-time power system applications. The indication of high efficiency
is two fold. First, the authentication schemes should
not incur too much redundancy for security. Second,
computation involved in authentication must be fast
enough to meet timing requirements of messages in
the power systems.
2) Resilient to attacks. Authentication schemes are required to resist malicious attacks, such as forgery attack, replay attack, and DoS attack. In addition, it
should be a mutual authentication protocol. Mutual
authentication is a two-way authentication process
between a user and the authentication server.
The user ensures that he/she is not communicating
with a malicious authentication server by authenticating
the server. If this property is absent, a malicious authentication server may be able to mount a man-in-the-

middle attack to gather private messages from the user.
The authentication server also need to authenticate the
client to ensure that he/she is communicating with a valid
user. The authentication server ensures that he/she is
not communicating with a malicious client by authenticating the client. If this property is absent, a malicious
user is able to access the network without authentication. Many authentication protocols have been proposed
for wireline [20, 27], e.g. the Internet, and other types of
wireless networks [4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 19, 28, 29]. However,
there are few authentication protocol designed for power
systems.
Some authentication protocols have been proposed for
smart grids [5, 15, 16, 18, 23], but most of them are
for meter authentication. Due to the resource constraint
of smart meters, the proposed protocols are lightweight
(the protocols are based on symmetric key cryptography),
which are efficient but not secure. Our authentication
protocol is designed for employees of an power site to
access sensitive operations or resource of the power system, which needs higher level of security. Our propose
protocol is therefore based on public key cryptography.
IEC61850 [9] is recently standardized for modern power
substation automation by the International Electrotechnical Commission. IEC61850 recommends TLS [2, 11], a
public-key based authentication protocol, to achieve secure communications. However, TLS has two weaknesses
(1) not efficient; (2) key updates are vulnerable. Therefore, we proposed a new public key-based authentication
protocol. Security analysis shows that our protocol is
resilient to attacks. Performance analysis demonstrates
that our protocol is more efficient than TLS.

2

Related Work

Many authentication protocol have been proposed for
wired network, such as the Internet. Kerberos [27] is a
computer network authentication protocol which works
on the basis of ’tickets’ to allow nodes communicating
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over a non-secure network to prove their identity to one
another in a secure manner. Its designers aimed it primarily at a client-server model and it provides mutual
authentication-both the user and the server verify each
other’s identity. Kerberos protocol messages are protected against eavesdropping and replay attacks. Kerberos builds on symmetric key cryptography and requires
a trusted third party, and optionally may use public-key
cryptography during certain phases of authentication.
The RSA Secure ID [20] employs hardware tokens to
authenticate user. The hardware token stores secrets in a
tamper-resistant module carried by the user. Here we refer to the simplest dedicated-hardware version, which has
only a display and no buttons. Each instance of the device
holds a secret ”seed” known to the back-end. A cryptographically strong transform generates a new 6-digit code
from this secret every 60 seconds. The current code is
shown on the device’s display. On enrollment, the user
connects to the administrative back-end through a web
interface, where he selects a PIN and where the pairing
between username and token is confirmed. From then
on, for authenticating, instead of username and password,
the user shall type username and ”passcode” (concatenation of a static 4-digit PIN and the dynamic 6-digit
code). Many authentication protocols are also introduced
for wireless networks. A Protocol for Carrying Authentication for Network Access (PANA) [9], enables authentication between clients and access networks in Wireless
Local Area Networks. PANA runs between a client and
a server in order to perform authentication and authorization for the network access service. PANA does not
define any new authentication mechanisms, but performs
authentication protocols of 802.11 standard.
In cellular networks, assume a client roams from a
home network to a foreign network, the client needs to
be authenticated by the foreign network. The foreign
network must communicate with the client’s home network via multi-hop communications to authenticate the
client [6, 8, 11, 12]. The SIM card of a client and the
authentication center of the client’s home network are
pre-installed with a shared secret key K. When the client
roams to a foreign network, the foreign agent must communicate with the client’s home network in order to obtain the shared key K, which will then be used to authenticate the client. In the handover authentication protocol
of IEEE802.11i standard, after the authentication server
successfully authenticates a mobile client, it will send a
key called pairwise master key (PMK) to the AP associated with the client. The client will perform the same
calculation as the AS to obtain the same PMK. The AP
and client will use the PMK to derive a pairwise transient key (PTK) for encrypting future packets exchanged
between them [10]. The AS then sends the PMK to the
neighbors of the current AP, one by one. The PMK serves
as proof of the client’s successful login authentication performed by the AS. By letting the AS pre-distribute the
PMK to the neighbors of the current AP, the client will
not need to be authenticated by the AS when it moves to
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another AP.
Some authentication protocols for smart grids have
been proposed. M. Fouda [5] proposed a light-weight
and secure message authentication mechanism. The proposed mechanism is based on Diffie-Hellman key establishment protocol and hash-based message authentication code, which allows various smart meters at different points of the smart grids to make mutual authentication and achieve message authentication with low latency
and few signal message exchanges. Li [15] proposed an
efficient authentication scheme that employs the Merkle
hash tree technique to secure smart gird communication.
Specifically, the proposed protocol considers the smart
meters with computation-constrained resources and puts
the minimum computation overhead on them.

3

The Proposed Authentication
Protocol

We describe in detail the proposed Authentication Protocol for Power systems (APP). Refer to Table 1 for the
notation used in the remainder of the article. Our authentication protocol APP follows a key hierarchical structure
similar to that in TLS [25]. That is, a pairwise master key
(PMK) is created during the authentication process, and
a master key (MK) and pairwise transient key (PTK).
The two parties involved in the authentication will used
the PTK for point-to-point communications. To minimize
the latency of the authentication protocol, the proposed
authentication protocol APP aims to minimize (1) the
number of message exchanges between a user and the authentication server, thus minimizing communication cost
the authentication latency; (2) the number of public key
operations performed by the user and the authentication
server, thus minimizing computation cost. Here, we assume that all users know the authentication server’s public key.
Table 1: Notations

Following are the order of the messages to be exchanged in the protocol and explanation (see Figure 1):
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approach of key generation defined in TLS. That is, right
after Step 3 of the authentication procedure, both parties
compute a master key MK as follows:
M K = H(P M K, ”mastersecret”, N a1 + N c1).

Figure 1: The proposed authentication protocol

(1)

After the generation of MK, the two parties use the
master key MK to compute a shared key called pairwise
transient key (PTK). The PTK will be used to encrypt
packets exchanged between the user and the browser.

1) A client C sends AS a message which contains its
public key certificate to inform the AS of its presence 4
Security Analysis
and public key. AS verifies the digital signature of the
CA who issued the certificate using CA’s public key In this section, we describe the countermeasures imple(We assume that AS has the public key certificate mented in APP against the attacks listed in [3] that are
of the CA.) AS also verifies other information in the relevant to our protocol.
certificate such as the ID of the certificate and the
certificate expiry date.

4.1

2) If the above verifications are successful, AS extracts
the client’s public key from client C’s certificate
Certc and generates a message which contains two
nonces Na1 and Na2. AS then encrypts the message
using C’s public key and sends the encrypted message EP ubAS (N c1||N c2) to the client C where the
operator || denotes a concatenation. Upon receiving
the message, C decrypts it using its private key,

Forgery Attack

Forgery attack is an attack in which an attacker deliberately manipulate data. We prevent this type of attack
by using digital signatures and message encryption. The
public key certificate in the first message uses digital signature to prevent forgery attacks. The digital signature
ensures that user C’s certificate is protected against modifications and that counterfeit messages are infeasible to
be fabricated. Any unauthorized changes to the content
of the certificate will result in an incorrect signature value
because the attacker does not know CA’s private key.
The second and third messages use message encryption
to prevent forgery attacks. The encrypted messages are
protected against modifications. Any changes to the content of the messages will result in the messages unable to
be decrypted successfully by the recipient.

3) Client C retrieves AS’s public key from AS’s public key certificate CertA (We assume that client C
has the public key certificate of AS and generates
two nonces Nc1 and Nc2. C then encrypts Nc1,
Nc2 and Na1 using AS’s public key, and sends the
encrypted message to AS. AS will decrypt the message using its private key to Nc1 and Nc2. Both the
client and the AS then calculate a pre-master key
P M K = N c1||N a1, where the operator || denotes 4.2 Replay Attack
a concatenation, and Nc1 and Na1 are the nonces
generated in Steps 2 and 3 above. (The security of An attacker records messages of an ongoing authenticanonces Nc1 and Na1, and thus key PMK is ensured tion session and replays these messages in the future in
an attempt to be successfully authenticated and possibly
by AS’s and client’s public-private keys.)
gain access to the network as a client. An attacker may
4) AS then sends Nc2 to client C. Upon receiving this replay a client’s messages to gain access to the network, or
message, the client C has successfully authenticated an authentication server messages in order to impersonate
AS, because only AS has the knowledge of Nc2.
the server. There are three approaches to resist replay at5) To allow AS to authenticate C, C sends Na2 (gener- tack. they are nonce, sequence number and time stamps.
ated by AS in Step 2) to AS. After AS receives Na2 We prevent this type of attack by using nonces [26]. A
correctly, it is considered to have successfully authen- nonce is a random number that only can be used for one
ticated client C because only C has the knowledge of time. A new message with nonces intended for a specific
recipient must use newly generated nonces and not those
Na2.
previously sent to the recipient. If a message with nonces
The AS sends the pre-master key and the random num- was lost or damaged and the message is retransmitted, the
bers to the web browser, then the user and the browser retransmitted message must use newly generated nonces.
both calculate the MK and PTKs. Although key generWe consider possible replay attacks on messages genation is not part of this paper, it is worth noting that erated by APP described in Section 3.
it is involved partially in the authentication protocol.
Key management between a client and the browser allows 1) Replaying User Messages.
them to derive a shared key to be used after the authenIn the authentication protocol, an attacker overhears
tication for secure data exchanges. We follow a similar
and replays Message 1, 3 and 5 sent earlier by a client
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C. After successfully receives Message 1 from the attacker, the AS replies with a Message 2. New nonces
Na1 and Na2 are generated in the message. The attacker will not be able to decrypt Message 2 because
he does not know the private key of AS. The attacker
then replays Message 3 to the AS. The AS can detect that this is a replayed message because a new
Message 3 is supposed to have new nonce Na1.
2) Replaying AS messages.
In the authentication protocol, an attacker overhears
and replays Messages 2 and 4 sent earlier by a AS.
The client sends Message 1 to the MAP. The attacker
then responds with Message 2. User C sends Message 3 to the attacker. The New nonces Nc1, Nc2
and Na1 are generated in the message. The attacker
will not be able to decrypt Message 3 because he does
not know the private key of the user C. The attacker
replays Message 4. The user C can detect that this
is a replay attack because a new Message 4 is supposed to have new nonce Nc2. The attacker will then
cannot be authenticated by the AS.

4.3

Denial-of-Service (DoS) Attack

In a DoS attack, a malicious attacker sends a flood of
packets to a AS. The network resources are flooded or
misused by an attacker to cease service to a legitimate
user. In an authentication protocol, an attacker may send
bogus messages or replay past valid messages repeatedly
to force a AS to use up its resources on processing a large
amount of these DoS attack messages. An attacker may
repeatedly send copies of Message 1 to a AS. The AS will
interpret the duplicates of this message as the losses of
Message 2 it has sent. The AS will stop the authentication procedure after a pre-determined number of failed
attempts to save resources. Note that this type of attack
can happen to any protocol, and not specifically to authentication. An attacker may sniff valid Messages 3 and
5 from a successful authentication and replay the message repeatedly to the involved AS in order to overwhelm
it. The AS can detect that this is a replayed attack because the new Messages 3 and 5 are supposed to have new
nonces. If the AS receives the replayed message several
times, it can infer that it is under a DoS attack and take
appropriate actions to thwart the attack [1, 24, 14].
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in power systems recommended by IEC61850. Therefore
we chose to compare our protocol with TLS.

5.1

Numerical Analysis

The numerical analysis demonstrates the theoretical gain
of our proposed protocols over TLS scheme. The performance of the protocols is measured in terms of Communication costs: which indicate the number of messages
exchanged between a AS and a user to complete an authentication session. Computation costs: which are the
latencies (in milliseconds) incurred by the following security operations: encryption using public key (Epub ); decryption using public key (Dpub ); generation of a digital
signature (Gsig ); verification of a digital signature (Vsig );
and hashing. lists the above operations, the current stateof-the-art algorithms implementing the operations, and
the computation time each of these algorithms incurs [17]
(the first, second and third columns, respectively). The
fourth, and fifth columns of Table 2 list the numbers of
security operations APP and TLS perform, respectively.
By multiplying the computation cost of each operation
(from the third column) and the number of times it is
executed, and summing up the costs of all operations executed by a protocol, we obtain its total computation cost
as shown in the third last row of Table 2.
The computation cost of APP is less than that of TLS.
The second last row of Table 2 lists the number of messages exchanged in each protocol. The authentication latencies shown in the last row are the sums of computation
costs and communication delays, where d is the average
delay of a one transmission incurred by a message. The
delay of APP and TLS is 86.6 + 5dms vs. 97.7 + 10dms.
The gain of APP over TLS is due to a reduction in the
number of messages exchanged, 5 vs. 10 and a reduction
of public key operations of APP.
Table 2: Computation and communication costs

Performance Analysis

Power communication networks are used to ensure reliable, secure, and real-time message delivery. Hence, latency is much more important than the throughput in
power systems, leading to delay-oriented design in power
communication protocols. We compare the performance
of APP with existing protocol using both numerical analysis and simulations. The protocols to be compared is
TLS. TLS is a representative authentication protocol use

5.2

Simulation Results

We use QualNet (version 5.2), a commercial software that
provides scalable simulations of wireless networks [21], for
our experiments. The simulation paprameters for all experiments are illustrated in Table 3. The performance
metric is authentication delay (latency), which is measured as the time between a client’s transmission of an
authentication request to an AS and the receipt of an
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acceptance confirmation. We conduct two sets of experiments to measure the authentication latency as a function
of Number of users: We measure the average authentication latency of the proposed protocol and TLS. We measure the average latency by varying group size from 10 to
60. For each data point in a graph, we ran an experiment
10 times using 10 different random seeds and obtained the
average rekeying latency. We also keep track of the maximum authentication delay, the maximum value among all
users. Background traffic load: We measure the average
authentication latency of APP and TLS in the presence
of background traffic. We conducted four sets of experiments:
1) We measured the average authentication latency of
APP and TLS as a function of number of users. The
400m x 400m network has one node as AS placed in
the center of the square. The number of users varied
from 10 to 60.
2) We measured the maximum authentication latency
of APP and TLS as a function of number of users.
We used the same network as in Experiment (1).
3) We measure the average authentication latency of the
protocols in the presence of background traffic. The
600m x 600m network has one node as AS placed in
the center of the square. We design an additional
node as a source to transmit the background traffic
of FTP to the AS. This node does not count as a
user. The number of users is 60. We vary the data
rate of FTP from 0 to 50 Mbits/s in our simulations.
4) We measured the maximum authentication latency
of APP and TLS as a function of background traffic.
We used the same network as in Experiment (3).
Table 3 summarizes the important parameters and lists
the figures containing the graphs of the experiments. In
all the experiments, the user nodes were randomly distributed in the networks. To test the scalability of the
protocols, we let all users present in the network send
authentication requests to the AS simultaneously.
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Figure 2 shows the average authentication latency of the
APP vs. TLS under the function of number of users.
When there are only 10 users in the network, the average
latency of APP and TLS are 167.6ms and 227.2ms respectively. Given more than 10 users, the workload and channel contention at the server further increases. In these
cases, the AAP offers lower average latency than TLS,
because the APP requires less messages exchanged than
EAP-TLS (5 vs. 10, as shown in the second last row of
Table 3).
As the number of users increases, the average authentication latency of both APP and TLS increases as well.
In the case of 60 users, the average authentication delay
of the APP and TLS are 220.1ms and 291.5ms, respectively. The average authentication delay of APP is 24.1%
lower than that of TLS. (2) Figure 3 also shows the maximum authentication delay of both protocols. Given 60
users request authentication with the same AS, the maximum authentication delay of APP and TLS are 299.7
ms and 381.6 ms, respectively. The amounts of cryptographic computation performed by LAP and EAP-TLS
are very similar (86.6ms vs. 97.7ms as shown in the last
row of Table 3). This shows that the gain of APP over
TLS is mainly due to their difference on communication
costs. (3) We examine how background traffic may affect
the average authentication latency and maximum authentication latency if 60 users request to be authenticated at
the same time.
Figure 4 shows average authentication latency as function of data rate, which is varied from 10Mbits/s to
50Mbits/s. Data rate is 0 means that there is no background traffic. As the data rate increases, the average authentication latency of users is enlarged. Higher data rate
implies more background traffic to be processed by the
AS, and more channel contention around the AS, resulting in longer delay. (4) Figure 5 also shows the maximum
authentication latency of 60 clients. The data rates varies
from 10m/s to 50m/s. As the data rate increases, the
maximum authenticate latency of APP and TLS are enlarged. Higher data rate implies more background traffic
to be processed by the AS, and more channel contention
around the AS, resulting in longer delay.

Table 3: Simulation parameters for different experiments

5.3

Result Analysis

Figure 2: Average latency of APP via TLS - Function of
The results of the above four sets of experiments are il- number of users
lustrated by the graphs in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5. (1)
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Conclusion

Cyber security in the power systems is a new area of research that has attracted rapidly growing attention in the
government, industry and academia. Cyber security is
still under development in the power systems, especially
because information security must be taken into account
with electrical power systems. In this paper, we presented
a fast and secure authentication protocol for power systems. The security analysis shows that APP is secure
and resilient to various kinds of attacks. The numerical
analysis and simulation results shows that APP is more
efficient than TLS.

Figure 3: Maximum latency of APP via TLS - Function
of number of users
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Appendix:
Protocol

TLS Authentication

The following full example shows a client being authenticated in addition to the server like above via TLS using
certificate exchanged between both peers (see Figure 6).
1) Negotiation Phase: A client sends a ClientHello message specifying the highest TLS protocol version it
supports, a random number, a list of suggested cipher suites and compression methods.
The server responds with a Server Hello message,
containing the chosen protocol version, a random
number, cipher suite and compression method from
the choices offered by the client. The server may also
send a session id as part of the message to perform a
resumed handshake.
The server sends its Certificate message (depending
on the selected cipher suite, this may be omitted by
the server).
The server sends its Server Key Exchange message
(depending on the selected cipher suite, this may be
omitted by the server). This message is sent for all
DHE and DH anon cipher suites.
The server requests a certificate from the client, so
that the connection can be mutually authenticated,
using a Certificate Request message.
The server sends a Server Hello Done message, indicating it is done with handshake negotiation.
The client responds with a Certificate message, which
contains the client’s certificate.
The client sends a Client Key Exchange message,
which may contain a Pre Master Secret, public key,
or nothing. (Again, this depends on the selected cipher.) This Pre Master Secret is encrypted using the
public key of the server certificate.
The client sends a Certificate Verify message, which
is a signature over the previous handshake messages
using the client’s certificate’s private key. This signature can be verified by using the client’s certificate’s
public key. This lets the server know that the client
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has access to the private key of the certificate and
thus owns the certificate.
The client and server then use the random numbers
and Pre-Master Secret to compute a common secret,
called the ”master secret”. All other key data for this
connection is derived from this master secret (and the
client- and server-generated random values), which is
passed through a carefully designed pseudo random
function.
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3) Finally, the server sends a Change CipherSpec,
telling the client, Everything I tell you from now on
will be authenticated (and encrypted if encryption
was negotiated). The server sends its own encrypted
Finished message. The client performs the same decryption and verification. At this point, the ”handshake” is complete
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Figure 6: TLS Authentication Protocol
2) The client now sends a Change CipherSpec record,
essentially telling the server, ”Everything I tell you
from now on will be authenticated (and encrypted
if encryption was negotiated). Finally, the client
sends an encrypted Finished message, containing a
hash and MAC over the previous handshake messages. The server will attempt to decrypt the client’s
Finished message and verify the hash and MAC. If
the decryption or verification fails, the handshake is
considered to have failed and the connection should
be torn down.
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Abstract
Design a Secure Authenticated Key Exchange (AKE) protocol is a wide research area. Many works have been done
in this field and remain few open problems. Design an
AKE-secure without NAXOS approach is remaining as
an open problem. NAXOS approach [18] is used to hide
the ephemeral secret key from an adversary even if the
adversary in somehow may obtain the ephemeral secret
key. Using NAXOS approach will cause two main drawbacks, (1) leaking of the static secret key which will be
used in computing the exponent of the ephemeral public key. (2) Maximize of using random oracle when applying to the exponent of the ephemeral public key and
session key derivation. Another open problem is designing an AKE-secure in the standard model without relying
on Pseudo-Random Function with Pairwise-Independent
Random Sources. In this paper, we present a general
construction for AKE-secure protocol from the projective
hash family secures under hard subset membership problem in the standard model. We also give an instantiation
of our protocol from DDH with a novel security proof
from games sequences tool introduced by [24]. We show
the efficiency of our protocol compares to other similar
AKE protocol.
Keywords: AKE; Decision Diffie-Hellman Assumption;
eCK Model; Hash Proof System; NAXOS’ Approach;
Smooth Projective Hash Function

1

Introduction

An Authenticated Key Exchange Protocol is a primitive
cryptographic notion which enables two parties after exchanging individual messages to agree on a symmetric
shared key used later to secure the channel used between
them. The authentication problem deals with restraining
adversary that actively controls the communication links
used by legitimated parties. They may modify and delete

messages in transit, and even inject false one or may control the delays of messages.
Bellare nad Rogaway [1] formalized the security of KE
protocols in the realistic setting of synchronal sessions
running in a network controlled by the adversary. Their
work focused on the shared-key model of authentication
while other works [2, 3] expand the techniques to include
public-key setting.
Canetti-Krawczyk [5] provides Adopted model for [25]
with extraction of construction of secure sessions.
LaMacchia, Lauter and Mityagin [18] Presents significant security model for Authenticated Key Exchange
(AKE) protocols which it is extending to CanettiKrawczyk model. This model capture attacks resulting
from leakage of ephemeral and long-term secret keys defined by an experiment in which the adversary is given
many corruption power for various key exchange sessions
and most solve a challenge on a test session. Moreover,
This model doesn’t give an adversary capability to break
an AKE protocol trivially.
Recently a variant of eCK model used in literatures
(e.g., [8, 9, 17, 26]). The difference is those models using
StateReveal query instead of EphemeralKeyReveal query
in the eCK model, which models maximum exposure.
Bresson et al. [4] used a secure device together with
an untrusted host machine to attain the existing gap between formal models and effective security. A secure device may use to store long-term keys and, at least, be able
to perform some mathematical functions ( such as addition, modulo, and exponentiation) which are necessary to
achieve cryptographic operations. In such way, we could
assume that ephemeral keys and intermediate states generated on host machine are liable to StateReveal attacks
to model the maximum state leakage attack (MSL). Although there might exist some side-channel attacks (such
as [16]) against the secure device, we assume it works as
a black-box to avoid the leakage of internal states [26].
When using the secure device then the security model
would equal to a model without StateReveal query. How-
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ever, the security result of a protocol analyzed with such
implementation scenario must be weaker than that in a
case allowing leakage of states. In contrast, our goal is
to define the maximum states that can be leaked. The
secure devices have limited resources which may cause
performance bottleneck of systems.
In this paper, we will use eCK for several security attributes, as resistance to key compromise impersonation
attack (KCI), leakage of secret states and chosen identity
and public key attack (CIDPK) and provide of weak perfect forward secrecy (wPFS). Also, we will use StateReveal query instead of EphemeralKeyReveal query to models maximum disclosure.
Motivating Problem
(1) In AKE, still remind few open problems. Is it essentially to use NAXOS trick [18] in designing the AKE
protocols. This method is used to hide the ephemeral
secret key from an adversary even if the adversary in
somehow may obtain the ephemeral secret key. Design
AKE-secure protocol without NAXOS trick will achieve
two goals: (i) To reduce the risk of leaking the static private key, since the derivation of the ephemeral public key
is independent of the static private key. This method in
contrast to protocols that use the NAXOS’ approach. (ii)
Minimize the utilization of the random oracle, by applying it only to the session key derivation. Kim, Minkyu,
Atsushi Fujioka, and Berkant Ustaolu [15, 19] proposed
a two strongly secure authenticated key exchange protocols without NAXOS approach, one of their protocol
supposed to be secure under the GDH assumption and
the other under the CDH assumption in random oracle
model. Mohamed et al. [20] designed a protocol without NAXOS approach but secure in RO model. Recently,
Daisuke et al. [12] presents an eCK secure AKE protocol without using the NAXOS trick, but they still rely
on Pseudo-Random Function with Pairwise-Independent
Random Sources. In another hand, we can find several
protocols designed with NAXOS trick and supposed to
be secure in a different manner of definition. Those protocols should answer the question how to implement the
NAXOS trick securely. In the original implementation,
the hash function will be used as in original NAXOS protocol [18]. In some design, we can found the exponent of
the ephemeral secret key hidden with a particular kind of
PRF [9, 22]. In some scenario, secure device may use to
cover up the ephemeral secret key. The remain challenges
are the limitation of computational capability of those devices and limitation of resources. (2) Design AKE-secure
without NAXOS trick in the standard model. As mentioned above that secure device might not be the ideal
solution because of its short in storage capacity and computational resources. (3) Design adaptive AKE-secure using a hash proof system. Cramer and Shop [7] invented
the universal hash proof system. It is a particular kind of
non-interactive zero-knowledge proof system for the language. They show how to construct an efficient public-
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key encryption schemes secure against adaptive chosen
ciphertext attack in the standard model given an efficient universal hash proof system. [10] presented a general framework for password-based authenticated key exchange protocols using modified smooth projective hash
function.Katz et al. [13] introduced password-based authenticated key exchange protocol. Their protocol uses a
CCA-secure labeled public-key encryption scheme (Gen,
Enc, Dec), and a smooth projective hash function. That
protocol does not consider the attack of StaticKeyReveal,
SessionKeyReveal or EstablishParty, which causes static
secret keys leakage and session keys leakage. The protocol follows plan security model which not consider the
session freshness definition and needed to be shared password with the public keys.
Contributions
In this paper, we present a concrete and practical AKEsecure protocol which is eCK secure under Decisional
Diffie-Hellman assumption in the standard model. Our
protocol does not rely on NAXOS trick or PseudoRandom Function with Pairwise-Independent Random
Sources as [12, 22]. We give a generic construction for
AKE-secure protocol from the projective hash family secure under hard subset membership problem in the standard model. We also provide an instantiation of our protocol from DDH with a novel security proof from games
sequences tool introduced by [24]. We show the efficiency
of our protocol compares to other similar AKE protocol.
Organization
Section 2 reviews security definitions, general assumptions
and states the hard problem. Section 3 gives brief for the
eCK model. Section 4 proposes a Generic adaptivelysecure AKE Construction from HPS. Section 5 presents
an instantiation from the DDH Assumption for paradigm
designed in Section 4. And finally we draws the conclusion
in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries

Notation
Let [n] denote the set {1, ..., n}. Let k ∈ N denote the
security parameter and 1k denote the string of k ones.
s ←$ S denotes picking an element s uniformly random
from S. y ← A(x) denotes runnung A with input x and
assigning y as the result. logs denotes logarithm s for
base 2. Let ∆(X; Y ) be the statistical distance between
two random variables X and Y having a common domain
X.

2.1

Randomness Extractor

Entropy
is a measurement of unpredictable of information content.
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Definition 1 (Entropy). entropy H(.) of a discrete ran- Definition 4. We say that PRFis a (q, t, PRF )-secure
dom variable X with possible values {x1 , ..., xn } and prob- pseudo-random function family, if it holds that
ability mass function P r[X] defined as:
h
i 1
ind−cma
X
Pr EXPPRF,A
≤ PRF
(λ) = 1 −
2
H(X ) = E[−ln(P r[X])] = −
P r[xi ] log P r[xi ]
Min-entropy
The min-entropy of a distribution X (denoted H∞ (X )),
is the largest real number k such that Pr[X = x] ≤ 2−k for
every x in the range of X. In essence, this measures how
likely X is to take its most likely value, giving a worst-case
bound on how random X appears. Letting U` denote the
uniform distribution over {0, 1}` , clearly H∞ (U` ) = `.
For an n − bit distribution X with min-entropy k, we
say that X is an (n, k) distribution.

for all adversaries A that makes a polynomial number of
oracle queries q while running in time at most t in the
following experiment:
ind−cma
EXPPRF,A
(λ)
λ

F(b, x)

k ←$ {0, 1} ,

for i = 1..q, q ∈ N do

b ←$ {0, 1}

if x ∈
/ DPRF return ⊥

0

b ←A

F (b,.)

(λ)

return b = b

0

z0 = PRF(k, x), z1 = RF (x)
return zb

Definition 2 (Randomness Extractor). Let Ext :
{0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}m be a function that takes as 2.3 Hash Proof System
input a sample from an (n, k) distribution X and a dbit seed from Ud , and outputs an m-bit string. Ext is a Cramer and Shoup [7] introduced a novel security notion
(k, ε)-extractor, if for all (n, k) distributions X, the out- called universal hash proof system. They showed that
given this system how to construct efficient public-key enput distribution of Ext is ε-close to Um .
cryption schemes secure against adaptive chosen cipherDefinition 3 ((k, )-Strong Extractor). Let Ext : text attack in the standard model. In another hand, we
{0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}m is a (k, )-strong extractor can describe the hash proof system as a key encapsulation
such that for any x distributed over X that has min- mechanism (KEM) [14, 23] with special algebraic properentropy k and for any seed s ←$ {0, 1}d which is cho- ties.
sen uniformly at random from (d, k) distribution and
for any value r ←$ {0, 1}m which is chosen uniformly at Universal Hashing
random from (m, k) distribution, the two distributions
hs, Ext(s, x)i and hs, ri have statistical distance at most  Let SK, PK, K, C and V be non-empty finite sets, represents secret keys, public keys, encapsulated keys, ci1 X
phertext set and valid ciphertext set respectively. Where
|P r[Ext(s, x) = y] − P r[r = y]| = 
2
V ⊂ C. Let Λsk : C → K be an indexed hash function
y∈(m,k)
indexed by sk. We call Λsk projective if there exists a
Some good results on key derivation and randomness projection µ : SK → PK where µ(sk) ∈ PK defines the
action of Λsk over the subset V. That is, for every C ∈ V,
extraction can be also found in [6].
the value K = Λsk (C) is uniquely determined by µ(sk)
and C. In contrast, nothing is guaranteed for C ∈ C \ V,
2.2 Pseudo-Random Functions
and it may not be possible to compute Λsk (C) from µ(sk)
A pseudo-random function PRF is a deterministic func- and C.
tions introduced by Goldreich, Goldwasser and Micali
[11]. Let PRF : KPRF × DPRF → Rp rf denote a family
of deterministic functions, where KPRF is the key space,
DPRF is the domain and Rp rf is the range of PRF for security parameter λ. Let RL = {(x1 , y1 ), ..., (xq , yq )} be
a list which is used to record bit strings formed as tuple
(xi , yi ) ∈ (DPRF , Rp rf ) where 1 ≤ i ≤ q and q ∈ N. In
RL each x is associated with a y. Let RF : DPRF → Rp rf
be a stateful uniform random function, which can be executed at most a polynomial number of q times and keeps a
list RL for recording each invocation. On input a message
x ∈ DPRF , the function RF (x) is executed as follows:
• If x ∈ RL, then return corresponding y ∈ RL.

Definition 5 (Universal). A projective hash function Λsk
is -universal, if for all pk, C ∈ C \ V, and all K ∈ K, it
holds that Pr[Λsk (C) = K|(pk, C)] ≤ , in other word we
can say
∆[(pk, Λsk (C)); (pk, K)] ≤ 
where in the above pk = µ(sk) for sk ←$ SK and K ←$ K.
Lemma 1. Assume that Λsk : C → K is an -universal
projective hash function. Then, for all pk and C ∈ C\V, it
holds that H∞ (Λsk (C)|(pk, C)) ≥ log 1/, where sk ← SK
with pk = µ(sk).
Hash Proof System

• Otherwise return y ←$ RPRF and record (x, y) into A hash proof system HPS = (Gen, Pub, Priv) consists
of three algorithms. The parameter generation algorithm
RL.
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HP S.Gen(1k ) generates parameterized instances of the
form params = (group, K, C, V, SK, PK, Λ(.) : C →
K, µ : SK → PK), where group may contain additional
structural parameters. The public evaluation algorithm
HP S.P ub(pk, C, w) takes as input a projective public
key pk = µ(sk), a valid ciphertext C ∈ V and a witness
w of the fact that C ∈ V, and computes the encapsulated
key K = Λsk (C). The private evaluation algorithm
HP S.P riv(sk, C) takes a secret key sk and a ciphertext
C ∈ V as input, and returns the encapsulated key
K = Λsk (C) without knowing a witness. We assume that
µ and Λ() are efficiently computable.
We say that a hash proof system is universal if for all
possible outcomes of HP S.Gen(1k ) the underlying projective hash function is -almost universal for negligible
(k). Furthermore, we say that a hash proof system is
perfectly universal if (k) = 0.
Subset Membership Problems
The subset membership problem associated with a HPS
suggests that a random valid ciphertext C0 ←$ V and a
random invalid ciphertext C1 ←$ C \ V are computationally indistinguishable. This is formally captured by a
negligible advantage function Advsmp
HP S,A (k) for all PPT
adversary A, where
Advsmp
HP S,A (k)

=

| Pr[A(C, V, C0 ) = 1|C0 ←$ V ]
− Pr[A(C, V, C1 ) = 1|C1 ←$ C \ V ] |.

Definition 6. A hash proof system HPS = (HPS.Gen,
HPS.Pub, HPS.Priv) is -universal if: (i) for all sufficiently large k ∈ N and for all possible outcomes of
HP S.Gen(1k ), the underlying projective hash function is
(k)-universal for negligible (k) ; (ii) the underlying subset membership problem is hard. Furthermore, a hash
proof system is called perfectly universal if (k) = 1/ |K|.

2.4

The DDH Assumption
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certificate issued by a certificate authority. The protocol
Π is executed between two parties say A and B, whose
static public key are A and B respectively. These two
parties exchange their ephemeral public keys X and Y
and obtain the same final session key.
Sessions
A party is activated by an outside call or an incoming message to execute the protocol Π. Each program
of executing Π is modeled as an interactive probabilistic polynomial-time machine. We call a session an invocation of an instance of Π within a party. We assume
that A is the session initiator and B is the session responder. Then A is activated by the outside call (A, B)
or the incoming message (A, B, Y ). When activated by
(A, B), A prepares an ephemeral public key X and stores
a separate session state which includes all session-specific
ephemeral information. The session identifier (denoted
by sid) in A∗ is initialized with (A, B, X, −, I). After A
is activated by (A, B, Y ) (receiving an appropriate message from responder), the session identifier is updated to
(A, B, X, Y, I). Similarly, the responder B is activated by
the incoming message (B, A, X). When activated, B also
prepares an ephemeral public key Y and stores a separate
session state, and the corresponding session identifier is
(B, A, Y, X, R). A (B, A, Y, X, R) (if it exists) is said to be
matching to the session (A, B, X, Y, I) or (A, B, X, −, I).
For a session (A, B, ∗, ∗, role), A is called the owner of the
session while B is called the peer of the session. We say
sid is complete if there is no symbol ”” in sid.
Adversaries
The adversary M is also modeled as a probabilistic
polynomial-time machine. M controls the whole communications between parties by sending arbitrary messages to the intended party on behalf of another party and
receiving the outgoing message from the communicating
parties. To capture the possible attacks, M is allowed to
make the following queries.

We assume a PPTalgorithm G(1k ) that takes as input 1k
and outputs a tuple of G = hq, G, gi, where G is a cyclic
EstablishParty(U): M Registers an arbitrary party U
group of prime order q and g is a generator of G. The
not in P , whose static public key is on Ms own choice.
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption holds iff
We call this kind of new registered parties dishonest (M
totally controls the dishonest parties), while the parties
Advddh
G,D (k) =
h
i
in P are honest. We require that when M makes such
0
Pr[D(g1 , g2 , g1r , g2r ) = 1] − Pr D(g1 , g2 , g1r , g2r ) = 1
query, the certificate authority(CA) should verify that the
submitted static public key is in the appropriate group (to
is negligible in k for any PPT adversary D, where g1 ←$ G, avoid small subgroup attack) and the proof that M knows
g2 ←$ G, r ←$ Zq and r0 ←$ Zq \ {r}.
the corresponding static private key.
Send(A,m): M sends the message m to party A. Upon
invocation A by m, the adversary obtains the outgoing
In this section, eCK model is outlined. In eCK model message of A.
there are n different parties P = P1 , , Pn running the
KE protocol Π. Each party possesses a pair of long-term StateReveal(sid): M obtains the secret state stored
static (private/public) keys together with a corresponding in the session state of the session sid.

3

Security Model
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StaticKeyReveal(Pi ): M learns the long-term static
private key of an honest party Pi . In this case, Pi no
longer seems honest.

4
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A Generic Adaptively-secure
AKE Construction from HPS

In this section, we present a generic authenticated key
SessionKeyReveal(sid): M obtains the session key exchange protocol from HPS.This protocol can be implefor the session sid if the it has been accepted, otherwise mented to ensure eCK adaptive security.
M obtains nothing.
Experiment
M is given the set P of honest parties, and makes
whichever queries he wants. The final aim of the adversary is to distinguish a session key from a random string
of the same length. Thus M selects a complete and fresh
session sid, and makes a special query Test(sid). This
query can be queried only once, and the session sid is
called test session. On this query, a coin b is flipped, if
b = 1 M is given the real session key held by sid, otherwise M is given a random key drawn from the key space
at random. M wins the experiment if he guesses the
correct value of b. Of course, M can continue to make
the above queries after the Test query; however the test
session should remain fresh throughout the whole experiment.
Definition 7 (Fresh session). Let sid be a complete session, owned by honest A with honest peer B. If the matching session of sid exists, we let sid denote the session
identifier of its matching session. sid is said to be fresh
if none of the following events occurs:
1) M makes a SessionKeyReveal(sid) query or a
SessionKeyReveal(sid) query if sid exists.

4.1

Protocol Description

Parameters
Let HP S = (HP S.Gen, HP S.P ub, HP S.P riv) be an
hps -universal hash proof system, where HP S.Gen(1λ )
generates instances of params = (group, K, C, V, SK,
PK, Λ(.) : C → K, µ : SK → PK) . Let Ext : {0, 1}n ×
{0, 1}d → {0, 1}m be a (ν, Ext )-Strong Extractor. Let
PRF : KPRF ×DPRF → RPRF be a (q, t, PRF )-secure pseudorandom function family. We assume that PRF , Ext and 
are negligible λ.
Key Generation
At beginning of the protocol, HP S.Gen(1λ ) will be run
for once to generate the public parameter (param). A
party Â picks skÂ ←$ SK and sets pkÂ = µ(sk). The
public/secret key for the party Â is (skÂ , pkÂ ). Similarly,
a party B̂ will set his public/secret keys as (skB̂ , pkB̂ ).
We assume this protocol executed between party Â and
party B̂, where party Â is the initiator and party B̂ is the
responder.
Messages Exchange

2) If sid exists, M makes either of the following queries:

The party Â chooses CÂ ← V with witness ωÂ , a random
d
a. Both StaticKeyReveal(A) and StateReveal(sid), seed sÂ ←$ {0, 1} and then computes
or
kÂ ← HP S.P ub(pkB̂ , CÂ , ωÂ ), ΦÂ ← Ext(kÂ , sÂ )
b. Both StaticKeyReveal(B) and StateReveal(sid).

Simu3) If sid does not exist, M makes either of the following Then sends (B̂, Â, CÂ , ΦÂ , sÂ ) to party B̂.
queries:
latly, the part B̂ will follow the same steps and sends
(Â, B̂, CB̂ , ΦB̂ , sB̂ ) to party Â.
a. Both StaticKeyReveal(A) and StateReveal(sid),
Upon receiving (B̂, Â, CÂ , ΦÂ , sÂ ), party B̂ uses his seor
0
cret key to get kÂ
← HP S.P riv(skB̂ , CÂ ), then computes
b. StaticKeyReveal(B).
0
0
ΦÂ ← Ext(kÂ , sÂ ). The party B̂ checks ΦÂ = Φ0Â , if not
The eCK security notion can be described now.
then halt. Otherwise, the party B̂ computes the session
Definition 8 (eCK security). The advantage of the ad- key.
versary M in the above experiment with respect to the
protocol Π is defined as ( b is the guessed value of coin by Session Key
M):
The party B̂ compute his session key as following:
AKE
AdvΠ
(M) = |2 Pr[b0 = b] − 1|
(1)
0
The protocol Π is said to be secure if the following condi- 1) K ← kÂ ⊕ kB̂ .
tions hold:
0
2) seed ← Â k B̂ k pkÂ k pkB̂ k CÂ k CB̂ k kÂ
k kB̂ .
1) If two honest parties complete matching sessions,
then they will both compute the same session key, 3) ks ← PRF(K, seed).
except with a negligible probability.
The correctness of the above protocol follows from the
2) The advantage of the adversary M is negligible.
correctness of the underlying hash proof system.
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Â

B̂

skÂ ←$ SK; pkÂ ← µ(sk)

skB̂ ←$ SK; pkB̂ ← µ(sk)

CÂ ← V with witness ωÂ

CB̂ ← V with witness ωB̂

sÂ ←$ {0, 1}
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sB̂ ←$ {0, 1}d

kÂ ← HP S.P ub(pkB̂ , CÂ , ωÂ )

kB̂ ← HP S.P ub(pkÂ , CB̂ , ωB̂ )

ΦÂ ← Ext(kÂ , sÂ )

ΦB̂ ← Ext(kB̂ , sB̂ )

sid = (Â, B̂, CÂ , −, I)

sid = (B̂, Â, CB̂ , −, R)
(B̂, Â, CÂ , ΦÂ , sÂ )
(Â, B̂, CB̂ , ΦB̂ , sB̂ )

0
← HP S.P riv(skÂ , CB̂ )
kB̂

0
← HP S.P riv(skB̂ , CÂ )
kÂ

0
, sB̂ )
Φ0B̂ ← Ext(kB̂

0
, sÂ )
Φ0Â ← Ext(kÂ

ΦB̂ =? Φ0B̂

ΦÂ =? Φ0Â

sid = (Â, B̂, CÂ , CB̂ , I)

sid = (B̂, Â, CB̂ , CÂ , R)

0
K ← kÂ ⊕ kB̂

0
K ← kÂ
⊕ kB̂

0
seed ← Â k B̂ k pkÂ k pkB̂ k CÂ k CB̂ k kÂ k kB̂

ks ← PRF(K, seed)

ks ← PRF(K, seed)

Figure 1: A generic adaptively-secure AKE construction from HPS

4.2

Security Analysis

5.1

A DDH-Based HPS

λ
Apparently, we use a Hash Proof System (HPS) to gener- Let hq, G, gi ← G(1 ) and let g1 , g2 ←$ G. Let Γ : G → Zq
ate an encapsulated key k as an idea in [23], then we used be an efficient injective mapping. n
For any u = (u1 , ..., un ) ∈ G , n ∈ N let Γ̂(u) =
that key to derive the PRF key to obtain the session key.
n
(Γ(u
1 ), ..., Γ(un )) ∈ Zq . Obviously, Γ̂ is also an injecWe used the extractor to prevent the key k leakage.
tion. We will set up the a parameter param of the hash
proof system mentioned in Section 2.3 as follows.
Theorem 1. Assuming that HP S is an hps -universal
• group = hq, G, g1 , g2 , ni, C = G × G, V = {(g1r , g2r ) :
hash proof system, Ext : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}m is a
r ∈ Zq } with witness ω = Zq .
(ν, Ext )-Strong Extractor, PRF : KPRF × DPRF → RPRF is
a (q, t, PRF )-secure pseudo-random function family. Then
• K = Znq , SK = (Zq × Zq )n , PK = Gn .
the proposed protocol is eCK-secure in the sense of Deffinition 8.
• For all sk = (xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] ∈ SK we define pk =
x
x
(pki )i∈[n] = µ(sk) = (g1 i,1 g2 i,2 )i∈[n] .
The proof of above theorem could be found in Ap• For all C = (u1 , u2 ) ∈ C we define
x
x
pendix A.
Λ (C) = Γ̂((u i,1 u i,2 )
).
sk

5

Instantiation from the DDH Assumption

We organized this section as follows. In Section 5.1, we
show how to construct a hash proof system from the
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) assumption. We follow [7, 23] in the instantiation of our protocol from DDH
assumption. In Section 5.2, we apply the construction in
Section 4 to a building block and obtain an adaptively
DDH-based secure AKE scheme, depicted in Figure 2. In
this section, we will show a comparison of our scheme with
some existing AKE-secure scheme.

1

i∈[n]

2

• HPS.Gen(1λ ): Will generate sk and pk as mentioned
above.
• HPS.Pub(pk, C, r) = Γ̂(pk1r , ..., pknr ) for all C =
(g1r , g2r ) ∈ V with witness r ∈ Zq .
rxi,1 rxi,2
u2 )i∈[n] )

• HPS.Priv(sk, C) = Λsk (C) = Γ̂((g1
for all C = (g1r , g2r ) ∈ G2 .
• Correctness follow since
Γ̂(pkir )i∈[n]

rx1,1 rx1,2
g2 , ...,

= Γ̂(pk1r , ..., pknr ) = Γ̂(g1
=

rxn,1 rxn,2
g2
)
x1,1 x1,2
x
x
Γ̂(u1 u2 , ..., u1 n,1 u2 n,2 )

=

Λsk (C).

g1
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Â

B̂

(ai,1 , ai,2 )i∈[n] ←$ (Zq × Zq )n

(bi,1 , bi,2 )i∈[n] ←$ (Zq × Zq )n

a

a

b

A = (g1 i,1 g2 i,2 )i∈[n]
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b

B = (g1i,1 g2i,2 )i∈[n]

x ←$ Zq , X = (X1 , X2 ) ←

(g1x , g2x )

y ←$ Zq , Y = (Y1 , Y2 ) ← (g1y , g2y )

KÂ = Γ̂(Bix )i∈[n]

KB̂ = Γ̂(Axi )i∈[n]

sÂ ←$ {0, 1}d

sB̂ ←$ {0, 1}d

ΦÂ ← Ext(kÂ , sÂ )

ΦB̂ ← Ext(kB̂ , sB̂ )

sid = (Â, B̂, X, −, I)

sid = (B̂, Â, Y, −, R)
(B̂, Â, X, ΦÂ , sÂ )
(Â, B̂, Y, ΦB̂ , sB̂ )

a

b

a

b

0
= Λsk (Y ) = Γ̂(Y1 i,1 Y2 i,2 )i∈[n]
kB̂

0
= Λsk (X) = Γ̂(X1 i,1 X2 i,2 )i∈[n]
kÂ

0
, sB̂ )
Φ0B̂ ← Ext(kB̂

0
, sÂ )
Φ0Â ← Ext(kÂ

?

ΦB̂ =

Φ0B̂

ΦÂ =? Φ0Â

sid = (Â, B̂, X, Y, I)

sid = (B̂, Â, Y, X, R)

0
K ← kÂ ⊕ kB̂

0
K ← kÂ
⊕ kB̂

0
seed ← Â k B̂ k pkÂ k pkB̂ k CÂ k CB̂ k kÂ k kB̂

ks ← PRF(K, seed)

ks ← PRF(K, seed)

Figure 2: A DDH-based adaptively-secure AKE construction from HPS
Theorem 2. The above system HPS, which contains of Messages Exchange
following algorithms (HPS.Gen,HPS.Pub,HPS.Priv) is a
The party Â chooses x ←$ Zq and compute X as following
-universal HPS for V.
(X1 , X2 ) ← (g1x , g2x ), a random seed sÂ ←$ {0, 1}d and
then computes
The proof of above theorem could be found in Appendix A.
KÂ = Γ̂(Bix )i∈[n] , ωÂ ), ΦÂ ← Ext(kÂ , sÂ )

5.2

Then sends (B̂, Â, X, ΦÂ , sÂ ) to party B̂.

Simulatly,

The DDH-Based Instantiation AKE the part B̂ will follow the same steps and sends
(Â, B̂, Y, ΦB̂ , sB̂ ) to party Â.
Scheme from Scheme in Section 4

Parameters
Let G = hq, G, qi. Let n ∈ N. Let HPS is -universal
hash proof system described in above. Let Ext : Znq ×
{0, 1}d → {0, 1}m be a (ν, Ext )-Strong Extractor. Let
PRF : Znq × DPRF → RPRF be a (q, t, PRF )-secure pseudorandom function family. We obtain a DDH-based scheme
as follows.

Key Generation
A party Â picks (ai,1 , ai,2 )i∈[n] ←$ (Zq × Zq )n and sets
a
a
A = (g1 i,1 g2 i,2 )i∈[n] . The public/secret key for the party
Â is ((ai,1 , ai,2 )i∈[n] , A = (Ai )i∈[n] ). Similarly, a party
B̂ will set his public/secret keys as ((bi,1 , bi,2 )i∈[n] , B =
(Bi )i∈[n] ). We assume this protocol executed between
party Â and party B̂, where party Â is the initiator and
party B̂ is the responder.

Upon receiving (B̂, Â, X, ΦÂ , sÂ ), party B̂ uses his
b
b
0
secret key to get kÂ
= Λsk (X) = Γ̂(X1 i,1 X2 i,2 )i∈[n] ,
0
then computes Φ0Â ← Ext(kÂ
, sÂ ). The party B̂ checks

ΦÂ = Φ0Â , if not then halt. Otherwise, the party B̂ computes the session key.
Session Key
The party B̂ compute his session key as following:
0
1) K ← kÂ
⊕ kB̂ .
0
2) seed ← Â k B̂ k pkÂ k pkB̂ k CÂ k CB̂ k kÂ
k kB̂ .

3) ks ← PRF(K, seed).
The correctness of the above protocol follows from the
correctness of the underlying hash proof system.
Theorem 3. If the DDH assumptions hold in groups G
and Ext : {0, 1}n × {0, 1}d → {0, 1}m is a (ν, Ext )-Strong
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Table 1: Protocols comparison
Protocol

Computation

Model

Security

Assumption

Okamoto [22]
Moriyama et al. [21]
Fujioka et al. [9]
HMQV [17]

8E
18E
9E
2.5E

Standard
Standard
Standard
RO

DDH & πPRF
DDH & πPRF
DDH & KEM
GDH, KEA1

NAXOS [18]
Mojahed et al. [20]
Our

4E
3E
4E

eCK
eCK
eCK
CK, wPFS,
KCI, LEP
eCK
eCK
eCK

NAXOS
Approch
Yes
No
No
Yes

RO
RO
Standard

GDH
DLIN
DDH,Λsk

Yes
No
No

Extractor, PRF : KPRF × DPRF → RPRF is a (q, t, PRF )secure pseudo-random function family. Then the proposed
protocol is eCK-secure in the sense of Deffinition 8.
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2 and according to
proof of Theorem 1, we concludes the proof of Theorem 3.

5.3

Efficiency

We show the efficiency of our protocol compare to other
related ones regarding based assumption, computational
efficiency and security model will be discussed in this section. In Table 1, we show number of exponentiation in G
(E), number of static public keys (SPK) and number of
ephemeral public key (EPK).
From Table 1, we show that our paradigm is much efficient group exponentiations count comparing to a similar
protocol that does not rely on NAXOS trick or proved
in the standard model. Our protocol does not rely on
πPRF or KEM; it uses an adaptive smooth projective hash
function instead. Since our protocol is using standard assumption and preliminaries, thus, it is practical to design
it using different language programs and various devices.

6

Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a general construction for
AKE-secure protocol from the projective hash family secures under hard subset membership problem in the standard model. We gave a novel security proof from games
sequences tool introduced by [24]. Our methodology in
research was how to design an eCK-secure paradigm from
a smooth projective hash function defined in [7]. In our
study, we gave a literature about using NAXOS trick
in developing an AKE-secure protocol and stated open
problem related to that. We proved the security of our
paradigm in the standard model which presents another
challenge in our research.
Moreover, we also gave an instantiation of our protocol
from DDH. We show the efficiency of our protocol compares to other similar AKE protocol.

SPK/EPK
6/6
6/3
1/2
1/1
1/1
1/1
2/1
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Proof of Theorem 1

Let M be a polynomial bounded adversary against protocol Π.Let sid∗ is the target session chosen by adversary M. Without lose fo generality, assume Â is the
owner of the session sid∗ and B̂ is the peer. Let sid be
˜ ←$ SK, pk
˜ ← µ(sk
˜ ) is the
(Â, B̂, C̃Â , C̃Â , I) where sk
Â
Â
Â
˜
˜
˜
public keys for (Â) and sk ←$ SK; pk ← µ(sk ) is the
B̂

B̂

B̂

public keys for (B̂). Assume also that Advake
M,Π (k) is the
adversary advantage which we want to evaluate in this
proof. From fresh session definition we will have this two
events:
Case 1: Existence of a matching session sid∗ for the target session sid∗ which will give us following subevents:
• Case 1.1 : ¬StateReveal(sid∗ ) ∨
¬StateReveal(sid∗ ).
• Case 1.2 : ¬StaticKeyReveal(owner) ∨
¬StaticKeyReveal(peer).
• Case 1.3 : ¬StateReveal(sid∗ ) ∨
¬StaticKeyReveal(peer).
• Case 1.4 : ¬StaticKeyReveal(owner) ∨
¬StateReveal(sid∗ ).
Case 2: No existence of a matching session for the target
session sid∗ which will generate the following subevents:
• Case 2.1 : ¬StateReveal(sid∗ ).
• Case 2.2 : ¬StaticKeyReveal(owner) .
Obviously, those sub-events are independent events.
We can describe Case 1.2 as Case 2.2, similarly, we can describe cases (Case 1.3,Case 1.4) as Case 2.1. We do that
because: the existance adversary can breaks the protocol in cases (1.2, Case 1.3, Case 1.4) will let us to construct another adversary can breaks it in cases (Case 2.2,
Case 2.1). Thus, we can construct three adversaries will
break the protocol in the previous sub-events.
Case 1.1
To analyze this event, Adversary M will play next games:
• Game1−0 : This is eCK original game where adversary M try to distinguish the real session key from
random string.
Claim 1. let G0 be the event that b = b0 in Game1−0 .
we claim that
Pr[G0] =

Advake
M,Π (λ) + 1
2

(2)

Proof. it’s easy to derive the proof from Definition 8.
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• Game1−1 : This is reduced game from Game1−0 , In
this game the adversary will choose only two parties Â, B̂ and only two sessions, the target session
and its matching session(sid∗ , sid∗ ) with identifiers
(Â, B̂, C̃Â , C̃B̂ , I) and (B̂, Â, C̃B̂ , C̃Â , I) respectively.
We suppose that M activates at most s(λ) sessions
for each n(λ) party For game state, see Appendix ??.
Claim 2. let G1 be the event that Asuccess in guessing sid∗ and sid∗ in Game1−1 . we claim that
Pr[G0] − Pr[G1] ≤

2
n(λ)2 s(λ)

(3)

Proof. In this game it’s obvious that this game is similar to game Game1−1 except it required the adversary to guess target session and its matching session
correctly to win this game. To select correct parties Â
nad B̂ , adversary should choose
n(λ) parh between
i

ties the couple(Â, B̂), Let Pr Â ∩ B̂
event, thus:
h
i
Pr Â ∩ B̂ =
=

1
n(λ)
C2

=

denotes that

1
n(λ)!
(n(λ)−2)!2!

2
2
≤ 2
n(λ)(n(λ) − 1)
n (λ)

In other hand, the adversary should success in guessing target
h session and its
i matching session.
Let Pr sid∗Â,B̂ ∪ sid∗Â,B̂ denote the probability that
adversary successfully guess the target session and its
matching session thus:
h
i
Pr sid∗Â,B̂ ∪ sid∗Â,B̂ =
h
i
h
i
h
i
Pr sid∗Â,B̂ + Pr sid∗Â,B̂ − Pr sid∗Â,B̂ ∩ sid∗Â,B̂

Pr

h

sid∗Â,B̂

∩

sid∗Â,B̂

i

=
1
s(λ)
P2

=

1
s(λ)!
(s(λ)−2)!

1
=
s(λ)(s(λ) − 1)
thus
h
i
Pr sid∗Â,B̂ ∪ sid∗Â,B̂ =
1
1
1
+
−
=
s(λ) s(λ) s(λ)(s(λ) − 1)
s(λ) − 2
1
≤
s(s(λ) − 1)
s(λ)
From these two probabilities, we can derive the whole
probability that adversary success in guessing parties
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Â and Â with target session and its matching session
with the form:
h
i h
i
Pr[G0] − Pr[G1] ≤ Pr Â ∩ B̂ Pr sid∗Â,B̂ ∪ sid∗B̂,Â
=

2
n(λ)2 s(λ)

• Game1−2 : We transform Game1−1 into Game1−2 , the
way of generation of k will be change.
In
this
game,
Sim
computes
k(.)
with
HPS:Priv(sk(.) , C(.) )
instead
of
HPS:Pub(pk(.) , C(.) , ω(.) ).
Claim 3. let G2 be the event that Sim computes k(.) with HPS:Priv(sk(.) , C(.) ) instead of
HPS:Pub(pk(.) , C(.) , ω(.) ). we claim that
Pr[G1] = Pr[G2]

(4)

Proof. Since HPS is projective, this change is purely
conceptual, and thus Pr[S3] = Pr[S2].
• Game1−3 : We transform Game1−2 into Game1−3 , the
way of generation of C̃(.) will be change. In this game,
Sim samples C̃(.) from C \ V.
Claim 4. let G3 be the event that C̃(.) ←$ C \ V. we
claim that
Pr[G2] − Pr[G3] ≤ Advsmp
HP S,A (λ)

(5)

which Advsmp
HP S,A (λ) is advantage of some efficient
adversary A to beaks HPS.
Proof. A straightforward reduction to the indistinguishability of the subset membership problem yields
we can conclude our proof.
• Game1−4 : We transform Game1−3 into Game1−4 .
This game is the same as Game1−3 , except that we
choose Φ(.) randomly instead of computing it from
the Ext function.
Claim 5. let G4 be the event of evaluation of
Φ(.) ←$ {0, 1}m randomly. we claim that
Pr[G3] − Pr[G4] ≤ 2Ext

(6)

Proof. It shows clearly that if the adversary can distinguish between Game1−3 and Game1−4 then he can
generate the same value
In Game1−3 ,
 of Ext function.

Pr[G3] represents Pr Ext(k(.) ), s(.) where s(.) represent the seed of the extraction function and key
generated from HPS. In Game1−4 , Pr[G4] represents
r ←$ {0, 1}m . From (k,)-Strong Extractor definition
we get
1
2

X
y∈(m,k)

P r[Ext(s, x) = Φ(.) ] − P r[r = Φ(.) ] = 
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Claim 7. let G20 be the event that b = b0 in
Game2−0 . we claim that

We can write the above equation in form
1
2

X
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|Pr[G3] − Pr[G4]| = 

y∈(m,k)

Pr[G20] =

which imply 6.

Advake
M,Π (λ) + 1
.
2

(10)

Proof. That proof can be derived from Game1−0 .

• Game1−5 : We transform Game1−4 into Game1−5 .
This game is the same as Game1−4 , except that we
choose ks randomly instead of computing it from the
PRF function.
Claim 6. let G5 be the event of computing
ks ←$ RPRF randomly. we claim that
Pr[G4] − Pr[G5] ≤ PRF +

1
2

(7)

Proof. It shows clearly that if the adversary can
distinguish between Game1−4 and Game1−5 then
he can hgenerate the same ivalue of PRF funcind−cma
tion. Pr EXPPRF,A
(λ) = 1 represents Pr[G4] −
Pr[G5]. From Pseudo-Random function definition we
get
h

i

ind−cma
Pr EXPPRF,A
(λ) = 1 −

1
≤ PRF
2

1
2

1
2

(8)

Combining Equations (3), (4), (5), (6), (7) and (8),
we obtain:
Advake
M,Π (λ) ≤

4
n2 (λ)s(λ)

+ 2Advsmp
A,HP S (λ)

+ 4Ext + 2PRF + 1

Pr[G20] − Pr[G21] ≤

2
n2 (λ)s(λ)

(11)

Proof. In this game, it’s obvious that this game is
similar to game Game2−1 except it’s required adversary to guess target session correctly to win this
game. To select correct parties Anad B, adversary
should hchoose between
n(k) parties the couple(Â, B̂),
i
Let Pr Â ∩ B̂) denotes that event, thus:
1
n(λ)
C2

=

1
n(λ)!
(n(λ)−2)!2!

=

2
2
≤ 2
n(λ)(n(λ) − 1)
n (λ)

which complete the proof.
Apparently, Pseudo-Random function behave as one
time pad in game Game1−5 , which imply
Pr[G5] =

Claim 8. let G21 be the event that Â success in
guessing sid∗ in Game2−1 . we claim that

h
i
Pr Â ∩ B̂ =

We can write above equation in form
|Pr[G4] − Pr[G5]| ≤ PRF +

• Game2−1 : This is reduced game from Game2−0 , In
this game the adversary will choose only two parties
Â, B̂ and only target session (sid∗ ) with identifier
(Â, Â, C̃Â , C̃B̂ , I).

(9)

From the sequence of preceding claims, and since
those following probabilities Advsmp
A,HP S (λ), Ext and
PRF are negligible in λ, then we conclude that
Advake
M,Π (λ) is negligible in λ. Thus our protocol is
secure.
Case 2
To analyze this event, Adversary Mwill play next games:
• Game2−0 : This is eCK original game where adversary M try to distinguish the real session key from
random string.

where Cba is the combination
In other hand, the adversary should success in guessingh target isession and its matching session. Let
Pr sid∗Â,B̂ denote the probability that adversary
successfully guess the target session from s(λ) sessions, thus:
h
i
1
Pr sid∗Â,B̂ =
s(λ)
From these two probability we can derive the whole
probability that adversary success in guessing parties
Â and B̂ with target session and its matching session
with the form:
h
i h
i
Pr[G20] − Pr[G21] ≤ Pr Â ∩ B̂ Pr sid∗Â,B̂ ∪ sid∗B̂,Â
=

2
n(λ)2 s(λ)

• Game2−2 : This game is behave similiary to game
Game1−2 . Thus, we concludes
Pr[G1] = Pr[G2]

(12)

• Game2−3 : We transform Game2−2 into Game2−3 , the
way of generation of C̃(.) will be change. In this game,
Sim samples C̃(.) from C \ V.
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Claim 9. let G23 be the event that C̃(.) ←$ C \ V. we
claim that
q2
Pr[G22] − Pr[G23] ≤ HP S.P riv .Advsmp
HP S,A (λ) (13)
2
which Advsmp
HP S,A (λ) is advantage of some efficient
adversary A to beaks HPS, and qHP S.P riv is the
number of queried made by Aon HPS.Priv.
Proof. In this game we transformed from Game2−2
by changing C̃(.) with C̃(.) ←$ C \ V. Without losing of generality, The adversary will make qHP S.P riv
queries to oracle without repeat of the same query.
We can get the probability of halt as:
qHP S.P riv !
=
Pr[⊥] =
(qHP S.P riv − 2)!2!
qHP S.P riv (qHP S.P riv − 1)
q2
=
≤ HP S.P riv
2
2
The difference between Pr[G22] and Pr[G23] can be
parlayed into a corresponding Advsmp
HP S,A (λ). And
that can be conclude clearly from the indistinguishability of the subset membership problem yields we
can conclude.
C2qHP S.P riv

• Game2−4 : We transform Game2−3 into Game2−4 .
This game is the same as Game2−3 , except that we
choose Φ(.) randomly instead of computing it from
the Ext function.
Claim 10. let G24 be the event of evaluation of
Φ(.) ←$ {0, 1}m randomly, Ext be the advantage that
AExt can breaks Ext security and qExt the number of
queries made by AExt . We claim that
2
Pr[G23] − Pr[G24] ≤ qExt
.Ext

(14)

Proof. It shows clearly that if the adversary can distinguish between Game2−3 and Game2−4 then he can
generate the same value of Ext function.
 In Game2−3 ,
Pr[G23] represents Pr Ext(k(.) ), s(.) where s(.) represent the seed of the extraction function and key
generated from HPS. In Game2−4 , Pr [G24] represents r ←$ {0, 1}m . From (k,)-Strong Extractor definition we get
1 X
P r[Ext(s, x) = Φ(.) ] − P r[r = Φ(.) ] = 
2

combining above equations we conclude our proof.

• Game2−5 : We transform Game2−4 into Game2−5 .
This game is the same as Game2−4 , except that we
choose ks randomly instead of computing it from the
PRF function.
Claim 11. let G25 be the event of computing
ks ←$ RPRF randomly, PRF be the advantage that
APRF can breaks PRF security and qPRF the number
of queries made by APRF . We claim that
Pr[G24] − Pr[G25] ≤

2
qPRF
.Ext + 1
2

(15)

Proof. It shows clearly that if the adversary can distinguish between Game2−4 and Game2−5 then he can
generate
the same value of
h
i PRF function.
ind−cma
Pr EXPPRF,A
(λ)
=
1
represents Pr [G24] −
PRF
Pr[G25]. From Pseudo-Random function definition
we get
h
i 1
ind−cma
Pr EXPPRF,A
(λ)
=
1
−
≤ PRF
PRF
2
We can write above equation in form
|Pr[G4] − Pr[G5]| ≤ PRF +

1
2

Without losing of generality, We let the adversary
to make qPRF queries to oracle without repeat of the
same query. We can get the probability of halt as:
qPRF !
(qPRF − 2)!2!
qPRF (qPRF − 1)
q2
=
≤ PRF
2
2

Pr[⊥] = C2qPRF =

which complete the proof.
Apparently, Pseudo-Random function behave as one
time pad in game Game1−5 , which imply
Pr[G5] =

1
2

(16)

y∈(m,k)

We can write the above equation in form
1 X
|Pr[G3] − Pr[G4]| = 
2
y∈(m,k)

Without losing of generality, We let the adversary
to make qExt queries to oracle without repeat of the
same query. We can get the probability of halt as:
qExt !
(qExt − 2)!2!
qExt (qExt − 1)
q2
=
≤ Ext
2
2

Pr[⊥] = C2qExt =

Combining 11,12,13,14,15 and 16 we obtain:
Advake
M,Π (λ) ≤
4
n2 (λ)s(λ)

smp
2
+ qHP
S AdvA,HP S (λ)+

2
2
2qExt
Ext + qPRF
PRF + 1

(17)

From the sequence of preceding claims, and since
those following probabilities Advsmp
A,HP S (λ), Ext and
PRF are negligible in λ, then we conclude that
Advake
M,Π (λ) is negligible in λ. Thus our protocol is
secure.
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Appendix: Proof of Theorem 2

z
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z

so (pk, C) = (g1i,1 , g1i,2 ) for




To prove this theorem we retrieve the definition of the
z1,1
x1,1
 z2,1 
universal projective hash function defined by Cramer and
 x1,2 




 .. 
Shop [7]. To follow the previous definition of HPS, we
 x2,1 
 . 




should define following:
x2,2 
 zn,1  = ρ 




 .. 
 z1,2 


• Existence of a subset membership problem M .


 . 
 . 

.
xn,1 
 . 
• Existence of a -universal hash projective function.
xn,2
zn,2
Let M be a subset membership problem, we write
Λ[C, V, W, R] to indicate the instance Λ where C, V =
G2 , V ⊂ C, W = Zq , R = Znq . For (g1r , g2r ) ∈ C with witwhere
ness r ∈ W. We define two sequences of random variables


1
β
0 0 ··· 0
0
as follows C ← V, C 0 ← C \ V at random.
 0
0
1 β ··· 0
0 


Claim 12. We say M is a hard subset membership prob
 ..
0


.
lem if (Λ, C) and (Λ, C ) are computationally indistin



0
0
0
0
·
·
·
1
β
ρ
=
guishable.



 r1 r2 β 0 0 · · · 0
0


Proof. Let C0 = (u1 , u2 ) = (g1r , g2r ) ∈ V where r ∈ Zq

 .
.


.
is a valid witness. Let C1 = (u∗1 , u∗2 ) ∈ C \ V where
0
0
0 0 · · · r1 r2 β
u∗1 , u∗2 ←$ G. Retrieve the advantage of adversary in Section 2.3 we derive:
We can write it in the form f 0 ((xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] ) =
smp
ρ((xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] )T . Since det(ρ) = β n (r2 − r1 )n 6= 0 the
AdvHP S,A (k) = |Pr[A(C, V, C0 ) = 1|C0 ←$ V ]
0
− Pr[A(C, V, C1 ) = 1|C1 ←$ C \ V ]| ρ is not singular, which shows that f is an injective map
and concluds the proof.
Obviously, to distinguish between C0 and C1 is to solve
the logarithm problem which is hard to solve by assumpBiography
tion. Thus, we say the subset membership is hard.
Let Λsk : C → K be a projective hash function Mojahed Ismail Mohamed currently, a PhD student of
indexed with sk ∈ SK instantiated with Λsk (C) = the School of Computer Science and Engineering at Unix
x
versity of Electronic Science and Technology of China
Γ̂((u1 i,1 u2 i,2 )i∈[n] ).
(UESTC), and have been with UESTC since Jan. 2011.
Claim 13. We say Λsk is an -universal projective hash He received his Master degree (2013) in Information Secufunction.
rity from UESTC, Chengdu, China, and Bachelor degree
(2005) in computer Engineering from Karary University.
Proof. To show the -universality we show that, for any He did his researches in key exchange protocols (KE).
fixed C = (u1 , u2 ) ∈ C \ V in the distripution of
(C, Λsk (C)) is that of two random and independent group Xiaofen Wang currently, an associate professor of the
School of Computer Science and Engineering at Unielements. Consider the map
versity of Electronic Science and Technology of China
x
x
x
x
f ((xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] ) = (pk, C) = (g1 i,1 g2 i,2 , u1 i,1 u2 i,2 )i∈[n] (UESTC), and have been with UESTC since Jan. 2010.
She received her Ph.D. degree (2009) and Master degree
mapping trapdoor sk = (xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] to (pk, C) pairs. (2006) in cryptography from Xidian University, Xi’an,
If we show that this map is injective then we are done, China, under the supervision of Prof. Guozhen Xiao, and
since we are applying this map to a random input and Bachelor degree (2003) in computer science from Univerhence will get a random output. We will show an sity of Electronic Science and Technology of China. She
equivalent statement that the map f 0 ((xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] ) = was a visiting research fellow at University of Wollongong,
logg1 (f ((xi,1 , xi,2 )i∈[n] )) = (log g1 (pk), logg1 (C)) is injec- working with Prof. Yi Mu from Aug. 2014 to Aug. 2015.
tive. Let
Her major research interests include Cryptography, Inu1 = g1r1 , u2 = g2r2 = g1βr2
formation Security, Network Security, and Data Security,
etc.
for some r1 6= r2 and β = logg1 (g2 ). We write
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Abstract
After the Stuxnet security event in Iran, the security issues on industrial Internet are very serious. Besides, there
are many flaws existing in the modern traffic modelling
approaches to the industrial field network. Aiming at
these problems, the traffic characteristic map-based intrusion detection model for industrial Internet was proposed.
Firstly, information entropy method was adopted to select vital traffic characteristics attributes set which is used
to form traffic characteristic vectors. Secondly, multiple
correlation analysis approach was applied to transform
traffic characteristics vector into triangle area mapping
matrix and traffic characteristic map can be established.
Finally, using discrete cosine transform (DCT) and singular value decomposition (SVD) methods, perceptual hash
digest database of normal and abnormal traffic characteristics maps was obtained. Thereafter, the corresponding intrusion detection rule set can be generated, which
is essential for the modelling of network traffic periodic
characteristics in industrial field network. In particular,
the robustness and discrimination of the traffic characteristics map perceptual hash algorithm (TCM-PH) were
proved. Experimental results show that the proposed approach has a good performance of intrusion detection in
the industrial field network.
Keywords: Hash Digest; Industrial Control Network; Intrusion Detection; Network Traffic Characteristics Map;
Rule Set

1

Introduction

The traditional industrial control system (ICS) is widely
used in many national critical infrastructures (NCI), for
instance, petrochemical industry, power and water conservancy industry, industrial production, nuclear energy
and transportation. According to the analysis of Security
Situation Report of ICS-CERT [6] in 2015, more than 80%
NCI rely on ICS to achieve the automation of production

process. Therefore, ICS plays a vital role in our daily life.
The ICS security issues directly affect national security
and economic development. In 2010, the Stuxnet virus
infected the Bushehr nuclear power station in Iran. Until
2015, a series of network security issues appeared, which
brought great influence on human’s life. The security situation of industrial Internet is very serious [1, 3, 12].
Industrial Internet includes three layers: enterprise
management network, supervisory network and field network. In the research of security problems in field network, the periodicity characteristic of network traffic information is the key point. The intrusion detection methods to field network can be divided into three kinds:
intrusion detection approaches based on model, fuzzing
detection and Snort rule. The Snort-based method is
mostly used to analyse the protocol used in the field
network. However, this kind of method highly relies on
the prior knowledge, which is mostly used in known attacks [18, 23, 26]. The fuzzing-based method is mainly
used to test the protocol vulnerability [21].
Aiming at the above questions, from the image point,
the intrusion detection issues and relationships between
every two attributes are researched. The traffic characteristic map-based intrusion detection model for industrial Internet was proposed in this paper. The presented
method can meet the real-time and high efficiency of intrusion detection approach. Traditional text information
can be transformed into image via the traffic characteristics map technique. In order to research traffic characteristics from different point, the single attribute research
is replaced by the research about the relations between
attributes. By using image perceptual hash features extraction method, hash digest can be obtained and intrusion detection rule set can be produced. The perceptual
hash features extraction method obtains robustness and
discrimination. The robustness ensures that the intrusion
detection approach can effectively find the known traffic
information. The discrimination keeps the distinguishing characteristics of unknown attacks. Furthermore, the
time complexity of image perceptual hash algorithm is
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very low. Finally, the training and test processes can
take the testbed data set [9] and NSL-KDD [20].
This research deals with four issues. 1) By using traffic
characteristics map technique, the traffic text information
can be transformed into traffic characteristics map. 2) By
using image perceptual hash features extraction method,
the hash digest can be captured and intrusion detection
rule set can be produced. 3) Intrusion detection rule
matching operation includes three steps: strings-based
precise match, similarity measure based on Hamming distance and clustering based on Euclidean distance. These
three steps ensure the intrusion detection performance.
In the intrusion detection stage, three-level detection pattern is set. The adaptability of the proposed method is
increased. The unknown attacks can be detected, which
decreases the false alarm rate resulted from fuzzy matching. Our method has a good detection performance. 4)
The study proves the robustness and discrimination of
TCM-PH algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the related works of intrusion detection method
based on traffic characteristics were described. The theory of traffic characteristics map technique and the image
perceptual hash features extraction method were introduced in Section 3. In Section 4, an industrial Internet
intrusion detection model based on traffic characteristics
map was proposed. And the robustness and discrimination of this algorithm are also proved. In Section 5, the
experimental results were analysed then the performances
of our method and other methods were compared. Finally,
we conclude our paper in Section 6.

2

Related Works

In industrial field network, intrusion detection method
based on model has adaptability, which is essential for
the detection of unknown attacks. Therefore, many
researchers achieve more works in intrusion detection
method based on traffic periodicity characteristics. In [5],
the research work of Modbus traffic periodicity features
was finished. According to the deep analysis of packets, the deterministic finite automation (DFA) approach
was used to establish Modbus normal behaviour model,
which displays a good abnormal detection performance
and adaptability. Yet, the study did not analyse the algorithm complexity of the DFA. In [22], the researchers
analysed the normal traffic characteristics to get the Snort
rule set. Then, traffic white list was set and the abnormal
traffic information can be detected. But, the performance
verification of the proposed approach should have taken a
universal data set. In [23], according to the prior knowledge, fuzzing detection method was applied to analyse the
structure of packets. Thereafter, the vulnerability can be
found.
In [26], fuzzing method was used to produce large number of malformed packets including function code, which
can be adopted to test the vulnerability of SCADA sys-
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tem. The data space was compressed and fuzzing test
time was optimized. Mostly, the fuzzing test method was
used to find the vulnerability of industrial field network
protocol. In [21], Modbus traffic information and terminal
unit information were extracted to produce Snort rules.
The intrusion detection system based on Modbus protocol and Snort rule was established. But, the production of
Snort rule highly relies on prior knowledge. In [28], network data was mapped into different dimension of hash
histogram to establish detection vector. Support vector
data description machine (SVDD) was used to detect network abnormal information. And the comparing works
between several different classifiers were finished. In [16],
by using PSO-SVM method, in Modbus protocol packets,
the research of function code appearance frequency was
achieved.
In [27], aiming at network traffic top-down time series
characteristics, a network traffic analysis system based on
multi-view was established. In [19], the multiple correlation analysis (MCA) method was used to transform text
information into corresponding traffic images. The differences between two traffic images were computed by Manhattan distance, which realized the abnormal intrusion
detection. By using MCA, the traffic data characteristics
can be kept. For the abnormal detection in field network,
in [24], cumulative sum (CUSUM) method was used to
deeply analyse network packet. According to [15], multiscale principal component analysis (MSPCA) method was
used to research traffic periodicity and traffic matrix
space-time correlation, which modelled the network normal traffic behaviours.
In [11], the active degree of input and output traffic
in researched network was counted and the active entropy was computed via the active entropy method. This
method produced intrusion detection rule set, which reduced the false positive rate. By [7], the improved affinity
propagation (AP) method decreased the number of clustering classes and the time cost and ensured true positive
rate, which increased intrusion detection performance.
In [17], the simulations of network intrusion detection attacks were added into the testbed data proposed by [9].
The existing intrusion detection methods were evaluated.
In [10], the rule set was captured from the Modbus protocol contents and traffic packet periodicity characteristics. And, the intrusion detection system was established.
In [4], according to the research of registers value change
characteristics in SCADA industrial control system, parameter models were established. These models can detect network abnormal traffic information.
Image perceptual hash features extraction approaches
include DCT, SVD, wavelet transform and principal component analysis (PCA). In this paper, image perceptual
hash features extraction methods based on SVD and DCT
were adopted. In [8], colourful histogram and DCT coefficient matrix were regarded as perceptual features. The
image contents tamper localization was achieved via DCT
and PCA. This method demonstrated robustness and discrimination. In [2], the robustness characteristics were
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captured via audio cochleogram. And the established
non-negative matrix was factorized to produce perceptual hash digest. By recurrence quantification method,
the hash digest was matched. In [14], audio clips were
mapped into hash digests. And the indexing and authentication of audios were achieved by this method. This
method obtained robustness and discrimination.

3
3.1

Related Techniques and Theory

data, and Data 2 and Data 4 are tested data. The traffic
attributes number set of Data 1 and Data 2 is {1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 12, 13, 24, 25, 26, 27}. The traffic attributes number
set of Data 3 and Data 4 is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 18,
20, 21, 22, 23, 24}. The traffic attributes number set of
NSL-KDD is {1,2,3,4,5,6,10,12,13,18,20,21,22,23,24}, the
attributes tables are shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5.
The normalization of attributes set is defined as follow.


x ∈ [0, m)
0
255x
(2)
f (x) = n−m
x ∈ [m, n] .


255
x ∈ (n, ∞)

Modbus Traffic Characteristic Map
Techniques
where n and m represent maximum and minimum, re-

The approaches of information collection and features extraction in industrial Internet were researched. Based on
above research works, the attributes features set of experimental data can be captured. The traffic information
features space of Modbus protocol field network can be
established. By using traffic characteristic map (TCM)
technique, traffic characteristic map of field network traffic information can be produced. The traffic characteristic
map is the input data for the image perceptual hash features extraction method.
Traffic information of field network has a strong periodicity, which leads to a fixed pattern. Traffic characteristics
are much different between normal and abnormal traffics. The statistical characteristics of traffic information
can be used to describe traffic behaviours. In [9], for the
standardization of experimental data, a SCADA testbed
experimental data was proposed. However, the testbed
data and NSL-KDD [20] cannot be transformed into traffic characteristics map directly. Before transformation,
the pre-processing works are needed to be finished. As
the Figure 1 shown, the technique road of Modbus traffic
characteristics map method is illustrated.
3.1.1
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spectively. f(x) is the normalization value, which is within
the range of grey value, f(x) ∈ [0, 255].
3.1.2

Multiple Correlation Analysis

In [19], adopting MCA method and triangle area method,
normal and abnormal traffic characteristics were obtained. The correlations between attributes were also obtained. The flow steps are listed as follows.
Experimental data can be expressed as X =
{x1 , x2 , · · · , xn }. According to the obtained traffic attributes sets, xi = [x1 , x2 , · · · , xn ], (1 ≤ i ≤ n), expresses
the i -th m dimension traffic record. Triangle area method
is used to capture the correlation between attributes j and
k in vector xj .
Vector xj is mapped into (j − k) dimension Euclidean
subspace. (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, j 6= k),
yi,j,k = [εj εk ]T = [fij fik ]T , εj = [ej,1 , ej,2 , .., ej,n ], εk =
[ek,1 ek,2 ..ek,n ]T , ej,j = ek,k = 1, and other elements equal
to zero. yi,j,k is a 2-dimension vector, which can be expressed as one point (fij fik ) in (j − k) dimension Euclidean
subspace. On the Cartesian coordinate system, a triangle area ∆fij Ofik is formed by the origin and the projected
i i
Compute Attributes Information Entropy points of the coordinate (fj fk ) are found on the k and j
axis. The triangle area can be expressed as following.
and Normalization

i
i
i
In the pre-processing stage of experimental data, the in- T rj,k = (k (fj , 0) − (0, 0) k × k (0, fk ) − (0, 0) k)/2. (3)
complete traffic records are deleted. Then, the informa- where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ m, and j 6= k.
tion entropy [25] of traffic attributes is computed. The
For the complete analysis of traffic records, xi reprevital attributes are selected. The definition of informa- sents correlation between every two attributes. And, the
tion entropy is as follow.
corresponding triangle area is computed. The complete
triangle area map (TAM) of traffic record including all tris
X di
di
(1) angle area is computed on the basis of every two attributes
H(x) = −
( )log( )
i
T
T
correlation. In i -th traffic record, T rj,k
expresses j -th row
i=1
i
and k -th column triangle area. When j = k, T rj,k
= 0.
where x is an attribute, and H (x ) is the information en- Therefore, the research focus on the correlations between
tropy of attribute x. The total number of attributes is n. every two attributes. When j 6= k, T ri = T ri . The
k,j
The number of different traffic records is s. These traffic obtained TAM is a symmetric matrix,j,kwhose main
direcords can be expressed as {a1 , a2 , · · · , as }. The corre- agonal vector equal to zero. 4-dimension TAM can be
sponding occurrence number is {d1 , d2 , · · · , ds }. The com- expressed as follow.
puted information entropy of attributes can be sorted by


0
Tri1,2 Tri1,3 Tri1,4
descending order. The experimental data [9] includes the
Tri2,1
0
Tri2,3 Tri2,4 
following data sets. Data 1 and Data 2 are collected from

TAMix = 
(4)
i
i

gas pipeline system. Data 3 and Data 4 are collected from
Tr3,1 Tr3,2
0
Tri3,4 
water storage system. Data 1 and Data 3 are training
Tri4,1 Tri4,2 Tri4,3
0
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Figure 1: Technique rode of Modbus traffic characteristics map method

There are several merits of MCA method. 1) There is
no need of prior knowledge. 2) The MCA which is based
on triangle area is not vulnerable to linear changes of all
features. 3) Provide individual network traffic records. 4)
Analyse the correlation between every two attributes.
Algorithm 1 TCM Algorithm
1: Input: Training data
i
2: Output: Traffic Characteristics Map TAM
3: According to Equation (1), compute the information
entropy of attributes and select vital attributes set
4: According to Equation (2), normalize attributes set
to [0, 255]
5: Get width and height of the dimension
6: for i from 1 to height do
7:
for j from 1 to width do
i
8:
According to Equation (3), compute T rj,k
, and
send value to the corresponding place in TAMi
9:
end for
10: end for
i
11: Output the traffic characteristics map TAM

3.2

1) In Data 1, Data 2 and NSL-KDD train data set, by
using TCM method, the 11 × 11, 14 × 14 and 14 ×
14 traffic characteristics maps are obtained. And,
in Data 3, Data 4 and NSL-KDD test data set, the
11 × 11, 14 × 14 and 14 × 14 traffic characteristics
maps are got.
2) According to Equation (5), by using DCT method,
11 × 11, 14 × 14 and 14 × 14 DCT coefficient matrices
are obtained.
3) For the discrimination of perceptual hash digest, the
complete DCT coefficient matrix including low and
high frequency domains is used to produce hash digest. And, the mean value of coefficient matrix is
computed, named mean.
4) According to Equation (7), SVD is used to decompose and reconstruct DCT coefficient matrix. The
useful information can be obtained and the data noise
is removed. N = 11 and 14, the left singular value
u3 and the right singular v3 , which are corresponded
to 3 , are used to produce hash digest DCT m.

Image Perceptual Hash Features Extraction

3.2.1

DCT m
 λ1
=

Discrete Cosine Transform

[u1 , u2 , .., uN ] 



λ2

..

 [v1 , v2 , .., vN ]T (6)

.
λN

DCT method has several merits: explicit physical meaning, middle complexity, swift calculation and separable
property. DCT is regarded as the optimization method
used in audio and image transformation. The transformation of image is achieved via DCT. According to [8],
DCT can be defined as follow.
N

F (u, v)

=

N

C(u)C(v) X X
f (x, y) ·
4
x=0 y=0
cos(

π(2x + 1)u
π(2y + 1)v
) cos(
)
2
N
N2

SVD matrix = [uT3 , vT3 ]

(7)

5) From left to right, the traversal work of SVD matrix
is achieved. The hash rule is defined as follow.
(
1, x ≥ m
h(x) =
.
(8)
0, x < m

(5)

where f expresses N × N pixels matrix, and F is N ×
N coefficient matrix. C expresses the cosine coefficient
matrix.
The steps of algorithm as follow:

where x is the SVD result, and h(x) is the corresponding
hash code. After the matrix traversal, the hash digests
database can be obtained. And, the corresponding rule
set is produced.
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3.2.2

Match Hash Digest

The hash digests of test data are captured. These hash digests are the input data for hash match algorithm. By this
way, the abnormal traffic information can be detected.
The image contents match methods include Euclidean
distance, Hamming distance and norm. Hamming distance method is adapted to measure similarity of different images. Before hash matching, by using traffic characteristics map method, traffic text information can be
transformed into traffic characteristics map. There are
three matching stages in the improved matching algorithm. The three-level matching method increases adaptability of the TCM-PH algorithm.
1) Precise matching based on string

4
4.1
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The Proposed Model
Intrusion Detection Model Based on
TCM-PH

In the existing intrusion detection methods to industrial
Internet, the nature of intrusion detection method based
on traffic is to find the abnormal change rules of traffic. By the establishment of network traffic characteristics
map in SCADA and field network, the intrusion detection
model based on traffic characteristics map is established.
The network intrusion detection issues are solved via image features extraction methods. Traffic characteristics
map perceptual hash (TCM-PH) algorithm is a supervisory learning method. The intrusion detection thought is
illustrated in Figure 2.

The hash digest of test data is captured, named Hs1 .
Adopting the precise matching method, the normal Algorithm 2 TCM-PH
traffic hash digest Hs2 and abnormal traffic hash di- 1: Input: Training data and test data
gest Hs3 are matched with Hs1 . Then, the matching 2: Output: Intrusion detection results
results are output. After the precise matching, some 3: Get training data set.
traffic hash digests don’t have any detection result. 4: while the number of training data do
These hash digests take part in the second matching 5:
The TCM algorithm is adopted to produce traffic
stage.
characteristics map.
6:
By DCT method, the normal and abnormal hash
2) Similarity matching based Hamming distance
digest are captured.
By using Hamming distance Equation (9), the simi- 7:
Produce intrusion detection rule set.
larity between Hs1 and normal traffic Hs2 can be com- 8: end while
puted. And, the distance between Hs1 and Hs3 can 9: Get test traffic data set.
also be calculated. According to the computed re- 10: while test data do
sults, in condition to meet the match threshold value, 11:
By TCM algorithm, the traffic characteristics map
the Hs1 can obtain the matching result. However,
is produced.
some unknown intrusion traffic digests cannot meet 12:
Adopting DCT method, the hash digest is capthis threshold. These unknown attacks participate
tured.
in the third matching stage. The similarity can be 13:
if meet precise matching then
expressed by DH or bit error rate BER.
14:
while rule do
PL
15:
Hash digest match rule set, output detection
| Hs1 (w) − Hs2 (w) |
result
(9)
DH (Hs1 , Hs2 ) = w=1
L
16:
end while
else if Meet similarity measure then
where BER = DH (Hs1 , Hs2 ), Hs1 and Hs2 have equal 17:
18:
According to Equation (9), the similarity belength. In Data 1 and Data 2, L = 22. In Data 3
tween hash digest and intrusion detection rule
and Data 4, L = 28, In NSL-KDD, L = 28. w is
set is computed.
one hash code in hash digest. The threshold value of
19:
if matching threshold then
similarity matching is set.
20:
Output intrusion detection result
3) Clustering matching based on Euclidean distance
21:
else if Meet similarity measure then
22:
According to Equation (10), compute distance
The Euclidean distance can be expressed as follow.
between hash digest and clustering centre, outv
uX
put intrusion detection result
n
u
end if
d(x, y) = t (xj − yj )2
(10) 23:
24:
end if
j=1
25: end while
According to Equation (10), the distance from hash
digest clustering centre to test hash digests can be
computed. The test digest can be detected by the 4.2 The Property Proof of TCM-PH
smallest Euclidean distance. The clustering method
has adaptability, which is essential for the detection When perceptual hash is applied in network intrusion deof unknown intrusion.
tection, the robustness and discrimination [8] of TCM-PH
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Figure 2: Intrusion detection model based on traffic characteristics map

algorithm are proved. The perceptual hash function has Prove 1. (Robustness) When the perceptual hash-based
robustness and discrimination [13]. The details are illus- intrusion detection method has robustness, ∀x, y ∈ M ,
trated as follows.
event A = {(x, y) : disp(x, y) < Tp and dis(hx , hy ) < τ )},
P (A) = 1.
Property 1. (Robustness) After the content hold operations, the different media digital representation which
It demonstrates the fact that x and y are same, x = y.
possessed same perceptual content can produce one same Therefore, disp(x, y) = 0, disp(x, y) < T . When the
p
hash digest.
perceptual hash is used in intrusion detection, there is
Property 2. (Discrimination) The different media no any content keeping manipulations. According to the
digital representation which possessed different content robustness of perceptual hash function, the same media
digital representation map into the same hash digest,
produce different hash digests.
hx = hy . According to Equation ( 10), dis(hx , hy ) = 0,
Assume that x, y, z ∈ M is experimental data, and hx , dis(hx , hy ) < τ . So, the probability of event A is 1,
hy , hz ∈ Hp are normal and abnormal traffic hash digests. P (A) = 1. It means that x and y produce the same hash
hx = PH(x), hy = PH(y), hz = PH(z), PH is hash func- digest. The robustness of TCM-PH is proved.
tion. dis(·, ·) is perceptual distance (or false accept rate),
and τ is matching threshold value. dis(·, ·) is geometric
distance, and Tp is perceptual threshold. In data M , x
is the traffic characteristics map transformed from traffic text information. In 3.2 Section, traffic characteristics Prove 2. (Discrimination) When the perceptual hashmap method is illustrated carefully. x can be expressed based intrusion detection method has discrimination,
as Equation (4). By DCT perceptual hash function, the ∀x, z ∈ M , B = {(x, z) : disp(x, z) > Tp and
hash digest is produced, and the hash digest can be ex- dis(hx , hz ) < τ }, P (B) = 0.
pressed as hx = {hx1 , hx2 , hx3 , hx4}.
Let assume that P (B) = 1, dis(hx , hz ) < τ , according
The theory of geometric distance is Hamming distance
to
Equation ( 10), hx = hz . Considering the robustness
in Equation (9). The matching threshold τ meet the range
of
TCM-PH algorithm, we can judge that x and z are
(0, 1]. The perceptual distance describes the differences
same
traffic data, x = z. And, according to P (B) = 1,
between multi-media data, which can be defined as folwe
can
learn that disp(x, z) > Tp , by perceptual distance
lows.
Equation
( 11). Therefore, x and z are different traffic
(
1, x 6= y
data. According to the theory of reduction to absurdity,
disp(x, y) =
.
(11)
there is a contradiction in the mathematical reasoning. In
0, x = y
fact, the original mathematical hypothesis is wrong. And,
where perceptual distance Tp ∈ (0, 1). When x and y are P (B) = 0. The discrimination of TCM-PH algorithm is
same x = y, disp(x, y) < Tp . When x and y are different, proved, which ensure that different traffic data has differx 6= y, disp(x, y) > Tp . Let assume that x = y and x 6= z. ent hash digest.
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Experimental Results and Anal- 5.2 The Analysis of The Traffic Characteristics Map
ysis

Adopting traffic characteristics map method [19], traffic
characteristics are extracted to produce traffic characterThe experimental data [9] and NSL-KDD [20] are istics map.
adopted in our research to test the performance of TCMPH algorithm. There are three merits in the testbed data.
1) This data provide more research opportunities with
general researchers. 2) The data ensure that other researchers can test more vital studies and experimental
results. 3) The proposed data provide the general test
platform, which is helpful for researchers to compare and
analyse every related methods. The merits of NSL-KDD
data set include: 1) The redundancy data and the repeated data were removed for the objective evaluation. 2) Figure 3: The traffic characteristic map of Dos, MPCI
The percentage and kinds of the records are same with the and normal traffic record in Data 1
KDD Cup 99 data set. 3) The number of the NSL-KDD
is feasible which decreases the payloads of the intrusion
detection method.
According to the proposed method TCM-PH in SecComparing with KDD99 data set, the proposed data [9]
tion
4, the experimental programs are realized in MATalso sign every record with information type in 0 to 7
LAB.
The testbed data and NSL-KDD data are chosen
numbers. There are 8 kinds of traffic records. 0 repreas
the
test data. The simulation results are shown in Figsents normal data. Other numbers represent attack inure
3.
The
subfigures express the different features in grey
formation. The normal traffic information is captured
values.
Dos
attack and normal records are much different.
from the testbed SCADA system. And, abnormal trafThe
difference
between MPCI and normal record is not
fic information can be divided into four kinds, reconnaismuch
apparent.
The reason is that the little difference
sance, response injection, command injection and denialin
grey
value
can
be recognized by TCM-PH method but
of-service. There are total eight kinds of testbed data in
not
human
vision.
Table 1.
NSL-KDD data is the improved version of the original
KDD99 data set. Each value of label expresses different
kinds of data. 0 is normal and others are abnormal. NSLKDD includes four kinds of abnormal: Dos, Probe, U2R
and R2L, shown in Table 2.

5.1

Selection of Experimental Data

Table 2: The kinds of NSL-KDD data set
Label
Normal
Dos
Probe
U2R
R2L

Value
0
1
2
3
4

Description
Normal data
Deny of service attack
Probe attack
User to root attack
Remote to login attack

The features selection result of gas data set is
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 24, 25, 26, 27}, shown as Table 3.
The features selection result of water data set is
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 13, 24, 25, 26, 27}, shown as Table 4.
The features selection result of NSL-KDD data set
is {3, 5, 6, 23, 24, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37}, shown as
Table 5.
The Modbus protocol is widely used in field network.
Considering the structure of protocol, data features and
information entropy, the above attributes were selected,
as Table 3, Table 4 and Table 5 shown. Table 1 and Table
2 illustrate data composition, for example, the kinds of
attacks. Table 6 shows the base condition of data set.

Figure 4: The traffic characteristic map of reconnaissance
and normal traffic record in Data 3

In Figure 4, the difference between these two kinds
traffic map is apparent. TCM-PH can also capture the
features in the maps. The length of gas data is L = 22,
and the length of water storage data is L = 28. The
format of hash digest is binary strings. Table 7 describes
the detection performance. TP is true positive rate, and
FP is false positive rate.
In Figure 5, 5 kinds of records in the training data are
shown. According to the results of the features selection
method, the size of the map is 14 × 14. The difference
between every map is obvious. These maps are the input
data for the next operation.
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Table 1: The kinds of Gas and Water data set
Label
Normal
NMRI
CMRI
MSCI
MPCI
MFCI
Dos
Reconnaissance

Value
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Description
Instance not part of an attack
Naive malicious response injection attack
Complex malicious response injection attack
Malicious state command injection attack
Malicious parameter command injection attack
Malicious function command injection attack
Denial-of-service attack
Reconnaissance attack

Table 3: Attributes of gas data
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
12
13
24
25
26
27

Attribute name
command address
response address
command memory
response memory
command memory count
response memory count
command length
response length
CRC rate
measurement
time
result

Description
Device ID in command packet
Device ID in response packet
Memory start position in command packet
Memory start position in response packet
Number of memory bytes for R/W command
Number of memory bytes for R/W response
Command packet length
Response packet length
CRC error rate
Pipeline pressure or water level
Time interval between two packets
Kinds of data

Table 4: Attributes of water data
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
10
12
13
18
20
21
22
23
24

Attribute name
command address
response address
command memory
response memory
command memory count
response memory count
resp f un
command length
response length
control model
pump-state
CRC rate
measurement
time
result

Description
Device ID in command packet
Device ID in response packet
Memory start position in command packet
Memory start position in response packet
Number of memory bytes for R/W command
Number of memory bytes for R/W response
Response function code
Command packet length
Response packet length
Automatic, manual or shutdown
Compressor/pump state
CRC error rate
Pipeline pressure or water level
Time interval between two packets
Kinds of data

Figure 5: The traffic characteristic map of NSL-KDD train data set
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Table 5: Attributes of NSL-KDD data
Number
3
5
6
23
24
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
42

Attribute name
service
src bytes
dst bytes
count
Srv count
same srv rate
diff srv rate
srv diff host rate
dst host count
dst host srv count
dst host same srv rate
dst host diff srv rate
dst host same src port rate
dst host diff src port rate
type

Description
Service Type
The number of bits from source to destination
The number of bits from destination to source
Number of connecting same hosts in past 2s
Number of connecting same services in past 2s
Rate of same connecting service
Rate of different connecting service
Rate of different connecting host
Number of connecting same host
Number of same host and same service
Rate of same host and same service
Rate of different service in different host
Rate of connecting host in same src port
Rate of connecting host in different src port
Kinds of data

Table 6: Experimental data composition
Name
Data 1
Data 2
Data 3
Data 4
NSL-KDD train
NSL-KDD test

Dimension
2027 × 27
2844 × 27
23673 × 24
1664 × 24
25192 × 42
22544 × 42

Normal Record Number
1732
2594
9554
657
13449
9711

Abnormal Record Number
295
250
14119
1007
11743
12833

Attack Kinds
M P CI&Dos
M P CI&Dos
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance
Dos&P robe&U 2R&R2L
Dos&P robe&U 2R&R2L

Table 7: Rule set captured from Data 1 and Data 3.
Name
Data 1
Data 3
NSL-KDD train

5.3

Normal Rule Set
75
76
471

Abnormal Rule Set
103
67
535

TP(mean)
0.9866
0.9925
0.9893

FP(mean)
0.014
0.015
0.0012

Discrimination Experiments

The robustness and discrimination of TCM-PH are essential and vital for the abnormal intrusion detection. The
robustness ensures that the same traffic record can produce same hash digest. The discrimination ensures that
different and unknown attacks can map into different hash
digests. The evaluation of discrimination is the false accepting rate (FAR) [8].
Z τ
−(x − µ)2
1
exp[
]
(12)
FRA = √
2σ 2
σ 2π −∞
where µ is the mean of normal distribution and σ is the
standard deviation. τ is the matching threshold.
In total, 143 different hash digests were taken to test
the discrimination of TCM-PH algorithm. The total
matching times is 10,153. Figure 6 is the normal distribution curve of the false accepting rate. The blue curve
is coincided with the mean straight line. But, there are
still some fluctuations.
The mean is 0.4991, and the theoretical standard deviation is 0.0418. And, the real standard deviation is

Figure 6: Normplot image of our scheme
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0.1791. Both ends of the curve appear aggregation phenomenon. The aggregation in lower left quarter expresses
that the discrimination of hash digest is very high. Another aggregation in upper right corner expresses that
there indeed exist many analogical traffic characteristics
maps, which is corresponding to the periodicity of traffic
information.
Table 8: Comparing with FAR
Threshold τ
FAR

0.0357
0.0048

0.02
0.0037

0.01
0.0032

0.005
0.0029

When τ = 0.0357, FAR = 0.0048. That is to say that
there happen 4.8 false accepting intrusion attacks in 1000
traffic records, which meets the network detection request.
Table 8 shows the correlations between FAR and τ .
The format of the hash digest is binary string. According to Equation (9), the hash distance is the normalized Hamming distance. It is also named as BER.
We can think that every bit of hash digest is independent and identically distributed. Each bit can take the
value at 0 or 1. The probability of these two values is
equal. The probability is 0.5. The normalization Hamming distance obeys to normal
√ distribution, which has 0.5
mean value and σ = 0.5/ N standard deviation. When
the attributes transform into binary string, the redundant
information between attributes are kept. Therefore, the
real standard deviation has little difference with the theoretical standard deviation. Figure 7 is the bit error rate
(BER) colour histogram of discrimination of TCM-PH.
The centre of BER distribution is close to 0.5, which is
0.4991. And standard deviation is 0.1791. The proposed
algorithm has a good discrimination.

5.4
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Algorithm Performance Analysis

The gas pipeline data, water storage data and NSL-KDD
data set are adopted in experiments. The performance of
the proposed method is shown in Table 9. The average
TP of gas data is 0.986, and the corresponding average FP
is 0.014. The average TP of water storage data is 0.9925,
and the corresponding average FP is 0.015. The average
TP of NSL-KDD is 0.9893, and the average FP is 0.0012.
The TP of water storage data and NSL-KDD data are
higher than gas pipeline data, which demonstrates that
the precise detection needs more training data.
The number of training records is N1 and the number
of test records is N2 . The number of attributes is M. The
number of normal hash digests is nhash and the number
of abnormal hash digests is ahash. The time complexity
of TCM-PH algorithm is O(N1 + N2 )(M2 + 5M) which
is little bigger than MCA [19], and TP is 0.993. The
FP of proposed method is minimum value. In [19], the
complexity of MCA is O(M4 ). In [15], the complexity is
O((N1 +N2 )M2 ). The complexity of the proposed method
is better than Ref. [7, 16, 28].

6

Conclusions

In this paper, our study deal with three issues, transformation and features extraction of traffic characteristics
map, intrusion detection rule matching problem and the
proof of the robustness and discrimination of TCM-PH.
By using traffic characteristics map technology, the text
data are transformed into figure information. The features of the figure can be captured via perceptual hash
features extraction method, which provides the new solutions from the figure features extraction point to deal
with intrusion detection in industrial internet area. The
three-level detection pattern adds the adaptability of our
method. With this help, many unknown attacks can be
recognized. The experimental results proved the robustness and discrimination of TCM-PH method, which provides theoretical support to our research. The experiments prove the feasibility of TCM-PH algorithm. The
most vital result is that traffic characteristics map method
provides network intrusion detection with new solutions.
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Table 9: Detection performance analysis
Method
AP [7]
MSPCA [15]
PSO-SVM [16]
MCA [19]
SVDD [28]
TCM-PH of our scheme (gas data)
TCM-PH of our scheme (water data)
TCM-PH of our scheme (NSL-KDD)

TP
0.9436
0.9
0.9583
0.993
0.970
0.986
0.9925
0.9893
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Abstract
Public key cryptosystems depend on complex and time
consuming arithmetic operations. Public key cryptosystems require modular operations over large numbers or
finite fields. Researchers are working on improving the
performance of asymmetric cryptosystems while maintaining the security of the cryptographic algorithms. Parallel computing is the most promising solution to improve the computing power and speed-up these arithmetic
operations. In this paper, we propose a generic model
to execute any encryption algorithm through a parallelpipelined design. The proposed design is twofold. First,
we make use of a number of processors to execute different encryption/decryption steps in parallel. Secondly,
complex arithmetic operations could be divided into small
simple arithmetic operations that are executed in parallel. Simulation experiments show that parallel implementations of the aggregated signcryption protocol (as a case
study) outperforms the sequential performance. The average values of improvement ranges from 47.5% to 80.4%
for different number of processors.
Keywords: Cryptography; Modular Operations; Parallelization; Public Key Cryptosystems

1

Introduction

Security is a serious issue when it comes to carry information over non-secure channels. In the era of Internet of
Things, sensitive information requires secure transmission
over the Internet. Cryptography is one of the most popular techniques that provide security and integrity to sensitive information over adversarial communication channels. Cryptographic algorithms are classified into two distinct categories: Symmetric and Asymmetric Key algorithms. Symmetric Key algorithms use a single key in order to encrypt, as well as, decrypt the data. Asymmetric
key algorithms use two different keys in order to perform
encryption and decryption. To carry out secure communi-

cation between contending parties, the receiver generates
the public key and the corresponding private key. Then,
the receiver shares the public key with the sender using
a certificate authority. The sender encrypts the message
using the public key and sends the cipher text to the receiver. The receiver decrypts the cipher text using corresponding private key and recovers the message. There are
many public key based algorithms [28] (i.e. RSA, Digital
Signature Algorithm, and Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange
Algorithm.) Cryptographic algorithms are sequential algorithms. A single processor executes instructions one by
one in sequence.
Asymmetric algorithms make use of modular arithmetic that requires complex computation for very large
integers. Sequential implementation of complex asymmetric algorithms degrades the performance of encryption
and decryption. Moreover, these algorithms demand huge
memory size and have high power consumption. Parallelization techniques reduce the power consumption and
achieve high performance in terms of execution time. Parallelization techniques use multi-core processors for efficient execution of instructions. In a parallel process, the
processing is broken down into parts that are executed
concurrently on different CPUs. Security algorithms can
be implemented in parallel after dividing the algorithm
into specific parts that can be executed on multi-core processor in order to enhance the performance.
Multimedia applications, such as, video on demand,
distance learning, interactive e-Commerce, and TV channels delivery via Internet require secure communication
over the Internet in order to transfer data. Cryptography protects data to achieve security services. Modern
multimedia applications are real time applications that
have concerns regarding delay introduced by cryptography. To expedite cryptographic computations, there are
two approaches. First, design faster cryptographic algorithms. It is not a practical option, because standard
cryptographic algorithms take time to be developed and
tested. Moreover, performance of cryptographic algorithm depends on number of rounds or by the size of
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the message. Secondly, to expedite cryptographic computations, we can deploy a parallel cryptographic system. The parallel encryption and signing was introduced
by [9, 25, 36].
In this paper, we propose a generic model to execute
any encryption algorithm (symmetric or public) through
a parallel-pipelined design. We accelerate the cryptographic algorithms through parallel-pipelined design. We
make use of ”M” processing elements (PEs) to execute
different encryption/decryption steps in parallel. Then,
complex arithmetic operations could be divided into small
simple arithmetic operations that are executed in parallel (load-balancing level). Simulation experiments show
that parallel implementations of the aggregated signcryption protocol (as a case study) outperforms the sequential
performance. The average values of improvement ranges
from 47.5% to 80.4% for different number of processors.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 puts forward background and related work. Next, cryptographic
arithmetic model is discussed in Section 3. The description of expedited asymmetric cryptosystems is presented
in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the work.
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decryption algorithm for many-core Graphics Processing
Unit (GPUs) with Compute Unified Device Architecture
(CUDA.) Zhang et al. [35] presented a comparison and
analysis of General-Purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) and parallel computing on multicore CPU. Damrudi and Ithnin [8] presented a parallel
RSA encryption based on tree architecture. Mahajan and
Singh [24] presented an analysis of RSA algorithm using
GPU programming. Mahajan and Singh described that
the GPU as a coprocessor of CPU can be used to implement massive parallelism. Mahajan and Singh designed
parallel RSA algorithm for GPU using CUDA framework
and tested for both small and large prime numbers.
Elliptic Curve Cryptosystems (ECC) is used among the
cryptographic community for their relatively better security and ease of implementation [3]. Several researchers
used parallel computing to speed up the ECC algorithm.
Basu [3] presented a parallel algorithm for elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC). His simulation studies had been
performed by implementing the parallel algorithm on a
multi-core architecture (upto 8 cores). Hossain et al. [18]
proposed a parallel architecture for fast hardware implementation of ECPM. It has been implemented over the binary field, and supported two Koblitz and random curves
2 Background and Related Work for the key sizes 233 and 163 bits.
In this work, we propose a generic parallel-pipelined deParallel techniques are used to accelerate several cryp- sign to speed up different encryption algorithms (symmettographic algorithms (symmetric [10, 11, 12, 13, 29] and ric or public). In the next section, cryptographic arithasymmetric [1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 18, 21, 22, 24, 27, 31, 33, 34, metic model is discussed.
35]). Practical asymmetric (public) cryptography requires
modular operations over large numbers that is considered
as computationally exhaustive process. Many researchers 3
Cryptographic
Arithmetic
have done work in order to expedite the performance of
Model
asymmetric cryptography.
RSA is one of the most popular public key cryptography based algorithm. It is based on the mathematical Security services are generally classified into six comscheme of factorization of very large integers which is a ponents: confidentiality, data integrity, authentication,
compute-intensive process and takes very long time. Sev- authorization, non-repudiation, and accountability. To
eral scientists used parallel computing to speed up the achieve those issues different encryption/decryption proRSA algorithm. Saxena and Kapoor [31] presented a sur- tocols have been proposed, all those protocols are based
vey of various parallel implementations of RSA algorithm on complicated mathematical operations. These operainvolving variety of hardware and software implementa- tions can be divided into modulo operations (such as:
modular addition, modular multiplication, modular subtions.
Bajard and Laurent [1] presented a full implementa- traction, modular exponential, multiplicative inverse, and
tion of RSA that has an efficient hardware implementa- etc.), logical operations (such as: ANDing, inverse AND
tion. It is sequential in nature but gives high through- (NAND), ORing, XORing, Shift left, Shift right, Rotate
put. Rawat and Walfish [27] presented a parallel sign- left, Rotate right).
Some encryption techniques need more than one step
cryption standard using RSA with Probabilistic Signature
and Encryption Padding (PSEP). Ciet et al. [7] presented (encryption or decryption) to complete the message ena parallel FPGA implementation of RSA with Residue cryption such as Aggregated Signcryption [4, 6, 15], SignNumber Systems (RNS). Tang et al. [33] presented a Encrypt-Sign, Encrypt-Sign-Encrypt [26], and Schnorr
modular exponentiation technique using parallel multi- Signcryption [30, 32]. The total execution/sequential time
pliers. Wu et al. [34] offered a fast parallel technique for one message (Tmess) can be calculated as follows:
has a speedup of 1.06 to 2.75. Liu et al. [22] proposed a
Pγ
T mess = T KG + l=1 Tstepl
(1)
high performance VLSI implementation of the RSA algorithm. Chang et al. [5] presented a fast parallel molecular
algorithm for DNA-Based computation: factoring inte- Where TKG is the key generation time, Tstep is the time
gers. Lin et al. [21] presented an efficient parallel RSA needed to execute encryption or decryption operation in
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one step, and ”γ” is the number of steps.
Pkey
T KG = l=1 Tkgl

(2)

where, key is the number of keys and
PK
T step = i=1 Tstagei

(3)

where K is the number of the encryption/decryption
stages.
To calculate the total time for any encryption or decryption stage Tstagei , we assume that this stage needs
ai,1 modular additional operations, ai,2 modular subtraction operations, ai,3 modular multiplication operations,
ai,4 modular exponential operations, ai,5 modular multiplication inverse operations, and ai,6 logical operations
(may include: AND, OR, XOR, NAND, Rotate left, Rotate right and etc.). Tstagei is calculated as follows:
Tstagei =

a1,i tmod−add + a2,i tmod−sub
+ a3,i tmod−mul + a4,i tmod−ex
+ a5,i tmul−inv + a6,i tlog
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Furthermore, to compute modular exponentiation operation using
 Indian algorithm [20], it needs approximodular multiplications for an exponent “e”
mately 3b
2
of “b-bit”, assuming the exponent contains approximately
50% ones/zeros. That is to say, a modular exponentiation “Y = X e modn” is performed by successive modular
multiplication and the time needed to compute modular
exponentiation operation tmod−ex can be calculated as follows:
tmod−ex = 3b
2 tmod−mul
(9)
= 3b
2 (tadd + 3tmul )
On the other hand, modular multiplication inverse is
executed using Euler’s theorem [19], therefore, it could
be done using modular exponential, and then the time
needed to compute multiplication inverse operation can
be computed as follows:
tmul−inv

(4)

= tmod−ex
= 3b
2 (tadd + 3tmul )

(10)

From Equation (1) and Equation (4), the time needed
to
encrypt/decrypt this stream of data (N messages) on
PK,f
(5) one processing element (Ts) is given by the following
T step = i,j aj,i toperation(op)
equation:
where operations ∈{Modular addition (mod-add), ModuPkey
Pn,f
lar subtraction (mod-sub), Modular Multiplication (modT s = N ∗ ( l=1 Tkgl + γ i,j aj,i toperation(op) ) (11)
mul), Modular exponential (mod-ex), Modular multiplication inverse (mul-inv) and others logical operations}, f
In case of all stages have the same operations; the time
= |Operation|, 1≤ j ≤ f, and 1≤ i ≤ K.
needed to encrypt/decrypt this stream of data on one
Figure 1 presented a general form of an encryption pro- processing element (PE) is given by:
tocol. Assuming that, tadd is the time needed for computPkey
Pf
T s = N ∗ ( l=1 Tkgl + γ ∗ j aj toperation(op) ) (12)
ing simple addition operation, tsub is the time needed for
completing simple subtraction operation, tmul is the time
Pf
needed to execute simple multiplication operation, tdiv is where
j aj toperation is time needed to execute any
the time needed to perform simple division operation, and stagei , 1 ≤ i ≤ K.
Due to the nature of most security algorithms, which
tsub = tadd .
Modular addition can be calculated as the summa- are characterized by repeating the same function for sevtion of addition and modulo operations. Using Barret eral messages, different levels of parallelism can be used.
algorithm [2], modulo operation needs one normal/simple This will improve the system utilization and throughput.
multiplication, one normal division, and one normal sub- In the next section, we use parallel and pipeline techtraction. Then, the time needed to compute modular ad- niques to speed up these protocols.
dition operation (which can be divided into one addition,
one subtraction, one multiplication and one division), is
4 Expediting Asymmetric Cryptmod−add and is given by:
Then,

tmod−add

=
=

tadd + tmodulo
2tadd + tdiv + tmul

tosystems
(6)

On the other hand, the time needed to compute modular subtraction operation which can be done by simple
subtraction followed by modular addition; is tmod−sub and
calculated as:
tmod−sub = 3tadd + tdiv + tmul

(7)

Moreover, the time needed to compute modular multiplication operation, which can be divided into three simple multiplication operation and one simple addition operation [16] is tmod−mul .
tmod−mul = tadd + 3tmul

(8)

Parallel systems, which emphasize parallel processing, are
the most favorable architectures to increase the computing power and achieve speedup. Parallel processing continues to hold the promise of the solution of more complex
problems, by connecting a number of powerful processing
elements (PEs) together into a single system. These connected processors cooperate to solve a single problem that
exceeds the ability of any one of the processing elements
(PEs). That is to say, parallel computing is the simultaneous execution of the same task (split up) on multiple
processing elements (PEs) in order to obtain faster results. The idea is based on the fact that the process of
solving problem can be divided into small tasks, which
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Figure 1: General form of an encryption/decryption protocol

may be carried out simultaneously with some coordinaFrom Equation (13) and Equation (16), the improvetion.
ment in the execution time is executed as follows:
In our work, we will not concentrate on parallelizing
TN s −Tpar
(17)
= (N −1)∗(γ−1)
the key generation process, since; it is done for several
TN s
N ∗γ
messages. However, we recommend making use of the
parallel architecture in its implementation. From Equa4.2 Second Level: Pipelining Different
tion (1), Ts for ‘N ’ messages is calculated as follows:
Stages of an Encryption/Decryption
Pγ
TNs = N ∗ l=1 Tstep l
(13)
Operation
Our proposed design is composed of three levels of parIn this section, different stages of each step are exeallelism: first different steps are pipelined, then, different
cuted in a stream of PEs in a pipelined manner sepastages inside each step are pipelined, and finally, load is
rately. As mentioned at the previous section, each encrypbalanced between PEs.
tion/decryption process can be executed using a separate
cluster, and assuming that inside each cluster there are ‘M
4.1 First Level:
Pipelining Encryp- homogenous processing elements (PEs), where for cluster
tion/Decryption Processes
Cl , PEl ={PEl,1 ,PEl,2 ,..., PEl,M }.That is to say inside
Pipelining is a kind of parallel computing that increases each cluster ‘M ’ PEs can cooperate to accelerate each
system performance by taking the advantage of the intrin- process separately. To execute any encryption/decryption
sic parallelism by breaking a process into sub-processes process using ‘M ’ processing elements, there are three
executed by different PEs with inputs streaming through. cases: i) number of PEs is smaller than the number of
There are two pipeline levels; the first one is pipelining stages (M<K), ii) number of PEs equals the number of
different steps, while the second one is through pipelining stages (M = K), and iii) number of PEs is greater than
the stages of each encryption/decryption process individ- the number of stages (M > K).
ually.
In this section, we will discuss how to pipeline different
steps on a computer cluster equipped with ‘γ’ homogenous clusters ‘C’, where C = {C1,C2,..., Cγ}. Assuming
that the time needed to execute stepl on cluster Cl is
Tstepl the parallel/pipelined time Tpar is as follows:
Pγ
Tpar = N *Tstep max + ( l=1 Tstep l − Tstep max )
(14)

4.2.1

Number of PEs (M ) is Smaller than the
Number of Stages (K )

In this case, to achieve the optimum system effectiveness
one or more consecutive stages can be executed by each
PE. In other words, the first PE1 gives its output to the
subsequent one PE2 . This is repeated for the different
where,Tstep max is the needed time to execute the latest PEs. Assuming that the time needed to perform stage
encryption/decryption operation. From Equations (13) number ‘i ’ is Tstagei , and from Equation (2), the total
and (14), the improvement in the execution time can be sequential time to execute ‘N ’ message is:
executed as follows:
PK
P
(18)
TS = N ∗ i=1 Tstagei
(N −1)∗( γ
T
−T
)
TN s −Tpar
step
step
l=1
max
l
P
=
(15)
TN s
T
N∗ γ
step l
l=1
Each PEl needs TP El to compute its assigned tasks,
In case of repeated processes (all processes need the
and the maximum time is:
same execution time). Therefore, Tpar is given by:
Tpar = (N + γ − 1)*Tstep l

(16)

Tmax = maxM
l=1 TP El

(19)
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4.2.3 Number of PEs(M ) is Greater Than the
Then the parallel time Tpar is calculated as follows:
Number of Stages (K )
PK
(20)
Tpar = i=1 Tstagei + (N − 1)Tmax
In this case, ‘K ’ PEs are needed for computing ‘K ’ stages
From Equation (18), and Equation (20), the improve- and the remaining ‘M-K’ PEs are idle. This leads to load
ment in the execution time can be calculated as follows: imbalance, to avoid load imbalance, more than one PE
P
(N −1)∗( K
Ts −Tpar
i=1 Tstagei −Tmax )
P
(21) can work together to compute different operations. In
=
Ts
(N ∗ K
i=1 Tstagei )
other words, parallelism is accomplished in each stage’s
In case of repeated stages, the output of each stagei is operation level as explained in the next section.
shifted to stagei+1 for all stages at the same time, and
from Equation (13), the total sequential time can be cal- 4.3 Third Level: Parallelization Inside
culated as follows:
Individual Stages (Load Balancing)
T s = N ∗ K ∗ Tstage

(22) Parallelism is implemented in each stage’s operation level.
The parallel/pipelined time Tpar is calculated for the This is done in the operation/instruction level, where
complicated operations could be reduced into simple opfollowing two cases:
erations in order to be executed in parallel. This combi1) First, M divides K (K/M = integer), where each nation will improve the system utilization and throughPE executes the same number of stages, then the put. As assumed in Section 3.1, we simplify each stage
execution time Tpar is calculated as follows:
into multiple operations as shown in Equation (4). Each
K
(23) encryption/decryption stagei needs ai,1 modular addiTP ar = (K + (N − 1) ∗ ( M )) ∗ Tstage
tional operations, ai,2 modular subtraction operations,
The improvement in the execution time; which is ai,3 modular multiplication operations, ai,4 modular exachieved through using ‘M ’ PEs, is given by:
ponential operations, ai,5 modular multiplication inverse
operations, and ai,6 logical operations.
K
(N ∗K)−((N −1)∗( M )+K)
Ts −Tpar
(24)
=
Ts
(N ∗K)
The time to carry out logical operations is relatively
very small compared to the modular operations. Hence,
2) Second, M does not divide K (K/M 6= integer). it will be neglected in our calculations. On the other hand,
For the first (K − bK/M c × M ) PEs, each PE we divide the arithmetic operations into low time consumcalculatesdK/M estages, and for the remaining PEs, ing arithmetic operations (modular additional, modular
each PE executesbK/M cstages. TP ar is given by:
subtraction), and highly time consuming (modular expoK
(25) nential, modular multiplication, and modular multiplicaTpar = (K + (N − 1 )∗(| M | + 1 ))∗ Tstage
tion inverse). For the low level time consuming operations
From Equations (18) and (25), the improvement in there is one PE who executes the calculations. That is
the execution time can be calculates as follows:
to say, it will be performed sequentially. While for the
K
highly time consuming operations, we reduce all those op(N ∗K)−((N −1)∗(| M
|+1)+K)
Ts −Tpar
(26)
=
Ts
(N ∗K)
erations into modular multiplications. As mentioned at
Equation (9), modular exponential operation needs ap4.2.2 Number of PEs (M ) Equals to the Number
proximately (3b/2) modular multiplications. Similarly,
of Stages (K )
modular inverse multiplication operation needs approxiIn this case, the number of PEs equals to the number of mately (3b/2) modular multiplications as mentioned at
stages to be executed (M=K). The total time to compute Equation (10). Therefore, the efficient execution of the
‘N ’ messages in parallel is given by the following equation: modular multiplication is the key to improve the performance. Then, our objective is to reduce the modular mulPK
(27) tiplication time. This can be achieved by incorporating
Tpar = (N − 1) ∗ Tstage max + i=1 Tstagei
where Tstage max is the time needed to execute the latest the idle PEs in the computing of each modular multiplistage, from Equations (3) and (27), the improvement in cation operation.
Assuming that each stage has at least one modular
the execution time can be calculated as follows:
PK
multiplication,
the modular multiplication operation can
(N −1)∗( i=1 Tstage i −Tstage max )
Ts −Tpar
P
(28) be divided into three simple multiplications and one ad=
Ts
N∗ K
T
stage
i=1
i
dition (as mentioned before) and could be performed in
In case of repeated stages, the total time to compute parallel using three processing elements (PEs).
‘N ’ messages in parallel is given by the following equation:
Case 1: M =3K, two idle PEs can help each overloaded
Tpar = (N + K − 1) ∗ Tstage
(29)
PEs to execute the modular multiplication operations, and the total parallel time can be decreased
From Equations (18) and (29), the improvement in the
to approximately one-third of the time needed to exexecution time can be calculated as follows:
ecute the latest stage and calculated as follows:
Ts −Tpar
(N −1)∗(K−1)
PK
=
(30)
Ts
(N ∗K)
(31)
Tpar = i=1 Tstagei + (N − 1) Tmax
3
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Case 2: M <3K, the overloaded PEs must be arranged
in an ascendingmanner, and the idle PEs must help
overloaded PEs, and the total parthe first M −K
2
allel time can be calculated as follows:
1)

M −K
2



<3

Tpar =

PK

i=1

Tstagei + (N − 1)Tov

(32)

where ‘Tov ’: is the time needed by PE number
M −K
+ 1 (at the queue) to execute its task.
2

M −K
2)
≥3
2
Tpar =

PK

i=1

Tstagei + (N − 1)Tov

(33)

where ‘Tov ’: is the time needed by PE number
M −K
(at the queue) to execute its task.
2

4.4

Case Study:
tion

Aggregated Signcryp-

In computer security, digital certificates are verified using a chain of trust. The trust anchor for the digital
certificate is the root certificate authority (CA). The certificate hierarchy is a structure of certificates that allows
individuals to verify the validity of a certificate’s issuer.
Certificates are issued and signed by certificates that reside higher in the certificate hierarchy, hence the validity
and trustworthiness of a given certificate is determined by
the corresponding validity of the certificate that signed it.
The chain of trust of a certificate chain is an ordered list of
certificates, containing an end-user subscriber certificate
and intermediate certificates (that represents the intermediate CA), that enables the receiver to verify that the
sender and all intermediates certificates are trustworthy.
Aggregate signature scheme [4, 6, 15] is a digital signature that supports aggregation. It is a single short
string that convinces any verifier that, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N,
signer Si signed message Messi , where the N signers
and N messages may all be distinct. The main motivation of aggregate signatures is compactness. That is
to say, aggregate signatures are useful for reducing the
size of certificate chains (by aggregating all signatures in
the chain) and for reducing message size in secure routing
protocols. In addition, aggregate signatures perform verifiably encrypted signatures. Such signatures enable the
verifier to test that a given ciphertext C is the encryption of a signature on a given message ‘Mess’ [4]. Bonds
et al. [4] introduced the concept of an aggregate signature which is based on bilinear pairing, and gave several
applications for aggregate signatures. In case of signers
is ordered, the aggregate signature is computed by having each signer, in turn, add his signature to it [23]. In
this section, we implement our proposed design on this
scheme.
Q
Q
e(σ, g2 ) = e( i hi , vi ) = i e(hi , vi )

(34)

Figure 2: The system performance when a member of
messages N = 20, for different values of K = 6, 8, 10, and
15

Here ‘γ = 3’ and from Equation (1),Ts for ‘N’ messages
is calculated as follows:
TN s =

P3

l=1

Tstep l

(35)

In order to simplify the calculations, we will neglect
the time required to calculate Steps 2 and 3 as they are
small compared to the time required to perform bilinear mapping operation (Step 1), In addition, we assume
that Step 1 is done in ‘K ’ stages, and all stages have the
same execution time regardless the key or message length.
From Equation (22) the total sequential time can be calculated as:
T s = N ∗ K ∗ Tstage
(36)
In the following paragraphs, we illustrate the three
cases performing the aggregated signcryption.
Case 1: Distinct messages (N ) with multiple signers
M < K. There are three cases:
1) K/M = integer, the parallel execution time and
its improvement over sequential time is given by
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Case 2: Distinct messages (N ) with ordered signatures.

:
K
TP ar = (N ∗ ( M
)) ∗ Tstage

(37)

K
(N ∗K)−(N ∗( M
))
(N ∗K)

(38)

Ts −Tpar
Ts

=

2) K/M 6= integer, the parallel execution time and
its improvement over sequential time is given by
:
K
(39)
Tpar = (N ∗(| M
| + 1 ))∗ Tstage
Ts −Tpar
Ts

=

K
(N ∗K)−(N ∗(| M
|+1))
(N ∗K)

(40)

3) M=K, the execution time and its improvement
over the sequential time can be calculated as
shown:
TP ar = N ∗ Tstage
(41)
Ts −Tpar
Ts

=

(N ∗M )−(N )
N ∗M

=

M −1
M

(42)

Figure 2 presents the performance of the proposed
model compared to the performance prior to parallelization for N = 20, and ‘M ’ ranges from 1 to 10
for different number of signers ‘K ’ = 6,8,10, and 15
respectively.
1) Figure (2-a) demonstrates the total execution
time (parallel time in terms of Tstage ) for different values of ‘K ’. For different values of ‘K ’,
as the number of PEs increases, the total execution time decreases irrespective of the value
of ‘K ’. When the nu mber of PEs is increased
than (K/2 ), the execution time will be stabilized until the number of PEs reaches the number of signers ‘K ’. When M=K, a significant
decrease in time occurs. Increasing the number
of PEs than the number of stages ‘K ’ leads to
load imbalance. Consequently, the system’s efficiency will decrease. Therefore, the number of
PEs must not exceed a certain number which
is called system’s saturation. That is to say
the saturation occurs when the number of PEs
equals ‘K ’.

In this case, different stages of Step 1 are executed
in a stream of PEs in a pipelined manner separately.
As mentioned at the previous section. We assumed
repeated stages and we have two cases:
1) M<K , and as mentioned above there are two
cases:
a. K/M = integer, the execution time and its
improvement over the sequential is given by
Equations (23) - (24).
b. K/M 6= integer the execution time and its
improvement over the sequential is given by
Equations (25) - (26).
2) M=K, execution time and its improvement over
the sequential is given by Equations (29) - (30).
Figure 3 shows the performance of the proposed
model with respect to the performance prior to
pipelining for N = 20, and M = 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 and
10 for different number of signers ‘K ’ = 6,8,10, and
15 correspondingly.
Figure (3-a) summarizes the total parallel time (in
terms of Tstage ) for different values of ‘K ’. As the
number of PEs increases, the total execution time
decreases irrespective of the value of ‘K ’. When the
number of PEs is increased than (K/2 ), the execution time will be stabilized until the number of PEs
reaches the number of signers ‘K ’. When M=K, a
significant decrease in time occurs. When the number of PEs is increased than ‘K ’, load imbalance will
occur. Consequently, the system’s efficiency will decrease. Therefore, the number of PEs must not exceed a certain number which is called system’s saturation. That is to say the saturation occurs when
the number of PEs equals ‘K ’.
Figure (3-b) illustrates the degree of improvement
of the proposed model compared to prior to parallelization. For different values of ‘K ’, as the number
of PEs increases, the improvement degree increases
irrespective of the value of ‘K ’. Such as previously
observed (execution time), when the number of PEs
is increased than (K/2 ), the improvement degree
will be saturated until the number of PEs reaches
the number of signers ‘K ’. When M=K, a considerable improvement occurs. For different values of ‘K ’,
the average values of improvement are 47.5%, 60.6%,
67.3%, 71.5% and 80.4% for M= 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8
respectively.

2) Figure (2-b) illustrates the degree of improvement of the proposed model compared to prior
to parallelization. For different values of ‘K ’,
such as previously observed (execution time),
as the number of PEs increases, the improvement degree increases irrespective of the value
of ‘K ’. When the number of PEs is increased
From Figures 2 and 3, we can deduce that as increasthan (K/2 ), the improvement degree will be
ing the number of ‘K ’, the execution time increases.
saturated until the number of PEs reaches the
This is due to the fact that the computation time
number of signers ‘K ’. When M=K, a considincreases as increasing the number of signers. This
erable improvement occurs. For different values
shows the advantage of using a multiprocessor system
of ‘K ’, the average values of improvement are
in enhancing the system performance.
50%, 66.6%, 75.5%, 79.9% and 85.4% for M= 2,
3, 4, 6 and 8 respectively.
Case 3: Single message with distinct signers.
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Q
One or more PEs co-operates to executee (h, i vi ).
In this case the parallelization is done on the level of
point addition operation. Point addition operation
requires the execution of many Montgomery multiplications which consume time. Several techniques
are proposed to parallelizing Montgomery multiplications [14, 17]. In this work, we will not concentrate
on performing this case. In future work, we will investigate using the proposed architecture to execute
Montgomery multiplication to solve the problem of
load imbalance.

5

Conclusions

Security services are generally classified into six components: confidentiality, data integrity, authentication, authorization, non-repudiation, and accountability. Cryptography is one of the most popular techniques that can
be used to provide sufficient security to the sensitive data.
To achieve those issues different protocols have been proposed, all those protocols are based on complicated mathematical operations which are time consuming. Parallel
systems, are the most favorable architectures to increase
the computing power and expedite these operations. Parallel processing continues to hold the promise of the solution of more complex problems, by connecting a number of powerful processors together into a single system.
These connected processors cooperate to solve a single
problem that exceeds the ability of stand alone processor. In this work, we propose a generic model to execute
any encryption algorithm (symmetric or public) through
a parallel-pipelined design.
We address the problem of expediting the public
key cryptographic algorithms by using parallel-pipelined
design. Therefore, the total computation time is reduced. Parallel/pipelined technique reduces the computation time required to execute the modular multiplication operation, compared to its corresponding values of
sequential execution in order to achieve high performance
and throughput in public key cryptography. The proposed design makes use of ‘M’ processing elements to
Figure 3: The performance of the proposed model with execute different encryption/decryption phases in paralrespect to the performance prior to pipelining for N = lel. Furthermore, it implements the parallelization mech20, and M = 1, 2, · · · , 10 for different number of signers anism on the arithmetic operation level (load-balancing
level), where complex arithmetic operations could be diK = 6, 8, 10, and 15
vided into small simple arithmetic operations that are executed in parallel. Simulation experiments show that parallel implementations of the aggregated signcryption protocol (as a case study) outperforms the sequential performance (for different values of ‘K ’) for both distinct messages with multiple signers and distinct messages with
ordered signatures cases. For the first case the average
values of improvement are 50%, 66.6%, 75.5%, 79.9% and
85.4% for M= 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 respectively. While for
distinct messages with ordered signatures case the average values of improvement are 47.5%, 60.6%, 67.3%,
71.5% and 80.4% for M= 2, 3, 4, 6 and 8 respectively.
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allelism,” in Proceedings of 19th International Concontrast, we propose a generic model to execute any enference on Control Systems and Computer Science,
cryption algorithm through a parallel-pipelined design.
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Abstract
Secure routing among multiple routers become a complex process in Mobile Ad-hoc NETworks (MANETs) due
to the presence of adversary nodes. An adversary node
which compromises the honest node as well as it will use
all secrets of compromised node. By these capabilities,
the attacker launches impersonation attacks against secure transmission. Strengthening the personal key and
monitoring the behavior of each node is crucial avoid impersonation attack. This paper proposed the Enhancing Polynomial reduction algorithm for Secure routing
against Impersonation in Clustered MANET to tackle
above secure routing issues. To provide the personal key
with less key storage overhead, the clusters network based
on the flexible weight clustering algorithm. To avert impersonation, the polynomial reduction algorithm which
initially exploits the strong key authentication via two
separate transactions which forward the set of primitive
polynomial with key function and the same with anyone
random number in a successive manner. Also, the polynomial reduction algorithm considers the acknowledgments
with attached hop-counts from the intermediate routers
to identify the impersonation when the attacker acts as
an intermediate router resulting in high control overhead.
Therefore, the proposed introduces the Energy Efficient
Polynomial Reduction (EPR) algorithm that reduces the
overhead by sending the consolidated acknowledgment for
same cluster nodes.
Keywords: Clustering; Impersonation Attack; MANET;
Polynomial Reduction Algorithm

1

Introduction

A collection of mobile nodes forms a self-configuring and
temporary network using wireless links, named as Mobile
Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET). The highly dynamic nature
of MANET suffers the direct wireless communication due
to the limited bandwidth and transmission range. For

using multi-hop routing strategies, it is necessary to establish the wireless communication among remote mobile
nodes [18]. Due to multiple intermediate routers in multihop routing, a secure packet transmission is not assured
in the presence of impersonation attacks. In that attack
compromises the legitimate node to launch some attacks
against secure routing. The key authentication technique
ensures a secure forwarding among multiple intermediate routers. The personal key authentication technique
supports to avoid the impersonation. A private key is
hacked by overhearing then node is stored, which leads to
the possibility of launching impersonation attack [3, 12].
Furthermore, the key storage overhead and personal key
maintenance escalate in each node in the group. Therefore, to ensure secure routing, it is necessary to consider
the impact of impersonation with considerable overhead.
The standard works estimate the impersonation by employing a polynomial reduction method [7, 16]. The polynomial reduction algorithm identifies the impersonation
according to the primitive and checks polynomials. However, the wireless medium gives the possibilities to overhear the key authentication. Thus, the attacker may trace
the key through overhearing and initiate the false routing. Moreover, also this algorithm verifies the intermediate routers in the path by receiving the acknowledgments. Thus, it makes the high control overhead and
network traffic. To tackle these issues, the Providing Enhanced Polynomial reduction algorithm for Secure routing
against Impersonation in Clustered MANET is proposed
to augment the key authentication methodology and identify the impersonation using Energy efficient Polynomial
Reduction (EPR) algorithm with reduced routing overhead.
The significant strategies which contributions of the
paper are as follows:
• The proposed protocol assures secure and reliable
routing in the highly dynamic network by detecting
and isolating the impersonation attacker in the routing path using EPR algorithm.
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• By partitioning the network into several clusters using a weight clustering algorithm, and maintaining
the cluster group key and separate personal key for
authentication, restricts the nodes to initiate the malicious routing attacks with considerable key storage
overhead.
• By forwarding the primitive polynomial set with key
function and the same random number via two separate transaction steps in a successive manner to improve authentication.
• By generating the consolidated acknowledgment for
the same nodes using group ID verification of previous and next-hop nodes, the protocol significantly
lowers the acknowledgment overhead as well as escalates the energy storage.
Next section focuses exclusive study on MANET security routing protocols, Section 3 represents the problem
statement, Section 4 shows System and Attack Model in
MANET; Section 5 gives the overview of Proposed EPR
(PEPR) protocol; Section 6 gives detailed performance
evaluation for PEPR. and final section concludes the paper.

2

Related Works
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the correlation between them. The correlation enhances
the accuracy of drop detection with Homomorphic Linear
Authenticator (HLA) based public auditing architecture.
The HLA ensures the effectiveness of a packet loss report that is delivered by individual nodes [21]. Similarly,
counting the number of lost packets caused by link error can assist to detect malicious packet dropper [13, 26].
Moreover, the clustered network handles the routing issues on routing and the cluster partitions efficiently identify the malicious node. The highly efficient node is selected as a CH for providing the secure communication
via cooperative nodes [5, 19].
To support the secure routing, it is essential to consider both the dropping and modification attacks to maintain reliability and confidentiality without modification
using cryptography based encryption method [11]. Several cryptography based routing protocols have been proposed for secure data forwarding [6]. The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)-based routing algorithm helps
to consolidate the data integrity using hash codes containing the data packets. The AES employed with Triple Data
Encryption Standard (TDES) assist in preventing the
Packet Dropping and Message Tampering Attacks [23].
The polynomial scheme supports the detection of attacker
nodes. In [16], the clustering provided additional security
and secured key transmission between Cluster Head (CH)
and members. The soft computing assists in detecting the
irregularity and misuse. In [22], the same group based key
transmission is exploited to assure the secure routing. The
Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) is employed to accomplish
the personal key refreshment. The Hop Count Based Key
Selection (HBKS) technique uses symmetric key based
authentication and key pre-distribution method to find
the impersonation, dropping, and modification attackers.
This method can only identify the attacker who is acting as an intermediate router, and it is not supported
to prevent the attacker who serves as a source or destination. When the modification attacker performs quite
brilliantly, identification of modification attack becomes
more difficult due to the possibility of changes in the original message [1]. The asymmetric encryption reduces the
key distribution burden using a pair of keys rather than
a symmetric encryption method [15]. For example, the
Optimized Link State Routing Secured by Dynamics key
(OLSR-SDK) [10] protocol exploits the asymmetric key
distribution. It deploys the dynamic keys and secures
the traffic routing without degradation of network performance. The Radio Aware Optimized Link State Routing
(RA-OLSR) protocol applies high-level security mechanism based on Identity-Based Encryption (IBE) which
eliminates the need of verifying the public key authenticity [4].

Even though the routing protocol establishes the multihop routing using multiple intermediate routers, the secure and reliable data delivery is unlikely achieved if
any impersonation attacker is selected as an intermediate
router. The impersonation attacks target the data transmission functionality between source and destination.
The adversary nodes compromise the genuine node to
simply launch impersonation, dropping, and modification
of the original data content to reduce the network performance. Several secure routing approaches have been
proposed against such attackers in MANET [6, 8, 24].
The asymmetric group key provides the security with
the public and private key. In this, the digital signature and data encryption are performed using the public key. The individual decryption key is maintained as
confidential [25, 27]. Furthermore, the dropping attackers
drop the received packets, either for saving their resources
or for deliberately disrupting regular communications [9].
Observing the routing behavior of nodes is important to
combat with a different variety of dropping attacks such
as black-hole, gray-hole, and wormhole attacks [14, 20].
Such attacks drop the packets entirely or selectively. This
kind of attackers can be identified by continuously monitoring the behavior of nodes during data forwarding. For
example, the sender node can trace the data forwarding
records of a particular packet at each node by formulating
a Renyi-Ulam game based tracing. In this, the first hop 3
Problem Statement
data packet forwarded is no longer considered as a misbehaving node [17]. The detection of packet dropping is The secure routing is mainly depending on the key auaccounted in the presence of link error and collision using thentication and the group key as well as personal key
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maintenance on each node that increases the key storage
overhead. The conventional methods exploit the direct
key transaction method. The main limitation of the wireless network is that other nodes can overhear the communication between any two nodes. This hole provides
the chance for the impersonation attacker to hack the key
transaction via overhearing, if it happens, the attackers
impersonate the honest nodes which launch the severe
malicious attacks on the routing using that traced personal key. The polynomial reduction algorithm aids to
recognize the impersonation attack. Even though, it becomes complex when the credential information is hacked.
To deal with this, the strong key authentication process
is essential. Also, the conventional polynomial reduction
methodology escalates the acknowledgment overhead and
energy degradation even it can identify the impersonation
attack it attacks on the current routing path may involve
in the upcoming routing process due to lack of the attacker isolation. Hence, it is essential to forward the packets in a secure and reliable manner using exact impersonation attacker identification and attacker node isolation.

4

System and Attack Model

The network area of MANET is represented as G(V, E)
in which V represents a set of mobile nodes and E represents the direct communication links between two mobile nodes V. Transmission range of each node is represented as R. The nodes V can impersonate the legitimate nodes that launch some attacks against secure transmission. In a flexible weight clustering, network, G|{C i , C i+1 , C i+2 , · · · , C i+n } and (CH i , CM N )
C i ; (N = 1, 2, · · · ). The CH i and CM N exchange the
key via separate two transaction steps to avoid the key
transaction overhearing. Thus, the CM N can initiate the
routing without any impact of impersonation. The CH i
authenticates and verifies the CM N uses a set of primitive and checks polynomials. The set of primitive polynomial contains f (a, b, c), in this, a and b are the generalized
components and c is the specific report which is generated
based on the generalized components. The f (a, b, c) and
f (a, b, c, R) are forwarded in separate successive manner.
R is the random number. The PEPR has implemented
the EPR algorithm for predicting the impersonation with
reasonable overhead. In this, S sends {Encrypt(data),
X h−n (n = 0, · · · , h)} to its next-hop and the intermediate routers forward it until reaching the D. Each
hop-router replies the S by sending the ACK with deducted hop-counts (X h−1 , X h−2 , X h−3 , · · · , X h−h ). If
more than one node C i , sends the consolidated ACK to
S, S identifies the impact of impersonation from the received ACKs. The identified attackers are isolated from
the network performance by calculating RTT values of
each router and hypothesis of other nodes. Assume the
model that adversary can overhear the key transaction
and impersonate the legitimate node to intercept the communication when it hacks the personal key of the nodes.

5

Overview
Protocol

of

Proposed
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EPR

The most destructive attack in MANET is impersonation
attack. The cluster based group key management which
reduces the overhead. However, it has the possibility to
track the confidential communication between nodes.In
this, the confidential message can be decrypted by all the
nodes in the same group using the same cluster key. Also,
if the individual personal key of any node is tracked by
an attacker, it can launch the impersonation attack in
routing performance. Instead, two separate transactions
based individual personal key sharing is a feasible technique to ensure the secure routing against such attackers
in MANET.
The CH is responsible for providing the individual personal keys to all the nodes in the same cluster. In this, the
separate personal key is given to the member nodes by CH
via successive transactions, instead of directly exchanging
the personal key. The incorporated value of both the set
of a primitive polynomial and the same set with a random
number are forwarded in two transactions that creates
the confusion on exact key function overhearing. Thus,
it can reduce the possibility of tracking the personal key
exchange regarding overhearing. Additionally, in polynomial reduction, the overhead and energy are taken into
account for improving the routing performance. When
more than one node in the same cluster acts as intermediate routers, the Energy efficient Polynomial Reduction
(EPR) algorithm reduces the overhead by sending the single consolidated acknowledgment instead of individual acknowledgment

5.1

Enhancing
MANET

Security

in

Clustered

The conventional routing methods propose cryptography
based key encryption using public and private keys for
reducing impersonation attacks in MANET. In case, the
private key of a node is leaked, the impersonation attacker
may throw the security issues by compromising the legitimate node. Moreover, the key maintenance of each node
escalates the storage overhead. To maintain the trade-off
between security and key storage overhead, cluster based
key distribution model is exploited. To get away from frequent key refreshment for the entire network, the rekeying
process is applied only to clusters. The secure routing depends on the key management, and also depends on the
network parameter such as energy. Therefore, the flexible
weight clustering approach is proposed to play a vital role
in providing the energy efficient, secure routing.
The flexible weight clustering method allows the network partitions into groups of entities called clusters.
Each cluster has a Cluster Head (CH) and cluster members who are in one-hop communication from CH. It is
elected based on the combination of metrics such as mobility, density, energy, connectivity, distance, and many
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other metrics. Each node in the cluster observes the routing metrics of its neighbor nodes using broadcast messages. Commonly, the node which has high connectivity
and high battery power that has announced as a CH to its
neighbors is shown in Equation (1), because such nodes
are favorable to the accurate and energy efficient routing
in a dynamic network.
In this, each node calculates the cluster score to itself and its neighbors for selecting CH based on connectivity, and battery power. The node which has a high
cluster score compared with others announces it as a CH
to its neighbors. If a node receives CH announcement
from more than one CHs, it chooses any one of the CH
depending on its convenience. The node selects one CH
with large cluster score, and it joins as a member under
the selected CH.
N(CH)value = (a ×

Bi − Bc
NCo
) + (b ×
).
NCmax
Bi

(1)

Where N(CH)value represents the clustering score of each
node, NCo and NCmax represent the original connectivity (number of neighbors) and maximum connectivity of
nodes in the network area respectively. Bi is the initial battery power, and Bc is a consumed power. The
maximum connectivity is calculatedusing Equation (2).
Where, v is the number of nodes in a particular area
(HW).


v
NCmax =
× R2
(2)
H ×W
(a + b) = 1.
(3)
a and b are the weighting factors of connectivity and energy parameters respectively. It can weigh the parameters
to obtain the estimated quantity. The sum of the weighting factors is shown in Equation (3). Algorithm 1 shows
the flexible weight clustering algorithm.
Moreover, CH is appointed in a rotating manner, which
means the same node does not elect as a CH continuously.
The CH role rotation among real nodes balances the energy consumption among them. The nodes in the cluster
cannot involve in any routing performance without having the acknowledgment from its CH. The CH supports
the cluster and personal key refreshment and thus, it can
avoid the member nodes to launch the impersonation attack using multiple transactions based key authentication
in most of the cases.

6

Avoiding Impersonation Using
Energy Efficient Polynomial Reduction Algorithm

The polynomial reduction algorithms identify the impact
of impersonation in the routing path. In the clustered
network, the CH is responsible for distributing the separate personal key to their members. In this, all nodes in
the cluster are enabled to maintain the set of a primitive
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Algorithm 1 Flexible Weight Clustering Algorithm
1: Aim: To partition the network into clusters
2: Input: CH score value of each node
3: Output: Election of CH and members
4: Begin
5: Each node do {
6: Calculates its own connectivity based on the number
of neighbors (Nc);
7: Calculates the remaining energy level (Ne) based on
their initial energy and consumed energy;
8: Estimates the CH score value according to both Nc
and Ne;
9: Shares their own CH score value to their neighbors;
10: Compares their own value with other’s value;
11: }
12: A node Ni that has the high CH score than others
broadcasts the CH announcement;
13: The other nodes that has CH score<Score of Ni forward the reply to Ni to join as a member under Ni ;
14: If (Received CH announcement == 1)
15:
{ Node joins under that CH node; }
16: else (Received CH announcement > 1)
17:
{Node selects any one CH announcement based
on its convenience;
18:
Node forward the reply to join as a member under
the preferred CH;
19:
}
20: The Selected CH starts the authentication key sharing
process between its members;
21: End

polynomial which contains two generalized components
and one specific report. This can be generated by using
other two generalized components, which is observable by
everyone due to the nature of the wireless medium. By
this hole, an attacker can overhear and generate the same
specific report as the similar report of the honest node
using that generalized component. Thus, the CH mistakenly authorizes the attacker as a legitimate node and
provide the key to an attacker resulting in impersonation
attack launch. To strengthen the key authentication, the
polynomial reduction algorithm initially exploits the two
steps in the authentication process with the help of any
random number support.

6.1

Step 1: Strengthening the Key Authentication

The polynomial reduction algorithm initializes all mobile
nodes and the network with f (a, b, c). In this, a, b, c represents the node ID, all forwarding nodes ID, and all measurement reports respectively. Function a and b are the
generalized components and c is the specific report which
is based on a and b. The c report is encrypted using
the cluster key and stored in that node. The CH knows
the node ID as well as the primitive polynomial set of all
members. The authentication polynomial is computed for
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cluster ‘Cx’ as follows:
Authpx (b, c) = αfx (p, b, c).
Where, f (nodeID, b, c) represents the set of primitive
polynomial. {2, 22 , 23 , 24 , 25 }. Note that the algorithm
randomly chooses the value α while computing the authentication polynomial. The algorithm only knows the
value of α. Otherwise, no other persons can extrapolate
the authentication polynomial of cluster ‘Cx’. The purpose of α is to escalate the flexibility of this scheme on
the number of compromised nodes. After the computation, the Authpx (b, c) is stored in node ‘p’. Subsequently,
the algorithm computes the verification polynomial as follows. For each cluster, (x, y).
V erfyp (a, c) = βfy (a, p, c).
Where, V erfyp (a, c) is the verification polynomial of cluster ‘Cy’ and it is stored in node ‘p’. In this, {25 , 26 , 27 , 28 },
it performs the same role as, and in such 2t , t is the positive integer. Both the value of α and β is taken into verification using check polynomial β/α. The value of β/α only
belongs to the {20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , 24, 25 , 26 , 27 }. For example,
25 /25 = 20 · · · 28 /2 = 27 . However, the hole in the polynomial reduction is the report may be generated as equal
to the legitimate node by an attacker using the generalized components that lead to the mistake verification. To
overcome this, the proposed method exploits the two-step
authentication. In this, the incorporated function value
of a, b, c and ab, c, rare forwarded in the separate and successive manner via two transactions. R is the random
number selected by the node. The both are forwarded in
an unpredictable manner that means the f (a, b, c) may
send either firstly or secondly as the same the f (a, b, c, R)
may send in either firstly or secondly. The random number creates the confusion on the attacker decision about
which is the original report. It strongly assists the polynomial reduction algorithm to correctly verify and distribute
the key to the legitimate node without the impact of any
impersonation. Algorithm 2 shows the separate function
transaction algorithm via two steps.
In the above algorithm, the CH authenticates and verifies the node only after receiving the two function values
from the same node to avoid the impersonation. Now,
both the node and the CH know the report ’c’ and creates
the key. The node exploits the generated key to encrypt
the data during forwarding.

6.2

Step 2: Energy Efficient Polynomial
Reduction Algorithm

Strengthening the Key Authentication ensures the nodes
to initiate the secure forwarding without any impact
of impersonation. In case, the routers misbehave in
the discovered shortest routing path based on AODV,
which severely makes the routing performance. To overcome these issues, the polynomial reduction algorithm
efficiently finds the router impersonation using received
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Algorithm 2 Separate Function Transaction Algorithm
1: Aim: To restrict the impersonation as original
2: Input: The set of primitive polynomial and the random number
3: Output: Original report identification and verification
4: Begin
5: CH Sends the request to CM N in cluster C (N =
1, 2, · · · , n);
6: CM N select the random number R;
7: CM N incorporate the random number with f (a, b, c)
and generate another f (a, b, c, R);
8: CM N forward the two separate functions in two forwarding steps to the CH;
9: CH receives one function and wait for some time to
receive the another function value;
10: After receiving the both f (a, b, c) and f (a, b, c, R), the
CH verifies the CM N ;
11: CH splits the report ‘c’ and ‘R’ from both received
values;
12: CH generate the original report based on its own
primitive polynomial set for that CM N ;
13: CH compares the report computed by itself with the
node report using check polynomials;
14: If (Report == same)
15:
{ The CH generates the key for that corresponding
CM N ; }
16: else
17:
{ The CH identifies the attacker and discards the
report; }
18: End

acknowledgments with reduced hop-counts (X h , X h−1 ,
X h−2 , X h−3 , · · · , X h−h ). Every intermediate node sends
back the acknowledgment to the sender node that ensures
the successful data forwarding in hop-by-hop. However,
when the number of acknowledgment escalates on the forwarded data packets, it results in high energy consumption. To tackle this inconvenience, in addition to the security, the proposed method considers both the acknowledgment overhead and energy that is named as the Energy
efficient Polynomial Reduction (EPR) algorithm.
The possibility of presenting more than one router in
the same cluster is high due to the distributed structure
of the MANET. The high possibility reduces the chances
of generating the individual acknowledgments in the same
cluster. Thus, the consolidated acknowledgment escalates
the advantages of improving both the overhead and energy consumption. For example, the representation of
EPR algorithm is shown Figure 1.
In Figure 1, S forwards the data packets and estimated
remaining hop-count X 4 to the intermediate Router 1
in C2. The Router 1 checks its group list, and it finds
the position of Router 2 which is in other cluster C3.
The Router 1 in C2 sends the acknowledgment (X 4−1 =
X 3 ) to S (source) after forwarding the data packets to
Router 2.
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Figure 1: Representation of EPR algorithm

Router 2 in C3 forwards the packet to router3 and the
Router 2 identifies the position of router3 by verifying
group list. Therefore, it waits for receiving the acknowledgment from router3. After receiving X 1 from router3,
the Router 2 creates the consolidated acknowledgment using its X 4−2 = X 2 and X 4−3 = X 1 . The consolidated
{X 2 , X 1 } is forwarded to S by the Router 2. Finally, the
corresponding D sends its acknowledgment X 4−4 = X 0
to S.
The sender node estimates the number of acknowledgments on the number of data packets sent and hop-count
between itself and destination that means each hop router
forwards one acknowledgment for each data packet. However, due to the acknowledgment consolidation of the proposed method, the number of received acknowledgments
may differ from the estimated one. The number of unreceived acknowledgments is predicted using Equation (4).

ACK(unreceived) = (Pi × H) −

RX
n=D

(ACK(sent) ).

(4)

Rn=1

Where, Pi represents the number of packets and H represents the expected hop-count between sender and destination. Rn indicates the intermediate routers and
(ACK(sent) ) represents the number of acknowledgments
sent by each intermediate router. In addition to the destination, every intermediate node is enabled to send an
acknowledgment to the sender after transmitting the received packets. Even when the intermediate node increases the proposed methodology can identify the attackers successfully. The unreceived acknowledgments may
be affected by impersonation attack, or it may be consolidated with other nodes acknowledgment. There is a
need to differentiate from each other to exactly calculate
the presence of malicious impersonation attackers using
Equation (5).
H
ImpH = ACK(unreceived) − N(ACK(cons))
.

(5)

H
Where N(ACK(cons))
represents the number of hops included in consolidated acknowledgment. The ImpH implies the presence of impersonation attackers in a path.
Algorithm 3 shows the proposed EPR algorithm.
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Algorithm 3 The Proposed EPR Algorithm
1: Aim: To successfully predict the impersonation attacker in the routing path
2: Input: Key authentication and ACKs
3: Output: Successfully avoid the impersonation
4: Begin
5: Step 1. Authp
Authentication
x (b, c) = fx (p, b, c).
polynomial of cluster Cx for p;
6: Step 2. V erfyp (a, c) = fy (a, p, c). Computes and
stores the check polynomial in node p; Kcx is the cluster key of Cx stored in node p1;For each cluster x is
not equal to y;
7: Step 3. CHx → p : (p|CHx ). CH sends the local ID
assignment request to each node in CHx
8: Step 4. P → CHx : (f (a, b, c), f (a, b, c, R)). c is the
specific report based on the generalized components
(a, b) that is encrypted by Kcx and R is the random
number selected by node p.
9: Step 5. c = H((Ea, b)KCx ). CHx receives two function values; Calculates the specific report ‘c’ using its
set of primitive polynomial for node p.
10: Step 6. CHx verifies the report c using check polynomials and get the key.
11: Step 7. c of CHx = c of p. The report that is generated by cluster head and node is same, the CHx
authorizes the node p; The node p encrypts the data
using kcx .
12: Step 8. The node p identify the impersonation among
intermediate routers using received ACK with attached hop-counts.
13: I. p → Rn : [E(M esg), X h )]. The source node sends
the data packet that contains encrypted message by
its personal key and expected hop-count (X h ) to reach
the destination.
14: II. Rn → Rn + 1: [(E(M esg), X h−1 ].
15: III. Rn checks the group list to know the current position of the next-hop router (Rn + 1);
16: IV. If (Rn + 1Ci ), Rn → p : [X h−1 ]. C represents
same cluster. Next-hop router is not located in C, Rn
forwards the ACK to p.
17: V. If (Rn + 1C),
18: Begin
19: Rn wait for some time to receive the acknowledgment
from Rn + 1;
20: Rn + 1 checks the group list to identify the ID of its
previous-hop (Rn) whether it is in the same group ID
or not. If yes, follows Step 6;
21: VI. Rn + 1 → Rn : [X h−2 ]. After some time (viz
Rn +1 → Rn +2 : [(E(M esg), X h−2 )])Rn +1 forwards
acknowledgment to Rn .
22: VII. Rn → p : [{X h−1 , X h−2 }]. Rn forwards the consolidated acknowledgment to p;
23: The intermediate routers follow the above steps from
II to VII until reach the destination (D) that means
D → p : [X h−h ]. }
24: End
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Performance Evaluation

The extensive NS2 simulation is applied to validate
the performance of proposed EPR Algorithm (PEPR)
with the existing Polynomial Reduction Algorithm (ExPRA) [2]. The simulation takes 30, 100 and 200 mobile
nodes over an area of 500m x 500m, 1000m x 1000m,
1500m x 1500m. The transmission range of each mobile
node is 250m. The overall simulation time is taken of 60
seconds. The proposed method ensures the identification
and detection of impersonation attacker with less overhead. The two-step exchange process of primitive polynomial set assists to generate the confusion on attacker
overhearing. This process enables the member nodes to
share their personal keys with CH in a secret manner.
The acknowledgment consolidation for same cluster nodes
leads to attaining low overhead. The proposed proves the
performance through the detection accuracy, when com- Figure 3: Detection accuracy vs number of attackers for
pared to ExPRA with varying number of attackers.
100 nodes

Figure 2: Detection accuracy vs number of attackers for
Figure 4: Detection accuracy vs number of attackers for
30 nodes
200 nodes
Figures 2, 3, 4 exposes the attacker detection accuracy of both the proposed EPR and ExPRA with varying
number of attackers. Initially, the PEPR has 100 % detection accuracy compared to ExPRA in the presence of
4 attackers. When increasing the number of attackers
to 12, the detection accuracy of both the methods gets
reduced. The PEPR avoids the attacker impersonation
at the sender side using two-step authentication process,
and also it exploits the random number with an original
primitive polynomial function to confuse the attacker during overhearing. If any impersonation attackers act as an
honest one, the CH easily identifies such attackers using
check and verification polynomials. Also, if any intermediate node tries to serve as a destination for getting the
data, the acknowledgments help to detect the attacker
in the path. Then ExPRA detects only 25% attackers
at the beginning due to the possibility for overhearing

the key authentication. In the presence of 12 attackers,
the ExPRA has 85% less detection accuracy than PEPR
method. Since, when more than one intermediate routers
have the same cluster ID, the attackers have the possibility to create the fake acknowledgment. In such cases, the
detection accuracy is lesswhen increasing the number of
attackers. However, the PEPR achieves relatively much
better detection accuracy than ExPRA method.

8

Conclusion

This proposed paper has achieving secure and reliable
data forwarding in highly dynamic networks using the
detection and elimination of impersonation attackers. By
enforcing these two separate transactions of the primitive
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polynomial set with key function and the same with anynetworks: proposals and challenges”, IEEE Commuone random number in a Successive manner, the PEPR
nications Surveys & Tutorials, vol. 13, no. 4, pp. 658–
efficiently restricts the overhearing, as well as an attacker,
672, 2011.
does not hack the personal of a legitimate node. Thus, [10] A. Echchaachoui, A. Choukri, A. Habbani, and M.
a severe impact of impersonation attacker has been reElkoutbi, “Asymmetric and dynamic encryption for
duced in clustered network. The novel clustering algorouting security in MANETs”, in IEEE International
rithm based network partition assist to elect the energy
Conference on Multimedia Computing and Systems
efficient and high worthy CH as well as reduce key over(ICMCS’14), pp. 825–830, 2014.
head. By introducing the Energy efficient Polynomial Re- [11] P. D. Gawande, Y. Suryavanshi, “Cryptography
duction (EPR) algorithm, the PEPR detects the attackbased secured advanced on demand routing protocol
ers in the routing path with less overhead using consoliin MANET’s”, in IEEE International Conference on
dation method. Also, by exploiting the attackers in the
Communications and Signal Processing (ICCSP’15),
routing path, accurately classifies and eliminates the atpp. 1478–1481, 2015.
tackers and announces such attackers to neighbor CHs for [12] D. Glynos, P. Kotzanikolaou, and C. Douligeris,
preventing the impersonation in the future. Finally, the
“Preventing impersonation attacks in MANET with
simulation shows the better performance of PEPR than
multi-factor authentication”, in IEEE Third Internathe existing ExPRA in terms, detection accuracy.
tional Symposium on Modeling and Optimization in
Mobile, Ad Hoc, and Wireless Networks (WiOpt’05),
pp. 59–64, 2005.
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Abstract
Along with the large-scale proliferation of network and
information technology, users can obtain the information
resources conveniently via intelligent device. Authentication mechanism is a fundamental tool for ensuring secure
communications and the validity of communicating party.
In this paper, we propose a new authentication scheme
for anonymous users using elliptic curves cryptosystem
(ECC) which achieves mutual authentication and forward
security. Specifically, we certify the validity of our proposal by employing BAN-logic, which is one of the important formal methods. Further, the performance comparison shows that our scheme is more suitable for application
scenarios where efficiency and security concerned.
Keywords: Anonymity; Authentication; BAN-logic; Security

1

Introduction

It is necessary for service providing servers to authenticate
remote users in the insecure communication channel when
users access resources through networks, remote authentication schemes can provide the convenient and secure
mechanism for them to verify each other. However, due
to the open nature of the Internet networks, the remote
authentication schemes are vulnerable to various attacks.
How to design a secure remote authentication scheme to
resist these attacks is an important issue for researchers.
In 1981, Lamport [14] firstly proposed a password
based remote user authentication scheme using password
table. However, the proposed scheme was insecure if the
password table was compromised. In password based
authentication schemes based on [14], adversaries could
easily obtain users’ passwords by brute force attack and
threat system security, due to the low information entropy
of these memorable password. Further, the password ta-

ble is susceptible to the collision attack.
For solving the inherent limitations of password based
authentication schemes, smart card was introduced as
the second factor to devise protocols due to the convenience and secure computation. In 2004, Das et al. [5]
proposed a dynamic ID based remote user authentication
scheme using smart cards which allowed users to choose
and change their passwords freely without responding to
servers. However, later on, some researchers revealed that
their scheme was not as much secured as they claimed [2].
In 2009, Wang et al. [19] pointed that Das et al.’s scheme
allowed an attacker to complete the authentication without knowing the password and could not provide the mutual authentication. Meanwhile, the authors proposed
a dynamic ID-based authentication scheme and claimed
that their scheme was more efficient and secure, as well as
keeping the merits of Das et al.’s scheme. However, Wang
et al.’s scheme also could not provide anonymity of users
during the authentication and was vulnerable to insider
attack, stolen smart card attack.
In the aforementioned authentication schemes, smart
card is assumed to be a tamper-resistant device (the parameters stored in smart card cannot be compromised).
However, many research results have introduced that sensitive data could be extracted by power analysis and fault
injection [12, 18]. This is the most critical problem which
results in security flaws. And hence, a secure authentication scheme should guarantee security rely on sensitivity of secret parameters, rather than confidence of smart
card.
In order to overcome the problems mentioned above,
a number of password authentication schemes have been
proposed [1, 4, 6, 8–11, 15–17, 20–22]. In 2011, Khan et
al. [11] presented a remote authentication scheme using
smart card which could provide user anonymity, mutual
authentication, session key establishment, and resist various attacks. Later on, He et al. [9] showed that Khan
et al.’s scheme failed to preserve user anonymity. Most
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recently, Jiang et al. [10] illustrated that some previous
authentication protocol have a range of ignored security
flaws, then they proposed an enhanced authentication
scheme and claimed that their scheme could eliminate
various malicious attacks. Unfortunately, Wei et al. [20]
demonstrated that Jiang et al.’s scheme could not provide
perfect forward secrecy and then presented an improved
smart card based authentication scheme.
In this paper, we propose a new remote authentication
scheme using elliptic curves cryptosystem (ECC) as well
as demonstrating its validity through BAN-logic. BAN
logic [3] devotes to validate the beliefs of the involved
principals in the protocol and has been widely applied
in analyzing the security of authentication schemes. Noticeably, the proposed scheme can achieve various of the
required security properties and guarantee high efficiency.
The structure of our paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we propose a new robust authentication
scheme. Subsequently, we prove the completeness of the
proposal and analyze its security in Section 3. Then, we
evaluate its performance in the next section. At last, Section 5 concludes this paper.
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p = 2q + 1. Ep (a, b) is an elliptic curve in the finite field
Zp [7,13]. P is a generator of order q on the elliptic curve
Ep (a, b) and q must be large enough, so that the ECDLP
is difficult to solve with a polynomial-time algorithm. S
uses its master secret key x to compute Q = x · P mod p
and public the parameters {P, p, Q, Ep (a, b)}.
Step R1. Ui selects his/her identity and password tuple
(IDi , P Wi ). Then he/she chooses a random number
r to calculate Ai = H(rkP Wi ) and sends {IDi , Ai }
to S for registration via a trusted network.
Step R2. After receiving the registration request
(IDi , Ai ), S utilizes the master secret key x to compute Xi = H(IDi · x · Q) and Bi = Xi ⊕ H(IDi kAi ).
Step R3. Then S writes {Bi , p, Ep (a, b), P, Q, H(·)} into
the smart card and issues it to Ui through a secure
channel.
Step R4. Ui stores r on the received card, which contains {r, Bi , p, Ep (a, b), P, Q, H(·)}.

2.2

Login Phase

When Ui wants to login S, he/she should insert his/her
smart card to the terminal and key IDi with P Wi , then
In this section, we propose a new remote authentication the smart card performs the following steps (See Figscheme which can preserve user anonymity. Our scheme is ure 1):
divided into four phases: registration phase, login phase, Step L1. The smart card generates a random nonce
authentication and session key exchange phase and passa and computes Ai = H(rkP Wi ), Xi = Bi ⊕
word updating phase. The notations used in our scheme
H(IDi kAi ), Ci = IDi · P + a · Q, Ri = a · P ,
are listed in Table 1.
Vi = Xi ⊕ H(a · QkTi ) where Ti is the fresh current

2

Our Proposed Scheme

timestamp.
Notations
Ui
S
IDi
P Wi
x
a, b
T
SK
H(·)
⊕
k
p, q
Ep (a, b)
P
Q

Table 1: Notations
Meaning
The ith user with identity IDi
The remote server
The identity of Ui
The password of Ui
The master secret key of S
The chosen random numbers
The current timestamp
The session key shared among Ui and S
A one-way hash function
Exclusive-OR operation
String concatenation operation
Two distinct large primes such that p =
2q + 1
The elliptic curve over a finite field Zp
P is a generator of order q on the elliptic
curve Ep (a, b)
S’s public key, where Q = x · P

Step L2. After that, Ui transmits the login request
{Ci , Ri , Vi , Ti } to S by a public channel.

2.3

Authentication and Session Key Exchange Phase

Upon receiving the login request message {Ci , Ri , Vi , Ti },
Ui and S need to perform the following steps to finish the
mutual authentication.
Step A1. S checks the validity of the time stamp Ti , if
Ti0 − Ti ≤ 4T holds, S continues to execute the next
step.
Step A2. Then S calculates IDi · P = Ci − x · Ri and
Vi∗ = H(x2 · IDi · P ) ⊕ H(x · Ri kTi ). If the computed
value Vi∗ is equal to the received Vi , S will execute
the following steps and if Vi∗ 6= Vi , the login request
will be rejected.

Step A3. After the verification of Ui , S chooses a random number b and current timestamp Ts to compute
2.1 Registration Phase
Rs = b · P and Vs = H(IDi · P kb · Ri kTs ). Then
This phase is invoked whenever Ui initially registers to S.
S replies the message {Rs , Vs , Ts } to Ui via public
Initially, S chooses two distinct large primes p and q with
channel.
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Validity Proof Based on BAN-logic

,QSXWV ,'L DQG 3:L 

BAN-logic [3] is a logic belief for analyzing information
exchange protocols. Note that, it helps users to ensure
&RPSXWHV $L + U 3 3:L 
whether exchanged messages are trustworthy and secured
; L %L  + ,'L 3 $L 
against eavesdropping. In this section, we demonstrate
&L ,'L  3  D  4 
the completeness of the proposed scheme using BAN5L D  3 
logic.
9L ; L  + D  4 37L 
In the following, we define some notations used in the
^&L  5L 9L  7L `  
proof:
P |≡ X: The principal P believes X.

                                             &KHFNWKHYDOLGLW\RI 7L 
](X): The formula X is fresh.
&RPSXWHV ,'  3 &L  [  5L ˈ
P ⇒ X: The principal P has jurisdiction over X.
&KHFNV 
P
/ X: The principal P sees X.
9L " + [   ,'L  3  + [  5L 37L
P
|∼ X: The principal P once said the statement X.

(X,
Y ): The formula X or Y is the part of (X, Y ).
&KRRVHVQRQFH E DQGDFTXLUHVWLPHVWDPS 7V 
hXiY : The formula X is combined with Y .
&RPSXWHV 5V E  3 
        9V + ,'L  3 3E  5L 37V           {X}Y : This represents the formula X is message and
it is encrypted under the key Y .
5

9
^ V V  7V ` 
k
P ←→ Q: The principals P and Q communicate with
&KHFNWKHYDOLGLW\RI 7V 
each other with the shared key k. Note that, k will never
&KHFNV 9V˛ + ,'L  3 3E  5L 37V 
be known to any other principals.

&KRRVHVQRQFH D DQGDFTXLUHVWLPHVWDPS 7L 

/RJLQ3KDVH



$XWKHQWLFDWLRQDQG6HVVLRQ.H\([FKDQJH3KDVH



$JUHHRQWKHVHVVLRQNH\ 6.

k

D  E  3 

P Q: P and Q shared a secret k, which is possibly
Figure 1: Login phase and authentication and session key known to other principals trusted by them.
exchange phase
SK: the formula SK represents the session key used
in the current session.
Let present several logical postulates which is essential
Step A4. Upon receiving the replication, the smart card for the demonstration as follows:
verifies the freshness of the time interval between Ts0
k
←→ P,P/{X}k
and Ts , where Ts0 is the current time when the mutual
,
• The message-meaning rule: P|≡QP|≡Q|∼X
authentication message is received. Then the smart
k
P|≡Q
P,P/hXik
.
card computes Vs0 = H(IDi · P ka · Rs kTs ) and checks
P|≡Q|∼X
whether Vs is equal to the computed one. If they are
P|≡](X)
• The freshness-conjuncatenation rule: P|≡](X,Y
equal, the legitimacy of S is verified by Ui ; otherwise,
).
the smart card terminates this session.
• The nonce-verification rule: P|≡](X),P|≡Q|∼X
.
P|≡Q|≡X
After finishing the mutual authentication, Ui and S
agree on the common session key SK = a · b · P .
• The jurisdiction rule: P|≡Q⇒X,P|≡Q|≡X , P|≡(X,Y ) ,


P|≡X

2.4

P|≡X

P/(X,Y ) P|≡Q|∼(X,Y )
P/X ,
P|≡Q|∼X .

Password Updating Phase

Here are some the authentication goals which will be
When Ui wants to update his/her password without the proved for the proper mutual authentication and the
help of S, Ui should insert his/her smart card into a card agreement of the session key of our scheme.
reader and input IDi and P Wi .
SK
Goal 1: Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ S)
SK
Step P1. Ui is allowed to input a new password P Winew .
Goal 2: S |≡ (Ui ←→ S).
Step P2. The smart card computes Ai = H(rkP Wi ),
Next, the corresponding idealised protocol (transmitAnew
= H(rkP Winew ), Binew = Bi ⊕ H(IDi kAi ) ⊕ ted by the conventional description of our scheme) is then:
i
H(IDi kAnew
), and stores Binew into the smart card
i
Message 1: Ui → S: (Ci , {Ri , Ti }hIDi ix , Ti )
to replace Bi and performs an password update sucMessage 2: S → Ui : (Ts , hRs , Ts ihIDi iRi ).
cessfully.

3

Security
Scheme

Analysis

of

Our

In this section, we demonstrate the security performance
of our proposed authentication protocol.

The following assumptions are presented to further analyze our scheme:
Assumption 1: Ui |≡ (Ui

hIDi iRi

hIDi ix

S)

Assumption 2: S |≡ (S ←→ Ui )
Assumption 3: Ui |≡ ](Ts )
Assumption 4: S |≡ ](Ti )
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Assumption 5: S |≡ Ui ⇒ (Ri , Ti )
Assumption 6: S |≡ Ui ⇒ (Rs , Ts )
Assumption 7: Ui |≡ a
Assumption 8: S |≡ b
Based on the aforementioned assumptions and the defined logical postulates, we present the main steps of analysis of our scheme as follows:
When S receiving Message 1, we can prove that:
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words, there are no efficient polynomial-time algorithm to
solve it [7]: Given three points P, s · P, t · P ∈ Ep (a, b),
where s, t ∈ Zp∗ , the computation Diffie-Hellman problem(CDHP) is to find the point (s · t) · P on Ep (a, b).
3.2.1

Preserving Anonymity and Nontraceability

The transmitted messages via the public communication
channels may leak some useful information about user’s
identity or activities. In our scheme, the blinded paramS / (Ci , {Ri , Ti }hIDi ix , Ti ).
eter Ci = IDi · P + a · Q is the only parameter by which
Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
server can identify users, and it is session variant due to
S / {Ri , Ti }hIDi ix .
the random number a. Even if the adversary has obtained
Based on Assumption 2 and the message-meaning rule, the login request Ci , Ri , Vi , Ti of Ui , he/she also cannot
we can prove that:
compute the a · Q with Q and Ri due to the hardness
S |≡ Ui |∼ (Ri , Ti ).
of computation Diffie-Hellman problem. Further, he/she
Based on Assumption 4 and the freshness- is unable to retrieve IDi · P from Ci , while IDi · P is
the only specific static element in the transmitted mesconjuncatenation rule, we can prove that:
sages. Hence, our scheme can withstand user anonymity
S |≡ ](Ri , Ti ).
Based on the proved S |≡ Ui |∼ (Ri , Ti ) and the nonce- and traceability breach.
verification rule, we can prove that:
S |≡ Ui |≡ (Ri , Ti ).
3.2.2 Perfect Forward Secrecy
Based on Assumption 5 and the jurisdiction rule, we
The finished conversation should be confidential even the
can prove that:
long-term master secret key compromised. In our scheme,
S |≡ (Ri , Ti ).
the session key SK = a · b · P is computed with the contriBased on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
bution of a and b. The adversary can only compute SK
S |≡ Ri .
Based on SK = H(b · Ri ) and Assumption 8, we can by two element Ri , Rs which should solve the computation Diffie-Hellman problem. Thus the attacker cannot
prove that:
compute the previously generated session keys and our
SK
S |≡ (Ui ←→ S) (Goal 2).
remote authentication scheme provides the property of
When Ui receiving Message 2, we can prove that:
perfect forward secrecy.
Ui / (Ts , hRs , Ts ihIDi iRi ).
Based on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
3.2.3 Off-line Password Guessing Attack
Ui / hRs , Ts ihIDi iRi .
Based on Assumption 1 and the message-meaning rule, Many existing works suffer from off-line password guesswe can prove that:
ing attack because the low entropy password could be
Ui |≡ S |∼ (Rs , Ts ).
easily obtained by brute force attack. In our proposal,
Based on Assumption 3 and the freshness- each parameters of the login request are attached with
conjuncatenation rule, we can prove that:
random numbers. Note that, even the attacker has eavesUi |≡ ](Rs , Ts ).
dropped and recorded the login request Ci , Ri , Vi , Ti in
Based on the proved Ui |≡ S |∼ (Rs , Ts ) and the the login phase, it is useless for guessing password withnonce-verification rule, we can prove that:
out knowing H(a · QkTi ). Even if the adversary has gotUi |≡ S |≡ (Rs , Ts ).
ten Ui ’s smart card and extracted its secret parameters
Based on Assumption 6 and the jurisdiction rule, we {r, Bi , p, Ep (a, b), P, Q, H(·)}, he/she cannot construct a
can prove that:
equation to verify the correctness of disclosed password.
Ui |≡ (Rs , Ts ).
And hence our proposed scheme can resist off-line passBased on the jurisdiction rule, we can prove that:
word guessing attack with smart card security breach.
Ui |≡ Rs .
Based on SK = a · Rs and Assumption 7, we can prove 3.2.4 Forgery Attack
that:
SK
In the scenario of forgery attack, someone masquerades
Ui |≡ (Ui ←→ S) (Goal 1).
as other legitimate users for illegal access. In our scheme,
3.2 Security Analysis on Possible Attacks in order to impersonate as a legal user, the adversary
needs to forge a legal login request message Ci , Ri , Vi , Ti .
Here, we present that our scheme has the ability to with- However, he/she cannot compute the Ci and Vi without
stand common attacks and achieves some available secu- knowing IDi and the key Xi generated by S. In a exrity properties. Firstly, we assume that the problem list tend scenario, even if the attacker has extracted the secret
as follows is difficult to solve in polynomial-time. In other values {r, Bi , p, Ep (a, b), P, Q, H(·)} stored in Ui ’s smart
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Table 2: Comparisons of functionality
Functionality
[15] [22] [10] [20]Ours
Resistance of forgery attack
No Yes Yes No Yes
Resistance of off-line password guessing attack Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Resistance server impersonating attack
No No Yes Yes Yes
Resistance of replay attack
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Provision user anonymity
No No No No Yes
Achieving mutual authentication
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Provision of perfect forward secrecy
Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Session key establishment
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Table 3: Performance
Type of operation
Computation cost
TH
Tasy

comparisons
[15]
[22]
[10]
9
14
6
4
5
6

[20]
12
4

ours
7
7

Performance Analysis
card, he/she also cannot obtain Xi without knowing IDi 4
and P Wi . Hence, the adversary cannot impersonate as a
In this section, we compare the security features and effilegal user to login S by launching the forgery attack.
ciency with some existing state-of-the-art such as: Lee et
al.’s [15], Xue et al.’s [22], Jiang et al.’s and Wei et al.’s
3.2.5 Server Impersonating Attack
schemes to evaluating our scheme. And the comparative
summary of the proposed scheme is presented in the Table
Suppose that the adversary intercepts the login request of
2. It is clear that only our proposed scheme can achieve
Ui , and responds a forged reply message to impersonate
all requirements list in Table2. Specifically, the innovative
servers. However, he/she cannot obtain the key informafeature is that we prove the completeness of our scheme
tion IDi ·P and a·b·P without knowing the master secret
by employing BAN-logic.
key x which kept only by S, even if the attacker has exTable 3 summarizes the comparison among our scheme
tracted the data from Ui ’s smart card. Ui can verify Vs to
and the aforementioned related works in terms of effiauthenticate S, which is contributed with theses two key
ciency. We define the TH indicates the time complexinformation. Hence, the attacker cannot masquerade as S
ity of hash function and Tasy is the time complexity of
to fool Ui by launching the server impersonating attack.
the asymmetric encryption. The computations cost of
Lee et al.’s [15], Xue et al.’s [22], Jiang et al.’s [10] and
Wei et al.’s [20] schemes are 9TH + 4Tasy , 14TH + 4Tasy ,
3.2.6 Known Key Attack
6TH +6Tasy , 12TH +4Tasy . Our schemes need 7TH +7Tasy
Due to the session key SK is computed by two random which slightly needs more computational cost than other
numbers which employs the principle of Diffi-Hellman key schemes in asymmetric encryption operation. However,
exchange protocol. Thus neither the value of session key our scheme can achieve formal proof security and more
SK is the same with any other authentication message, admired security properties.
nor SK as a part of any other authentication message.
The leakage of SK does not affect other unexposed sesConclusions
sions. Thus, the known key attack is resisted effectively. 5
3.2.7

Reply Attack

In this paper, we propose a secure authentication scheme
using elliptic curves cryptosystem which could conquer a
range of potential network attacks. Furthermore, the formal proof based on BAN-logic shows that the validity of
the proposed scheme. The performance analysis indicates
that our proposed scheme is relatively more robust than
the related schemes, while increasing little computational
efficiency.

The replay attack is a form of network attack in which
a valid data transmission is maliciously or fraudulently
repeated or delayed. If the adversary can eavesdrop any
request from Ui to S, and replays the intercepted one to
S. Firstly, S can reject mostly session by verifying the
freshness of timestamp. Secondly, even if the login request passes the verification of timestamp, S will return
Rs , Vs , Ts with contribution of random number b. the Acknowledgments
attacker also cannot obtain a which is implied in the login request to compute the session key SK. Hence, our This study was supported by the Nanyang Normal University Project under grant QN2015008. The authors
scheme can effectively resist replay attack.
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Abstract
Mobile RFID applications combine RFID technologies
and mobile device to create a new convenient application area. However, most of the applications suffer from
the security issues due to insecure communication channels among tags, readers and servers. In 2012, Zhou et al.
proposed an ECC-based mutual authentication protocol
to promote mobile RFID applications security. However,
we found their protocol faces to OTRUTS (one time reading and unlimited times service) problem, which means
once a reader read the data of a certain tags from a server
successfully, the reader can read it unlimited times without reading those tags again. Therefore, their protocol
cannot securely support some mobile RFID applications
such as the security patrolling application. In this paper,
we propose a new secure ECC-based mobile RFID mutual
authentication protocol for the safety of mobile RFID applications such as security patrolling.
Keywords: ECC; Mutual Authentication; RFID

1

Introduction

ers (installed in a mobile device such as a cell phone) are
movable. The mobile RFID telecommunication services
provide tag information which is stored and maintained
in backend database over a reader embedded mobile network to support many applications such as mobile payment [5, 11, 18, 21], emergency response [6, 15, 20, 23],
marketing [2], advertisements promotion [14], security patrolling, position reporting, etc. Therefore, the mobile
device, with an embedded reader, could be used by a potential customer, a consumer, a security patrolman, etc.
That means the holder of the mobile device could also be
an adversary to the mobile RFID system.
ECC is proved to be suitable for RFID applications
[3, 7, 8, 10, 13, 17, 22, 25]. In 2012, Zhou et al. [28] proposed a mutual authentication protocol based on publickey cryptography using ECC for mobile RFID application.
However, their protocol has OTRUTS (one time reading and unlimited times service) problem, which means
once a reader read the data of a certain tags from a server
successfully, the reader can read it unlimited times without reading those tags again. Therefore, their protocol
cannot securely support some mobile RFID applications
such as the security patrolling application. In this paper, we propose a new secure ECC-based mobile RFID
mutual authentication protocol for the safety of mobile
RFID applications such as security patrolling.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Second
section provides a brief background of ECC. In the third
and forth section, we review and analyze Zhon et al.’s
protocol. The proposed scheme is demonstrated in fifth
section. Sixth section provides security analysis. Finally,
we draw conclusions in seventh section.

Recently, many researches have concentrated on mobile
RFID-based applications [1, 2, 4, 12, 19, 23, 24, 26, 27,
29, 30] as it is believed that this type of applications have
advantages of both RFID technology and mobile smart
device. In most of the traditional RFID applications, it
is assumed that the communication between reader and
back end server is wired and secure, while it between tag
and reader is wireless and insecure. This is because readers are usually installed at a fixed location but the tags
are mobile.
However, in mobile RFID applications, both tag-reader
and reader-backend server communication channels are in 2
Preliminaries
wireless transmission mode and therefore considered to be
insecure. In the mobile RFID based telecommunication For ECC application, a non-singular elliptic curve should
service, the tags (different from those of traditional RFID be chosen. All points in a non-singular elliptic curve
applications) are designed to be stationary and the read- (y 2 = x3 + ax + b(mod p)) have tangent lines except
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Zhou et al.’s protocol (Figure 1) has four phases: (1)
one point at infinity, where p > 3 and 4a3 + 27b2 6= 0
. The security of ECC is based on the intractability of Initialization Phase, (2) Mobile Reader Authentication
Phase, (3) Tag Authentication Phase and (4) Tag Inforthe following problems.
mation Sending Phase. Those phases are described as
follows.

2.1

Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm
Problem (ECDLP)

Given an elliptic curve E defined over a finite field Fq ,
denoted by E(Fq ). There is a point P ∈ E(Fq ) with
order m and a point Q ∈< P >. Then the problem of
finding the integer k ∈ [0, m − 1] from given P and Q such
that Q = kP is defined as ECDLP, where k is the discrete
logarithm of Q to the base P , denoted k = logP Q [9].

2.2

Elliptic Curve Computational DiffieHellman Problem (ECCDHP)

From three given points P , xP and yP over E(Fq ), it is
hard to compute xyP over E(Fq ).

3.1

Initialization Phase

In this phase, Server chooses an elliptic curve E(Fq ) and
a base point P over E(Fq ) with order n, where n is a large
prime number. Server randomly chooses his secrets k1
and k2 ∈R Zq∗ and his private key k3 ∈R Zq∗ , and computes his public key K = k3 P . Next, Server computes
pseudo-ids TPi = k1−1 IDi + k2 P for each tag and writes
TPi into Tagi’s memory. On the other hand, Reader randomly chooses his private key r ∈R Zq∗ and computes his
public key RP = rP .

3.2

Mobile Reader Authentication Phase

In this phase, Reader randomly chooses s ∈R Zq∗ , com2.3 Elliptic Curve Factorization Prob- putes Q = sP , and sends a request Q to T agi . After∗ T agi
receives Q, it chooses a random number t ∈R Zq and
lem(ECFP)
sends t to Reader. Next, Reader computes v = rt − s
From two given points P and Q over E(Fq ), where Q = and sends v to T agi . T agi checks whether vP + Q is
xP + yP , it is hard to find two points xP and yP over equal to tRP . If it does, T agi authenticates the Reader
successfully. Otherwise, T agi aborts this communication.
E(Fq ) [16].

3

Zhou et al.’s Protocol

In this section, we provide a brief introduction to the notations and Zhou et al.’s protocol. Table 1 shows the notations used in our and Zhou et al.’s scheme. In table 1, h()
is an one-way hash function, where h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}2m ,
m is the bit length of the coordinate x or y of a point over
the elliptic curve E(Fq ).
Table 1: Notations
Notation
P
IDi
x̄(T )
ȳ(T )
tR
k1 , k2
k3
K
TPi
RP
r
h( )
(S)L
(S)R

Meaning
a base point of a subgroup on elliptic
curve E(Fq )
the identity of T agi
the x-coordinate of a point T = (xt , yt )
the y-coordinate of a point T = (xt , yt )
time
secrets of Server
private key of Server
public key of Server
pseudo-id of T agi
public key of Reader
private key of Reader
one-way hash function
the left half bits of a binary sequence S
the right half bits of a binary sequence S

3.3

Tag Authentication Phase

In this phase, the Tagi first chooses a random number
c ∈R Zq∗ , computes T1 = cP , T2 = cQ, T3 = cK,
T4 = TPi + T3 and u = h(x(T2 ), y(T4 )), and sends T1 ,
T4 and u to Reader. After Reader receives them, it computes R1 = sT1 and w = h(x̄(R2 ), ȳ(T4 )), and checks
whether w is equal to u. If it does not, Reader aborts this
session. Otherwise, Reader considers T1 , T4 and u as valid
parameters. Next, Reader chooses a random number g,
extracts time tR , computes R2 = gP , R3 = (r + g)K and
dR = h(ȳ(R3 ), x̄(T1 ), x̄(T4 ), tR ), and sends T1 , T4 , R2 , tR
and dR to Server. After Server receives those messages,
it checks whether tR is valid. If it does, Server computes
B1 = k3 (RP + R2 ) and dB = h(ȳ(B1 ), x̄(T1 ), x̄(T4 ), tR ).
Otherwise, Server aborts this session. Server checks
whether dB = dR holds, and considers T1 , T4 , R2 , tR and
dR as valid parameters and authenticates Reader successfully. Next, Server computes IDi = k1 (B2 − k2 P )
and checks whether IDi exists in the database. If it
does, Server authenticates T agi successfully. Otherwise,
Server aborts this session.

3.4

Tag Information Sending Phase

In this phase, Server fetches the related DAT Ai of IDi
from the database, encrypts it, and sends the encrypted
data to Reader. Server first chooses a random number
l ∈R Zq∗ , computes B3 = lP , B4 = lRP , B5 = k3 RP ,
d1 = ȳ(B4 ) ⊕ (DAT Ai )L ||x̄(B5 ) ⊕ (DAT Ai )R and d2 =
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Tagi
r
s
*
q

t #R F .

Server

Reader

TPi (! k1 1 IDi " k2 P)
Q
t
v

R
R

Fq* ; RP (! rP)

k1 , k2 , k3 , K ( k3 P)

Fq* .

Does t R is valid ?

Q ! sP.

B1

k3 ( RP ! R2 ),

v ! rt " s.

dB

h( f y ( B1 ), f x (T1 ), f x (T4 ), t R ).

If d R

If vP " Q ! tRP

R1 ! sT1 ,

then

c #R Fq* ,

w ! h( f x ( R1 ), f y (T4 )).

B2

T1 ! cP, T2 ! cQ,

If w ! u then

IDi

T3 ! cK , T4 ! TPi " T3 ,

g

then

u ! h( f x (T2 ), f y (T4 )).

T1 , T4 , u

R
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dB
T4 " k3T1 ,
k1 ( B2 " k2 P ).

Does IDi in DB ?

Fq* ,

R2 ! gP, R3 ! (r # g ) K ,
d R ! h( f y ( R3 ), f x (T1 ), f x (T4 ), t R ).

T1 , T4 , R2 , t R , d R

l #R Fq* ,
B3

lP, B4

d1

f y ( B4 ) $ ( DATAi ) L

lRP , B5

k3 RP ,

|| f x ( B5 ) $ ( DATAi ) R ,

R4 ! rB3 ,
B3 , d1 , d 2

R5 ! rK ,

d2

h( f x ( B5 ), d1 , tR ! 1).

d3 ! h( f x ( R5 ), d1 , t R #1).
If d3 ! d 2 then
OK

DATAi ! (d1 ) L $ f y ( R4 )
|| (d1 ) R

f x ( R5 ).

Figure 1: Zhou et al.’s protocol

h(x̄(B5 ), d1 , tR + 1), and sends B3 , d1 and d2 to Reader.
When Reader receives those messages, it computes R4 =
rB3 , R5 = rK and d3 = h(x̄(R5 ), d1 , tR + 1), and checks
whether d3 = d2 holds. If it does, Reader believe that
the parameters B3 , d1 and d2 are sent from Server, and
recovers DAT Ai = (d1 )L ⊕ ȳ(R4 )||(d1 )R ⊕ x̄(R5 ). Otherwise, Reader aborts this session.

4

k3 RP , d01 = ȳ(B40 ) ⊕ (DAT Ai )L ||x̄(B50 ) ⊕ (DAT Ai )R and
d02 = h(x̄(B50 ), d01 , t0R + 1), and sends B30 , d01 and d02 to
Reader. After Reader receives those message, it computes R40 = rB30 andR50 = rK.Thus, Reader can recover
DAT Ai = (d01 )L ⊕ ȳ(R40 )||(d01 )R ⊕ x̄(R50 ). Therefore, in
Zhou et al.’s protocol, Reader just needs to read T agi ’s
DAT Ai one time, then he can read T agi ’s DAT Ai from
Server with unlimited times without reading T agi again.

Analysis on Zhou et al.’s Proto5
col

In Zhou et al.’s protocol, we find that once Reader has
read T agi ’s data, then the Reader can get T agi ’s data
from Server without reading T agi again. We name this
problem as ”One Time Reading, Unlimited Times Service
(OTRUTS).” The detail of this problem is described as
follows and shown in Figure 2.
Assume Reader read T agi once get the data of T agi
from Server successfully. Reader have valid T1 and T4 .
As Reader wants T agi ’s new DAT Ai from Server, he
can assign T10 = T1 , T20 = T2 , extract a new time t0R , generate a random numberg 0 ∈R Zq∗ , compute R20 = g 0 P,R30 =
(r + g 0 )K and d0R = h(ȳ(R30 ), x̄(T10 ), x̄(T40 ), t0R ), and send
T10 , T40 , R20 , t0R , d0R to Server to request the DAT Ai of T agi .
As Server received those messages from Reader, Server
authenticates t0R successfully (with no doubt), computes
B10 = k3 (RP + R20 ) and d0B = h(ȳ(B10 ), x̄(T10 ), x̄(T40 ), t0R ),
finds out d0B = d0R holds, and computes IDi = k1 (B20 −
k2 P ). Thus Server can successfully find IDi in database
because B20 has the pseudo-id information TPi . Therefore, Server can fetch the DAT Ai and process the
”T agInf ormationSendingP hase” to encrypt DAT Ai for
Reader’s request. Server then generates a random number l0 ∈R Zq∗ , computes B30 = l0 P , B40 = l0 RP , B50 =

Proposed Protocol

In this section, we propose a mobile RFID-based mutual
authentication protocol using elliptic curve cryptography
for security patrolling application. In our protocol, we
fix the OTRUTS problem of Zhou et al.’s protocol and
make our protocol suitable to secure applications such as
security patrolling.
We take a security patrolling scenario as an instance.
In the security patrolling scenario, there are three roles:
(1) Server as the Security Management Center (SM C
), (2) Reader as the patrolman’s Reader (P M R), and
(3)T agi as the sentry post’s T agi (SP Ti ). Our protocol has four phases: (1) Initialization Phase, (2) SP Ti
to P M R Authentication Phase, (3) SM C to P M R and
SP Ti Authentication Phase and (4) DAT Ai Sending
Phase. These phases are described as follows and shown
in Figure 3.

5.1

Initialization Phase

The initialization phase is same as Zhou et al.’s protocol.
SM C chooses an elliptic curve E(Fq ) and a base point P
over E(Fq ) with order n, where n is a large prime number.
SM C chooses two secrets k1 , k2 ∈R Zq∗ and one private
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Tagi

Server

Reader

TPi (! k1 1 IDi " k2 P)

r

Fq* ; RP (! rP )

R

k1 , k2 , k3 , K ( k3 P)
Does t R' is valid ?

T1' ! T1 , T4' ! T4 ,

B1'

'
R

t (time stamp).
g

'
R

*
q

F .

d

k3 ( RP ! R2' ),

'
B

h( f y ( B1' ), f x (T1' ), f x (T4' ), t R' ).

If d
'
2

'

R ! g P,

'
R

d B'

then

R3' ! (r " g ' ) K ,
'
R

'
3

'
1

'
4

'
R

d ! h( f y ( R ), f x (T ), f x (T ), t ).

T1' , T4' , R2' , t R' , d R'

B2'

T4' " k3T1' ,
'
i

k1 ( B2' " k2 P ).

ID

Does IDi' in DB ?
l ' #R Fq* ,
B3'

l ' P, B4'

'
1

d

'
4

'
3

B3' , d1' , d 2'

'
5

R ! rB , R ! rK ,

l ' RP , B5'

k3 RP ,

'
4

f y ( B ) $ ( DATAi ) L
|| f x ( B5' )

( DATAi ) R ,

'
2

d ! h( f x ( B5' ), d1' , t R' " 1).

DATAi ! (d1' ) L # f y ( R4' )
|| ( d1' ) R # f x ( R5' ).

Figure 2: OTRUTS problem

Tagi
TPi (! k1 IDi " k2 P)

r
s

t #R Fq* .

Server

Reader

1

Q, t R
t
v

*
q

R

F ; RP (! rP )

k1 , k2 , k3 , K ( k3 P)

R

Fq* .

Does t R is valid ?

Q ! sP, t R (time stamp).

B1

k3 ( RP ! R2 ),

v ! rt " s.

dB

h( f y ( B1 ), f x (T1 ), f x (T4 ), t R ).

If d R

If vP " Q ! tRP
then

R1 ! sT1 ,

then

c #R Fq* ,

w ! h( f x ( R1 ), f y (T4 )).

B2

T1 ! cP, T2 ! cQ,

If w ! u then

IDi

T3 ! cK , T4 ! TPi " T3 ,

g

u ! h( f x (T2 ), f y (T4 )).

T1 , T4 , u

R

T4 " k3t RT1 ,
k1 ( B2 " k2 P).

Does IDi in DB ?

Fq* ,

R2 ! gP, R3 ! (r # g ) K ,
d R ! h( f y ( R3 ), f x (T1 ), f x (T4 ), t R ).

l #R Fq* ,
T1 , T4 , R2 , t R , d R

B3

lP, B4

d1

f y ( B4 ) $ ( DATAi ) L

B3 , d1 , d 2

R5 ! rK ,
d3 ! h( f x ( R5 ), d1 , tR # 1).
If d3 ! d 2 then
DATAi ! (d1 ) L
|| ( d1 ) R

lRP , B5

k3 RP ,

|| f x ( B5 ) $ ( DATAi ) R ,

R4 ! rB3 ,

OK

dB

f y ( R4 )
f x ( R5 ).

Figure 3: Proposed protocol

d2

h( f x ( B5 ), d1 , t R ! 1).
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key k3 ∈R Zq∗ , and computes his public key K = k3 P . 6
Security Analysis
Each tag has pseudo-id TPi = k1−1 IDi +k2 P . On the other
hand, P M R chooses his private key r∈R Zq∗ computes his In the security patrolling scenario, P M R is supposed to
visit the assigned SP T in person, read the SP T and send
public key RP = rP .
proof back to the SM C for verification in a valid time interval. If a protocol has the OTRUTS problem (described
in section 3), P M R just needs to visit SP Ti only one time
5.2 SP Ti to P M R Authentication Phase then he can sit on the chair in the security office and complete the patrolling report without visiting the same SP T
In this phase, P M R randomly chooses s ∈R Zq∗ , extracts
again. Therefore, a security patrolling application should
times tR and computes Q = sP . Then P M R sends a
avoid the OTRUTS problem in the RFID mobile mutual
request, Q and tR , to SP Ti . After SP Ti receives Q and
authentication protocol.
tR , it randomly chooses t ∈R Zq∗ and replies t to P M R.
In our protocol, we rearranged T3 = ctR K to solve this
After P M R receives t, it computes v = rt − s and sends
OTRUTS problem. Thus, we have T4 = TPi + ctR K.
v to SP Ti . SP Ti checks whether vP + Q = tRP holds. If
If P M R tries to read SP Ti ’s data from SM C withit does, SP Ti authenticates the P M R successfully. Othout reading SP Ti again, shown as Figure 4, he assigns
erwise, it aborts the communication.
T10 = T1 and T20 = T2 , extracts a new time t0R , generates a random number g 0 ∈R Zn∗ , computes R20 = g 0 P ,
R30 = (r + g 0 )K and d0R = h(ȳ(R30 ), x̄(T10 ), x̄(T40 ), t0R ),
5.3 SM C to P M R and SP Ti Authentica- and sends T10 , T40 , R20 , t0R , d0R to SM C. After SM C receives these messages, it authenticates t0R successfully
tion Phase
(with no doubt), computes B10 = k3 (RP + R20 ) and d0B =
∗
SP Ti randomly chooses c ∈R Zq , computes T1 = cP , h(ȳ(B10 ), x̄(T10 ), x̄(T40 ), t0R ), finds d0B = d0R holds, and comT2 = cQ, T3 = ctR K, T4 = TPi + T3 and u = pute B20 = T40 −k3 t0R T10 = TPi +(tR −t0R )ck3 P . Now SM C
h(x̄(T2 ), ȳ(T4 )), and sends T1 , T4 and u to P M R. Af- tries to recover IDi by computing IDi0 = k1 (B20 − k2 P )
ter P M R receives T1 , T4 and u, it computes R1 = sT1 = k1 (TPi + (tR − t0R )ck3 P − k2 P ) = IDi + (tR − t0R )ck3 P
and w = h(x̄(R2 ), ȳ(T4 )), and checks whether w = u. If it 6= IDi . However, SM C finds out IDi0 is not in the
does, P M R authenticates the messages T1 , T4 and u suc- database and aborts the session. Therefore, our protocol
cessfully. Otherwise, it aborts this session. Then P M R not only provides the security properties of Zhou et al.’s
chooses a random number g∈R Zn∗ , computes R2 = gP , protocol, but also resistants to OTRUTS problem which
R3 = (r + g)K and dR = h(ȳ(R3 ), x̄(T1 ), x̄(T4 ), tR ), make our protocol more suitable for security patrolling
and sends T1 , T4 , R2 , tR and dR to Server. Then application.
Server checks whether tR is valid. If it does not, Server
aborts this session. Otherwise, Server computes B1 =
Conclusions
k3 (RP + R2 ) and dB = h(ȳ(B1 ), x̄(T1 ), x̄(T4 ), tR ), and 7
checks whether dB = dR holds. If it does, Server considers T1 , T4 , R2 , tR and dR as valid parameters and au- This paper discusses the Zhou et al.’s mutual authenthenticate Reader successfully. Next, Server computes tication protocol and points out their protocol is faces
B2 = T4 − k3 tR T1 and IDi = k1 (B2 − k2 P ), and checks OTRUTS problem and therefore cannot securely support
whether IDi exists in the database. If it does, Server some mobile RFID applications such as the security paauthenticate T agi successfully. Otherwise, Server aborts trolling application. This paper proposes a new mutual
authentication using ECC and proved the proposed prothis session.
tocol is resistant to OTRUTS problem.

5.4

DAT Ai Sending Phase

In this phase, Server fetches the related DAT Ai of
IDi from the database, encrypts it, and sends the encrypted data to P M R. First, SM C randomly chooses
l∈R Zq∗ , computes B3 = lP , B4 = lRP , B5 = k3 RP ,
d1 = ȳ(B4 ) ⊕ (DAT Ai )L ||x̄(B5 ) ⊕ (DAT Ai )R and d2 =
h(x̄(B5 ), d1 , tR +1), and sends B3 , d1 and d2 to P M R. After P M R receives those messages, it computes R4 = rB3 ,
R5 = rK, d3 = h(x̄(R5 ), d1 , tR + 1), and checks whether
d3 = d2 holds. If it does, P M R believes the parameters
B3 , d1 and d2 comes from a valid SM C, and recovers
DAT Ai = (d1 )L ⊕ ȳ(R4 )||(d1 )R ⊕ x̄(R5 ). Otherwise, it
aborts this session.
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